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CHAPTER XI 

_lUKE 22:63=65: ABUSE AT THE HANDS OF ENEMIES 

Jrn troduc ti on 

It is now the turn of Jesus' adversaries to treat him as a common 

criminal. He suffers unprovoked physical and verbal abuse. By LUke's 

placement of this incident Jesus 0 innocence and the irony of the experience 

of undeserved punishment come to the fore. Isaiah 53:12/luke 22:37 is 

coming to its fulfilment. Still, the way in which Luke shows the OT 

fulfilment is not through the expected allusion. We need to explain why 

he does not take over the language of the Servant Songs as Mark has given 

it. Positively, we shall see the use Luke does make of the OT language 

of rejection and what LXX style, if anyp adorns his presentation. 

If word count alone were decisive, then the six words of twenty-seven 

which !Luke has in common with Mark would show that Mark is probably not 

the basic source for this narrative. 
1 

The linguistic analysis of such 

a short passage, which has evidently been thoroughly reworked by luke, 

howeverp cannot give a totally convincing verdict by itself. When it 

is accompanied by the recognition of the many differences in contentp as 

well as the basic difference in setting, then it becomes apparent that a 

non-Markan source is basic at this pointe The mockery takes place before 

ft th S h h 
. 2 

and not a er e an edrin ear1ng. Those who mock are 

1Taylor, The Passion Narrative, Po 79; Taylor further points out ' ;' } - .... , that two of the six words in Mark are textualfY doubtful:J<,.t~ ii~J>_<K.t>.vr.Tf<~ t(uTouToiiPA<-..,;; 
(l\'lk. 14:65) is omitted from Western-D; ita, ; syrs; Alexandrian cop. 0

; 

cf. Grundmann (p. 417), who says that the text variant at Mk. 14:65 
( , / \ ~ ; e 13 
Xttttif. ns _f-trTc "jJj_t;l(~.J-5- {)f : Ca/es~rean;-U; / ; f ; Byzantine-W; X; 

and many other mss; cf. Lk. 23:64, T15 u-rc-J o ladtcr-rJ.~ ~f ) shows that 
Mark and Luke were originally independent of each ~ther. 

2Loisy (L~s Evangiles Synoptigues, lip p. 612) explains that the change 
in setting is due to a desire to fill the time during the night and faci= 
litate the movement of the narrative as it advances from the Sanhedrin 
hearing to Pilate's judicial proceedings. Howeverp Luke does not give 
a close accounting of the time lapses during that night so we are n,ot aware 
that he feels a need to -fill any gaps. Although admittedly the removal 
of mockery from the end of the Sanhedrin hearing does smooth the transi= 
ti on between the two trial scenesp lLoisy does not explain why Luke has 
changed the personnel and their purposes in mocking Jesus. 
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members of the arrest party charged with guarding Jesus (22:63)P not 

the members of the Sanhedrin (Mk. !4: 64·11.). The action they take against 

Jesus is b~ffeting and verbal abuse (Lko22:63-65). Mark reports more 

specific actionsp such as spitting on Jesus (Mko 14:65D. The purpose 

of the command to prophesy may be differentp especially if the blindfold-

ing detail in Mark is not authentic. For Mark 9 then 9 it would mean 

v'l?lay the Prophet now~" Luke relates that the strikers want Jesus to 

use supernatural power and tell despite his blindfold who is striking him.1 

The differences in the description of the mockery might be explained 

as part of Luke 0s making milder ~he harsh treatment portrayed in Mark. 2 

Yet this explanation is not totally satisfying for Luke 0 s use of _{(puJ_ 

and the questionp "Who struck you?" still indicate that physical abuse 

was part of the mockery. There seems to be no good reason why Luke would 

desire to relieve the Sanhedrin members of responsibility (cf. lk.22:52; 

Ac. J:l3ff.; 13:27ft)p and in so doing change the time and personnel in 

the mockery. The more probable explanation of these differences is to 

suppose that Luke is using a different source at this point.3 Mark 14:65 

possibly influences him at Lka22:64. 

1catchpolep Po 175. 

2 ' Cadburyp The Stylell"', .:. , p. 94; Contrast Schneider 9 p. 4L 

3catchpolep p. 180; He further argues that luke 0 s failure to take 
over Mark 0s allusion to the Servant Songs is an indication that he did not 
use Mark as his basic softrce. We have already seen in a number of 
instances (e.g. 22:21=23; Jl-34) thatp though luke 0 s non-allusion may be 
due to the use of another source 9 this explanation only pushes the task 
of explaining a non-allusion one step further back ip the compositional 
process. We must answer why the allusion made so little impact on Luke 
as he read Mark. Why was it of so little consequence to him that he could 
choose to set aside ~ark as his basic source and as a result fail to re
produce the allusion? It is only an argument from silence which saysp 
if Mark were lukees basic source he would not have omitted the allusion. 
Forp this is in essence what he has done at an earlier stage in the com
positional process when he c~ose to use non-Markan material as his basic 
source instead of Mark; cf. abovep PP• 191 9 194 9 238. 
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Old Testament Allusion 

Two elements in the mockery by the Sanhedrin court (Mko 14:65) 

have been understood as OT allusionso The physical abuse of being spat 

upon in the face and being beaten is part of the suffering of the Servant 

) / c / ) ' )t\ :A 
(Mko 14:65 cfo ML 26:67 9 E,M,i!Ivft\l,~·j2..tlito-#oto-tV o'v\oV ~p-,:LV ____ _ 

'dl' / ) ( / " Iso 50:6 9 I~~ _f:_C:.~y-o'\lal)-#ou El~IJr;lit((!"JAd.fo\ (contrast the ~iT.'--_;Q-f3_ 

>c_~ l • f\ ~ 2 \. ('\ / ' > l / J ' ) I ) / 1 0_·: --:~._. To_SLt- rocrw-;""ltcu avJ::. (1(iit-o-}'t'~~iio_~ca-~v11~-) ~,AJi-T~_§:',J¥,_1:_~ o 

Several elements in the blindfolding incident have hacl their origin at= 

tributed to the experiences of the suffering Servant (Is. 50:5; 53:3)o 2 

Since the first allusion does not appear in ~ke we must find explanations 

for his non=allusiono The second supposed allusion must be testedo 

The simplest expl®~ation for the non-allusion is again Luke's choice 

of sourceso3 But as we have seen this reason does not really answer the 

question positivelyo4 Are there other reasons in Luke's general approach 

to the sufferings of Jesus and their relationship to Scripture which would 

make the description in Lk. 22:63-65 more suitable to him than ~~o 14:65? 

Since we have seen that Luke's literary source is other than alark. 

1Dodd (Historical Tradition, Po 31) lists it as one of his testi~ 
monia; Bultmann (History of the S~tic Tradition. Po 281) says that 
Iso 50:6 has colored Mark0s account; Contrast Suhl ~.59) who does not 
see it as an allusion in Mk. or else Mt. would have made more of ito He 
suggests it is only part of the presentation of Jesus as martyr. 

3catchpole. Po 180; Boismard. XI. p. 409; Gundry. The Use of the OT 
in Mt.. Po 6L 

4schneideri (po 100) reasons that since Luke chose another source 
his omission of the Markan allusion was not a conscious one as it would 
have been if he were working with Mark as his basic source; This reason
ing must assume that ILurte was not conscious of the allusion when he chose 
to follow one source instead of another. Such an argument from silence 
does not help to clarify our understanding of luke's thinkingo Certainly 
the distinction between unconscious disregard and purposeful avoidance of 
an allusion can not be maintained by stating that the former attitude applies 
to allusions which occur in a source which at a given point Luke has not 
chosen tqp reprodti ce and tll\s t the .D.atter attitude applies· to a·Uusioills 
which Luke has chosen to e.D.iminate from material which is his basic sourceo 
Lukeas choice of a non-Markan source over 1'17ark involves just as much of a 
purposeful avoidance of a Markan alJI.usion as if he chose to eliminate it 
from Mark when it serves as his basic sourceo 
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explanations1 which are based on !Wkeas reworking of Mark either from 

an interest in probable history or simply an ignoring of the allusion 

are not helpfulo 

As we have noted beforeg ~uke 9 s presentation of the mockery is set 

before the trial so that it may be seen to be thoroughly unprovoked and 

undesei!"Vedo This promotes the theme of Jesus« innocencep which is part 

of the outworking of the fulfilment of !so 53:12/Lko 22:37o lLuke then 

chooses to show that Isaiah 53 is being fulfilled not through the method of 

2 allusion to another Servant Song but through pro~ting his general themeo 

Another explanation might be luke's desire to soften the physical abuse 

rendered to Jesuso Although the fact of physical abuse is not removed 

altogether (contrast ~~o 15:17-20a which is not present in Lko; but c~ 

Lko 22:63=64)P it is described in more general termso luke does not take 

up the details of physical abuse which Jesus gave in his most specific 

passion prediction (18:31-34/Mko 10:32-34) 0 He does not describe the 

events which fulfill them in those terms (cfo Mko 14:65)o Rather he takes 

one general term for mockery and focuses the suffering of Jesus by repeat-
) I 

ing it throughout the narrative (_~ii_i_L}W_ Lko 22:63; 23:llp 36; cf'o 

Mko 15:20)o The cluster of OT ideas concerning the suffering of the 

Servant of the Lord whether he be a judge 0 prophetp the righteous man 0 or 

the Xsaianic servant 9 seem to provide the source for lukeas representation 

of Jesus' sufferingo Theological themes not OT allusion is his method 

of presentationo 

The suggestion that the original source of the blindfold incident is 

not historical recollection but Xso 53:3 does not make sense of the gospel 

evidence a It must immediately claim that the allusive intention of the 

detaH was not understood by ll-1to or lko They proceed to expand and rationa-

lize the incidentp turning an allusion to the suffering Servant into a game of 

1Karnetski 9 ppo 215 9 249o 

2Schneider, Po 100; ct.,. above 0 Po 290o 
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mockeryo There is no verbal parallelism in Lukeo2 The material 

parallelism is not altogether clear even in the unrationalized markan 
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accounto The MT may be fairly well deciphered to mean, "as one from whom 

men hide their faceso 113 Only by a tortured exegesis of that statement 

could one arrive at an understanding that the guards fulfilled the Scriptures 

by covering the face of the one from whom they were supposed to be cover= 

ing their own faceso The LXX 9 however, does leave some room open for 

understanding the activity of covering as being done to the Servant by his 

contemporarieso 
') ) 

The passive verb __ o(]iE-ctT;>ol'ii ran. without an explicit agent 

of the action translates the noun_]j1""0 )';:~. 

Conceivably, his contemporaries could turn away his face from them by a 

blindfold, just as more probably the Servant turns himself awayo But 

even if the LXX opens the way for building a blindfolding incident upon 

!so 53:3 9 the purpose of the blindfolding or averting the face in the two 

instances is quite differento In Isaiah such a disfigurement of the 

Servant has taken place that shame forces a hiding of the faceo In the 

gospel account the hiding of Jesus' face might be for the purpose of try-

ing to shame him but it is not because his appearance is revoltingo The 

material parallelism does not hold upo Since there are historical pre-

cedents which make such a "Blind Man's Bluff" diversion by the guards under

standable94 it is not necessary to assume that the OTis the origin 

1Weidel 9 ThStuKr, LXXXV, Po 232. 

2 ~ I > ' " r ' Pso 68(69):8rE-~~}._~-'f'J-" f-1 T,M"( To '<fJotSw"iicv jAO u 9 has closer 
verbal parallelism to the synoptic accounts

1
'iifJll.t.J>-.S'r;rt-n/ iul"a'V_ To Ttj)cg:_w7io_':!._ 

(Mk. 14:65; Lko 22:64 withoutT~ iiJW/It:IW_I,o" ), but the material parallelism 
cannot be maintainedo Though both involve suffering of shame and mockery, 
in ·the psalm 9 hiding one's face is the sign of shame which the sufferer 
feels; in lul<.e 9 the blindfolding is part of the mockery intended to bring 
shame on Jesus; cf o P. Benoit 9 "Les outrages a Jesus Proph~te (Me xiv 65 
par.) 911 Neotestamentica et Patristica9 ed. Wo Co Van Unnik (Supplo to 
NovT 9 VI; Leiden, 1962), Po 97o 

3 ' ( ,_ cf,o __!:he lj_!era,l_re~derings of Theodotion and Symmachus, kcl<. LVS 
d '' o "!vftl ·~o q-w ~<oV iJ( ;, ) otuTov. 

4aenoit (Neotestamentica et Patristica, p. 95)cites Pollux, 



of these detailso 1 The OT may have played a pa~t in influencing the way 

the events were desc~ibedo It may also have served as a control en what 

details were ~ememberedo Still 0 the p~ocess of handing en the tradition 

involved both historical recollection and the understanding of prophetic 

2 fulfilmento For ~ke the relationship between the OT and these events 

must be sought in the area o~ his use of OT ideaso 

Old Testament Xdea 

Two approaches to discovering how 1uke relates this aspect of Jesusq 

suffering to the OT are to look at the diatinctive OT ideas contained in 

(22: 64); and 

Onomasticon EX: 1 1.) 0 !29; Do ll..o &UUer ("_EJ'lJiA_LlE IN: Jl»Jl.aying the Moclk 
Game" (JLuke 22:63-64) 9 " JBR..o XC (1971) 0 PlPo j09=J13) presents an 
\maginative but illfounded=wAalysis of the perilkopeo He takes the wo~d 
~)!"Hill( ~~~-to have a double meaning0 "to mock" and in elder usage "to 
enter a cuHic dlance or cm!tic maJrriage" (Ellllripides 0 Bacchae 9 806)o 

379 

While the gmards mock they actually are acting out the significance of the 
life=giving function o~ Jesus 0 sufferingo They mock now when he is blind= 
folded and show by that their own blindness to the salvation in their 
p~esenceo They mock when the blindfold is removed and salvation is fully 
~evealed as Jesus hangs on the crosso Thus the blindfolding is not simply 
a garne but a mythic drama concerning salvationo ~hough~P-n~~J~tv is used 
in both contexts cited (ll..ko 22:63; 23:36) 0 there is as Miller himself admits 
l1nD instance in Hellenistic or Biblical Greek whereJfo-iL"'~-Jf:!_IL __ ~ means other 
than mocko Ef luke wanted to portray myth by this incfdent he probably 
would have chosen words which would have clearly pointed out the deeper 
meaning of the eventso 

nMaurer 0 s (ZTK0 1 9 Po 8) suggestion that the command to the blind~ 
folded Jesus to prophesy (Mko n4:65) comes from Iso 50:5, "The ll..ord God 
has opened my ear0 " also fails to be fully convincingo There is no ver
bal parallelismo The material parallelism0 however 0 is somewhat clearer 
than in the case of Iso 5J:3o "Opening the ears" was one of the ways that 
the OT described prophetic revelation (e.,go 1 Kino 9: n5; 2 OCmo 7:27) o ThUSp 
this encouragement to prophesy ({g1fto ~4:65) co~rresponds with the Se!Mfantas 
proper tasko The main difference is that in the OT this task is looked 
on positively as one enabled by Godo En the Gospels the direction is 
given in derisiono Mto and Lko (on the theory that he used &~o) do not 
take this theme up 0 but in the mockery twist the supposed allusion into a 
description of an isolated mocking of Christo This raises the suspicion 
that the allusion was never intended by Mark in the first p!aceo 

2stramss 0 Po 657z Benoit 0 Neotestamentica et Jl»atristica0 Po 97o 
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f3-~Jt.:.a--J-7/J'vy~5 (22:65)P 
1 

and to ask whether one OT figurep the suffering 

prophet 9 the suffering Servant 0 the suffering righteous man of the Psalms 0 

or the martyr of Jewish Xiterature is presented consistently throughout 

the accounto 

Luke begins his description of the mockery with two general terms for 

The latter occurs only JX in the LXX (Levo 

1:6 A and recorr te~t; 2 Cho 29:34; 35:11 B=te~t)o lin each case it denotes 

the priest 9 s action of fXaying the sacrificial animal into parts as it is 

prepared to be cookedo We could take this word as an indicator of the 

sacrificial context in which the death of Jesus is to be viewed (2 Cho 35: 11 

does describe the flaying of the ~assover lamb)o However 9 the rest of the 

Lukan conte~t does not suggest such an understandingo The only possible 

OT significance which might be seen in this word must be based on Jesus~ 

previous use of it in a parable (lko 20:10p 11/Mko 12:3 0 5)o Presumably 0 

those servants who are sent to the vineyard and are beaten by the wicked 

husbandmen represent the OT prophets (cfo Lko 13:34)o Jesus suffers such 

scourging as one of God's servants (cfo parallel treatment of Jesus' 

followersP Aco 5:40; 16:37; 22:19)o 

That~~f-~ should be seen i~ such a context is strengthened by the OT 

We have already noted how Luke uses this word 

repeatedly throughout his narrative to rel~te the mockery whiCh Jesus 

experiences (Lko 23:11 0 36)o The two OT and Jewish conte~ts in which this 

word might be understood are the treatment of prophets (2 Cno 36:16) and 

martyrs (1 nlaCCo 9:26; 2 nfaCCo 7:10)o The main difference between derision 

directed at a prophet and that directed at a martyr consists in the claims 

which each has made about his relationship with Godo The prophet claims 

~ I 
The other verb of abuse 9_T_~,.~iiTw P occurs in a te~t variant which appears 

to be in its va!dous forms both an_ assimilation to Mark and an e~planatory 
expansion of a quite brief and slightly ~ryptic )~horter reading; the text 
variants are: aner_TI_~/<o~-).Q_f_o~-vTt-~,r.>vTo_'l! add _E-_'CI.LiiT0\1 ~0Tou T~g-w_r.o'{ : 

Caesarean- e; f ; Byzantine= most uncials including A; W; r ; D.; 1 35; add 
' ; )I ,, "' 1 

T_o_ TyoPc:!!-!E<lL_{:__'[V_;([o~o.:-~.iJg_y~A'd(_:_Caesarean- f ; Western- D; others= 063; 0124 
(cfo Mko 14:65)o 
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to speak for Godo When the disobedient people hear the message and do 

not believe it 0 they mock the prophet 0 "To claim such a message comes from 

God is to show you are no prophet at all o11 With regard to Jesus 0 it is 

the role of prophet which now has been thrust on him by those who have 

observed his ministryo He is in the power of the enemies of God who now 

demand some supernatural proof of God 0 s presence with himo But the prophet 

cannot produce the proof on commando Thus he is mocked {lko 23:11 0 36)o 

The martyr claims to live righteously under the blessing of Godo When he 

is in the hand of the enemy 0 they mock him asking where ·is the great God 

who should come to deliver his faithful witness out of such a fateo The 
) I 

verb.!jy,;7iJ.£S_w is used for mockery in the first sense in lLuke (cfo 14:29; 

23:11 0 36)o It should be pointe~ out that mockery directed at the indivi= 

dual who is not able to be what he claims to be is not limited in luke to 

the claims of a prophet as lko 23:~1 and 36 showo The command to the 

blindfolded Jesus (23:64) 0 however, shows that it is the claims of the 

prophet which are involved in this particular mockery sceneo A! though 
\ I 

this word and its cognate_EJA'ii<t.~y.r~~-·(cfo J Maceo 5:22; 2 maceo 7:7) are 

quite popular in the portrayal of the mockery directed at martyrs 0 we 

cannot conclude that every time the word is used it points necessarily to 

1 a martyrdom contexto With the difference in content between the mockery 

directed at Jesus and that aimed at the martyrs 0 as well as the presence 

of the command to prophesy 0 we beJLieve that a martyrdom context is not 

demanded by the use of this word at Lko 22:63o 

- / The question to the blindfolded JeSllls includes the verbo--'-~"-~c....L..- o 

The OT meaning, "to be smitten by the wrath of God 0 as punishmeilt 0 " (eogo 

Jero 37(30):14; Iso 14:6; Lamo 3:30) could be remotely attached to its 

usage hereo It would then reinforce the theological theme that Jesus 0 

s~fferings have universal significanceo They are the wrath of God visited 

1 
Contrast ~0 V0 PPo 635ffo 
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on the innocent one to bri~g salvationo This is 9 however 9 probably to 

read too much theological significance into a mocking jest which asks 

simp.ll.y 9 "!?rophesy~ Who is it that struck?" 11 God11 .is not the expected 

answero 

The conclusion of the mockery says that the guards spoke many other 

things; to him 9 reviling him Cf><Aa-f-(.foi'u>~Tf-5 9 lLko 22:65)o H has been 

proposed that this usage should be taken in the LXX sense of "to blaspheme 

1 
Xso 52:5; 2 Maceo 10:34; 12:14)o 

However 9 there is nothing in the context which indicates that claims have 

been made for Jesus 0 divinity which co~!d now be blasphemously mockedo 

The placement of the incident before the trial removes any foundation for 

that meaning of the verbo Another suggestion is that since the lLXX usage 

denotes those who doubt the reality of the saving power of Godp the Christian 

~se of the tell"m in connection with the doubting of Jesus 0 messianic claims 

is quite appropriate o 
2 

lLuke us mse of ~2_<Lo::..Cf-/#;v.) _includes both references 

to blasphemy against deities (lLko 12:UO; Aco 6:11; 19:37; 26:11) and revil= 

ing directed at men (lLko 22:65; 23:39; Aco 13:45; 18:6; cfo Demosthenes 9 

It is not possible to maintain 

that every time the term is employed in the second way there is also the 

implication that God is being blasphemedo Still 0 it is interesting that 

more often than not the content of the reviling has to do with either the 

message of God's salvation (Aco 1):45; 18:6) 9 or the messianic claims of 

Jesus (lLko 23:39)o Again it is the context which mmst define the contento 

The context around Lko 22:65 provides little evidence to show that such a 

Christian usage built on the lLXX is the proper background hereo 

very presence of the term in conjunction with the command to prophesy may 

1cfo Bornh!mser (po 88) 9 who claims that smch a sense is reasonable 
after Jesl!S 9 con{ession of divinity in the Sanhedrin tJrialo Hs presence 
proves that Luke 9s version also originally came after the trial since it 
presupposes that confessiono 

2~, xp ~ 621ffo 



indicate to us that luke intends the mockery against the Lord (22:60=61) 

to be understood as of the same quality as blasphemy against Godo 

Xn the preceding discussion aboot OT all.lusion we have already shewn 

how the figure of the suffering Servant is not alluded to in this narra-

tiveo Xt is only the theme of unprovoked unjust treatment 9 which is 

advanced by the setting and content of the narrativep which may ha said 

to link the narrative with the suffering Servanto
1 

We have already seen that the martyrdom conte~t has some formal and 

even verbal similarities with Lko 22:6J~65o Both involve the moc~ery 

of the one who suffers unjustlyo We should probably indude within our 

discussion of the martyr figure 9 the figure of the suffering righteous 
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man of the 'salms and Wisdomo They all suffer scoffing abuse from their 

enemieso More importantly the content of the mockery is the sameo It 

is a taunt which points ~t the impotence of their God to honor their 

righteousness and deliver themo
2 The taunt to Jesus, however, is not 

directed against his trust in God but against his office as a prophet 

Jesus cannot perform on commando 

luke presents Jesus as a prophet throughout his gospel (cfo 7:16; 

24: 19) 0 It is significant that the one aspect of the or prophets~ mission 

to Israel to which luke continually compares Jesus' own mission is the 

rejectionp suffering, and death which they experienced at the hands of 

rebellious Xsrael (4:24 cfo mko 6:1,/Mto 13:57; Lko 4:27; 11:47o 49P 50; 

13:33P 34; Aco 7:37 ff.; cfo the fact that the followers of the Son of Man 

will have the same fate as the prophets who were persecutedp Lko 6:23)o 

Part of luke's description of a prophet 0s gifts is second sightp an ability 

!llot only to foreteU the future (Aco 11:27f.; 13:1f.; 15:32; 21:10f.) but 

1 
Hoo~er (po 91) sees no connection whatever 0 since the Iso 50:6 

allms!on has been droppedo 

2cfo Hahn (po 66) who cites Pso 21(22):8; Thompson (po 265) cites 
Pso 21(22):7=9; Wsdo 2:1l 17 as the OT background for L~o 22:65; cfo 2 
niaCCo 7: 16o 
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a capacity tor present discernment (Lko 7:39) ~ich could logically extend 

to seeing through m blindfoldo Luke has repeatedly presented Jesus in the 

passion narrative as the prophet in full control of the situation 0 reveal= 

ing his foreocnowledge and discernment at every turno The preparations 

for the 'assover (22:10); J~das' betrayal (22:21~22p 48); 'eter 0 s denial 

(22:J~ffop 61); the approaching hostility (22:35~38); the arrest itself 

(22:52fo) are all events which Jesus foreseeso After such a consistent 

display of prophetic abil!tyP Jesus the prophet now stands impotent in the 

hands of his captorso They may have heard of his prophetic insightp which 

told him what would befall him (cfo 9:22; 13:33; ~8:3~=33) 9 and which iron= 

ically did not deter him from walking right into their trapo He had 

prophesied once who would betray him (.22:21=22) and he was right (22:48)o 

Now let him prophesy who is striking himo But Jesus does net exercise his 

prophetic gifts for entertainment purposeso He accepts the humiliationp 

mockeryp and abuse and thus fulfills the role of the true prophet (2 Cho 

1 
36:16)o 

Old Testament Style 

In this brief section it is the syntactical structure which shows 

the most semitic charactero The only individual grammatical construction 

- I 
which imitates l!..XX style is the redundant2_~_y:o_i_Tt':~--- ( Lko 22: 64) o H 

2 introduces direct address as is customary in Lukeo There are no 

r' ' occurrences of a f- _ P but l<~t_ (JX) connects a series of participles sub-

ordinated to finite verbso The parataxis then is present in general 

though within given segments it seems to be avoided by the subordination 

of a participle to a finite verbo Word order is also semiticp not in the 

matter of verb=subject-object sequencep but in the consistent practice of 

placing the object after the verb 0 especially when it is a participleo 

Since we have no extant source with which to compare luke it is aga~n 

1
Schneiderp Po 171fo 

2 See abovep Po 370o 



difficult to tell which elements of this lXX stylistic coloring are d~e to 

his source and which to his redactiono In general, it appears that he may 

be responsible for breaking up a great amount of parata%is in his source 

by turning some finite verbs into participleso Howeverp he also let the 

overall paratactica! structure stando He probably introduced the redundant 

Such coloring helps make a smooth transition between the 

semitically colored conclusion of the previous account (22:60=62) 9 and the 

beginning of the trial scene (22:66)o It is also appropriate to the con= 

tent of the narrative which shows Jesus as the rejected and mocked propheto 
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CHAIM'ER XII 

lUKE 22:66=71: THE SANHEDRIN TRIAL 

Introduction 

Jesus has been denied by his followers (22:54~62) and abused by 

Now his suffering enters a climactic phaseo 

He is to be given the opportunity to defend himself against his accusers 

in three hearings (22:66-71; 23:1~5 0 1}=25; 23:6=12)o Luke wU.l use 

these trials to advance the fulfilment of Iso 53:12 through a portrayal of 

Jesus as the innocent one who is treated as a transgressoro In the Sanhedrin 

trial 0 especially 0 the injustice of the Jewish leaders' evaluation of 

Jesus 0 claims is presentedo Some have seen the trial as modeled on the 

trial e~perience of the prophet ~eremiaho The OT figures 0 besides the 

prophet 0 which are referred to in the interrogation are the Messiah 0 Son of 

ntan 0 and Son of Godo luke 0 s Christology develops the essential relation= 

ship among those figures and applies them to Jesus with the aid of OT 

allusions to Dao 7:~3 and ~So 109(110):1o The relationship between Jesus 

as the Messiah and men is grounded in the OT ideas of faith and believing 

as the right response to the claims of God's servantso Some OT style 

also complements this passage which is rich in OT allusions and ideaso 

The question of literary sources for this section is inextricably 

entwined with the question of the historical sequence of eventso We shall 

focus. first on the question of the probable basic literar,y source for lko 

22:66-71 11 then we shall seek to understand how it and the Markan account 

of the Sanhedrin trial relate to the probable historical course of eventso 

We must note briefly the textual problem at Lko 22:68o 1 The extrinsic 



probabilities favor the longer readingo Xt has greater geographical 

distribution and is as ancient as the predominantly Alexandrian shorter 

readi~ The fact that the readings are equally ancient means the longer 

readingp an interpretive gloss 0 could have entered the text tradition 

early and affected all subsequent msso The argument that the widespread 

distribution of a secondary gloss ~ithout variation is unlikely1 is thus 

invalidatedo Th~ longer reading 0 thenp may be equally either secondary or 

originalo On transcriptional grounds it has been proposed thai the omission 

took place either because of homeoteleuton or theological objections to the 

thought that Jesus wanted to be releasedo The variant in some texts 

which has~ makes the homeoteleuton explanation unlikely at least in 

2 their caseso The explanation that copyists omitted the longer reading 

because it contained theologically objectionable material has some meritoJ 

Stillp the two forms of the longer reading seem to be secondary for they 

lo~ically explain the abrupt ending in the shorter readingo4 We take the 

shorter reading as authentico 

The two basic options for understanding the literary composition of 

lLko 22:66=71 are to view it as a reworking of 1\Uto 14:55=64 ILllnder the dh·ec

tion of lu~e 0 s theological purposes5 or as Luke 0 s use of a non-Markan 

6 sourcea A third option 0 which is a variation on the first two is to··: 

see the composition as a mixture of non-1\'larkan material combined with the 

1 N I -
4lo Dt.nplacy 0 "Une variante rn~connue du texte re~uJL£\TtQbU_~ HTE(lLco 

22 0 68) 9 11 NT Aufsihe: Festschrift ff!r l?rof o Jo Schmid; edo Jo Blinzler 
~t.al (Regensburg 0 1963) 0 Po 51o 

2 1\tetzgerp Commentar,to Po 178o 

3 Creedp Po 278o 

4ouplacy (NT Aufsatzep Po 44) points out the grammatical difficulties 
of the longeJr reading (_1Lin parallel with a negative; 1t.~oo/1.0o-~ ff- __ used 
absolutely)P b\l!t fails tb see that the addition of an abbreviated explana= 
towy gloss cwld c~reate such dU'ficuU.ieso 

5eogo Conze!mann 0 Theology of li..uke p po 840 no 3; l?o Benoitp "Jesus 
devant le Sanhedrin 0 ~ ~gelicum0 XX (1943) 0 Po 149 

6 
eogo Schlatterp LMkasp Po 140; Taylorp The Passion Narrativep Po 84o 
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basic source Mark1 or portions of Mark inserted into a non-lttarkan sourceo2 

The difficulty with this option is that it is not possible to successfully 

identify which portions belong to Mark and which to a non=~tarkan sourceo 

Those portions which one would have assigned to Mark (eogo Lko 22:67 0 69 9 

71; cfo Mko 14:61=63)3 have been so thoroughly rewor~ed and now form such 

an integral part of the narrative that it is hard to see them as insertionso 

A further difficulty is presented by the fact that on the face of it Luke 

and Mark report two different historical eventso Mark records a trial 

which took place at nighto It consisted in the hearing of false witnesses; 

the interrogation of the high priest (one question); and the verdict that 

the Jesus 8 confession was blasphemy (the high priest rends his garments) and 

wortqy of deatho Luke records that the trial took place in the morningo 

All of the Sanhedrin interrogates Jesus (two questions)o There is no 

mention of blasphe~P the high priest 0 s actionp or the verdicto Would 

Luke take elements from the report of one historical event (a night hearing) 

and insert them into his account of another historical event (a day trial)? 

From the linguistic analysis of Lko 22:66-71 it appears that l\1ark is 

not the basic source for the accounto Xn those portions (vvo 67P 69P 7!) 

which appear to be most dependent on Mark 0 the similarities with Mark may 

be accounted for by the fact that the same questions and same testimony 

could reasonably be expected to occur at a second morning trial as had 

~een stated at the preliminary night hearingo The similarities are a 

matter of historical repetition and not literary dependenceo That two 

hearings did occur in such a short space of time is plausible for the 

1 
Hauckp Po 274· 

2 GrundmannP Po 418· 

3Hauck 9 Po 274; Do Ro Catchpolep "The Problem of the Historicity of 
the Sanhedlrli.n Tria! 0 " The Tll"iM~ Jesus: Cambridge Studies .. _!.~!., honour of 
Co Fo Do Moulep edo Eo Bammel (SBT 9 2tll~d ser'b XXI!; Londonp 1970L Po 64o 



following reasonso We have evidence from Mko and Mto of at !east two 

consultations conducted by the Sanhedrinp one at night and one in the 

morning LJ.7r:so 14:55/Mto 26:59: Mko 15: 1/Mto 27:1 0 2; John reports two con~ 

su!tations at night 9 none in the morning (Jo 18:13 9 24); luke reports none 

at night and one in the morning (Lko 22:661{o The illegality of a 

Sanhedrin trial involving a capital case conducted at night; 1 the practical 

improbability that a quorum could be raised at such short notice on the 

important Passover feast night; and the custom in capital cases of deliver= 

ing the verdict a day removed from the investigati on 0 

2 all make .it reason-

able that in such a short space of time the Sanhedrin should have met twiceo 

They deemed it as of the utmost urgency to get the investigation concerning 

Jesus under wayo Thusp it was begun the very night of the arresto They 

still possibly feared the reaction of the people (cfo 22:2 9 6)o They had 

enough sense of judicial propriety to leave the final verdict to another 

hearing in the morningo Do 1\iark and lLlllkep however 0 support in their 

narratives such a course of events? Do they do it in such a way that luke 

shows that he understands that Mko 15:55=64 does indeed report a historical 

event which is different from Lko 22:66-71? 

luke accords best with this historical reconstruction in the light 

of contemporary Jewish judicial practiceo3 The difficulty with Mark is 

1
sanho 4:1~ We must continue to bear in mind Ho Danbyis ("The Bear ... 

ing of the Rabbinical Criminal Code on the Jewish Trial Narratives of the 
Gospel s 9 " •. JTS 9 XXI ( 1919-20) 0 Po 54) caution that what Jewish scholars at 
the end of=th'e 2nd century thought to be correct law and procedure 0 as 
recorded in the Mishnah 9 was not necessariJI.y the accepted practice at the 
beginning of the firsto Such a trial was also prescribed on a feast dlay 
(Sanho 4:1); cfo Catchpole (The Trial of Jesus (1970) 9 Po 58) 9 who cites 
Josephus 0 ~o XVX:163 to shmv that such prohibition may not extend to the 
first centuryo 

2Sanho 4: 1.; Admittedly the two sessions are not separated by a full 
day 9 but this may be part of the evidence for the unfairness if not ille= 
gality of the proceedings; Contrast Catchpole (The Trial of Jesus (1970) 9 

Po 59) 11 who S<ijs·.; Jos~phus 9 ~o_XV:229i,nott~vidence .that two sessions were 
probably . · required in the first centuryo · , 

3catchpolep The Trial of JesiJIS (1970)p Po 61; The Trial of Jesus (1971)p 
Po 203o 
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that the verdict appears to be passed at the ~ight trialo In fact the 

main weight in the narrative is given to the night hea~ing with only a 

brief mention of the decisive morning t~ial (mko 15:1)o This has led some 

to conclude that Mko 15:1 is not a ~eference to a trial 1 and is at best a 

doublet of the night trialo Xi is taken f~om another !itera~y source 

which Ma~k has not effectively combined ~1ith the soll.llrce which ~eports the 

same trial at nigh to 2 'i'he positive evidence of ll'Iaret 0 s na~l!"aUve 11 howevcar 0 

does allow for a morning t~ial 0 though it is reported only brieflyo For 

compositional reasons 0 the creation of a contrast between Jesus 0 ll'aithfu! 

confession and Peter 0 s faithless denial 0 Mark has telescoped the main 

elements of both trials into the one night trialoJ 

!Luke 0 s account of t .!'te morning trial presupposes the pre.ll.Ji.minary hearirng 

of the previ~s nighto The differences f~om Mko 14:62 in the reported 

responses irn ~ke (vo 68; the abbreviated vo 69) may be best explained if 

the Lukan account is seen as reporting the responses to the repetitive 

questioning of a second hearingo They are not the result of Luke 0 s editing 

1Benoit 11 Angelicump XXP PPo 146ffo; Catchpole (The Trial of Jesus 
(1971) 0 Po 191) argtlles that JL.uke did not understand Mko 15:1 as the Markan 
equivalent of lko 22:66=71o He uses Luke's editing of Mko ):6 (~v~~~ 
t!o/[o u v __ ; l!..ko 6: 11) ':eft~>-~ ~o~_ ..J ) as evidence that !Luke probably under= 
stood MCto 15:1 (o-ufoA.,0><ov ETolfopl.ht"H~_) to describe not a trial session 
but a private planning session to map out strategyo Catchpole fails to 
recognize that the decisive element in the Markan narrative is not the 
description of the acti~n which the Jewish leaders took 0 but rather the 
part~es wh~ch were i~vo!v~dcjrn th~ pla~ing (~)0L~~(~~-~~r) rUJv~~~
f3fH,tE-w-J /<ai-'=-'(;1~/'o<~f<JJ_~- l<t~-c,__)o_~~.J_:f~-fc,J '11€-ffE-~'!_1)-- __ Mko 15.:_1; cf o Lko 22:66 0 

T.o___ry:(-&-~v Tf_flo't/ nu .).o~-ou> o~-;>)<' co/(-£ 5 n:_I~L-y:f~~.,..~~S----i contrast 
Mko 1~:55 0_0{_t:';Q):lE,e!-<~_l:<g~2___~__]..o_'Y_TL~_QY*--'1Y)o Mark1 s citation of the 
presence of the whole Sanhed~in 0 incl~ding a ~efe~ence to its consituent 
parts, appea~ to show net a pr.ivate plan of one segment of the Jewish 
leadership as at M~o 3:6 but the full agreement of the ~oleo This 
accords we!! ~ith the nature of the morning 9ession as a trial; cf. 
Dillersberge~ (VI 0 Po 137) and Arndt (po 455) 0 who see Mko 15:1 and lLko 22: 
66ffo as reporting the same evento 

2 Wo Co C~ant 0 The Gospels: their origin and their grmvth (Londono 
1957)o Po l)Jo 

31\7o 181ack 0 "'i'he Arrest and 'i'rial of Jesus 0 n NT Essa,ys: Studies in 
Memory of To Wo Manson0 edo Ao Jo Bo Higgins (Manchester 0 1959) 0 Po 21 o 
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according to his theolcgica.l interests Mark~s ll'Uight trial reportot The 

failure to mention the coming of the Son of Man with the clouds of heaven 

is grounded in historyo Xt is Jesus~ claim that he w~s divine 0 worthy of 

a position at the right hand of God 0 not his return as judge 9 which was 

understood by the Sanhedrin to be blasphemous and worthy of deatho~ luke~s 

report that the Sanhedrin concluded that they did not need any more wit= 

nesses (lko 22:71) assumes that there was a time when they did have wit= 

nesses 0 ioeo the preliminary hearing (Mko 14!56ffo)o luke does not report 

the presence of witnesses at the morning trialo This presupposes the fiasco 

of the .ll.ack of agreement among the witnesses at the preliminary hearing 

(Mko 14:59)o3 Mark~s telescoping of the trials probably converges at this 

statement concerning the need for more witnesseso This comes from the 

second trial and so does the verdict which fo.ll.lowso The fact th&t ~ke 

fails to report in specific terms the basis for the verdict and the verdict 

itself does not weaken the ~!aims for the historicity of this morning trialo 

Xt may be satisfactorily explained by Luke 0s theological purpose of present= 

ing the innocence of Jesus through an avoidance of mentioning even the false 

evaluation at which the Sanhedrin had arrivedo 

Those who maintain that Mark and !Luke report the same event consist= 

ently fail to give convincing reasons why Luke has moved the trial from the 

night to the morningo4 The most satisfactory explanation is that luke 

1 Dillersberger 0 VI 9 Po 137; Contrast Conzelmann0 Theology of Luke 0 Po 
84o no 3o 

2 See be!OWp Po 427o 

3Dillersberger9 VI 9 Po ]37; Contrast Voss (po ]14) 9 ~ho explains the 
omission from Luke 0 s theological interestso 

4cf:o Benoit 0 s (Angelicum 0 XX. 9 Po 150) .list which includes compositional 
reasons: Luke wanted to deal with ~eter~s denial separately from the trial; 
his sense of time !apseg too much had happened in the night for the trial 
a.ll.so to take place then (cfo 22:59; 22:6,3=65); his sense of history: I.J.tAlte 
wanted to bring the trial and verdict irit.o line with Roman ·-law Whlch aU owed 
the delive~ of verdicts only during the d~ (Danby (JTS 9 11! 0 Po 62) 
believes Luke has corrected Mark ill'U line with the furth;r info~ation about 
Jewish judicial processes~ which he has received)o Though Luke may ~ant 
to separate Peter 1 s denial from the trial 9 the intervening scourging does 
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knew of the two Jewish hearings. He disregarded the preliminary one 

because it raised some ~ssues~ e.go the false witnesses 8 testimony about 

Jesus 0 claims concerning the temple (Mko 14:58)~ which clouded what lLlnke 

saw as the real issue of the trial~ Jesus 0 claims concerning himselfo
1 

He chose his non-Markan source which reported the climax of the Jewish 

judicial procedureD the morning trialo fhe other main difference in 
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detail which the promoters of Mko 14:55-64 = lko 22:66=71 fail to account 

for is the speakers in the narrativeso 

gates; in lukeD the \vhole Sanhedrino2 

Xn Mark the high priest interro-

What appears to account best for all the similarities and differences 

between lLuke 0s and Mark 9 s account of the Sanhedrin trial is an explanation 

which understands the narratives as based on two independent literary 

sources~ without any common influenceo The historical sequence of events 

which makes the best sense of the similarities and differences in the 

accounts is one which allows for at least two hearings before the SanhedrinD 

a preliminary night hearing to seek evidence (Mk. 14:55=64) and a day trial 

at which the verdict is delivered (lko 22:66=71; Mko 15:1)o 

'this weU without the need for a time marker which places the trial in the 
morningo Whether the night is too crowded with events to allow for a trial 
is a matter of subjective judgmento Luke gives no indication of the dura= 
tion of events except at Lko 22:59o As for luke 0 s concern for historical 
accuracyp it is apparently not built solely on his knowledge of judicial 
procedure 0 whether Jewish or Roman 0 for he fails to explicitly state in his 
morning trial that a verdict is giveno His historical interest is probably 
governed by a concern for reporting what in fact happened. 

1
Voss (po 114) uses this as a explanation of lLlnke 0 s omission of the 

false witrnesses from the Markan trial account which he assumes that wke 
useso The explanation may serve just as well as a reason for Luke 8 s 
choice of a non~Markan source over Mark; Bornhauser (po 88) contends that 
it is Luke's consideration for his Gentile audiencep which would neither be 
interested in nor understand Jewish trial procedurep that the night trial 
is removed. 

2winegan°s (po 25) e~p!anation from hyperbole is not convincing. 
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Old Testament Allusion 

The account of the Sanhedrin ~rial presents possible allusions mai~ly 

in the words of Jesus (l~o 22:67=68/Jero 45(38):15 1; Xso 41:28; Habo 1:~; 

lko 22:69/Dao 7:~3; Pso 109(1tO):t3)o There are several details in Mark 0 s 

narrative which have been linked with aT passages (false witnesses 0 Mko 

i4:560 57; the testimony of the false witnesses 0 ~~o 14:58/Jero 33(26):50 

6;4 Jesus 0 si!ence0 M~o 14:61)o Luke thrcmgh his choice of sources by= 

passes theseo Thus they need to be treated as no~allusionso 

Dealing ~ith the non-allusions first we note that the historical detail 

of the false witnesses is understood by some as having its origin in the or5o 

Since more than one passage in the Psalms is cited (eogo Pso 26(27):12; 34 

(35):11; 108(109):2fo; 118(119):69) 0 it would be more correct to call this 

an OT idea or motif rather than an a!lusiono Yet 0 since the OT is seen as 

the source for this particular detail we consider it hereo The way mark 

presents this feature of the Sanhedrin hearing shows that he is not primarily 

interested in the powerfulness of the false witnesses' testimonyo This h 

in contrast to the significance which the OT consistently gives to the ideao 

It is true that the high priest appears to be impressed with their testimony 

But Mark goes out of his way to show that it was truly 

ineffectual and would not stand up under close scrutiny (Mko 14:55-59)o E~ 

the amd it is Jesus 0 otm testimony which will condemn him (IIHto 14:63=64-)o 

We hear no more of the false witnesses or of the content of their testimony 

when we read the acccunt of the subsequent trial befo~e the Roman governoro 

1 K!ostermann0 Po 221o 

2sel~n0 first Christian Xdeas 0 PPo 159ffo 

3 G h . . eogo O'l!g 0 Po ''Vlo 

4ooeve 0 Jewish Hermeneutics 0 Po 183o 

5w~idlell. o 'i'hS~uk1- 0 LXXXV~ Po 244; Linnemann (Sttlldien 0 Po i30 call.lls 
it a Biblical motif which has been addedo 
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Xt m~ be that Mark was only seeking to make clear that Jesus 0 silence in 

the face of the false testimony was not because of its unimpeachable truth .. 

false witnesses,. Thus 0 the power which they have in the OT is not present 

he reo The Of should not necessarily be seen as the origin of this motifo 

Rather 0 the presence of the inept false witnesses plays another role and 

this role is best understood if it is considered to be grounded in historyo 

Not only Jesus 0 silence 0 but more importantly his confession0 is what 

convicts himo Xt is true that the Sanhedrin need to twist the confession 

so that Jesus may appear as a political threat to Rome's hegemony but 

without that confession they apparently would have no case .. The fact that 

Jesus hands himself over to death is the central historical facto The 

ineffectuality not the powerfulness of the false witnesses reinforces this 

point by contrasto The OT motU· of false witnesses which cause suffelrli.ng 

is not the probable source for Mark's reference to false witnesses~ 1 Lt.nke's 

failure to mention these false witnesses then does not involve a non=Use of 

an OT idea., 

The content of their witness and the response of Jesus 0 silencep have 

also been attributed to OT passages .. The false witnesses say that Jesus 

has spoken against the temple saying that he would destroy it (M~e 14:58; 

Jeremiah was brought to trial for speaking a word against the 

It has been proposed that mto and atko use a 

tradition of the trial of Jesus 0 which while not including this detail on 

the basis of Jeremiah alone 0 did develop under the influence of a Christian 

1
Rose (Le l?sautier 0 Po 309fo) says that the wording of the descrip= 

tion of this detail has been inspired by Pso 26(27):12; 34(35):11 in Mto 
and l\1ko He citesl.va~.a-Irf.vu-~_L'f_E-v_cf_gfog.-,PT~pJL'L (afko 14:57) as a striking 
paraU.eJ!. with l?so 34(35): 111J•\/ ~ a-T;:\/Te--~-fo-o/.>-7:u,P-f--JJcJ'd:'cKo<..) . o Howeverp the 
verba.ll parallelism is not exacto The conjunctJ.on of_kv_~o:_ri~ Tf--~--- and a 
word lt.II"om th~LJA;,.oT~,~ S group may be due I)Ot to allusi_ve paralle!ism but to 
reporting the same action in court procedurep standing to give evidenceo 



haggadah on Jeremiah 33(26). 1 John and luke do not mention the details 

of false witnesses and the condemnation. This serves as proof for the 

probable influence of Jeremiah in the preservation of these details, for 

it shows that they did not fu!fillan essential part of the narrative. 

Luke and John probably used traditions which weren't connected with the 

Christian midrash cf Jeremiah 33(26).
2 

Xf we grant that the content of the f®l$e witnesses' testimony was 
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influenced by Jer. 33(26):5P 69 can we find a reason in Luke's theological 

or compositional purposes for his choice of a non=Markan source at this 

point and his consequent omission of this detail? Xn addition to the fact 

that Luke evidently wants to-focus on the testimony of Jesus, 3 luke may 

want to overlook this content because it might have been dangerously mis-

understood. luke's readers 9 especially if they included interested 

Hellenistic Jews 0 might have been offended even by the false accusation 

that Jesus spoke a word against the temple. 4 A positive theological 

reason for such a non~lu~ion is lliuke's desire to work out the innocence 

1Doeve, Jewish Hermeneutics, pp. 184, 187; This is an example of 
Doeve's theory that gospel tradition developed within the framework of 
the early church's exegesis of the OT. The details of the trial would 
then be preserved as part of the content of a midrash on Jeremiah 33(26). 
later when the gospel tradition was collected into its independent liter= 
ary form it is claimed that the expression of the details and their arrange
ment still shows the influence of their earlier use as part of the Jeremiah 
33(26) midrash; See above 9 P• 81. 

2Doeve, Jewish Hermeneutics, p. 183; Bertram, p. 56. 

3v -- 114 OSSp p. , 

4naenchen (p. 272) believes the material has been transferred to the 
safer environment of Ac. 6:149 but he fails to show how the accusations 
are any less dangerous as part of the testimony against Stepheno Mark's 
report of Jesus' trial has already shown the minor part that this piece 
of testimony had in that trialo Now in Stephen's trial it is the main 
accusation against him to whieh the speech in Acts 7 serves as the 
apologetic response (Aco 6:14; 7:1ffo)o Rather than neutralizing the 
seriousness of the charge by such a supposed transferp Luke has brought 
Ji. t to -the foi"efront of ChrfsUan=Je\-:.rish controversy a Some other ll"eason 
than apologetic needs to be foundo 



portion of his theme concerning the ~assion as the fulfilment of Lk. 22: 

1 
37/Is. 53:12. The false witnesses are not decisive in the outcome of 

the trial anyway (Lk. 22:71). Their presence only creates the possible 
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misunderstanding that the Sanhedrin might have had a case after all. Thus, 

to promote the continuing conviction that Jesus is indeed innocent~ though 

he is being treated as a transgressor 9 Luke omits the details concerning 

the false witnesses. 

Along with this omission we have the removal of the fact th~tJesus 

was silent in the face of false accusations (Mk. 14:60 9 61/Is. 53:7). 

Though it may not be claimed as a verbal parallel, might there possibly 

2 
be a material allusion 9 a "fulfilment in fact"? The one difference 

between the two accounts which calls into question the appropriateness 

of material parallelism is the effect of the silence on succeeding events. 

In Isaiah the silence is a sign of purposeful defenselessness. The 

Servant refuses to open his mouth in a situation which was oppressively 

unjust and which could mean his death (Is. 53:7~ 8). The assumption is 

that if he had opened his mouth he could have put up a defence which would 

have averted the unjust treatment he was experiencEng. But as a docile 

sheep he goes to the slaughter. Jesus' silence may have this effect 

during Pilate's trialp} but it doesn't seem to function that way here. 

1H. Flender ("Lehren und Verktlndigen in den synoptischen Evangelienp" 
EvTh 9 XXV (1965), p. 710) offers another reason from Luke's theology for 
~omission. Luke separates the work of the earthly and heavenly Jesus 
to allow room for an extended period of the church. He therefore would 
not identify the temple, symbol of the presence of God, with Jesus' body, 
his earthly presence, in a saying which emphasizes the bodily resurrection• 
He portrays the resurrection rather as the exaltation of the Son of Man to 
his heavenly work (cf. Ac. 6:14ff.); Flender does not take into account 
the emphasis on the bodily resurrection which is indeed present in Luke's 
resurrection appearance narratives (Lk. 24:28ff.; 37-43;,cf. Ac. 10:41). 
The wording of the false accusation does not really interfere with an 
eschatological framework which gives extended time to the age of the 
church. The only events which are related in time are death and resurrec
tion. 

2 
Maurer, !!!f., L. p. 7. 

3see below, P• 435. 
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Rather 0 as we have pointed out 0 the testimony of the false witnesses is 

ineffectual. It is Jesus' own testimony 9 his lack of silence, which in 

this trial actually convicts him (Mk. 14: 63:.·) .. Thus 0 there is probably 

1 
no allusion to Is. 53:7 in Jesus' silence at Mk. 14:60, 61Q This silence 

simply shows that Jesus believed that the best way to answer false accusa= 

tions 9 which were not going to be convincing9 was to be silento Luke 0 s 

failure to report ,this detail does not mean that he has by-passed another 

allusion to Isaiah 53. 

Three other OT passages (Hab. 1:5; Is. 41:28;
2 

Jer. 45(38):153) may 

have influenced the wording of Lk. 22:67b-68. Is. 41:28 mey be quickly 

eliminatedp because though there is near perfect verbal parallelism (Lk. 
) ' f'' l I ) ' ' ~ )\, ) ,· ) / 

22:68,fat.J of:___fj>_l..!Lla-_CA.J ao;ft1--rJ.7io~jJ( tt"J Tf_ ; Is. 41 :28,_€-o!-J ~7}4"o.l.~_\JLO"S·-·· 

) ' ) - / .o.v !'-{ of." o /'f( ew(J_nl_)A.P.I.. ) , there is nothing in the Isaianic context which 

makes these words an appropriate allusion here. There is one possible 

element of material parallelism. In both cases it is God or one who 

speaks for God who addresses the question to evidently sinful men. The 

difference is that in ~iah the sin makes them unable to respond and 

answer, while in Luke the sin renders them unwilling to respond,. There 

are other places where God addresses men and demands a response (e.g. Job 

38:3). The verbal parallelism may be just the coincidence of the desire 

to express the same thought (cf. 1 Km. 23:4; 2 Esdr. 5:10f.; this is only 

the use of the combination "ask-answer" in Lk .. ; contrast Lk 1 s adjustment 

of l\1ark, Lk. 20: 3/Mk. 11 :29). We need not see OT influence or an attempt 

to allude to Iso 41:28 here. 

tcfe Suhl (p. 60), who does not find Maurer convincing at this point .. 
Suhl argues that Matthew's lack of emphasis on this feature (Mt. 26:62, 
63) makes it unlikely that it was a conscious and recognizable allusi~n in 
Mark. ~urther, even if it were a material allusion there are no indica
tions in its presentation that it is meant to be part of a promise and 
fulfilment scheme. 

2Selwyn, First Christian Ideas, PP• 159ff. 

3Lagrange, p. 572; Loisy (LucP Po 540) believes that Lk. 22:67b=68 
~ 

is an editorial adjustment by luke which accords in its basic form~ though 
not very closelyp with Jero 45(38):15. 
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The Habakkuk passage has only a slightly stronger claim to being a 

possible allusion because it is used by Luke in Acts (Aco 13:41)o The 
( """ )/ ) ' 

,, u)'<"~fl:[<v..Jovr"J , 
verbal paralJI.elism is weaker (lLko 22:67P_E(l(".,. Q'7''/J Cc'v fi<u-Tf.V~7Tf-

(/ ) ' I J I l _(' 

Habo 1 :51) 0 OUJA-i litcrTt-u rri Tf- f-olv ~) ~I<(}( 7 ri Tolt) 0 The matelf'iat.ll. 

parallelism is a little closer bmt not close enough to identify it as a 

definite allusiono !n Acts it is the work of salvationp the offer of 

forgiveness of sins through the Risen lLordp which is identified with God 0 s 

deed in Habo 1:5o At lLko 22:67 it would be the identification of Jesus 

as the Messiah which would have to be identified with God 0 s deedo The 

material parallelism is not as apparento Thus P a.B. though IS!ab o 1:5 may 

serve as the basis for an OT idea concerning unbeliefp it does not have 

enough in common with the words of Jesus to qualify as an al.ll.usiono 

There is certainly nothing in the Lukan context which indicatesp as the 

~cts context d~esp that Jesus 0 words are intended to declare that for 

the Sanhedrin the prophetic warning (cfo Aco 13:40) has already come trueo 

In Jeremiah's appearance before ~edekiah he declares that if he 

speaks the word of the !Lord for which he was cast into prisonD he will 

surely be put to death (Jero 45(}8):15)o There is no verbal parallelism 

between Jeremiah 9 s statement and Jesus' except in the matter of grammatical 

structureo Both contain two conditional constructions with a negative 
B/ ) , I/-. ~ I 

parUde in the apodosis (lLko 22:67D 68D_Efi,L,_.._o~f' f-rl.v --· ou/'"'7- ii Jero 
P/. _ l >1 u, 1 / 

45CS8): 1,50 _ f-ol" --- ou,Xt > €-rJv--- ou~; ) o There is a degree of material 

parallelism for both statements are made by an accused prophet in response 

to the enquiry of his judge concerning what he has declared as a message 

from God9 Admittedly!) the Zedekiah int!Sil"View is not a formal judicial 

hearingo The difference is in the purpose of the statementsa ~oth 

Jeremiah and Jesus comment on the unbelief of the one who asks them and 

the consequent futility of giving an ans~r (Lko in the first of the two 

constructions; Jeremiah iri the second)o Jeremiah is primarily interested 

in the consequences of his testimonyp the death which will issue from ito 

Jesusp howeverp makes this statement about unbelief as a preface to 
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answering the question he has been askedo This prefacep then 0 does not 

perform the same function as Jeremiah's replyo When we combine this 

lack of suitable material parallelism with the fact th0t there are not 

even the eAements of similarity bet~een Jeremiah's plight at this partie= 

ular point and Jesus' trial 0 such as the Jeremiah 33(26) account hasp it 

seems difficult to find in Jero 45(38):15 either the origin of this wording
1 

or an allusion2 to ito 

The substance of Jesus' answer to the Sanhedrin's question 0 "llf you 

are the Chl!'istp teU us 0 °0 seems to be in the form of a combined allusion 

The verbal parallelism which witnesses 
)/ ( ~ \ l I / 

to the possible allusion is !Ll!o 22:69p.~rio~t o Uta) Tau u<v~Wli_~u ]<o~e-,_:: __ 

/-f:'!~)- ~I<, d£:-ju:;j/);1 T7)· J vv~~w )- To"_v .e~O'lJ ; Ps o 1 09( 110): 1 o..E~JtE:>J_Q __ I< ~;!:>-( "-5--

The verbal agreement is not exact for in 

the OT the verb is an imperative and the modifier otJ~)cw~ is a possess= 

ive pronouno !n luke the verb form is a participle in a periphrastic 

constructiono The modifier of .if:3t~'J _is a combination of genitives 

Ti5-d'u_'IIJ~.J~J T§ __ &-f-o]._ o What on verbal grounds establishes this as a 

possible allusZion to just one OT passage is the fact that only in Pso 

109(110):1 is there any mention of a human figure being directed to sit 

at God 0 s right hando The only other instance in the LXX of the use of 

l J' "' 
~~ o~~~wit~ a verb of sitting involves sitting at the right hand of 

Israel's monarch (J Kmo 2:19; cfo 1 Esdro 4:29; Siro 12:12)o Thus 0 

1
Montefiore ( U 0 615) views the conclusion that the origin of these 

words is not historical remembrance but Jero 45(38):U5 as nrather 
strainedo 11 

2Klostermann (po 221) calls the allusion at the best remoteo 

3~1ummer (po xxxv) calls it a quotation; Dittmar (p~ 43) calls it a 
quotation in the wider sense; OCarnetzki (po 19) cl$l&sifies it as a quota= 
tion made in context (Kontextzitat); France (Jesus and the OT 0 Po 261) 
puts it in his clear verbal allusion category; Others are not so confident 
of its quotation or allusion status: Calvin (IXIP Po 168) says the phrase 
"sitting at the right hand" is just a metaphor frequently used in 
Scripture; HU~n (po 66) thinks it should be treated as an OT idea taken 
from the psalm., 
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contention that. tlhis phrase is not an allusion but a metaphor which is 

frequent throughout Scripture is not borne out by the OT evidenceo Whether 

it should be treated simply as an OT ideap which admittedly only comes 

from this one passagep and not as an allusio~, must be decided by the 

function of the phrase in its NT contexto This phrasep as the chief con-

tent of Jesus 0 reply to the Sanhedrin's questionp is in the midst of a 

prophetic predictiono That Luke does record Jesus' use of an OT allusion 

as the basis for a prediction about coming events is in line with what we 

. 8 1 saw at Lko 22:2 =30o lit not only lends authority to his prediction but 

demonstrates the continuity of prophetic witness o The most that the NT 

context gives u,s as a pointer to this allustion are the introductory words" 

0 This time marker indicates that what is not now true 

will soon be trueo Jesus' words are a prophetic prediction \mich is about 

to be fulfilledo These introductory words are appropriate not.only to 

Jesus' prophetic prediction but they also appear to point back to a long= 

standing prophecy which is about to be fulfilledo 2 Thus these two factors 

in the immediate contextp the fact that this 01' material is the content 

of Jesus' prophecy and that it is introduced by terms that point to fulfil= 

mentp make it appropriate that the 01' matedal from lPso 109(110):1 shoulld 

be understood as an allus~on hereo 

/ We have already noticed the difference in text-for,m between the LXX 

and the NT (the MT is faithfully reproduced by the LXX at this point)o 

It is an adjustment of the imperative in an oracle of the Lord to a predic= 

tive declaration that the command will be obeyedo The one commanded to 

sit at God 9 s right hand will be found to be seated at God 1 s right hando 

There is no change in meaning in the text~form changeo The basic content 

1 
See abovep Po 218; France (Jesus and the 01' 0 Po 103) describes 

this allusion as a messianic predictiono 

2cf o Weiss 0 Po 517. 
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of what is taken from the psalm is the same. The allusion's difference 

in text-form is just an adjustment to the syntax of its NT context. 

Because the statement is in the future tense it is still in the same posi-

tion with respect to the completion of the act as its imperatival form in 

the psalm is. 

It is advisable to understand the function and meaning of the verse 

in its OT context before we seek to discern its function and significance 

for Luke. Psalm (109(110) is a royal psalm consisting of two divine 

oracles (vv. 1, 4) and some prophetic exhortation addressed to the king. 1 

Our allusion is part of the first oracle which commands the king to sit 

at God's right hand until God makes his enemies to be in subjection to 

him. The attempts to find the occasion and place in historical and geo-

graphical terms where the Israelite king could have obeyed this divine 

command have usually assigned the psalm to either an annual enthronement 

ritual2 or the celebration of a military victory.3 The position, "at 

the right hand," is usually taken metaphorically to mean a place of honor 

next to God. 4 The customary place of the king at the pillar to the vesti-

bule of the temple (4 Km. 11:14/2 Ch. 23:13; 4 Km. 23:3/2 Ch. 34:31) is 

identified as the ceremonial equivalent of being "at God 1 s right hand." 5 

Unfortunately, there is no historical description of the practice of seat-

1 
cf. "my Lord"= the king, e.g. 1 Km. 25:28; 26:18; 2 Km. 13:32. 

2A. Weiser, The Psalms: A Commentar,y, translated from the 5th German 
ed. by H. Hartwell (OT Library; London, 1962), p. 694. 

3M. Dahood, The Psalms (Anchor Bible; Garden City, N.Y., 1970), Vol. 
III-101-150, p. 112; H. H. Rowley, as reported in A. A. Anderson (The Book 
of l?salrns. (The Century Bible: new edition; London, 1972), Vol. II, p. 767), 
attaches the celebration specifically to David's takeover of Jerusalem. 

4oahood, III, p. 114. 

5Weiser, p. 694; A. A. Anderson (II, p. 768) suggests the possibility 
of a position beside the ark of the covenant; Dahood (III, p. 114) notes 
a Ugaritic text which has the oriental king seated at the right hand of 
Victor Baal. 
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ing the Israelite king at the right hand of a symbol of God 1 s presence as 

part of an enthronement ritual or a military celebrationo1 The connec~ 

tion of the Psalm 109(110) oracle with the king's position at the pillar 

of the temple's vestibule is strong only in that the temple contained the 

ark which symbolized the presence of Godo No point is made of which pillar 11 

the right or the left 9 is the king 0 s place (cfo 3 Kmo 7:21)o More impor= 

tantly the king is consistently presented as standing not seated at the 

pillaro It appears from at least one of the two references (4 Kmo 23:3/2 

Cho 34:31) that the king 1 s position is one of honor only as the first 

among his fellow Israelites with ~hom he stands and worships in the pre= 

sence of Godo To have the king seated symbolically at God's right hand 

at the entrance to the holy place seems inappropriate to the purposes of 

divine worship for which the cult functionedo Since we have no convinc= 

ing evidence that any' historical situation answers the command of the 

oracle we must look else~here for its proper contexto Indeed9 the theo-

centricity and universal outlook of the psalm2 points to an idealized 

picture of the Israelite monarchyo In vie~ of this glorious perspective 

on the monarchy which the psalm as a whole presents it:.i.s appropriate 

that the command be taken not metaphorically but literallyo If SOp it 

can only be obeyed in the environment of heaveno Thus 9 a messianic and 

possibly eschatological context is necessary for the proper fulfilment of 

the oracleo3 

1 4 Kmo 11:14/2 Cho 23:13 may hint at ito 

2w . 
e~ser 11 

3France (Jesus and the OTP Po 166) argues strongly from the content 
of the psalm that it advances so beyond all normal royal language that it 
can only be understood as primarily a messianic psalm and secondarily a 
royal psalmo That the Jews interpreted the psalm messianically in pre= 
Christian exegesis is disputedo Strack-Bil!erbeck 0 s (SBK 0 IV:1 0 PPo 452 
ffo) reasoning must assume that since the Jewish anti=C~stian polemic 
htivo.ll.ved an JldenUficsUon of "cy 1Lord 11

11 t'Jith Abraham (Ro bhmael ( 135 
AoDo) 11 Nedo 32b) and Hezekiah (Justin 9 Dialo 33o 38) 11 in the face of the 
consistent messianic interpretation by ~Christians 0 originally the Jews 
also interpreted the text messianical!yo A!! of the rabbinic evidence 
for such a messianic interpretation is 9 however 0 post-Christian9 the 
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earliest being in the second half of the third centUFy (SBKP IV:lp Po 452)o 
The possible evidence in Jewish apocalyptic literature~> particwlarly 1 
Enoch fails on two counts to provide a basis for believing that a messianic 
interpretation of Pso 109(110):1 was part of the pre=Christian exegetical 
traditiono There is no instance where the glorified Messiah seated on a 
throne is said to be at the right hand of the lord (cfo 1 Eno 51:J; 45:3; 
62:1-9; 69:26<=>29 cffo the fragment from a Qumran commentary on Iso 11:1-3 
which interprets the "spirit of might" in an expanded fashion 11 which 
includes a divinely given "throne of glory" (Go VermesD The Dead Sea Scrolls 
in English (Harmondsworthp Engo1 1970) 0 Po 227)o Xt seems to signify an 
earthly rule however)o Thus 0 direct dependence on the Pso 109(110):1 in 
particular as opposed to the idea of messianic reign in general cannot be 
decisively proveno The only distinctive feature which the Similitudes of 
Enoch and the psalm hold in common is the heavenly context in which the 
Messiah ruleso If this might still be considered positive evidence~> the 
fact that the date and provenance of the Similitudes of Enoch (1 Eno 37=71) 
are not at all certain rules out the conclusion on the basis of material 
from 1 Eno 37=71 alone that there was a pre=Christian Jewish exegetical 
tradition (cfo Jo To Milik 1 s (Ten Years of Discover in the Wilderness of 
Judaeap transo Jo Strugnell (London~> 1959 D Po 33fo conclusion that since 
no mss for 1 Eno 37=71 were found at Qumran 11 while mss for other portions 
of 1 Enoch wereD the absence is "scar®ely a work of chanceo 01 Rather 
the Simi.B.itudes "are probably to be considered the work of a Jew or a 
Jewish Christian of the first or second century AoDop who utilized the 
various early Enoch writings to gain aceeptance for his own work and gave 
the whole composition .its present form"ii Contrast RGG 11 Jrdo edo; Ulp <fl 
222=224}o === 

The only other evidence for a pre=Christian Je~ish messianic inter= 
pretation is from the ministry of Jesus (Lko 20:41~44/Mko 12:35=37)o 
The puzzle which Jesus presents is supposedly based on the assumption 
that David is the speaker of the orac.lle 0 and the term "my Lord 0 " refers 
to the Davidic Messiah 11 his sono The argument is that if such an inter= 
pretation werenRt present among the Jews the riddle would be meaningless 
(0Carnetzki 0 JPo 144; Contrast Ao Vis (An In ir into the Rise of Christ= 
ianit out of Judaism: The Messianic ~salm otations in the NT Amsterdam 0 

193 0 Po 77 0 who argues that the difficulty in the puzzle was created 
by the originality of the Christian suggestion that the term~> "my lLord"o 
acbnally stood for the l\iessiah) o The NT material !!iaj "be just baw,_~l~ ~
enough evidence to maintain pre=Christian Jewish messianic interpretaliono 
Possibly our own passage contributes to the argumento The Sanhedrin 
appear to understand the connection between their quesUon0 "If you are 
the Christo tell usD 11 and the messianic interpretation of the psalm in 
the replyo 

The choice of probabilities in the historical reconstruction is a 
choice between assuming0 on the one hand 0 that the Jews understood the 
psalm messianically 0 changed their tactics in the face of the Christian 
interpretation 0 and then later returned to a messianic interpretationo 
Or 0 on the other hand 0 one must maintain that a historical event such as 
the failure of a.U hope in a political Messiah after Bar Cochb€!~lt ; defeat 
meant that the Jews believed that the final salvation must be totally 
eschatological and in God 0s handso Pso 109(110):1 then would begin to be 
interpreted messianically (Visp Po 76)o This latter alternative does 
not account fully for the origin of such an interpretation among the Jews 
for the first time in a period when the Christian Church had appropriated 
thef verse and assigned it to Jesus o The Je\';lish adopt.Hm of such a 
messianic interpretation would need to have its roots deep in pre-Christian 
exegetical tradition if such an interpretation were in the Christian era 
to be maintained as legitimate Jewish exegesiso Thus 0 though we have no 

. direct Jewish evidence for a pre-Christian Jewish messianic interpretation 
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What the ordinary background of OT usage of this phrase "sitting at the 

right hand" can tell us is that by analogy with the action of hwnan kingsp 

a directive to sit at one 9 s right hand means that the person is given a 

place of honor (J Kmo 2: 19; Pso «.{45): 10; cfo 1 Esdro 4:29; Siro 12: 12) o 

It is also a place of influence which may mean participation in the power 

which the one on the throne exerciseso Since Israel was a theocracy 

before it was a monarchy 0 the kings of the Davidic line realized that in 

a paradoxical way the rule they exercised was at the same time the rmle of 

God and ru!e under Godo They must be faithful servants if they were to 

continue to know God 0s blessing in their reign (1 Cho 28:5; 29:23; 2 Cho 

This same paradox is present in the command of Pso 

1 09 { 1 1 0) :: 1 0 Though it is a place of honor and the greatest glory to 

t:~hich the king is calledp it is still not the supreme place of powero 

Xt is God who is supreme 0 giving the command0 stationing the king at his 

right hand 0 and perfecting the victory which makes that position glorious 

and secureo The basic content of the allusion in its OT setting then is 

the Lord decrees that the king be honored by sharing the throne of God at 

his right hando Since this command involves a session in the presence 

of a divine figure it is probably intended to be mnderstood as honor 

attributed to the Messiah in the presence of God9 in heaveno 

The function of this allusion within the immediate NT context is to 

answer the court 0 s question in such a way that there are three resultso 

Jesus is able to interpret to the court the nature of his messiahshipo 

He is able to put his present humiliation into perspectiveo H$ does 

these two things by primarily making a prophetic prediction concerning 

his destinyo This last result should also be seen in its influence on 

the larger context of Luke 9 s passion narrativeo 

of li»so 109(1 10): 11 9 the flowering of such a·n 1nterpreh1Uon in the ChdsUan 
era after a time of ant!~hristian polemic 9 which included a Jewish non~ 
messianic interpretation 0 may most probably be expAained from the assump~ 
-tion that a messianic interpretation of the psalm was a firm part of 
first century Jewish exegesiso 
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Jes~s 0 reply to the question0 "If you are the Christo tell usp" 

serves to correctly interpret the nat~re of Jesus 0 messiahshipo By 

placing it in the transcendent sphere of God's presence 0 Jes~s avoids the 

misunderstanding that his ~ingdom and power are those of a political 

• 1 Mess1aho While on the one hand denying earthly political power 9 Jesus 

also claims for himself the greater spiritual power of one who shares in 

God 0 s reign over the ~niverse at his right ha.ndo
2 

As we have noted in 

the discussion of the meaning of the phrase 0 the command has more to do 

with the acceptance of a position of honor than with the exercise of the 

same power as God exerciseso Thus 0 the emphasis at Lko 22:69 is on the 

position which the Messiah is about to receive and what that says about 

his natureo His place at the right hand of God declares his 11 superior 

heavenly dignity, 10 indeed 9 his divine natureo3 The question 11 
11Are you 

the Son of God11 then?" which is precipitated by Jesus 0 remark shows that 

the interest is more in what the position says albcut who he is 0 than tJhat 

he is able to doo 

If Jesus' reply interprets his messiahship as spiritua! 0 it also 

) ' -r ~ places his present humiliation in perspectiveo The time marker_~no ro~ 

~G~ alerts us to this function of the allusiono Though Jesus suffers 

now 0 one sho~ld not be misled by this humiliation into not believing his 

messianic claimso He will enter into his messianic glory and it will be 

"from now ono 11 lLu~e does not express this prediction at this point in 

order to assure the court that 9 as they stand in judgment over him now 0 

1F!ender 11 Luke 0 Theo!ogian9 JPo 61fo 

2 
~p lip Po J7 

3Arndt 11 Po 456: Flenderp Luke" Theologian 0 Po 61fo 
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which does not include the imagery of the coming of the Son of a1an (cf o Mko 

14:62) has effectively eliminated such thoughts of retributive justiceo 

Xt is rather a declaration of the coming vindication of the Son of Man's 

obedience in suffering unto death. And it is not insignificant that the 

basis for the combined allusion is two portions of Scripture which stress 

the role of God in creating by his pouer the gift of dominion which he 

2 bestows on the Messiaho Still the emphasis is not squarely upon God's 

activity for the allusion has been so changed that any inference that it 

is God 0s power which will do this is reooved. It is a straight prediction 

of what is the destiny of the Son of 1'11ano The prediction does not even 

contain a passive verb without an explicit agent \mich might imply that it 

is God who is behind this exaltation. 

The emphasis is rather on the basic pattern of the messianic mission0 

suffering issuing in glory. This pattern was a difficult one for Jesus 0 

contemporaries to understand. When we trace the passion predictions 

concerning the Son of Man through Luke 9 s gospel we note that the majority 

of them are in contexts where the glory of the Son of Man has been revealed 

in Jesus 0 earthly ministryp either in word or deed (Lko 9:22 0 44; 22:22; 

17:25; 24:7; the exception0 Lk. 18:3no is in a context where the pattern 

of suffering and glory is be!Jhg discussed in terms of the cost and rewards 

of discipleship 0 18:18=30)o The first passion predictionp Lko 9:22) 

immediately fo.Uows the confession that Jesus is the Christ (9:18-20/l\1ko 

8:31; 27=JO)o The second passion prediction (Lko 9:44) follows the 

reaction of the crowd in praise for a miracle which has been performed 

(9:37=43/Mko 9:31: 27=30)o a:lark 0S interest atthis point is in the 

disciples 0 question of why they could not perform the miracleo l!..A.nke 9 s 

1 . . 
Contrast N. Geldenhuys 0 ~ommentary on the Gos}!H~'l of ll..tike (NllC; 

!Londono 1950) o p 587; Flesseman''o Zur Bedeutung 0 Po 90f o 

2 
France 0 Jesus and the OT 0 Po 103. 
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editing in this case makes even closer the connection between the praise 

of the people for the revelation of God as po~r in Jesus' healing ministry 

and Jesusa warning that the Son of Man must suffer before that full glory 

is revealedo Lko 22:22 and Lko 17:25 likewise bring together the suffer= 

ing and glory aspects in a context where Jesus has just been talking about 

the glories of the kingdom which is coming (22:15=20; 17:22=37)o FinaU.yv 

in the face of the most glorious manifestation of the Son of Man before 

the Parousiap ioeo his resurrectionp the angels remind the women that 

it is the one who suffered who is now glorified (24:7; cfo 24:25-27)o 

Our passage is unique because it is in the face of Jesus' humiliation 

and sufferingp not some brief manifestation of his gloryv that Jesus must 

bear witness to the other part of this patterno Jesus is not speaking 

to an over confident followingp who have too much fai~hp who believe that 

Jesus will bring in the kingdom in triumph nowo The over confident 

followers did not understand that the way to messianic glory is through 

suffering 0 Jesus always had to bridle their enthusiasm and challenge them 

to forsake their shallow optimism for strong trust in the one who though 

he must suffer nowp will in the end bring in his glorious victoryo Jesus 

addressesp rather unbelieving leaders who have arrested and humiliated 

himo He bears witness not to his suffering but to the glory which will 

issue from ito Again Jesus 0 witness is intended to elicit a response of 

faith (22:67) 0 for it points to circumstances beyond their present percep= 

tion and 0 indeed contrary to their reasonable expectations of what will be 

this messianic pretender's endo Luke reports that Jesus makes this call 

for faith through an appeal to the OT prophetic promise of an oracle of 

the Lord (t1)--'~-> __ Q~-1JlPso 109(110):1; cfo the place of Scripture in another 

passion prediction9 lko 18:31~34: cfo 24:25-27 0 44=48)o The function of 

the alllusion then is to correct any misunderstanding of the nature o'f 

~esus 0 messiahship and to so interpret Jesus 0 suffering before the leaders 

that they would again be called to faith in Jesus as the Messiah as they 

hear the witness of Scripture to one part of the pattern of suffering and 
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The question now is 0 what particular event folJI.owing the l?assion and 

signifying the Son of Man's glorification is predicted in this allusion? 

Before we consider the other use which lLuke makes of l?so 109( 110): 1/Aco 

2:34-35 0 we need to have clearly in mind the precise limits of the m~aning 

of the allusiono In changing the oracle from a command to a statement 

of fact luke shifts the emphasis from the thought of accession» the act 

of taking one 0 s seat 0 to the result of that commando being in position 

at the right hand of Godo The periphrastic form also places emphasis 

on duration which accords with this perspectiveo 1 It is the reign of the 

Son of Manp exalted in heaven which is then stressed rather than the 

assumption of that reigno
2 

This need not be seen in opposition to the 

function of the allusion in Marko The fact that Luke chooses a form of 

words 0 which does not have a possible reference to the J?arousia (f<otl Ef
X/_Juvo_.J JA~-!~~T~\1 >J f:-'(2~)..-~>!__Tou_o~voltMko 14:62) does not necessarily mean 

that the Parousia thought so predominates the Markan presentation that 

there is no thought of a perio~ of enthronement there alsoo3 The main 

difference between the Markan and ILukan accounts is in the way they 

communicate the power of Jesus' glorificationo Mark lays emphasis on 

the imminent end of the period of enthronement when the Son of Man will 

come in glory as eschatological judgeo Luke places his stress on the 

beginning of the period of enthronement which happens immediately and 

appears to continue for some timeo To this difference in emphasis we 

need to return when we discuss the possible non-allusion to Dao 7:i3 in 

1 
BDF o o 9\ 352: 7 o 

2Karnetzki 0 Po 34o 

3Taylor (I\'Iark 9 !Po 569) and! Jo Ao To Robili'llson (n'i'he Second C(l)mii'lg = 
~'lark xiv o62 0

10 ExpT o lLXVXI ( 1955=56) 0 p o 337) go even further and state 
that the reference to coming with clouds does not refer to the Parousia 
but to the same triumphal enthronement at the right hand of God as Pso 
109(110):1 does; Wilson (~0 XVI 9 Po 336) disagreeso 
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It is often claimed that lu~e understood ~so 109(110):1 as a proof-

.r: "'' 'r) / ) ' text for one event 9 the ascension l.Cf o_O_f.L y~ 4_'!:- UULr!:_-.J£~-{ E(~ ___ To-=-u=l-S~-

) / / r' ' / < < > I \1 1 O_i,lft'l'IIOUS> Af-yt-( 0€- olvlos'. ' - l?so 109 110 :1 Aco 2:.34f o}Jo This can be 

maintained for the use in Acts 0 which cy,uotes the passage precisely from 

the ll...XXo The imperatival form of expression allaws the identity of the 

act of ascension into the heavens into God 0s presence with the obedience 

to the command to sit at God 0 s right hando The difficulty with such an 

application of the allusion in Lko 22:69 is not only the difference in 

empbasis between the act of taking onevs seat and being seated.. That 

could be overcome by saying that the allusion at the trial simply stresses 

the consequences of such an ascensiono Rather 9 it is the lack of a clear 

picture from Luke in general of exactly when Jesus' entrance into his 

glory 0 his assumption of his place at the right hand of God»took placeo 

Only hyphenated expressions like "Passion=Resurrection=Ascension" or 

"Resurrection=Ascension" seem to properly capture what Luke understands 

2 as the time when the glory comeso ) \, - -The time marker _ _4Tto_T_gl)_Vi,.!'V _again 

helps us to understand that this glorified state of the Son of Man will 

take place immediatelyo When we note Jesllls 1 last words (23:46) and the 

Risen Lord 0 s description of his entering into his glory (24:26) as being 

a past event parallel with the crucifixion9 we understand that Luke does 

not hold the accession to the right hand to take place only after the 

ascension .. Luke's emphasis on immediacy and his general vagueness of 

approach concerning the entrance into glory means that we probably should 

not associate this prediction with any single event 0 resurrection or 

1 J., Dupont 0 "lL 0 Interpretation des I?saumes dans Les Actes des 
Apotres 9

11 Etudes sur les Actes des Apotres (Lectio Divina 0 XLV; I?aris 0 

1967) 9 p .. 292; lLampe 9 Studies in the Gospels and Acts 0 Po 183o 

2 Rose 0 lLe Psautier 9 Po 311o 
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. 1 ascens1.ono Ratherp the time marker simply associates the glory closely 

with the sufferingo 

There is no direct influence of this allusion on the larger context 

of the passion narrative in the sense that its particular content has 

changed the way luke has presented and interpreted the gospel traditiono 

What influence there is0 is caused by Jesus 0 interpretation of the promise 

to mean that directly following suffering0 the glory will come (cfo 23:43 0 

46)o There is nothing in the content of the psalm which indicates such 

a connectiono 

The method by which this allusion is interpreted is the scheme of 

2 
promise and fulfilmento It is understood as a messianic prophecy and 

is appropriated as the content of a prediction which Jesus makes about 

hims~lf as the Son of Mano The OT oracle is interpreted !iterally3 as 

the use of the title Son of Man and the response of the interrogators 

( 2 2 : 70) shOWS o In the OT the Son of Man appears in heaven in the pre= 

sence of God (Dao 7:13)o Luke does not have the "coming with the clouds 

of heaven" phrase which would reinforce the literal interpretation0 for 

it would be from heaven that the Son :tift n1M would retumo 

The two elements in the larger original context to which some con= 

tend that this brief allusion points are the second half of the oracle4 

and the second oracle (vo4) concerning the messianic high priesto5 The 

1 
Contrast Lampe (Studies in the Gospels~::~:--~·~;;.' po 183) 0 who does 

not take the grammar of lko 24:26 into account in his argumento 

2 
franceo Jesus and the OT 0 Po 103o 

3oo K..inton ("The Trial of Jesus and the Inter]pretation of I?salm CX 0 " 

NTS 0 VII (196o-61)P Po 261) suggests that this literal interpretation 
was the basis for the charge of blasphe~ against Jesus (Mko 14:64)o To 
claim to sit at his right hand was a presumption upon the prerogatives of 
Godo 

4oalman 0 Wordsp Po 310. 

5Go l?'riedrich ("Beobachtungen rur messianischen Hohepriestererwartung 
in den Synoptikem 0

11 ZTK 0 lLIII (1956) 0 lPo 290fo) suggests that in the light 
of the Qumran sect 0s expectation of a messianic high priest who would r~ 
establish the temple cult in the End-time 0 the charge against Jesus which 
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first of these suggestions has some merit forp as we have notedp the role 

of God in exalting the Son of Man seems to play a part in Lwke 9 s thinkingo 

The thought of God 0 s victory as retribution is not necessarily implied, 

That this allusion to Pso 109(1i0):1 necess= 

arily points to the second oracle (va 4) is not at all cet.taino There 

is nothing in what is quoted which implies ito There is nothing in the 

immediate context which demands ito 

The question whether the NT use of ~so 109(110):1 violates or respects 

the original OT context may be dealt with brieflYo There is no violation 

but full literal respect for the grammatical sense of the passageo The 

identity of "my H...ord" with the Son of Man might. be said to be in viola= 

tion of the original historical contexta Since we have seen that a 

1 
messianic interpretation of the psalm is probably the primary onep the 

only new use of the original sensep though a significant onep is its appli-

cation to Jesus himselfo 

the false witnesses brought was that Jesus claimed to be that messianic 
high priest, who would destroy and rebuild the templea The brief question0 

~;~Are you the Christ?" was really the question, "Are you the high priestly 
Messiah?" Jesus answered "yes" by alluding to Psalm 109(110) which refers 
to the messianic high priesto Jesus was condemned for blasphemy on that 
ap~lication of the psalm to himselfo The difficulty with this understand
ing of the use of Psalm 109(110), particularly for Luke, is that the testi
mony concerning the temple is missing as is the verdict of blasphemy; cfo 
Ao Jo Bo Higgins' ("The OT and Some Aspects of NT Christology, 11 CJ.L Vlp 
(1960), Po 207fe) criticism of Cullmann who makes a similar pointo 

1see above, Po 402 ; Vis' (pe 76) argument that Christians using the 
LXX first came to a messianic interpretation fails to be convincing 
because the H...XX phrasing is only marginally more helpful for Christian 
apologetic than the Hebrewo In fact, the Christian apologetic is not 
based on an assumption that "my lord" means Jesus,. Rather, it is on the 
question of the identity of the person addressed and the fact t~David 
cannot fulfill the qualifications of one who has ascended to heaven to sit 
at God's right handp that Christians build their case for identifying the 
Risen and ascended Jesus as the addresseeQ If by the he!p of the LXX 
Vis means the attribution of the psalm to David which opens the way for 
the Messiah to be his lord, he faUs to recognize that this appears tc be 
a tradition common in first century Judaism (Lko 20:42-44) and not limited 
to the LXX (cfo Weiserp Po 692)0 
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When lLuke chose the IBOUrce '11hich reported the morning trialp he 

( 
'- (' .- > I 

discarded a clear allusion to Da. 7:13 1\fk. 14:62=IoyJ,I(cJ_\I_T()_IJ~~Y~~-

) ' ' l!_tL~_,__.__ftf-rJ__T~~-"~1"-f-)..~y To \I o~,o~; Da. 7: 13= -~ ii £ 'Tw\l vf-'f r: >-.wl/ Tau o u;»"o"v 
( ( \ ) / )/ ( ( ' - \ ' 

hl)_U<dS_qtvo/t.Jitoi,J (f,Xt-TO Jo The title o U<o) T<~V !11\J &f'Wilou P howeverp 

remains as the subject of the fs. 109 (1~0):1 allusion (Lk. 22:69; cf. Mko 

14:62) 0 The question arises whether we should regard the lLukan use of 

Son of Man in connection with fs. 109(110):1 as also an allusion to Dao 

Though the verbal parallelism is reduced to the tit.ll.e Son of Man 

there is still a great deal of material parallelism between the NT allu= 

sion to l?s. 109(110):1 of which Son of Man is the subject mnd the Daniel 

7 contexto The environment of the action for both is heaven. Messiah= 

ship is understood in terms of exaltation and dominion received as a gift 

2 
from God (cfo Da. 7:14)o The problem is to know whether the use of Son 

of !\fan is intended to be a pointer to the larger Daniel 7 context and 

thus is intended to function as a real allusion to a given OT passageo 

H could be that the title Son of Ilfan is intended to receive new contentp 

Davidic Messiah contentp which would be contributed to it from the JJ>s. 

1 09( 110): 1 allusionp without any reference to its original OT contexto 

Of the three categories of use of the title Son of Man in the Synoptic 

Gospels, the one which concerns the exalted and eschatological Son of Man 

has the greatest affinity with the original Danielic contexto The refer-

ences in this category may be divided into those which deal with the Son 

of Man in his exalted state (Lk. 22:69; Ac. 7:56) and those which describe 

the Son of Manvs coming to earth with clouds or attended by heavenly hosts 

at the Last Day (Lk. 9:26; 12:8; 17:30; 21:27P 36)o The one feature of 

1
France (Jesus and the OTP Po 261) classifies it as a clear verbal 

allusion along with Mt. and Mk.; HUhn (p. 66) lists it as a reminiscence; 
Dittmar (p. 21) P howeverp does not classify it along with 1\it. and Mk. as 
a -quotation. in the strict sense; Caird (ll..uke 0 JP 37) strongly contends that 
Luke by his non=use of the phrase 11 obli teratesvQ any necessary connection 
between the OT passage and any given use of the title in his gospelo 

2 . 
Francep Jesus and the OTP Po 103o 
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material parallelism which those passages that describe the Son of Man in 

his exalted state have in common with the OT context is the environment 

of heaven (Aco 7:56 0 the heavens open and the Son of Man is seen standing 

at the right hand of God). lko 22:69 is the less ce~tain of the twoo 

If the phrase "coming with the clouds of heaven" had been used, then pre-

sumably one could unde~stand that seated at the right hand of God meant 

1 
definitely exaltation in heaven from which one returnedo The heavenly 

context of the allusion cannot be established for certain without the aid 

of the allusion of Son of Man to its original contexto Since such a 

context appears to be demanded by the response of the court (22:70) 9 one 

may conclude that Luke intends even in this abbreviated form a combination 

allusion Dao 7:13/~s. 109(110):~o 

We must briefly note the possible reasons for Luke's choice not to 

allude to Da. 7:13 in such a manner that the weight of the Daniel allu~ 

sion would fall on the glorified Son of Man's return to eartho We recog= 

nize, firstly 0 that luke's omission is a result of his choice of a non= 

Markan source and a desire to report the morning hearing of the trial.2 

This tends to make of secondary importance explanations based on luke's 

theological purposes. These, however, should still be taken into account. 

The general t.l.leological purpose of presenting in concise form a "compen-

dium of Christology" should be understood as governing the choice of 

sources and event. 

A heavily favored theological explanation is that Lukan eschatology 

does not emphasize an imminent Parousia, but rather has been adjusted to 

a delay in the return of Christ.~ This is, however, not sufficient 

1Even the less likely interpretation of Robinson (ExpT, LXVII, p. 
337) and Taylor (Markp p. 569) does not mitigate the "coming with clouds" 
reference as indi~ng heaven as the context of enthronement. 

2schneider 9 p. 120. 

3conzelmann, Theology of Luke, p. 84, n. 3; Suhl, Po 55; Lampe 
Peake's Commentar~, Po 841. 



reason in itself for there is no indication in the Markan statement that 

the return of the Son of Man immediately follows his exaltation0 though 

the declaration that the Sanhedrin would witness these events seems to 

1 
place some time limit on when they could occur. Besidesp there is in 

luke no toning down of e~hasis on the imminence of the Parousia (cfo Lk. 

12:40; 17:240 26 0 JO; 18:8; 21:27 0 .36). Rather 0 luke wished to give 

proper positive emphasis to the intermediate state of the Son of Manis 

exaltation. It is not necessary to find a parenetic reason in such an 
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h 
. 2 emp as1s., A soteriological reason in the present context is in the fore~ 

front, 

The function of the Son of Manis coming is judgment (9:26; 12:8 0 10 11 

40; 17:22ffo; 21:.)6) and salvation (17:22ff.; 21:27 11 28P .36). Because of 

the court's evident unbelieving attitude any statement about the Son of 

Man 8 s coming would be a declaration of coming judgment on unbelieverso 

luke avoids this in order to promote his theme of Jesus' innocence in 

two ways. It removes any hint of vindictiveness in Jesusi speech. Luke 

does not portray Jesus' avowal that just as they judge him now so he will 

1 Stonehouse 11 p. 157f .; cf o above 11 p. 408P n. 3; the choice not to 
reproduce "you will see" may be explained without regard to whether it 
signifies an immediate Parousia or not. Voss (p. 115) suggests that 
since Luke's purpose to elicit faith from such testimony to the suffering 
and glory of the Son of Man has the practical consequence that up to the 
Parousia it is only those who have faith who see the exalted lord (Ac. 7: 
55); Gundry (The Use of the OT in Mt. 11 p. 60) suggests that there is a 
faint recollection of Zech. 12:10 in the words "you will see" (Mt, 26:64/ 
Mk. 14:62). The lack of verbal and material parallelism makes it un= 
likely that Mk. 14:62/Mt. 26:64 is a faint recollection of Zech. 12:10o 
Even if it werep luke probably wouldn't have recognized it. He does not 
allude by way of expansion to this passage 0 as Mto does 9 wring the eschato= 
logical discourse (Mt. 24:.30; cf. Lk. 21:27/Mk. 1.3:26); N. Perrin's ("Mark 
XXV.62: The End Product of a Christian l?esher Tradition?" NTS 0 XII {1965~ 
66) 9 pp. 150-155) attempt to overcome the lack of verbal parallelism through 

(
,_ '\./ / 

the proposal of pesher word play £J•J/J"-'-f-*O_\JTJ._L_ _ ••• l<o 'fQ::!_}<!:_C, P Zech., 12: 
W; 6y;o .. (Tot!-,_ (61'fr~&f: ) 9 J. 18:37; MR. 14~62/Mt. 26:64) is highly imagina~ 
tive but not convincing. 

2 
'i'MtP p. 102; St~ger 11 P• 262; Wilson 11 NTS 11 ··-1W! 0 JP• 3.37; AU believe 

this affirmation of the exalted Son of Man is intended to strengthen the 
faith of the Church which must go on living in the intermediate periodo 
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1 
judge them later. Positively, Jesus in his earthly ministry even on the 

cross is constantly portrayed as the one who seeks to save the lost (19: 

The best way Jesus could continue to offer salvation in 

this situation was to attempt to correct their view that a suffering, 

humiliated, defenceless prisoner could not be the victorious Messiah. 

He does so by bearing witness to the fact t~God's plan of salvation 

will be fulfilled. God will glorify his Servant. This is a challenge 

to their apparent control of that hour. It is a call to them to acknow-

ledge their dependence on God and to trust his saving purposes. For 

these soteriological reasons Luke chooses not to relate the Da. 7:13 

allusion to the Parousia. Thus he does not include the phrase "coming 

The verbal parallelism of the Da. 7:13 allusion has been reduced 

( W .L~~_]_l._) 
T ... -.. 

Dao 7: 13o The text-form discrepancy, the use of the definite article 

>I 
with _sl-v_(J~w I!_Q5~ in the singular of the expressionp may be due to the inf lu-

2 ence of a certain dialect of Aramaic which Jesus used. The development of 

the understanding of the phrase as the title of a particular figure may 

also have created this form in distinction from the literal rendering of the 

Hebrew or Aramaic, which more often than not means by the phrase (LXXP 
( ' ) / 

_Vt 0)-o(~e,P_LA.l1io_1!_) a human being, a man (cf. Ps. 8:5; Is. 51: 12; Job 25:6; 

especially in the pluralp cf. Ps. 20(21):11; 30(31):20; 145(146):3).3 

Though the phrase in its original context is not used as a title but as 
( f ' ) / 

a term of comparison (w5 vto) "'"ef'i.'liiov_P Da. 7: 13)p this discrepancy 

1 • 
cfo all the authors referred to 1n the previous footnet~; Contrast 

Dillersberger (VI, p. 139), who sees even in this much cooler and more 
abrupt reply of the second hearing a statement concerning the coming judg
ment. Here it is expressed as separation from the Son of Man. 

2Palmanp Wordsp Po 238. 

3cf. the practice of the Similitudes of Enoch in using as a messianic 
title what according to Dalman (Wordsp Po 242~ is the Ethiopic equivalent 
of0~Yi 1l __ 11-P 1 En. 62:5o This, of course, may be due to Christian influ-

~ T T ~· 
ence; cf. Hahn, Po 147o 
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does not significantly alter the use or meaning of the phraseo Since 

there is no other name given to this figure and this is the fullest des= 

cription of himp it is a natural development to turn this description into 

( 
( / 

a title cf o the Lord's anointed = o Xfla-T11) 

As far as the function and method of interpreting the allusion is 

concerned everything which has been predicated of the Pso 109(110):1 

allusion should be reiterated hereo
1 

We have already noted what portions 

of the larger OT context are pointed to by the brief mention of the titleo 

The one distinctive thing which Son of Man contributes to the allusion is 

the placement of the seesion of the right hand and the reign of the messiah 

definitely in the transcendent realm of heaveno Unlike the Davidic 

messianic idea which could be conceived of totally in human terms as an 

earthly reign which would never end 0 the Son of Man receives dominion 

when he appears with clouds before the Ancient of Days in heaveno The 

title in this way clearly corrects the political ~essiah image and replaces 

it with a definitely transcendent spiritual oneo 

The possibility that such a use of the phrase violates the original 

OT context arises in two areas: the identification of the Son of Man with 

the Davidic Messiah and the description of his being seated on a throneo 

Xt is true that those who occupy thrones in Daniel 7 are the Ancient of 

Days and the heavenly court (Dao 7:9 0 lOp 22P 26)o But the Son of Man 

is given dominion which by implication entitles him to occupy a throne 

(Dao 7:14; cfG 1 Eno 62:1-9; 69:26-29)o That this throne should be a 

sharing of God's throne at his right hand m~ be implied not only by the 

eternal dominion but the universal extent of h~s reign (cfo Pso 109(110): 

There is no violation of context only a natural extension of 

the description of the Son of Man as ruler which is already present in 

Daniel 7o 

Although we discovered that contemporary Judaism did not so in~erpret 

1 
See above 0 Po 410o 
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Danieli 7 that it saw the Son of Man as a suffering Messiahp
1 

there is 

strong evidence that Dao 7:13 was interpreted messianically in its glorious 

2 
aspectso The messianic interpretation is pervasive in the Jewish litera= 

tureo Its acceptance appears to be so fundamental to the concept of the 

eschatological 1\lessiah that the mere presence of the term S:On of Man 

evokes a messianic understanding (eogo Tgo ~So 80:18b)o Also 0 the 

characteristic of clouds becomes a commonplace in describing the coming 

of the Messiah at the end (eogo Tgo 1 Cho 3:24)o That the contemporary 

Jewish exegetes were not incorrect in their identification of the one like 
-

a Son of Man with the Messiah can be seen from the fact that the kingdom 

which is given the Son of Man is an everlasting one (Dao 7:14)o This is 

what has been promised to David and his descendants (2 Kmo 7:13}o Some 

might say that interpreting Dao 7:13 as a description of the Parousia (Mko 

14:62) violates the original sense 0 for the picture is of one comjng to 

God not returning from himo3 But 0 the allusion to Dao 7:13 as a predic= 

tion of the Messiah's exaltation (Lko 22:69) does not violate either the 

grammar or the original historical intention of the Daniel passageo 

The question which we have reserved until now is what is the pro-

bable origin of these allusions: Jesus 0 the early church 0 or Luke? Who 

first combined the allusions and by what interpretational methods? That 

they are pre=Lukan is most probable since we have no~her instances of 

luke introducing Son of Man into his sourceso He owes his other lllse of 

1 See aboveo JPo 198 9 n. 2. 

2
see ~ (1 0 PPo 67 0 483, 956-58; III 0 Po 639) .for the evidence; cfo 

also Tgo ~s 80:18b where07..)( ll is rendered ____ ~_n'!!JI'\ ~)~1\; Aqiba in 
bo Sanho 38b interprets Dao 7:9 as the Davidic Messiah 8 s rule; Tgo Jero II 
on Exo 12:42: the Messiah will lead Israel on the summit of a cloud; 
Contrast Qumran exegesis in which the community evidently interprets Son 
of Man corporately and identifies itself as the saints of the Most. Higho 
The community calls itself by this title (CD 20:8; cfo 1 QM 10:10; cfo 
lF.o Fo, Bruce 0 BHnlical,..Exegesis in the QumranTexts 0 Po 57)o 

\1ead 0 NTS, Xo Po 281; Luke does not make such a use of the verse here 0 

although cfo=tk 21:27; Lampe (Studies in the Gospels and Acts 0 Po 183) 
thinks that even at Lk. 21:27 it is the picture of an ascension to Godo 
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Pso 109(110) in his gospel to Mark (Lko 20:42/Mko ]2:36)o That the com-

bination of allusions most probably comes from Jesus and not the early 

church may be understood from the fact that such a combination is almost 

unique with Jesus (cfo Aco 7:56)o It is the early church's well-known 

lack of use of Son of Man as a messianic title in any connection which makes 

it unlikely that they would be solely responsible for its use at this 

crucial point in the passion narrativeo They would probably have chosen 

a clearer formulation of Christological confession as Luke's preference 

for a source which includes the explanatory question9 "Are you then the 

Son of God?ot indicateso 
1 

These allusions need not be seen as a Christian 

pesher which has been historicizedo
2 Rather 9 the opposite is just as 

possible and in the light of the lack of parallel Jewish exegetical tradi-

tion more probableo Jesusp himself 9 during his earthly ministry did 

refer to Dao 7:]3(Lko 21:27) and Pso 109(110):1(Lko 20:42) 0 separately and 

in combination (22:69)o It is on the basis of that exegesis that the 

early church developed its understanding of those texts in the light of 

events which were their fulfilment and in response to contemporary needs 

1
Dalman 0 Words, po 255; Contrast Weidel (ThStuKr 2 LXXXV, Po 225), 

who not unexpectedly calls it a community confession placed into the 
mouth of Jesuso But aside from Aco 7:56, which is itself a witness to a 
vision and not a confession, nowhere does the early church confess as 
part of its faith: Jesus is the Son of Mano 

2contrast Jl>errin, J!!l.P XII, PPo 150-155,~ Aside from Aco 7:56 there is 
no other example of NT exegesis of the OT which links these two passages~ 
Karnetzki (po 144) claims it is a development from the Jewish exegetical' 
tradition found in apocalyptic literature (1 Eno 62:3 0 5). It was taken 
over as a combination unconsciously by the early church (ppo 19 0 92) out 
of this general apocalyptic tradition about the Messiah; Doeve (Jewish 
Hermeneutics, po 152) attempts to show from the Hebrew the link words 
between the two passages; Karnetzki's explanation does not maintain itself 
because it is based on 1 Enoch which is of doubtful pre-Christian origino 
Even if the parallel witness to a combination of allusions could be estab= 
lished for pre~Christian Jewish exegetical tradition, this would still not 
decide the issue of the origin for it would be just as plausible that -
Jesus could work from that tradition as the early churcho The real 
obstacle to attributing the origin of the combination allusion to Jesus is 
its function in a pre=resurrection=ascension-exalta.Uon setting as a pre~ 
diction of that very evento Those who are not open to the possibility 
of such supernatural foreknowledge find in the presence of parallel Jewish 
apocalyptic exegetical tradition, which they judge to be pre=Christian~ a 
source for the early church 0s interpretation after the evento 
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How much development we should attribute to luke in his choice of 

sources 0 which makes exaltation the main content of a Son of Man saying 0

2 

is questionableo We have seen how this content is present akeady in Marko 

We should notice that the real development 0 understanding the verse as a 

prediction of the ascension (Aco 2:340 35) 0 is present after the event in 

Actso ILk. 22:69 does not show such development. Even its different 

emphasis on the present exaltation does not demand that the ascension must 

already have taken place before the allusion's significance could have 

been understood.3 Rather 0 as we have explained 0
4 the allusion functions 

within the trial narrative as an apologetic corrective of the Jewish view 

of the Messiah and as a witness to the coming glorious vindication of the 

Son of Man. This apologetic and witness give another opportunity for the 

Sanhedrin to repent and be saved. The alhnsion functioning in these ways 

makes historical sense as a word actually uttered at the Sanhedrin trial. 

The only creativity which !Luke may show in his use of the allusion is his 

selection of a source which emphasizes present exaltation at the expense 

of imminent Parousia. Here the subsequent events m~ have molded Luke's 

thinking and made present exaltation more important to him.5 

1
Ellis, Neotestamentica et Semitica 0 pG 67 0 n. 31. 

2cf. T6dt 1 s (po 102) comment 0 "He thereby produces for the first and 
only time a Son of Man sa,Ying in which the main content is sessio ad 
dextram deL," 

3contrast Karnetzkio p. 34. 

4see above 0 p. l.f.llof. 

5E. JL~vestam ("Die Frage des Hohenpriesters (Mk. 14:61 paro Mto 26: 
63) 9

11 Svensk Exegetisk Krsbok 0 XXVI (1961) 0 pp. 93=107) suggests that the 
conjunctions of the titles 0 Christ and Son of the Blessed0 is an indica
tion of an allusion to Psalm 2o He simply notes the difference in 
arrangement in Luke and does not call it a non-allusione L6vestam's 
case is built as much on the later Jewish midrash ~1dr. Ps. 2 (9(14bl7 as 
on this comparison. · Though Psalm 2 is impot-tarit in Chi-is Han messiarnic 
understanding of the title Son of God 0 the mere mention of the title in 
connection with_.tx:p<_a::Jo S. 0 is not enough verbal parallelism to point to 
an intended allusion which !Luke overlooks at this point. 



Old Testament Idea 

In addition to the OT ideas which we have already encountered in 

the Da. 7:13 and Ps. 109(110):1 allusions 0 we need to consider what the 

OT contributes to Luke's use of iittrTf:tr;rt·; Xf((rr!s. _ (Lk. 22:67); and 

(22:70). 
/ 

The absolute use of /i_(c-Tf-u 11.J in the LXX (rendering the hiphil of 

1f.)J£) has the meaning "to have confidence1
t (Job 29:22(24); 39:24; cfo 

I-T 
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Sir. 2:13) or "to have faithp" to so trust in God and his word that one's 

total existence is grounded in faith L[xo 4=31; Is. 7:9; 28:16; Ps. 115:1 

(116:10)~ This second use develops as part of the description of the 

righteous man from the fact that a right relationship with God is chiefly 

characterized by trust in God's promises and belief in him after seeing 

his promises kept in history (e.go Ex. 4:1; 4 Kmo 17:14; Hab. 1:5). 

Belief is also the proper response to God's message through his prophets 

(Is. 7:9; 43:10; Jer. 25:8). 
/ 

!Luke's use of ii_ta-Tf\JW in Jesus' response (Lko 22:67) follows the 

O'l' usage in two respects. If Jesus were to declare to them that he was 

God's Messiah~> he would in essence be dedaring that the word of the 

prophets had been fulfilled. As with the promise so with the fulfilmentD 

the proper response is belief and rejoicing that God has indeed fulfilled 
;' 

his word. And more than this 0 the absolute use of ltttrTfuw indicates 

that such a belief would have to issue in a life of faith 0 a continuing 

relationship with God through the Messiah. The difference in Luke's use 
/ 

of_Iic~]~Y.r...J ... from that of the OT is that the absolute use predominates 

(e.g., Lk. 8:12, 13; especially throughout Acbi e.g. Ac. 2:44; 8:13; 13:48 

14: 1 ; 17: 12; 19: 2). There is still concern with belief in the message of 

the prophets (Lk. 2.t;.:25; Ac. 24: 14; 26:27) v but there must also be belief 

in the fulfilment of their message in the mission of Jesus. It is faith 

in him which is at the center of the early chur~h' s proclamation (Ac. 8: 

37; 11:17; 16:31). Thus JL.uke adopts the OT pattern of the relationship 

between man and God and fills it will a new content 0 the Christocentric 
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faith of the Christian communityo Jesus 0 answer to the court shows that 

this new Christocentric faith is one which God hopes to evoke not by 

Jesus' self witness but by the witness of the promises of Scriptureo 

Hence the allusions to Pso 109(110):1 and Dao 7:13 are the main content of 

Jesus' responseo Just as the OT prophets do not bear witness to them= 

selves but to the word of God which has been given to them9 so Jesus 0 who 

is the very message of God's salvation in flesh 0 in the face of a question 

intended to involve his self witness, bears witness to himself through 

the means of a prophetic promiseo He continues to stand within the OT 

pattern of God 1 s declaration and man's response of faith0 By bearing 

witness to prophetic promises, which are yet to be fulfilled, Jesus calls 

for faith from his interrogatorso 

Th LXX v r / < -d 0 0 1 n ) liJ. t.\ > t d · t th e uses"_pu.~ _o_S __ ren er 1ng ma1n y_.;. ,-,..-- o es1gna e ose 

who have been chosen, anointed 9 and appointed by God to a special mission 

which may also include a special rank (eogo priests, Levo 4:5 9 16; the 

king, 1 Kmo 2:35, 16:6; 24:7, especially David, his descendants 9 including 

possibly the Davidic Messiah 9 l?so 17(18):51; 88(89):39; 131(132):10, 17; 

Cyrus, Iso 45:1; Israel 0 ~So 27(28):8; 83(84):10; 104(105):15; Habo 3:13; 

lamo 4:20; and the eschatological ruler of Israel 0 l?so 2:2?; Dao 9:26)o 

Since the significance of the anointing 9 which creates an Anointed One 9 

I 

a Messiah, consists in God who does the anointing 0 XfL!rioJ is normally 

used in the OT with a personal possessive adJective or the-genitive of 
/ ,. / 

~~~f'Ja) or e~o) (eogo 1 Kmo 16:6; Ps., 131(132):10 9 the only exception is 

' - - c' -. < / 
Dao 9:26,~Tc.l. rou )<l'ttr-Tcu cfo 9:25e,£-wS lf-(g-Tou_ }'fc/t"cu_ )o 

Because of this general usage, especially the application of such a title 

to all of David's descendants, it is difficult to find in one OT passage 

the proper origin of the use of this title as a designation for the 

M • 1 mess1aho There is little confirmatory evidence from Intertestamental 

1Dalman, Wordso po 291; Contrast Ao Robert ("Considerations sur .ll.e 
messianianisme du psaume ii 0

11 RSR,'.XXXIX (1951~52), PPo 88~98) 0 who sees 
Psalm 2 as messianico This is the one psalm Dalman believes could 
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/ 

literature and contemporary Jewish sources that_ c'-)f-f2i(J:]6!j-- in the absolute 

sense was used in Jesus' day as a title for the Messiaho 1 Further 0 to 

understand what anyone meant when they used the termp we need to look at 

the immediate contexto2 In the case of H..ko 22:67 0 we might ask what the 

court meant when they asked the question and also what H..uke meant when he 

reported the question and the responseo Unfortunately 0 the court in 

Ltnke's report does not add any qualifiers to the titleo We may only 

cond.u~ from the charge which they bring against Jesus before l?ilate 
" / / ( / 

( 23: 2rX f>la·Td v ,6ota-£ ).~A) and from the mockery (23: 35> trw crat Tw €-..LoTo v 0 

>(/> ( '~ ~ \) / 
€-t. o uTo) E-rrTlli o X ('(11'"7 11 S 7d o &~ u 0 _c;.-15 Af-_/5_To )- _) 0 the;t they 

understood that the afessiah would be a political leadero That they 

meant "po.H tical leader" as they addressed Jesus with the simple command 
) ( ~ 

I' t ' ') ( / I \ 1)f'-{./ 
£:1--~U-~ 0-;ff'crTaJ,~ilD\1~ may only be conjectured from Jesus 9 responseo For 

it is probably to be viewed as a corrective to their thinkingo 

/ 
Luke 0 s use of_ypcu-To) . includes liloth the qualified and absolute forms 

(eogo 2:26; 3:15; 4:41; 9:20 Cfo Mko 8:29; Lko 20:41; 24:26 0 46). He 

assumes that "Messiah11 is a title which may stand for an identifiable 

eschatological figureo Inst~ad of dividing the mission of the Messiah 

into its various component offices and assigning these offices to 

possibly serve as the OT origin for the titleo In the other possible 
source 0 Dao 9:26 0 "the anointed one" does not stand on its own as a recog= 
nizable title for it lll\1lst be further identifi<2d by "the prince." 

1 
cfo Dalman 0 Words 0 pp. 289ffo; Mo deJonge 0 "The use of the word 

"anointed" in the time of Jesus 0
11 NovT 0 VIII (1966) 0 PPo 132=148; The 

positive evidence is limited to Psao Solo 17:36; 18:6l) Br2Baro 39:7; 40:1; 
72:2 (this book may be post=Christian); Qumran uses the title absolutely 
only once (1 QSa 2:12). Howeverp the other employments of the term with 
the qualifying terms Israel (1 QSa 2:20) 0 Aaron and Israel (CD 12:23) 0 

from Aaron and Israel (CD 20:1) 0 or holy (~ ~ 10 2~ 0 more often than 
not do not include a possessive pronomial suffixo Thus the Qumran litera= 
ture's use seems to be in line with what we find in Dao 9:26 and may show 
that the first century was a transition period in the use of the termo 
The community had not yet so identified the special characteristics of 
their C()ncept of the ~iessi_ah with the use of the title that they could 
use the title absolutely~ · 'They needed the Qt.nalil!'iers •vhoRyn Oil" v'o0 
Aaron and lsraelo" Yet they had also begun to progress beyond the OT 
use in which its most specific content came from the fact ~hat it was a 
title for the Davidic Messiah~ the Anointed of the Lordo 

2 
deJonge 0 !'!2Y!.o VIII, p. 147 o 
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diffeirent figures as the Qunuran Hteirature does with its Messiahs frrom 

Xsrael and from Aaironp the tendency in Luke is to biring all the featiJlll"es 

of the messianic mission together and fuse them into one composite image. 

Luke uses basically two titles as umbrella terms by which he signifies 
( / 

the one who fulfills all the piromises made to Israel:~,P-c~TaS---P 

Although these titles are normally used by Luke in such 

a way that their identity in his thinking rather than their dissimilarity 

is emphasized (e.g. 4:41; cf. 9:20p 22) 0 

1 
yet each title has a different 

function 0 which their use in this Sanhedrin hearing clearly brings out. 

The term~_r45_serves as the messianic designation of Jesus as under= 

stood according to the OT promises. Though it is not secondary in Luke 0 s 

thinkingp 2 it does seem to suffer under the handicap of most common contem-

porary Jewish e~pectations. These limited it to the designation of a 

political leader who would usher in the kingdom of God thirough victory over 

Israel's oppressors and the re-establishment of the Davidic monarchy.3 

/ 

!Luke 1 s understanding of the mission of the_,X--p<cr.IQ~_ involves two features 

which Iradically alter this picture. The Messiah must suffer and die (24:26P 

46; Ac. 3: 18; 17: 3; 26: 23). The Messiah must receive his reign which is a 

spiritual reign through e~altation to God's right hand (Lk. 24:26; Aco 

luke in the process of redefining~;DL~tq} preserves the basic 

idea of Messiah as the final descendant in David's line who receives the 

fulfilment of all the promises made to David. luke skilfully maintains 

1catchpole (The Trial of Jesus (1970) 9 p. 64) sees this tendency 
in Luke as evidence for the explanation that the separation of the titles 
into two questions (22:67P 70) comes not from Luke's editing of Mark but 
his use of a non-Markan souirce; Contrast Zahn 0 Lukasp p. 693o 

2 Contrast Borschp p. 392p no 2. 

3F. F. Brucep Biblical E~egesis in the Qumran Texts 9 p. 37; Contr~st 
deJongep ~p Vlllp p. 132; cf 0 the substitution 0~~;~-n .. n\Y 7\ fer- n~to/ 
@t Geno 49:10 in Tg'\ _Jero IP :Up Onkelosp which McNamara (The NT and the 
!Palestinian Tar m to the Pe'ntateuch (Analecta Bib.ll.ica"~ lrnVlii; ~ome 9 
19 5)P p. 239 observes accords with what we know of messianic beliefs in 
NT times from the Gospels and Josephus. 
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both the continrnity and discontinuity between the Jewish expectation and 

the Christian understanding by at the same time arguing from OT promises 

made to David and his descendants (eogo Pso 109(110):1/Aco 2:34=36; Pso 15 

Q6)8=11/Aco 2:25=31) and showing that their fulfilment far exceeded the 

current Jewish expectationo This is what Luke has done with the term in 

the Sanhedrin hearing narrativeo The Jews have come with one understand= 

ing 9 which we may reconstruct only in contrast to what Jesus expresseso 

Luke takes that term in its absolutep unqualified form as it appears in 

~is source and does two things with ito As he does in the other cases 

where he wants to point out the necessity of either the Messiah's suffer= 

ing or his transcendent exaltation and reignp Lu~e seems to empty the term 

of any specific contento It is merely a term standing for a fairly 

undefined figure concerning whom some new content will be argued from the 

OTo It is not a matter of lu~e either editorially separating the combined 

titles of the Markan question or using a non=Markan source because he 

1 knew that the titles did not belong togethero He has not chosen to 

separate them because he wants to make a compendium of Christology which 

shows that all the titJI.es mean the same thingo 2 Ratherp Luke wants to 

construct in the form of a confession a brief apologetic for the exalta= 

tion of the Messiah as an essential feature of his missiono Instead of 

having the Christians pose the question: "Ought not the Christ to enter 

into his glory?" (cfo Ace 17:3; 26:23) 0 it is the Je\'IS who ask the ques= 

Uono But they do it in the more general way so that it is still the 

~hristian~ 9 in this case the founder of Christianity 9 whoare clearly the 

source of the new Christocentric contento Thus, the absolute form is 

the starting point for the new interpretation which Jesus is going to 

give to the Messiaho Its absolute use 0 aside from reflecting the kind 

1 . "' 
Contrast Grundmann 0 Po 420; Hauck 9 Po 275; See above 9 Po423 9 no 1o 

2 
Contrast Conzelmann 9 Theology of Luke 0 Po 849 no 3; Voss 9 Po 116o 
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of unadorned question which might be expected of the Jewish understandingp 1 

then 0 allows the true source of the Christian understanding to be clearly 

presentedo 

< I 
The second function of the absolute use of o Xtl"r")-- is to provide 

a fairly undefined term into which the Christian understanding may be 

pouredo This Luke does through a combination allusion which maintains 

continuity with the OT and Jewish understanding of the Davidic Messiah 

(Pso 109(110):1) and yet goes beyondpapular expectation concerning that 

Messiaho His rule is to be in heaven (Dao 7:13)o He m~ rightly be 

called the Son of Godo Thus Lu~e radically transforms the understanding 
( I 

of_o X;>~cr1o) giving him a heavenly glory equal to that of the Son of 
2 ( I 

Mano The OT understanding of_ Oft(a-fo) is not negated by this spiritual= 

izingp rather the Davidic Messiah is brought to a fullness of glory3 and 

a sup~emacy of kingship in the heavenly sphere and over the hearts of men 

which far surpasses the glory of earthly rule which was p~edicated of himo 

Jesus has answered the question 9 "If you are the Christp tell USp~ 

with a declaration~ "But from now on the Son of Man shall be seated at 

the right hand of the power of God~ (Lko 22:67P 69)o The Sanhedrin 

respond 0 "Alre you the Son of God0 then?" (22: 70) o The~e is something in 

the way Jesus answered the first question with OT allusions which evoked 

from the Sanhedrin this second questiono4 The question m~ be said to 

1 
cfo Catchpole (The Trial of Jesus ( 1971) p Po 198) p who suggests 

that Mko 14:62 may be a kerygrnatized form of the question. 

2
cfo T~dt (po 102)P who shows how the use of titles moves towards a 

climaxo 

3Geo~ge 0 Scio Ecclop XIVP Po 62o 

4st6gero Po 263; T6dtp Po 102; Contrast Schneider (po 124)P who says 
"i' 

that Luke uses ouv as a resumptive particle to continue a narrative 
which has been brokeno This supports Schneider's conclusion that the 
sec9nd question actually has the same content as the firsto Ve~ses 68= 
69 are in effect a parenthesis; Schneider,fails to recognize the differ
ence between the resumptive use of o0J in narrative (eogo 3:7P 18; Aco 8: 
25; 12:5) and its inferential use in conversation (eogo Lko 16:27; 20:17/ 
Mko 12:W; 21:7/Mko 13:4; Aco 19:3)o In response to the answer to onr!s 
question or to a statement which has been madep a party in a conversation 



concern, generally messianic understandingso We again encounter the 

twofold perspective: what did the leaders intend by __ Q Jl~) TaU &f:OJJ_~ _and 

what did Luke mean by it? 
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c<'- -e--In the UX the Utle__Q_ut<LS- T<J_I.) ~LL ~and related designations name 

heavenly beings, angels (Geno 6:2; Pso 28(29):1; 88(89):7); Israel (eogo 

Exo 4:22; Dto 8:5; Iso 1:2); the king and possibly the Messiah (2 Kmo 7:14; 

Pso 2:~ ~so 88(89):27=28); and in OT apocryphal literaturep the righteous 

Of immediate interest are the uses invol= 

ving heavenly beingsp who somehow partake of the divine naturep and the 

king0 who by God's calling him into a relationship of obedience 9 is desig-

nated God's sono 

/ 
As in the case of -xtJ£L~)- there is only slight evidence for the use 

of Son of God as a tiUe for the Messiah in {c:_' first century Judaismo 1 

may seek to draw an inferenceo In our case, the Sanhedrin ask a further 
question in order to get the gist of Jesus' statement about the Son of Man 
and particularly that statement 0 s significance for any claims he would 
make about himself: "Are you ~ the Son of God?" The_o3v ~shows exactly 
the opposite of what Schneider claims for ito It indicates that the 
second question, though generally related to the whole line of questioning, 
is particularly related to v. 69o It puts in the form of a question the 
logical inference from Jesus' response for any claims he is making about 
himselfo 

1Pso Sol. 17:22=24 interprets Psalm 2 messianically but does not take 
up "Son" (lPso 2:7) as a messianic designation; 1 En. 105:2 may be a 
Christian interpolation for the verse is not found in the Chester Beatty 
papyri or the Qumran mss (Hahn, ppo 279ff'o); 4 Esdras (7:28; 13:32 9 37 9 52; 
14:9) may be post-Christian in origin and as other translations show, the 
original Hebrew translated into Greek as "son" was probably~]'-~~--; The 
most helpful positive evidence comes from Qumran (4 QF~or; 1 qsa 2:11) and 
the rabbinic messianic interpretation of Psalm 2o In the Qumran litera
ture both 2 Kmo 7:11-14 {4 QFlor 1:11) and Psalm 2 (4 QFlor 1:18fo) are 
interpreted messianically, though admittedly only in the 2 Kmo 7:14 quota~ 
tion is the designation "my Son" connected with the Messiah o Ps. 2:7 is 
not quoted. 1 QSa 2:11 is f~P~~tant for it contains a descr~tion of the 
!llessiah as one whom God_] 1 1 o As in the case of __ XfJC<rirJ j- .. we notice 
that the Qumran literature is beginning to recognize that the Davidic 
Messiah may be described in terms of divine sonshipo When this Qumran 
evidence is combined with some rabbinic evidence from the 2nd century 
AoDo, which interprets Pso 2:7 messianically (SBK~ III 0 Po 19 citing bo 
Sukka 52a) 9 we have at least the possibility cr;;ted that Son of God could 
lha'Ve been understood as a messianic tHle by Jews in the first century 
(Borsch 9 Po 367; Hahn 0 PPo 279ffo; Ro No Longenecker 9 The Christology of 
Earl Jewish Christianit (SBT, 2nd sero XVII; London, 1970) 9 Po 97; 
Contrast lSvestam Svensk Exe~etisk ~rsbok 9 XXVI) 9 Po 95 9 no 10; Conzelmann 9 

Outline of NT TheologX& Po 76 o But 9 again 9 it should be stressed that 
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Still the evidence is sufficient to allow for the possibility of the 

title's use within a context which indicates that the Davidic Messiah is 

h . t. 1 meant by sue a des1gna 10no 

The leaders as we have seen~ are not just repeating the question, 

"Are you the Christ?" It is true that they seem to be still working in 

the general messianic framework when they ask, "Are you, th~ the Son of 

But they take up Jesus 1 own description of his messianic rule, 

exalted at the right hand of God, and they understand it in the best w~ 

they are able by asking whether Jesus actually claims a divine sovereignty 

which would make him the Son of God (e.g. ~s. 2:7f.).3 But by using this 

title they are asking moreo They are inquiring whether Jesus with his 

declaration concerning the Son of Man's exaltation is actually claiming 

for himself a share in the divine nature (e.g. Gen. 6:2, Ps. 28(29):1; 

88(89):7).4 This is how the charge of blasphemY, arrogating to oneself 

the prerogatives of God, arises.5 It is really then a question concern-

ing the basic nature of messiahship, which, if answered in the affirma= 

tive, is clearly inadmissible to the Sanhedrin.6 

What did Luke mean by "Son of God" when he used it here? For Luke, 

in many waysg the term "Son of God" is the key to his Christology. Though 

it occurs only three times in Acts its function there is at the very 

heart of the gospel proclamation (Ac. 9:20-22; 13:33) and the early 

such a title did not yet seem to have its own identifiable content or an 
independent existenceo 

1 
§.!!!i, III, p. 20; cf. Tg. Ps .. 80: 16j Mek. Ex. 15:9(48b) .. 

2
Bo Weiss, A Commentary on the NT, trans. GoHo Schodde and Eo Wilson 

(N.Y.» 1906), Vol. II-Luke-The Acts, Po 194. 

3L&vestam, Svensk Exegetisk Xrsbok, XXVI, p. 100. 

4-o. G. Miller, p. 16o; Plummer, p. 519. 

5st6ger, p. 263; Hastings, p. 85f. 

6
toisy, Luc, Po 541o 

=-=o, 
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church's confession of its faith (Aco 8:37)o In the gospel it is a 
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title which expresses the unique nature of Jesus' messiahship: his exalted 

position as the fulfilment of promises made to David (eogo lko 1:32 0 35) 

and his close relationship with God his Father (eogo 3:22; 9:35)o Like 

"Son of Man" it expresses both the glory and the humbling through obedi= 

2 ence even to death of the Messiah (cfo 22:42; 23:46)o 

What the OT contributes to Luke's use of the title is a messianicl> 

and a monotheistic perspectiveo These two viewpoints complement one 

another and as in the case of_ XPl a-Jo'~ . enable the claims which are made 

for Jesus to be seen in contimni ty with the revelation of God through the 

prophetso 

Jesus is the Son of God for !Luke only because he is first of all 

The aspects of messiahship which 

divine sonship expresses are election to a place of honor and power (cfo 

l?so 2:7fo; Pso 109(110):1) and at the same time total dependence on God 

who has done the electing (cfo 2 Kmo 7:14)o That is why in the OT the 

idea of divine sonship is expressed mostly in the way God addresses the 

Davidic line and their heirs 9 namely as "my Sono" This form of address 

would naturally develop into the appe.Uative 0 "Son of Godl>" just as the 

1contrast Longenecker (po 98) 0 who treats it as a title more appro
priate to the Jewish than Gentile mission and which was for tmt reason 
played down by Lukeo It is true that the term might possibly be mis
understood when used in a totally pagan context (see belowp po61~)o 
But for Luke the title though used rarely 0 always occurs in contexts 
which concern the revelation (1:32P 35; 3:22; 9:35) and confession (Aco 
8:37; 9:20-22) of Jesus' essential naturee 

2 Georgep ~0 1XXII 0 Po 207fo 

3Resep Alttestamentliche Motive 9 Po 203; Contrast Cullmann (po 279) 0 

who argues generally that the lack of the use of "Son of God" as a messi= 
anic title in first century Judaism means that the questioning of the high 
priest does not involve a use of "Son of God" within a messianic perspec= 
Uveo , J:l~ s~es Lut~e's separation of the titles as evidence for their 
independence of orig'ino Ctniltnann 0 · however 9 fails to take acc4lilllnt o!f the 
whole course of the questioning and the function of the_~0v o 
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idea of Davidic descent would be rendered "Son of Davi(L111 We can 

already see how the monotheistic perspective is maintained even in the 

use of such an exalted title. It is God and God alone vmo determines 

who qualifies to be his son. The essential ingredient of such sonship 

is a relationship of obedience. It is not coincidental that all of 

these points have been made already in connection with the significance 

of the two allusions at v. 69. The title "Son of Godn appropriately 

sums up all that is entailed in being the Son of Man exalted to the right 

2 
hand of God. 

The one unique quality which characterized for luke and early 

Christians the holder of this title was participation in the divine 

nature.3 Through the literal interpretation of Ps. 109(110):1 and Ps. 2: 

7(cf. Ac. 13:33 9 where Ps. 2:7 is taken as a promise of resurrection) 

Jesus and the early church maintain that the fulfilment of the promises 

to the Messiah means exaltation to heaven and participation in the divine 

nature.4 Thus 0 the term comes to stand for a glorification of the Messiah 

which is prepared for in the OT but which the Jews did not expect in such 

fullness. The key event which demonstrates that such glorification is 

what the OT envisioned is the resurrection~ascension. 
) I ) ( )/ 

The OT idea, the self designation of God_ e.yw f<_rL o <.v-..1 (Ex. 3: 14L1 

( "" I 

may be reflected in the wording of Jesus' reply to the court (y~8) ~~y~T~ 

1cf. Hahn (p. 283) though he notes that the hesitancy to include the 
name of God in a title might impede such a development as a messianic 
i.irU e among the Jews. 

2 cf. Voss 0 p. 239. 

3Dalman 0 Words, Po 281; Easton, ~0 p. 337; Hauck, p. 275. 

4roNTo VIII 9 p. 38J~ Contra~~,Fle~der~(luke, Theologian 9 p. 41f.) 0 

who believes that x,ota-TO\ and ()_UlO) r~l,) (Tf!!_l) _____ __ represent for Luke the 
two different modes of Jesus' existence. They are differentiated and 
stand .in cUmactic paralldi~m. F.ll.ender cloes not see the relationship 
between them in terms of messiahship issuing in divine sonship; cf. 
Catchpole's (The Trial of Jesus (1971) 0 p. 199) criticism. 
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(F ) , l 1 
JH:LfY-W_s~~---o Lko 22:70)o luke's phrasing may also be taken as an 

"ambiguous affirmative" in which the key words of the question are 

repeated in the answero 
2 Jesus' choice of words to repeat may have no 

more significance than to indicate the he affirms 0 however ambiguously 0 
3 

the entire content of questiono We have no other evidence in Luke of 
) ( l 

any theological significance attached to_ fyw E-'ftL J cf o 21:8 0 false 

Christs; Aco 9:5; 26:15 0 Jes1.11s 0 address to l?aul) o It is ~st to see 

this (Lko 22:70) as a coincidence of expression which luke has not 

capitalized upon (cfo Iso 43: 10; 52:6; 2 Kmo 12:7)o 

Old Testament Style 

The LXX style imitation of this section is confined mainly to the 

dialogueo There is no general pattern of parataxis using _l<ol~ _ ( ~A., 2X; 

__ d:f,_ 6X); Vo 66 contains one possible case of parataxis) a The word order 

is predominantly non=semitic with respect to subject=verb (verb=subject-

object: 4X; subject=verb-object: 7X) 0 although there is a frequent occurr= 

"Son of God" and "Son of Man" are technical terms 

which seem to have developed this fixed formo . Their post=positive char-= 

' I " -acter along with the other examples (_TQ..If_E~u]ff'ov Tou }o~-g u may also 

be understood as technically fixed; "power of God" may be the result of 

explanatory editing) may be explained from causes other than LXX style 

1 
St~ger 0 ]l>o 263; Goppelt 0 Po 106o 

2Mo Eo Thrall (Greek !?articles in the NT: linguistic and Exegetical 
Studies (NT Tools and Studies 0 IX· Leiden 0 1962) 9 Po 76) gives th~ follow
ing examples: Plato 9 Ro 352E9_09_ tcoio-o"T,rJ.r... i<J( J.A(o-.,:a-ouo-( K,~..( JXEt;>e.~_ffo_vr:.,tr... 

\ I \ '- ~ "'f? 1 l/ .) / f 
<io!:>->--.,,...at) Tt-/<Q.( To(S orf<,;tolS; t:-cr-ovTd-l c._'f( _______ cfo 350C; Sophocles 0 

OediX>lllS 1475=76o 

3It is not an evasion (Klostermann 9 Po 221) or even a reluctant 
concess~on to the truth of the question's content (Dalman 0 Words 9 Po 310 
citing-rabbinic evidence~ 0 Rather9 it is a confession tvMch !o brrmngM. 
in line with the theological principle that Jesus does not openly pro= 
claim his messiahship until after the events which constitute his entrance 
upon it have run their course (cfo 0 1 Neill 9 Po 125; Flender 9 luke~ 
Theologian 0 Po 45fo)o 
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imitation. Stillp coincidentally they add OT flavor to the narrative. 

One other possibly semitic characteristic of the general structure is the 

parallelism in vv. 67P 68. We have alreaqy seen that it is probably not 

1 
inspired by any specific OT passage. Still Luke takes over this feature 

unchanged from his sourcep 2 probably out of respect for the words of 

Jesus. It also contributes coincidentally OT flavorp lending authority 

to the words of Jesus or merely reproducing the style in which he was 

accustomed to speak. 

Luke introduces the trial scene with the LXX and Lukan stylistic 

elementp3 the use of_~) as a temporal subordinate conjunction. This 

seems to set the whole narrative immediately in the theological perspec= 

tive of salvation history. It maY show Luke 0 s editorial hand at work 

(cfo Lk. 8:47/Mko 5:33; lLko 11:1; Ac. 1:10; 10:25)P but it also may be a 

LXX stylistic element from his non=Markan sourceo4 In either casep 

'-
though not as unmistakable an indicator of LXX style imitation as K~t 

) I t 
f'{f:" !:-To !.<!) D its presence still may place the trial scene in a salva= 

tion history contexto 

Several other features of LXX style adorn the interrogation. 

verbs of speakingp which introduce both Jesus 0 (vo 67, el_-;;f:oJ __ eft 

The 

Vo 70 

-
1 

V ) r ( 6 " / 1 h · h · ty>O)~--E:'f'Yj and the courts speech v. 7,_rE-ro" E-) w 1c 1s not 

exactly pleonastic; Vo 70; - e-T:r.~'l/ d~ L, accord with JLXX styleo5 Since 

each part of the interrogation has its own importance it is difficult to 

1 
See above, JP• 398. 

2 
Catchpole (The Trial of Jesus (1970)p Po 64) and Schneider (p. 115) 

observe that it is unlikely luke would introduce the structureo 

3Hawkins (Horae Synopticae, Po 23) classifies this construction as a 
distinctive element in Luke's style which is related to the LXX; Contrast 
lVellhausen (po 16)P who sees it as part of translation Greek from semitic 
sources; See belowp Po 501. 

4schneiderp Po 106; Taylor, The Passion Narrativep Po 90o 

5 See abovep PPo 305 9 370 ; See belowp Po 445. 
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see that the placement of these LXX style elements as the introductory 

verbs for the various parts carries any particular significanceo We will 

simply note that both of Jesus' replies are marked by these elementso 

) _r/ 
The last time Hiitll of- was used of Jesus' speech was at Lko 22:52P when 

he addressed the arrest partyo There has been no recorded speech of 

Jesus in Luke since theno 
') _['/ 

We have noted a possible patternp for _fCt;f-v __ o_~ 

introduces Jesus 0 concluding remarks at the table (22:36); his interpre= 

tive remarks to the crowd (22:52); and now his important reply to the 

Sanhedrino The LXX style reinforces the salvation significance of what 

is being saido The same may be suggested for the introduction to the 

Sanhedrin's question: "Are you then the Son of God?" (22:70~: Jii.:J.v 0~ Jo 
I 

Another pattern to which this section contributes is the use of T~9) 

with a verb of speakingo Ltnkep as we have noted 9 uses the preposition 

normally when the following statement is of decisive importance and when 

it is addressed to a group of people (cfo 22:l5 9 52 0 70)o Again the LXX 

style may point to the salvation history context in which the statement 

should be tnnderstoodo 
-~ 

While !Luke is probably responsible for Jy>o) ... 

w 1 ~ s' e=-y'? P it is less certain that the __ f<iif:" ()!;. construction came solely 

from him., Whether from Luke or his source these two LXX style elements 

converge in this narrative and reinforce its theological importanceo 
) , 

The use of the double negative~/"~ __ to signify strong denial occurs 

in luke~Acts mainly in the words of Jesus and LXX quotations (eogo lko 

6:37b; 10:19; 18:7; 9:27; 18:17; 12:59; Aco 13:41; 28:26; an exceptionp 

JLko 1:15}., It cannot be established as a feature of luke 0 s£yle for he 

inserts the construction only twice (Lk~ 21:33/Mko 13:31; Lko 8: 17/Mko 4: 

22 9 where he may be under the influence of the current form of the saying 

which he knew 9 cf o Lk. 12:2}o 2 But the construction is definitely a 

~ Schneider 9 Po 125. 

2 
Schfirmann 9 I-Der Paschamahlbericht 9 Po 17o 
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feature of LXX style. In the lXX it frequently renders ~i_(e.g. Gen. 

3:1; Ex. 4:2!; Is. 2:4; Jer. 1:19; in a few cases_l~ e.g. Lev. 11:43; 

Is. 2:9)o Its presence in the words of Jesus may be evidence of an 

attempt to express the authority of his words. The fact that this is a 

characteristic of LXX style and especially the words of the prophets declar-

ing the word of God (e.g. Is. 55:11; Jer. 15:20; Hab. 1:5; Hos. 10:9) aids 

in the general purpose of giving emphasis through the double negative. 

In fact 0 much of the force which it is said to have lost since classical 

1 
tim6 may be recovered in luke's selective use. In Lk. 22:67P 68 as at 

Lko 22:16 0 18 0 Luke is probably not originally responsible for the constr-

t
. 2 

UC 10no But he allows the construction to stand and indicates by it 

Jesus' perception of the hard-heartedness of those who question him (cfo 

16:31). 
) J )'- / ,_ 

A final feature of LXX style (::1_/<0Q_!)~)A:_f::v ti'F:D_ pu a-Tcjt""To5 alvTo U 

22:71) is an example of the OT custom of indicating the Whole person by a 

3 part of the body. In the LXX the use of ~T~A with a preposition of 
) ) (/ 

source normally involves fK not ~T<o (e.g. Num. 30:3; 2 Ch. 36:12; Ps. 8: 
) tJ 

3; Is. 55:11; but cf. especially in Jeremiah the use withot~<o 0 Pr. 12:14; 

16:23; Jer. 23:16; 43(36):18 0 27; 51:31(45:1); Ezko 24:22). This phrase 
) ) 

with either __ ~t< or .,t.T.o normally renders >~ 10 and sometimes '?:>-1 ~ C~K 0 . .. . ·-

Because the phrase is sometimes inserted into the Greek translation to 
l ) / 

make for clarity (e.g. E-1< 0 Dt. 32: 1; 1 Km. 1:23; 2:23;_<;1Tco 0 2 Esdr. 

19:20; Pr. 16:23) 0 and since it occurs in the OT apocryphal books with 

some frequency (e.g. 1 Esdr. 1:26 0 45; Sir. 21:5; 28:12) 0 we may take it 

1 !!E£.o 'fl 365 o 

2
schneider 9 p. 1159 SchUrmann 0 I-Der Paschamah1bericht 0 p. 17. 

3Johnsoll\ 9 ~o lLVIp p. 333; Turner (Kilpatrick JPestschrU'tp JPo »3) 
calls it a secondary semitism in Lukevs style 9 since it is possible in 

I '' l/ <' > \ .1 ) _ 
Greek; e.g. Xenophon 0 ~· HI:6:9 9 _o_u~ o(-J f-Xo~' ~at ouT6J yt- otn_o a-T~J. Ta) ft4t-<11. 
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not only as an identifiable LXX stylistic element but also as a feature 

of LXX style imitationo The construction in Luke also normally employs 

~I<. (Lko 4:22 inserted into Mko 6:2; Lko 11 :54; 19:22 cf o Mto 25:26; Aco 
l , 

Since this is the only occurrence with _ctilo __ 0 it is hard to 

maintain that it is the result of Lukan editingo 1 
~ke takes over his 

source and its LXX style 9 which emphasizes that the court makes its deci-

sion on the basis of what Jesus himself has saido It is style appropriate 

for the speech of Jewish leaders and also to the importance of what they 

sayo Luke 0 thenp in his use of sources presents a narrative which begins 

and ends with LXX stylistic coloringo When these features are combined 

with the LXX coloring in Jesus' wordsp the trial scene may be seen to be 

presented9 even on the stylistic levelp as an event with significance for 

salvation history for it is presented in the style of the record of God's 

dealing with meno 

1
Contrast Schneider 9 Po 132o 
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CHAI?TER XI II 

~UKE 23:1=5: THE TRIAL BEFORE PILATE 

Introduction 

The Sanhedrin court leads Jesus away to Pilatep the Roman governoro 

lLuke records the trial before Pilate with the use of Mark and a non= 

1 
Markan sourceo We are able to isolate the majority of words held in 

common between Mark and Luke (Lko 23:3/Mko 15:2) and hence identify the 

Markan material as an insertion~2 There is a verbal point of contact 

between John and Luke (Lko 23:4/Jo 18:38o)3 These facts give us reason 

to believe that a non-Markan source is basic in the section. The OT 

material in this brief account of the initial stages of the trial con-

sists of several non-allusions (Mko 15:1/Iso 52:13; 53:7)P some OTideas 
\ / 

in the wording of the charges brought against Jesus LXp<a-Td\J ftr~-!Jt >-t-ot. 0 

Lko 23:2; 6/'ot.IJ<.~E-~S iw\l>r"oud'o~(wll P 23:3;7culot~o< P 23:5)P and a 

number of LXX stylistic elementso 

Old Testament Allusion 

The silence of Jesus in the face of his accusers along with Pilate's 

amazement at that behavior (Mko 15:5) is sometimes understood as an 

allusion to Is. 52:13; 53:7 (Mk. 15:5, 
( J'') ..-.. ) I l' / 

o of- T~trousaul<f-T< au/t-v .ITt~ I<;>, et p 

) ) / ' / 
oui'.o<.'{oty~To a:T~~ 

1
Taylorp The Passion Narrativep Po 86f.: Easton (~P Po 341) sees 

it as his "L"~ Contrast Creedp Po 279; BultmannP History of the Synoptic 
Traditionp p. 2721 BuJI.tmann believes that Luke edits Mark out of an 
interest to present the Sanhedrin as producing a proper case against 
Jesuso Hauck (p. 276) suggests that the editing could have been done 
from the apologetic motive of showing that the Roman authorities held 
Jesus to be innocento Grundmann (po 421) understands that the same 
motive is at work in Luke's writingp but says that it governed his choice 
of a non-Pilarkan source over Marko. Klostermann (po 221) finds it difficult 
to decide between Mark and non-Markan material as the basic sourceo 

2Bo Weissp lip Po 19~; Taylorp The Passion Narrativep Po 86o 

3Boismard (llp Po 409) sees it as evidence for their common depen
dence on a Proto-Luke• Grant (po 298) also suggests that Lko 23:4 might 
be a later insertion under the influence of loll\». 

~aurerp ~P lp Po 7; Finegan 0 Po 74; Hillmannp Po 186; Contrast 
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pa,rallelism9 the material parallelism is stronger here than at lUk. 14:61. 

H is in the face of charges 9 whether true or false, which have the evident 

capability of convicting and condemning him, that Jesus remains silent. 

If the charges did not have that power 9 the amazement of ~ilate remains 
1 / ~ / ) ~ )/ 

unexplained. If we take Is. 53:8 (__:u_]if.cVwtrH (f</(0\5 ol'vTou /l'e/ ) 

as the interpretation of the image in Is. 53:7 9 then we may understand 

that the Servantns silence consisted ~ot only in his non~resistance dur-
(1 >I > , ..., _... r , ., 

execution (Is. 53:8, on ,<j!Jf.Tol( <1-lic_ T(S Y15l!Z:~N(aoloU ••• ing the very act of 
)/ ) I 

~___£.~:__)_§~-"' r~- Tov) • It also extended possibly to the situation in which 

"his judgment was taken awayp 11 an unjust trial during which his silencep 

signifying a lack of defencep contributed to the unjust result. This 

materially accords with the effects of Jesus' silence. A contributing 

piece of evidence for seeing these details as an OT allusion is the 

material parallelism consists in both Pilate's nationality as a Gentile 

and his amazement at one of the unusual features of Jesus' (the Servant's) 

suffering. We may with caution then accept these details as expressed 

or at least preserved under the influence of Isaiah 53. 

The immediate explanation of Luke's lack of allusion is his choice 

of a non-Markan source as the basis for his narrative. That Luke knew 

the connection between Is. 53:7 and Jesus' suffering may be seen from 

his use of it in the missionary witness in Acts (Ac. 8:32p 33). In view 

of this it is necessary to find reasons for his conscious omission of 

these details which would have furthered this missionary apologetic. 2 

Suhl 9 Po 57; Karnetzki (p. 85) understands it as a coincidental corres
pondence of fact G3lnd net a conscious allusion 9 Kontextzitat. 

1A. N. Sherwin=White (Roman Society and Roman !Law in the NT (Oxford 9 

n96J)o JP<> 25) e:itpll.ains the Roman judicial pro~~s? tbis wa_y: "The accusers 
allege factsp and the judge decides what to make of them. §!nee there 
was no defense 9 Pilate had no option but to convict. That was the 
essence of the system." 

2contrast Hillmann (p. 186) 9 who says that the details had no special 
meaning for !Mke and that he simply passes over themo 
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The main reason for Lukevs choice of sources is his desire to have 

Pilate positively attest Jesus' innocenceo In Mark the progress of the 

interrogation runs from Pilate's question and Jesus' answer to the accusa~ 

tions by the leaders and silenceo At this Pilate expresses his amaze= 

mentp but does not give any positive declaration that Jesus is innocento 

In luke, the interrogation of Jesus is preceded by the statement of the 

charges against him. It is followed by Pilate's declaration of innocence 

and still further accusations by the Jewso Luke in order to promote his 

theme of Jesus' innocence and the consequent harmlessness of his claims 

in political or legal termsp chooses the account with the positive declara~ 

tion over the account in which Pilate is merely amazed at Jesus' lack of 

1 
defence before his accuserso 

53:7 and Iso 52:13 is losto 

In the process a possible allusion to Is. 

Such a loss appears to be part of a developing pattern for the way 

Luke shows the fulfilment of Scripture in general and Is. 53:12 in parti= 

He does so through allusions not in the narrative portions but 

mainly in the words of Jesus. He chooses to develop the fulfilment of 

Iso 53:12 thematicallyo One of the key pillars of that themep Jesus' 

innocencep is advanced by Pilate's declarations (L~. 23:4, 14P 22)o 

This time Luke's thematic development of the fulfilment of Is. 53:12 

advances at the expense of another possible method for showing fulfilmentp 

allusion to another portion of the larger original contexto 

Old Testament Idea 

The titles ascribed to Jesus and the mission he is said to have 

accomplished contain several OT ideas. Jesus' accusers charge that he 

1
cfo Schneider, Po 16o; Fleigelp p. 100o 

2HUhn (p. 66) suggests that Jesus' reply is reminiscent of Ex. 10: 
29o This is Moses' concessionary response to Pharaohvs commando Con= 
cession may al~o be part' of the motivation for the form of Jesus v answer;· 
cfo Dalmanp Words, p. 310. 
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has claimed 
' / 1 / 

to be_-x;urTaVpqi.(J().6A (23:2)o The term_j1.,(Q'r.lf.oi. is 

explanatory of_Xfla:Td~ o2 This is only natural when the titlep "the 

Anointed Onep 11 is used in conversation with a Gentile} This qualilfica-

tion 0 which implies that the Jewish leaders understood the office of 

Messiah as that of a political ruler 9 should not be taken as evidence 

that they understood it only in these termso They are seeking charges 

against Jesus which will hold up in a Roman courto Thus P they would 

choose that interpretation of Messiah which would appear the most danger= 

ous to Roman authority. Luke has so presented the spiritual nature of 

Jesus' kingdom and his messiahship elsewhere in his gospel (cf. in passion 

narrativep 22:28-30 9 69) that his Christology becomes a positive argument 

in his apologetic 9 at this point, concerning the harmlessness of Christian~ 

ityo4 If Jesus is basically a transcendent spiritual king0 he is no 

earthly political king 8 Hence he is no immediate threat to Roman auth-

Thus 9 Pilate can declare he finds no fault in him. Jesus 1 

answer to Pilate's question9 then 0 is necessarily an evasion. JPilate 

has the wrong idea about the nature of Jesus' kingship but he is right 

in that Jesus is a king. This Luke and the early Christians confess (cf. 
/ 

19:38/Mk. 11: 10; Ac. 17: 7) P but they prefer to use the term l<vjltcS 

/ 
rather than }.-:a:L~~S when they make that confessione 

The other title ascribed to Jesus, "the king of the Jews;' exhibits 

the totally secular and political understanding of Messiah. This is 
. )r _r / 

shown by the use of_ ouoa~c"5 and not >r~fx to signify the nation. 

The former was commonly used by non-Jews to designate the Jewish nation 

and normally has no theological significance.5 The latter as we have 

( / 

1see above (p. 421) for a full discussion of o )'.tottrToS. 

2Klostermann 9 p. 222; Dalman, Words 9 pp. 293P 304. 

3creedp p. 281. 

4conzelmannp Theology of luke 9 Po 85. 

5Hahn, Po 160; Note its use predominantly in LXX books describing 
events in the exile and after (eog. ~echo 8:23; Estho 3:6, 10p 2 Esdro 12: 
16). Previously it had the specialized usage designating men of the tribe 
of Judah (e.g. 4 OCm. 16: 6). 
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H has been suggested that lLuke uses}Io~;d~J. in his gospel (cf. lk. 

23:5) not carelessly 11but deliberately because of its theological signi-

ficance. 2 The Christ is sent to 0 and works in Jewry." The tenn is 

used in the LXX most often to render __ /_l 1·1 11\ which is the name of one 
T : 

of Jacob's sons (Gen. 37:26); the tribe descending from him (Dt. 33:7); 

the territory they inhabit (1 Km. 23:3); and the southern kingdom under 
) / 

the dynasty of David 9 s descendants (4 Km. 14:11). Io_g__~~--- shares the 
/ 

translation duties with '~ovd~ and the division of labor is not too 

precise. While "r o u !1 normally translates the name of Jacob's son 9 

Judah (e.g. Gen. 29:35) 0 both terms may translate the other meanings(tribe 9 

Dt. 27:12; 1 Km. 17:1; territory 0 2 Esdr. 17:6; Ps. 68(69):36; southern 

kingdom 0 2 Ch. 21: 11; 17: 19~ · Theological significance comes to be 
\ / 

attached to Iou dd-l<f.. in the OT as a result of- its use as the designation 

for the southern kingdom. There are the prophetic promises to the land 

of Judah and Jerusalem. First, they will be judged by the wrath of God 

Then they will be restored by the mercy of 

God (e.g. Jo. 4(3):19p 20; Is. 44:26; Jer. 38(31):23; Ps. 68(69):36). 

Judah or Judea as a recipient of these promises 9 being the last to go 

into exile, appears to receive the expanded function of denoting the whole 

of the peo]ple of God (cf. its use in parallel with "Israel" in some 

psalms, Ps. 75(76):2; 113(114):2). 

luke 1 s use of_ 'Icu £.,( \ ' / and rouo.f(~ is a little more precise than the 

OT use. It is conditioned by two facts of contemporary history. The 

Jews who returned from the second exile to the region of Judah and the 

city of Jerusalem were those who continued the faith in the God of Israel. 
>r / 

By experiencing the fulfilment of his promises in_..Lo_utfptLo'. 11 they in 

effect re-established the region of the tribe of Judah and the Davidic 

1 
See above, JPo 231e 

2 Tasker, p. 39 o 



dynasty as the place where God would indeed visit his people. Just as 

Israel became the name for the psople of God so Judea became the name of 

the territory in which God would act. In some ways its boundaries 

were extended so that with the old tribal territory as its center it 

radiated out in all directions to cover the land of Palestine with its 

concentration of Jewish inhabitants. 

The changing political boundaries of the kingdom of Judea in the 

Xntertestamental and NT times also contributed to the fluidity in meaning 

of the term. 
/ 

Luke's use of>rouOit.._ in Luke-Acts reflects an under-

standing of the term both in its restricted political sense 9 the terri= 

tory over which Herod the Great (Lk. 1:5) and later Pilate (3:1) held 

sway; and in the wider sense of Palestine1 the territory of the Jews (cf. 

Aco 26:20). The latter sense is often signaled by the adjective "all" 

!Jr. Lk. 6:17 9 cf. Ullk. 3:7; Lk. 7:17; Ac. 9:31; 26:20; granted sofl'6,imes 

the "all" is associated with a phrase that includes other districts of 

'alestine 9 some of which were inhabited by Jews 9 e.g. Jerusalem 9 Galilee 

(Lko 5:17); Galilee 9 Samaria (Ac. 9:3127o It is in the sense of terri-

tory of the Jews" which still finds its center in Jerusalemp and has 

associations with the old tribal territory and the southern kingdomp that 

':Co_Yh~c¢... has theological significance for luke. More than the other 

gospel writers luke wants us to know that though much of Jesus' ministry 

may have been in Galilee 9 still some of Jesus' activity and much of his 

fame extended to all Judea. Luke 4:44 replaces an editorial comment 

concerning preaching in the synagogues of Galilee (Mk. 1:39) with the 

statement that Jesus preached in the synagogues of Judea (cf. 5:17; 6:17/ 

Mk. 3:7 9 Luke inserts "all"; Lk. 7:17). In Acts again the center of 

God's dealings starts with the church in Jerusalem and Judea which 

appears to be the first among equals (Ac. 1:8; 9:31; 11:1P 29; 21:10; 28: 

The emphasis on the evident importance of Judea in Jesus' ministry 

occurs in our passage 0 The Jewish leaders accuse Jesus of inciting the 



people in all Judea beginning from Galilee (Lko 23:5)o It makes sense 

that the leaders would want to make the point to Pilate that Jesus' 

offenses took place in the territory for which the Roman governor was 

responsibleo Thus this detail is not necessarily added by Luke from his 

theological purpose to show Jesus 1 association with Judeao Howeverp 
(/ 

Luke as at other places may have added the_Q~-'1) in order to show Jesus v 

presentation of himself to all Israel as the one who was sent to them as 

the Lord's anointed (1:54; 2:32)o 

Old Testament Style 

There is no overall stamp of LXX style in the syntax or word order 

of this short passageo ~arataxis exists only in a series of partciples 

which communicate the main charges against Jesus (23:2)o Luke removes 

parataxis as he inserts a portion from Mark (23:3/Mko 15:2) o The coord= 
r/ 1 

inating conjunctions_G_t_ and t<t1- both occur 5:%. in the passageo Word 

order is consistently subject-verb-object (7X; note the adjustment of Mko 

15:2 in Lko 23:3 from verb-subject to subject=verb)o Two other cases of 

word order which may be due to LXX style imitation are the post-positive 

TL;vllou/ot;w\1_ in the title, "King of the Jews," and the pre-positive 
(/ (/ .... . 

placement of_ al7i.t-s in the phrase <llid'!_Io 7i)_~,P:.Q S---o The former example of 

semitic word order (Lko 23:3/Mko 15:2) accords with the LXX translation 

form of various royal titles (e~go Numo 21: 34,foo<G"'~>.~( Tt.U>J flrr'!''''.(w_'L __ ; 
( ' > 

2 Km. 6:20, Q_po~c-l..~l-V) YJ:o/,;"'7). _.g all 

rendering ·-··-l~-Q; contrast the normal Greek word order, Josephus, ~o 

XIV:36,_~_).J_)d'""f"v_Ioo t~v,I;cuJ~;~'II f'attrt ).~"!~ __ ) o JLuke uses this formula 

two times again in the passion narrative (Lk., 23:371) 38; cfo Mk. 15:26) .. 

Since JLuke takes it over unchanged from Mark in this trial scene~, in the 

midst of an insertion whose other characteristics of semitic word order 

JLuke corrects, we may see this retention as a conscious use of LXX style 

appropriate to the content of the chargeo Xt may aliso give us an example 

of Luke's selective use of word order as he attempts to make his style 

both literary and biblicalo He can adjust general word order away from 



the semitic form but he is more hesitant when it comes to technical 

rormulasp like this titleo 

(/ ' -The phrase_otT!.~v To 7i)."1{}o5 reflects the semitic word order of pre~ 

positive_ ~·)(e.g. Geno 19:4). 
1 

It is a frequently recurring element in 

(I' ' -LXX style 9 although the precise phrase _!!_T!_r~-_..J ro 7i >--}~-~--occurs only once 

(1 Esdr. 9:10 9 without Hebrew tradition behind it; cf._:!cl:i To Tt>-_;o-cJ v 

7X most often translating 1i~~1 ~? 9 e.g. 4 Kmo 7:13; Ezko 32:32L Luke 
'/ 

inserts the phrase -~Tici-__'!___To ;;->-i'tt(.)S _into his sources several times (Lk. 8: 

37/Mk. 5:17; Lk. 19:37/Mk. 11:9; cfo Aco 25:24; Lko 4:6p cf. Mt. 4:9; Lk. 

These 

insertions though not many at least show a preference on ltnke's part for 

the phrase which may be seen as a marginal element in his style. Because 

there is only one occ~nce of the phrase in the LXXP the phrase itself 

may not necessarily be called a LXX stylistic element which Luke has 

imitated. What does seem to be imitated is the pre-positive form2 and 

the use of some fonn of the adjective "all" with Ji).j {}q5 • The function 

of the LXX stylistic element is to emphasize the unity of the Jewish 

leaders in their opposition to Jesus. 

We have already discussed two of the four types of pleonastic parti-

ciple which recur here r~:r~~ith a verb of speaking (Lk. 23:3; cf. 

3 ) / ~ 4 
Vo 5); ¢1Jr111'Td-l./ _ (23:1~. What may briefly be added concerning their 

occurrence in Lk. 23:1-5 is that we have an example of another use of 
) / ) / 

pleonastic o'-1/d-a-Tr;;..j : the participle of t~-vca-T(J"c with a finite verb. This 

1 
Turner 9 VT 9 V 9 p. 211f.; Turner observes that the normal word order 

c=-=:. r >I -
in the koine' as shown by the papyri is __ o ~"{;}f'<..,J1i 0 ) 7i~5. 

2cf. Clarke (The Beginnings of Christianit~9 11 9 p. 70)p who classi= 
fies 1iotS oc ~ ... tS as a LXX and Lukan stylistic element. 

3see above 9 p. J70o 

4see above 9 p. 333. 
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1 
is a Lukan stylistic elemento It occurs frequently throughout tuk~= 

Acts (eogo 1:39; 4:29; 15:18P 20; Ac. 8:27; 9:39; 14:20)o There are 

times when lLuke inserts it into Markp sometimes in the editorial process 

of removing parataxis (lLk. 5:25/Mk. 2:12; lko 4:39/Mko 1:31). In narra= 

tives which involve judicial proceedings it often describes the action of 

one who is about to address the councilo He rises and speaks (e.g. Ac. 

5 : 34; 2 3: 9 ) 0 Nowhere else in luke does it signal the end of judicial 

proceedings (cf. Ac. 26:30)o Thusp it is not necessarily for lLuke a 

technical way of describing the trial 9 s conclusion. It may be viewed as 

a pleonastic participle imitating LXX style used to smooth the transition 

2 between one scene and the nexto 
(/ 

When viewed in combination with ~ii_d:v 

~' " ~~ ~At~j-it gives the introduction to the perikope a heavy LXX stylistic 

coloring. It is of course appropriate to those who carry out the act 

described but the salvation history perspective may also be in viewo 

lLuke reminds us either by his editing or simple appropriation of his 

source that even the appearance before a Gentile authority is according to 

God's sovereign willo 

The function of the pleonastic participle~£yw~ in introducing 

direct discourse is primarily to mark out the commencement of the words 

of that discourse. It may also call attention to them. Of its three 

occurrences (Lk. 23:2P 3» 5)o_A~f<N"-- in v. 3 is apparently inserted into 

the material Luke takes from Mark. The others may also be examples of 

Lukan insertions for clarityo We have already noted that a pleonastic 

A£~~~-is an example of LXX and Lukan style.3 

/ u ~ 

An additional feature of_ ~£y_o_-.!Tc-.sy_oi<.. (23:5) 0 the oTl. - recitative 0 

is also an example of lLXX style. Though it is possible in secular Greek 

1Hawkins 0 Horae Synopticaep Po 16. 

2
i\1oulton 0 II 0 Po 452; . Turner (Kilpatrick Festschrif~;i> l!>o ~- i) uses 

this as evidence for the peculiar Biblical Greek language. 

3 See above 0 Po 370. 



{I 

to use ou pleonastically as the indicator of the commencement of direct 

addressp 1 its frequency in the lXX and the NT makes it more probably a 
(I 2 lXX stylistic element. In the LXX the O~L- = recitative consistently 

renders_ ,J. 0 often after the verb meaningp ttto announce 0
11 _]1.__-l (e.go Judgo 

-T 
I (I 

4::12; 1 Km. 3:13; 22:21; >-E-yw" a[( renders_)? l'fiJC_~P eogo 3 Kmo 1:13p 17; 
Cl 

cf. Ex. 3:12). We should also note the various places where_QT<-. _ is 

inserted by the LXX translation (e.g. 1 Km. 24:22; 1 Ch. 17:6; Gen. 14:23; 

20:2)o Thus 0 the frequency of the construction in the LXX appears to be 

due to a combination of the literal rendering of the Hebrew and the custo-

mary use in literary Greek of this device as a clarifiero 

luke shows a slight preference for this constructiono He takes over 
(I 

only six of the twenty-two occurrences of Q_f( recitative which are in 

parallel Markan passages (Lk. 5:2q/Mko 2:12; Lk. 8:49~Mk.5:35; Lko 9:7 0 

. 3 
8/Mk. 6:140 15; Lk. 9:22/Mko 8:30. But he inserts the construction 

into Mark several times (eogo Lk. 4:43/Mko 1:38; lLko 5:36/Mko 2:21_) and 

he uses it throughout Acts (e.g. Aco 2:13; 11:3; 15:5; 18:13; 26:31; cfo 

the special use with verbs meaning "to announce 0
11 Lko 18:37; Ac. 5:23; 

From this evidence we can understand that Luke selectively used 
cr 

the _g_T£,_ - recitativeo Because of the similarity between his usage and 

that of the LXX 0 we may properly see Luke's employment of the construe-

tion as probably intentional LXX style imitationo This is especially 

/ (I 

true in instances where luke has introduced the phrase ~t-y_wv .Q _ _T< to 
(I 

mark the beginning of diirect address for in those cases __Q_Tl .. is clearly 

pleonastic4 and derives its significance probably as an imitation of LXX 

1 / I ) / ( IT / / (I 

>- . Herodotusp II:115P ).a..,_a_>J__IaV<f_E-_f-I<<Pct<vf-<..a fiL>WlfiJS> >-fv(A)..J_on 
t , > ' , ,l ..., c / r r" /( , r I 
__ y_t.J...___f:.i_Jt-~ .JI_ya( ;;a-A au _ f Yf':/' 7v )A 7uf>J;<.. 5 r:c v w v 1< u-c !If/. v. 

2 
Tu~ner 0 Kilpatrick Pestschrift 0 p. 5. 

3schf!rmann (I-Der !Paschamahlbericht'L po 98) arrives at the same count 
IZ!·xcopt he has Lko 4:41/r.tk. 1:34 inotead of lk. 9~22/Mko 8:31 ss psirt of 
his evidenceo 

/.M « '"'l'lOte that D and the Old latin omit _QTL = recitative or its latin 
equivalent at Lk. 23:5. 



sty leo This is the situation in Lko 23:5o 

Two other possible LXX stylistic features, which are attached to 

/ 
verbs of speaking 0 are the use of~ ~c-S plus the accusative instead of the 

dative to indicate the addressee (23:3) and the pleonastic participle of 

/ 
The construction_l~oS plus the accusative after 

a verb of speaking occurs very frequently in the LXX rendering __ t~_(eogo 

Geno 4:8; Pso 2:7; Hoso 1:2; 3 Kmo 1:11; cfo 2 Cho 1:2; 2 Esdro 8:28; 

Estho 4:10 where it renders_ I_)., It is sometimes inserted into the LXX 

translation (eogo Josho 2:3; Ruth 1:15; Job 1:16) and copied by the OT 

apocryphal books (eogo 1 Esdro 3:4; Tobo 5:17; Jdtho 2:4)o This indic-

1 
ates its recognition as an element of LXX style., Luke shows a distinct 

preference for this construction over the dative (cf o Lko 4:43/Mko 1 :38; 

the dative of Mark with_IfQ\ plus the accusative)o 2 It is found through-

out luke-Acts and may properly be called a distinctive feature of his 

style (eogo the references above; cfo Lk. 22:15, 52, 70; 23:4, 140 22, 28; 

24:5, 10, 17, 18, 25, 44; Aco 2:29; 11:20; 28:17)} Though the construe-

tion is possible in literary and koine Greek (eogo Aristophanes, Nubes 
I ' ( ~ (/ / 4 

359 ,_ ~f,~) E- '1") /JM-S an x-n.Jt<-S >, it is rare. xts frequency in Luke 

then, may be taken as a sign that it is an example of LXX style imitationo 

Luke's use seems to have some theological significance when it is used 

in connection with Jesus, angels, or God addressing men (eogo Lko 9:43; 

18:31; 22:15; Aco 1:7; 9:15; 12:8; cfo Hoso 1:2; 1 Km., 3:11)o The con-

struction emphasizes the importance and in some cases the authoritative 

nature of the messageo The construction also serves to describe the 

1 Clarke, The Beginnings of Christianit~, II Po 70o 

2 
Cadbury, The Style and, Po 201o 

3Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, Po 21o 

4rurner, Kilpatrick Festschrift, Po 15o 



address of an individual to a group. This appears to be its function 

It also helps create a unified pattern of Pilate's 

protestations of Jesus 0 innocence (23:40 140 22). Luke's use of this 

construction throughout his work is one of the few examples we have dis~ 

cover~d of a LXXism which has become an integral part of his styleo Its 

employment here to describe Pilate's actions may also be an evidence of 

Luke 0 s conviction that whether Jew or Gentile all participate in God's 

salvation history which may appropriately be narrated in LXX styleo 

Besides this 11 the content of Pilate's statementp Jesus' innocence 0 is 

a definite part of that salvation history. Thus 0 in a small way by 

introducing that statement in LXX style Luke may be indicating, as he 

does in a much more explicit way in his introduction to the centurion's 

) I ' ' / 
oitness to Jesus' innocence (23:47,_foc5a~St-v Tov (}€-0-.J ).f-rtArv ) 11 that 

Pilate's judgment should also be understood in a theological perspectiveo 
) / 

The pleonastic participle_.,(]io k.ft__f!t-~5 with a verb of speaking becomes 

a feature of LXX style as a result of a translation practice 11 which des-

·) 1 l ~ ·) 'l troys the paratactical construction_ I I).;:J.. _... ~- ~ 0 by rendering it as 

(eogo Gen. 18:27; Dt. 21:7; Josho 24:16; Is. 21:9). 

This is a practice limited almost entirely to the Pentateuch (cfo Kmo 

1:17; 4:17 where the Hebrew parataxis is reproduced in the Greek). The 

introduction of the construction into the translation (e.g. Geno 23:10; 

Josh. 1:16; Gen. 18:9; Xso 3:7; and possibly into Biblical Aramaic style 0 

Dao 2:5 0 47) and its consistent use in OT apocryphal books (e.g. Tobo 

2:3 S-text, 14; 1 Mace. 15:33; 2 Mace. 7:8) give evidence that it was 

recognized as a LXX stylistic feature worthy of imitation. Since it is 

the result of a translation practice which eliminat~ the parataxis of the 

original Hebrew grammatical structure, yet preserves all the elements 11 it 

may properly be identified as a feature unique to lXX style. It does 

not share its status as a semitism with the literal translation Greek of 

an equivalent Hebrew or Aramaic constructional 

1Tabachovitz, p. 47; Dalman (Words, p.25) observes, "Probability 
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Luke uses this construction consistently throughout Luke=Acts? often 

introducing it into material he takes from Mark (eogo lk. 5:22/Mk. 2:8; 

Lko 6:3/Mk. 2:25; Lko 9:19? 49/Mk. 8:28p 38; Lko 20:3/Mko 11:29; Lko 20: 

39; Ac. 4:19; 8:24; 25:9). It may properly be called a feature of his 

1 
style which imitates the lXXo The construction is not frequent in 

2 secular Greek. It functions in Luke-Acts simply to create a smooth 

transition between speakers in dialogue. Often associated with Jesus' 

reply to a question it does not have any theological significance of its 

own except that as a LXX style element 0 it is an appropriate way to 

introduce the authority with which Jesus answers. It primarily lends 

OT coloring to any given narrativeo It introduces Jesus' reply here 

(Lko 23:3; cf. 22:51) and serves as part of the cumulative evidence which 

shows that this trial is also part of salvation historyo3 xt is not 

original with lLuke but is taken over in his Markan inserti ono 

A final possible feature of H..XX style imitation is the use of 

The LXX renders the hi phil of 7 ..)( > and ? P TT plus 
-T - T 

)/ 
infinitive consistently as-~f?~~~< plus the infinitive (eog. Geno 41: the 

54; Dt. 2:31; Gen. 18:27; Josh. 17:12)o Again the insertion of this con= 

struction into the lXX (e.g. Gen. 6:1; Numo 17:11) and its presence in 

OT apocryphal books (e.go Tobo 2:13; 7:14; 1 Mace. 9:73) suggests that it 

supports the views that the formula in question was unknown in genuine 
Aramaico In that case the evangelists can have borrowed it only from 
the Hebrew, either directly or through the medium of the Greek Bible." 
Contrast Creed, Po lxxix; BDF ( 'f/ 4:3 n. 5) following Wellhausen '(Po 14f o) 
calls it a translation Aramaism. This explanation fails to take into 
account the number of occasions in which luke chooses to insert this con
struction into his narrative. This insertion is better explained by 
imitation of LXX style than translation Aramaic, whose features in other 
cases Luke's tries to improve literarilyo 

1 
Moulton, liP P• 453o 

2 Turnerp Kilpatrick Festschrift 0 p. 11o 

3Plumacher, p. 46; A~toniadis (p. 380) sees it as part of a simple 
style which befits a narrative told without pretense of literary 
sophistication. 



is a feature of LXX style which could be imitated. The pleonastic use 

of }.!pyo.r"'l. plus the infinitive, which may be an Aramaismg 
1 

should not be 

confused with the construction's use in the LXX as a translation of the 

Hebrew. There the construction does signal a shift in the narrative and 

does distinctly and emphatically mean lito begin a new action." This non= 

pleonastic use is present in koine and literary Greekg 2 but its frequency 

in the LXX and the fact that it consistently translates an identifiable 

Hebrew construction means that we may properly take it as a feature of 

lLXX styleo 

Luke 8 s use of this construction shows his awareness of its correct 

function in prose. He removes at least 12 instances of the construction 

from his source Markg where evidently the construction is truly pleo-

nasticp a probable Aramaism.3 On the other handp he retains the construe-

tion and even inserts it into Mark (e.g. Lk. 5:21/Mk. 2:6; Lk. 9:12/Mk. 

6:35; lk. 19:37/Mk. 11:9) at places where its presence may serve to empha-

size a transition and the commencement of new action. It occurs through-

out Luke=Acts (e.g. Ac. 2:4; 11:15; 24:2; 27:35) and may be recognized as 

part of his style. Although it is good literary Greekp its frequency in 

the LXX may have influenced Luke's preference for it.4 Having no theolo-

gical significance in itselfP the construction is used for emphasis as at 

lko 23: Jo Coincidentally it adds OT color to the narrativep again at an 

appropriate pointp for the accusations are part of Jesus' treatment as a 

transgressorp which should be understood from the perspective of salvation 

1c < ) )"'.VJ reed p. lxxix says it is modeled on 1 
.~ ; .T 

2
cf. J. w. Hunkin ("'Pleonastic'l'p,.x~ in the NTD" £!!.P XXV 

(192}-24)P pp. 390-402)D who maintains that the construction is good 
literary Greek and should not be identified as an Aramaism and only in 
limited cases should it be understood as a lXXism; e.g. Xenophonp £lr• I: 

t; ,, '' " / · > ' - A \. ,. l: 5 D\-.9 ti OL 11-.J df.f'? fot<. T(5. lio;~u f-o-{U(. o(l. 0 lw" raiU"l r kwoJ ; Anabasis D VI: 1: 
22-/fJ.E-TO --- k.ot-tJ<trTaJ..a-CJ<~-(., . ' 

3rurner (Kilpatrick Festschri~ p. 18) comments that Luke's use is 
hardly pleonastic enough to suggest the influence of Aramaic ~l W e 

. T 

~oultonD II, p. 453o 



historyo 
) / ) / 

The occurrence oL~f§~_rt'-"0) .;.Tto in the UX is not frequent or dis-

tinctive enough to make it a LXX style element (Josho 12:5P rendering 

Luke also uses it infrequently (Lko 23:5; 

24:27D 47; Aco 1:22; 8:35; 10:37)o 

Lukan LXX style imitationo
1 

It need not be seen as an example of 

Through the use of LXX stylistic elementsD mostly pleonastic parti-

ciples and constructions associated with verbs of speakingp Luke presents 

the trial before a Roman governor in the style of the OTo The theological 

significance of this fact seems to be that Luke desires to place the 

actions of even Gentiles within the purview of salvation historyo More 

important than this is the fact that the trial advances Luke's theological 

theme: the innocent Jesus is reckoned to be a transgressor according to 

the will of Godo LXX style is appropriate to that themeo 

1 
Contrast Turner, (Moulton GrammarD IIIP Po 154fo)p who s~s the use 

is perhaps under Hebrew influence; Co Fo Do Moule (An Idiom Book of NT 
Graeko 2nd edo (Cambridge 0 1968) 0 Po 181) sees no semitic influenceo 
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CHAPTER XIV 

LUKE 23:6-12: JESUS BEFORE HEROD 

Introduction 

Pilate to in some way relieve himself of the responsibility for 

condemning a man whom he finds innocent, yet whom the Jewish leaders 

insist on executing, sends Jesus to Herod in whose jurisdiction from 

point of origin Jesus belongs. The hearing before Herod is peculiar to 

Luke. It demonstrates so many elements of luke's style that it is best 

to see it as based on oral
1 

not written
2 

tradition. The thoroughly 

Lukan character of the style has led some to conclude that the passage 

is not based on pre-Lukan tradition at all but has been worked up by Luke 

from features found elsewhere in the Markan trial narrative3 and from 

Psalm 2. 4 We are immediately introduced to the major questions of this 

perikope: What is its relationship to Psalm 2? Did Psalm 2 serve as 

the origin for its content? 

With regard to the literary source question the fact that the section 

is peculiar to Luke and has so much Lukan style indeed creates a most 

favorable situation for seeing luke as the creator of the narrative. 

These factors, however, do not demand such a conclusion. It is in the 

end an argument from silence to maintain that material in Luke but not 

in Mark is probably later than Mark since if it were early oral tradition 

available to Mark he would probably have also included it. The histori-

1 Boi~mard, II, p. 418f.; H. W. Hoehner, Herod Antipas {SNTS Mono
graph Series, XVII; Cambridge, 1970), p. 231f. 

2
Grundmann, p. 423; Klostermann, p. 221; Easton, Luke, p. 343; loisy 

(Les Evanfiles Synoptigues, I, p. 163) suggests that L~and the Gospel 
of Peter 1-2) used the same source. Hoehner (p. 231f.) disagrees 
because of the lack of verbal parallelism; Taylor (The Passion Narrative, 
p. 87) notes the contacts between Luke and the Johannine tradition (23: 
9/J. 19:9; Lk. 23:15/J. 18:38). However, these are quite tenuous since 
only the form and content but not the context are similar. 

3Finegan, p. 28; Lk. 23t'9/Mk. 15:4-5; Lk. 23: 10/Mk. 15:3; Lk. 23:11/ 
Mk. 15:16-20. 

4 Creed, p. 280. 
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cal probability of the narrative content balanced over against the theo-

logical purposes to which the writer puts it will decide whether we are 

to see this perikope as a report created by Luke to further his theologi-

cal interests, especially that of prophetic fulfilment, or as a report of 

a historical event based on oral traditionp possibly eye-witness accounts, 

which Luke introduces to further his theological purposes. There are a 

few other allusions (e.g. Lk. 23:9/Is. 53:7) which we should consider and 
~ I 

some OT ideas ( E-~P.V 0f:-'>~f-W 9 Lk. 23: 11) o This brief passage will be 

important for understanding Luke's use of LXX style, not because we have 

a source with which to compare it but for the opposite reason. The 

material has been so reworked by luke that his own style is readily appa-

rente 

Old Testament Allusion 

In addition to Psalm 2 which is proposed by many to be formative 

of the whole narrative, there are several details, which have been 

identified as OT allusions or as having their origin in the OT (Jesus 9 

silence 9 Lk. 23:9/Is. 53:7; the mockery, Lk. 23:11/Is. 53:3 9 7a; the robep 

1 
Lk. 23:11/Zech. 3:3)o Though there is only one passage in the OT which 

) / ) / 

has the combination,_f1o_y6:€->Jt;.w ••• ~ft1i"'t5w- (2 Ch. 36: 16), these terms are 

probably better dealt with on the OT idea level. 2 

1
selwyn's (The Oracles 9 p. 172) suggestion is based on the fact that 

this is a contrast with Zech. 3:3. There is then no material parallelism 
as well as no verbal parallelism as far as the robe is concerned. The 
only similarity is in the name_'I-,trol1 \ _e No allusion to Zecho 3:3 should 
be seen here. Voss (p. 127) commenfs that the bright robe has no speci
fic meaning beyond mock homage; .!Q!!!. (IV, p. 17) notes that~~fo"fi~ -~(J~S 
is a technical term for the 2arment worn by a candidate for office 
( 

, '>'t _........... ; 
Polybius, X:4:8 9 _>-a~)l-1'lfl"'"--· E-~os--· To'S Tot) "",.0;\'otS JAEU. ii~f_v_q~E-11ot5 ; 

cf. Josephus' description of Soloman and Arcl'Celaus in white royal robes, 
Josephus 9 ~· VIII:186; B. J. II:l, 2; cf. Hdehner, p. 243 9 n. 1). 
Possibly the mock honor does have a specific content: the mockery of a 
pretender to the throne. 

2~ontrast ,Lin,ch:lrs (p. 82), who observes that in later apologetic the 
use of_f~o_ot}~"~w from Is. 53:3 has been Urnited to an a.pplicaUol) to this 
detail (Lko 23: 11) o Lindars unconvincingly tries to see_l-S~utJ-f:-'!_e-_~ as 
stemming from Is. 53:3 (cf. LXX- iT~a-8/ ) by using Aquila, SymmachusD 
and Theodotion (kja_u_/f-.J_~re-"") ) as corroborating evidence for ~'ioud'f:.Vt-v.; 
as part of an older Palestinian tradition which literally translates the 
MT. As it exists in Greek the mockery term shows no verbal parallelism 
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Jesus' silence (lk. 23:9/Is. 53:7) has sometimes been identified as 

an OT allusion. 
1 There is no verbal parallelism and the material para-

llelism is much weaker than in Mark's use of the silence detail (Mk. 15:49 

5; cf • 1 4: 61 ) • Jesus' silence is not in response to his accusers but in 

answer to Herod's curiosity. This means that the silence has neither the 

same result 9 condemnation to death 9 nor the same motivation, the willing 

acceptance of that fate~ that the silence of the Servant (Is. 53:7 9 8) 

2 
has. Herod is hoping that Jesus will perform a miracle as part of a 

command performance (Lk. 23:8). His selfish curiosity lacks the one 

ingredient, which Luke reports that Jesus maintains is consistently 

required of those who would see the kingdom of God coming in power through 

signs 9 the ingredient of faith (e.g. 7:9, 50; 8:48; 17:19; 18:42; cf. 20: 

5; 22:67) 0 Since faith is not present, the only appropriate response to 

this request is silence.3 This understanding of the motive for Jesus' 

silence shows that it does not have material parallelism with Is .• 53:7. 

There is probably no allusion to Isaiah 53 at this point. The explana= 

tions which we have already offered why Luke does not choose to aliude to 

Is. 53:7ll even though he evidently knows it as a prophetic description of 

4 Jesus' sufferings (cf. Ac. 8:32 9 33L also apply here. 

The role of Psalm 2 in the Herod trial narrative may be limited to 

with the Isaiah passage; See below 9 p. 457 9 n. 1o 

1Arndt 0 p. 460; Caird (Luke 9 p. 247) observes that Ac. 4:24-30 9 which 
interprets the Herod episode in the light of OT promises refers to Jesus 
as Tal/ 1r-(gy 1idcOtA o-ou (Aco 4:27), which is a form of the LXX title for 
the Isa1anic Servant (Is. 52:13). This is supposed to strengthen the case 
for an allusion to Isaiah 53 in the Herod hearing episode. However, the 
emphasis in the Acts prayer appears to be not in identifying J~s~s as "the 
Servant" but as "the Anointed One" of IJ's. 2:2 (cf. Ac. 2:27 9 g ~Xf-w-o~.S_). 

2 See above, Po 436. 

3Hooker (p. 88) sees it as part of a pa~ of Jesus' attitude 
toward the authorities at all times9 "he is prepared to answer an honest 
question blllt ignores partisan assertions." 

4see above, p. 436. 
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Lk. 23:12 or may extend over the entire narrative. It is often proposed 

that the trial scene is not historicalp but rather has been created in 

order to show that this detail of Jesus' sufferings fulfills Ps. 2:1.
1 

Dibelius sets out the simplest chain of causation in which he relates the 

quotation of Ps. 2:1f./Ac. 4:24-30 to Lk. 23:6-12. Luke encountered in 

the liturgy of the early church
2 

the belief that Ps. 2: If. was fulfilled 

in the sufferings of Jesus at the hands of Herod and Pilate. Luke did 

not find corresponding gospel tradition which reported a trial before 

Herod. In good faith he set about to construct such a tradition himself 

and Lk. 23:6~12 was the result. 

This historical reconstruction fails to be convincing in two respects. 

It does not take into account how poorly the Lk. 23:6-12 narrative fulfills 

the task for which it was supposedly created. Secondlyp it does not 

recognize the historical plausibility of the hearing before Herod. The 

point of the Psalm 2 quotation in Ac. 4:24ff. is the opposition of both. 

The purpose of the Herod episode in Luke 23 

is the opposite. It shows the agreement of Herod with Pilatep as a 

second corroborating witnessp that Jesus is innocent.3 What the narra-

tive effectively does is to isolate the guilt connected with Jesus' con

demnation to the Jews in Jerusalem.4 The Psalm 2 prophecy is inter-.-

preted in Christian exegesis by the identification of the four s~s of 
)/ )/ 

opposition in a chiastic pattern Gentile-Jew-Jew-Gentile (f8v1:: __ fOII~<I/ 

1e.g. Weidel, ThStuKr, LXXXVP pp. 233ff.; Dilbelius, "Herodes und 
Pilatusp" l&otschaft und Geschichte (TUbingen, 1953) P Vol. I, pp. 278-292; 
Bultmannp History of the Synoptic Traditionp p. 273; Gilmourp Interpreter's 
Biblep VIIIp p. 398. 

2Haenchen (p. 229) describes Ac. 4:24-28 as early Christian exegesis 
of Psalm 2 cast by Luke into prayer form. 

3n1orgenthalerp liP p. 10; Boismard (IIP p. 419) comments that the 
real theological purpose of Lk. 23:6-12 is to set a precedent for Paul's 
trial (Ac. 25:22). 

4conzelmannp Theology of Lukep p. 86. 
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(vv. 25p 27);_).o.o~_ =_~<Ac~) !fq--!2~}~. (vv. 25P 27);~;3.,t(f().f-7) = cH~!(J (vv. 

26P 27); ~~_xovTfj = Tf;vTtoj T[c).;J.To)_Jvv. 26P 27~. It thus allows for 

no distinction between the opposition to Jesus by the Jews and the pro~ 

testations of his innocence by Herod and Pilate. There is then no 

material parallelism between Lk. 23:6=12 and the interpretation of the 

events in accordance with Ps. 2: 1 f. at Ac. 4:24-30. If Ac. 4:24-30 had 

actually inspired Lk. 23:6-12 we would expect to see a greater judicial 

role given to Herod and more importantly we would expect to see him por-

trayed as opposing Jesus. 

The historical probability that Pilate would have sent Jesus to Herod 

is very high. It is likely that Herod would have been present at the 

feast (cf. Josephus,~· XVIII~2). 1 
The hearing is so inconclusive 

and does not require an extended period of time. Th th b . t' 2 us, e o Jec ~on 

that there was not enough time for it to be held on a morning when two 

other trials occurred is not really sustainable. The main objection to 

the trial's historicity is the lack of sufficient reason for Pilate to 

send Jesus to Herod in the first place. 3 There arep however, several 

good reasons coming out of the first century historical situation which 

make the action plausible. Pilate had intervened in a case involving 

Herod's jurisdiction (cf. Lk. 13:1-5). Now there was an opportunity for 

the Roman governor to give to Herod the jurisdiction of Jesus' case. He 

could do s.o out of courtesyp as a gift, in an effort to normalize rela-

tions with Herod.4 Pilate was faced with an awkward case •5 He had 

lH. W. Hoehner, "Why did Pilate hand Jesus over to Antipas? 11 

The Trial of Jesus: Cambridge Studies in honour of C. F. D. Moule; ed. 
E. Bammel (SBTP 2nd ser. XIII; London, 1970), p. 84o 

2Montefiore, II, p. 619. 

3creedp p. 280, 

4s. H. Streeterp "On the Trial of Our Lord before Herod - A.Suggestionp" 
Oxford s·tudies in the Synoptic Problem, ed .. \1. Sanday (OxfoJrdp 1911), 
p. 229; Grant, p. 137. 

5Hoehner, Trial of Jesusp p. 90. 
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concluded that Jesus was innocent in contrast to the judgment of the Jews. 

If he gave into their verdict he would show Rome to be weak. If he resis-

ted them and released Jesus he would incite a rebellion. Handing over 

the case to Herod would free him from these difficulties. finally 9 he 

may have been genuinely interested in Herod's opinion concerning either 

Jesus' innocence
1 

or the amount of real danger this accused revolutiona~ 

actually posed. There is then good reason to see the origin of this 

episode in history and not in the Christian interpretation of Psalm 2. 

2 Acts 4 probably ahows the Christian use of Psalm 2 to interpret the event. 

The relationship of Lk. 23:12 toPs. 2:1f. may be more positive. 

It contains a simple statement that Herod and Pilate 9 as the result of 

Pilate's yielding to Herod's jurisdiction in Jesus' case, became friends. 

This has a certain amount of material parallelism with Ps. 2:1f. as 

interpreted in Acts 4.3 Both involve a Gentile and a Jewish leader who 

agree together. The decisive differencep however, is again that in luke 

23 the agreement is that Jesus is innocent (23:15). This shows the oppo-

site attitude to the hostility which motivates the concerted action of Ps. 

2:1f. Thus 9 in this particular instance 9 not enough of a material para-

llelism may be establi~so that we might take this editorial comment as 

an identifiable allusion toPs. 2:1f. At the most we may understand it 

as the reporting of a simple fact which would later be interpreted by the 

1.!!!.!!!. 0 9 p. 90 0 

2 Conzelmann 9 Theology of Luke, p. 91. 

3stijger (p. 271) and Grundmann (p. 424) among others see the or1g1n 
of this particular comment in Ps. 2:1f. and its function as an allusion 
to it. The enmity between the Roman authorities and the Jews in the 
first third of the first centuryp however, is well known (cf. Philo (k8.o 
ad GaJ. XXIV:38)P where it is reported that Tiberius instructs his procura
~or;s on how to deal with. the situation: _E ii f_~"-i'f5 . . __, ~·>~_ij_tr.:Jc._a_~ft-'71i:.LTw" 
~5~&~). A comment concerning reconciliation may well be historically 
founded (Hauck, p. 279). 
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early church and Luke as a fulfilment of Ps. 2:1f.t:. The early church's 

interpretation of this detail in this way insured that it would be pre-

served in the gospel tradition. 

The reasons why Luke would choose not to make the statement of fact 

into an allusion are probably the same as we have encountered in the case 

of other non-allusions. Luke develops his theological theme: the inno-

cent Jesus treated as a transgressorp in this instance through the testi= 

mony of secular leaders. They band together to agree on his innocence. 

Luke emphasizes this at the expense of the fact that they also show 

hostility to Jesus through mockery and finally the handing over of Jesus 

to the wi!l of the Jews. This hostility does fulfill Ps. 2:lf. As a 

result of the promotion of this theological theme in the service of the 

fulfilment of Is. 53:12 9 another opportunity for an OT allusion has been 

set aside. Previous observations about Luke's use of allusions mainly in 

the words of Jesus 9 mostly as prophetic and not as manifest fulfilment; 

and Luke's reserving until after the resurrection the explicit discussion 

of OT fulfilment in Jesus' mission 9 are appropriate here. We are called 

upon to watch salvation history unfold and only later after the central 

fulfilment events have occurred may we go back and interpret the details 

in the light of the OT. 

Old Testament Idea 

Luke describes the mockery of Jesus with the • > r combinah on of_ E)oo 8~v~o:~5 

) I 2 
and ~itcJlJ o<j- (23: 11). 

l r / 
The LXX uses E-5c:~u of-'J t-w ( C:5 o u (J-E- v ~-w _) , _i~a 1.) _-::___ __ 

most often to render forms of ,1 S\ l (e.g. 2 Ch. 
TT 

36:16; Ezk. 22:8; 2 Km. 12:10) and "O~?f(e.g. 1 Km. 8:7; Job 30:1; 1 Km. 

10: 19). The unique element in the OT idea of rejection is the object of 

1
Karnetzki (pp. 3 9 82) calls it an example of factual correspondence 

between a NT narrative and OT promise which is not utilized as an allusion. 

2 See above 9 p. 380. 
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1 
the rejection: God as kingp the prophet;,. the righteous man. Although 

this term is used frequently in the Psalms to describe the maltreatment 

of the suffering righteous man (cf. Ps. 30(31):19; 72(73):22; 118(118):22; 

cf. Ps. 21(22):7)P the NT context shows us that another OT figure may be 

in Luke's mind as he uses this term.
2 Herod's mockery is in response to 

Jesus' refusal to prove himself a prophet by doing a sign before him (Lk. 
) J I I 

23: 8P 9). The combination of _§p<~lSW and_fJc_v_t?~:-_vfl.<)_ reminds us again 
I('~ -.. 1 >-,\I 1,...-. 

of 2 Ch. 36:16ps3ouoE--vouvT~S Tou) >-oyov) otv\aU'_I<.otL C'JA;;"'lSo"Tt--j €\' rolS 

- / '~3- J lifO lf/ Tu~-t 5 otuT~ll-• Herod not .only despises esus for his silence but he 

rejects Jesus' claims about his mission which are a prophetic word from 

God. These claims are given now in the form of accusations and Herod 

does not accept their truth. He finds Jesus harmlessly innocent of the 

political charge. Since he does not accept the spiritual nature of 

Jesus' messiahship 9 his natural response is to treat the politically 

impotent Messiah as a contemptible pretender to the throne (Lk.23:11). 

Herod's mockery then treats Jesus as all the OT prophets were treated by 

rebellious Israel. So Luke again portrays Jesus' suffering in the context 

of the rejected prophet. 

There is also an added dimension, for this prophet has been accused 

of claiming to be the Messiah. It is interesting that Samuel in respond-

ing to the people's rejection of theocracy and their demand for a human 

, 
1 
Aquilap SYF"achus, and Theodotion all render Is. 53:3) __ ;:t ~:_~~(LXX

"JT<,M:,.e!f-- ) by_ e-~<2___y_cfc-:'!~-t~_!L)_o Since the LXX renders i1 s' "}-- oy' a.rY"~S~ 
9X and by_j=-~DJ-)_d::WE-:.v_iw 17X, these three versions probabl/ show a literal 
or more customary translation and do not point to a different LXX text 
tradition which luke also could have known and used. Compare also the 
complicated nature of the textual witness to these versions at this point 
(Hegermannp pp. 37P 57). There is then not sufficient textual basis for 
seeing_~~~u~~~~w as a pos~ible referent to the suffering Servant of Isaiah 
5?_· Coptrast J. Dupont (Etudes, p. 301 P n. 56), who sees the use of 
<=:~Q_ul}c-v~w in the wording of the Ps. 117( 118):22/Ac. 4:11 quotation as the 
influence of Isaiah 53 in another texttradition besides the LXX. 

2 Contrast Rose, Le Psautier, p. 312; Selwyn, first ChrisUan Io1easp 
PP• 169ff. 

3see above, p. 380f. 
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king says that the people have rejected God from being king over them 

.., _(' I ' I ) C_!~OI)Qc\JW i<HE- ro'\1 ()(::()\) p 1 Km. 10: 19; 8:7 0 In another sense 9 Herod 

and the Jewish leaders (cf. lk. 23:35ff.) have rejected God's rule over 

their lives as proclaimed in the mission and person of Jesus. This may 

be part of the background of OT use here. It is then a prophet 9 who 

claims to be king 9 that is rejected in the same way as the prophet and 

theocracy 9 God as king 9 were rejected in the OT. 

Old Testament Style 

In a section which shows a great many characteristics of Lukan style 

we have the opportunity of seeing in what way Luke imitates LXX style when 

given freedom from written sources. Again it is not in the overall syn-

tactical structure but in the employment of individual LXX stylistic 

elements that LXX style imitation takes place. 

Jl I 

The use of _JJ~ and /<Jt_t is fairly evenly balanced with a slight pre ... 

ference shown for d'~ ( t<ot-~ 9 4X (2X in uses other than as a coordinating 

conjunction); rf~ P 7X). There are three examples of parataxis (23:7 9 

8P 11) but these are far outweigh~d by the use of subordinate participles 

throughout the narrative. The subject-verb word order shows no prefer-

ence for semitic order (verb-subjectp 2X; subject-verb 9 4X). 

Of the individual LXX style features we have already discussed the 

) 1 
background of interrogative C-(_ (23: 6). In the next verse (23:7) we 

have one of the two occurrences of "Jerusalem" in the passion narrative. 

The form T_tf otJ/> .. u,r"' is the later Hellenistic» non-LXX form which serves 

as a contrast to Luke 1 s use elsewhere ( cf. in our section 9 23: 28). This 

non-LXX form may signify that the function of the reference is simply to 

make a geographical observation (cf. 2:22; 19:28) without any theological 

interpretation.2 
Still 9 the mere mention of Jerusalem in the heart of 

1 
See above» Po 356. 

2
Hastings 9 PP• 104ff. 
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the judgment scenes (23:7) and in the word of warning (23:28) may carry 

1 
the theological emphasis that Jerusalem is a scene of judgment both for 

Jesus at the hands of wicked men and wicked men in the hands of God. The 

~ographical note simply underlines these facts~ while Lk.. 23:28 interprets 

them theologically. 2 

Two other possible features of LXX and Lukan style are the pre~posi-

) ~</ J( ) l I ~ C/ 4 
tive~ltl;l r~ /f'f:.l't 23:12 P and the phrasep e-v Totu(cltS Totl) if1€-f'rJl S o 

The former suggestion is difficult to evaluatep but the latter m~ readily 

be recognized as a feature of LXX and Lukan style. Although the form of 

the phrase which is more precisely parallel to the customary LXX usage is 

(renderingOI/ 1l 0>1\·> 2 p e.g. Dt. 19: 17; 1 Km. 
·• T ' T-

4:1; Jo. 3(4):1; we encountered no instance using Toi~TcH) ) 9 we may under-

stand the phrase in general as modeled on the LXX. 
) I I 

with either_ ff<f<.lldLS or Tolo foiLj occurs throughout lLuke-Acts ( Lk. 1: 39; 

2:1; 4:2; 21:23; Ac. 1:15; 6:1; 11:27 9 though not in the reports of the 

Gentile mission outside of Palestine) and is sometimes inserted into 

Luke's sources (e.g. Lk. 6:12/Mk. 3:13; Lk. 9:36/Mk. 9:8; cf. Lk. 5:17; 8: 

22; 20:1)p we may treat it as an example of Luke's style. 

is used with the phrase 9 the function of the time marker seems to be both 

to give unity to the time of Jesus' ministry and also to set it off from 

the time in which Luke is writing. The OT coloring 9 howeverp also tends 

to bind the two times together in a sequence of salvation history. Peter 

declares that what the prophet looked forward to as happening in a diff-

(Jo. 4(3):1/Ac. 2: 

18) 9 is fulfilled in the contemporary situation. By analogy the epoch 

1schneider 9 p. 202. 

2see belowp p. 493. 

3vogel (p. 20) calls it a feature of Luke's style which is probably 
taken over from the LXX. 

4plummerp p. lxx; cf. Haenchen 9 p. 159. 
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of Jesus' ministry is understood by a backward glance as part of those days 

of fulfilment. The use of the phrase at Lk. 23:7 may partially fulfill 

that function of reminding the reader that the scene of Jesus' suffering 

is not only in a theologically significant place but also at a God-chosen 

time (cf. 24:18). Howeverp this is in the background to the main use of 

the phrase herep which is to simply point out that Herod is in Jerusalem 

at the same time as Pilate. 

In this example of fairly freely composed rna terial we again find most 

of the LXX stylistic elementsp 
1 

which in this case are not maqyp either in 
., 

the introduction to the perikope as the scene is being set (23: 7 ~_(:\/_ __ _ 

1
The periphr~stic L.,J_ .. _e:>-wv 9 2.3:8; cf. J?lummerp p. li) and the 

emphasized. Jl.llil)_dt-__ (2.3:9) -are not examples of translation Greek or LXX 
style imitation but fulfill required functions of ordinary Greek proseo 
The _periphrasF~ emphasizes duration and shows the intensity of Herod's 
des1re; the_ olvlo) acts as a personal pronoun (Turnerp Moulton Grammar

9 
IIJP Po 40) o 



CHAPTER XV 

lUKE 23:13-25: THE TRIAL BEFORE PILATE COMPLETED 

Introduction 

Armed with Herod's opinion that Jesus is innocent~ Pilate continues 

the hearing before the Jewish leaders. They are unwilling to accept his 

or Herod's verdict. The real circumstances of the situation become in-

creasingly apparent. It is not Jesus' guilt but the desire of the leaders 

and the people to be rid of him which has motivated them to bring this 

case before Pilate. Thus in the end, Pilate's decision to grant their 

demands is not a matter of advancing justice but of handing Jesus over 

to their will. This scene along with the crucifixion stands at the very 

heart of the fulfilment of Is. 53:12 in Jesus' suffering. We shall need 

to see what possible OT allusions and ideas as well as style aid luke in 

portraying that fulfilment. 

There is a textual problem involving the whole of verse 17.
1 

The 

extrinsic probabilities reveal mixed evidence in the Western and Alexandrian 

families, while the Caesarean witnesses consistently include some form of 

the verse. The evidence for omission is generally earlier than that for 

inclusion, while the inclusion readings have witnesses with broader geo-

graphical distribution. The variations in word order of the inclusion 

readings and their different positions in the Lukan text2 suggest that 

they are a later interpolation. 

1 ) I r' ")' > I ~ ""I ' ( ' (/ 

~"!:ilyl<:?v a'- ~1XN tf-lto ).1)€-'-\J otu_T<J~)- J.<<~Tc~-____f_~T_j_li f-\1~- _: Alexandrian=~; 
bon\ss 1 13 6 . . aur b c 

vg;fconf2 1; Cae~a~ean- f ; f ; 28; 55; EusebiUs; Western- 1t ' g ' 
e , , f , , q , ~ r J h B . ( 70 ~ "'"' ; syr ; yzantwe- W; X;.A; Byz lect 1 omits_otufolS ) ; 

p 
syr o '* _ 
omit: Alexandrian- p75; B; L; T; 892; 124l;

8
copsa, bomss; Western- ita; 

Diatessaron; Byzantine- A; K; 1f ; 1546; 1 5 pt. 
, I ._, ")" ' ' f '- , 1 ~ (/ I 

~i...Y-"'1\1 f-11?--:'JXf"!_ l<tf-Tet._ _T_}v C,.QjJ T'IIJ.V ol/io).u_f~IJ ~vt~ f-vJ.. cfc-~ c tJ v 
'lll) ~>-a 'I - 1 009. -,l · 1 _...... , .-. c , > / } ~ {/ e < 
. lvcJ.~~~v_u.c~~A.f-Y_,/<,~8. £0_t?.l")_'L.~tio_'). IJ_{il/_ ol_v]d_t~ f\1_~-; ,- : Caesarean- . ; arm, 
«,X:f-~-~--"'-fu-~~l~ts _); geo; Western = 1071 ( om1 t -~-~TO?S ) ; !Byzantine= ~; 
othersi 892 g (:-V<i- ot0Tal' " 
include verse 17 after v. 19: Western- D; itd; syrcp s; Byzantine= eth. 

2 
Metzger, Cornrnentary 0 p. 179 



The transcriptional probabilities favor the view that the longer 

reading is an interpolation with the purpose of harmonizing Luke with the 

1 
other gospel accounts. The intrinsic probabilities show that the omis-

sion of v. 17 does no real violence to the flow or sense of the narrativeo 

The flow of the narrative can continue uninterrupted from v. 16 to 18. 

The abrupt introduction of the figure of Barabbas seems to be original 

with Luke's composition for he compensates for it with an explanatory note 

(23:19). Luke does not present Pilate's decision concerning Jesus as one 

which assumes that in accordance with some custom the people are free to 

choose a prisoner for release and another for condemnation (cf. Mk. 15:9, 

Rather~ Pilate accedes to the totally unjustified demands of 

the people (Lk. 23:17-25). Although this way of presenting the outcome 

of the trial is clear in itself, there is still the unexplained action of 

the Roman governor yielding to the mob's pressure. This difficulty a 

later scribe could overcome by inserting the explanation about the custom. 

Since the longer readings explain this difficulty in the shorter reading, 

we take the shorter and more difficult reading to be original. 

Luke's basic literary source is probably non-Markan
2 

with heavy in-

fluence from Mark if not an insertion at Lk. 23: 22b/Mk. 15:14 • .3 There 

are verbal contacts between Luke and John which tend to indicate that they 

are dep~ndent on a common non-Markan tradition (.cf. Lk. 2.3:18/J. 18:.39-40; 

lk. 23:20-25/J. 19:4, 6, 15, 16).4 There is significant difference in 

1 
Arndt, p. 46.3. 

2 
Taylor, The Passion Narrative, p. 88; Contrast Finegan, p • .30. 

3Perry, p. 46; Easton (LUke, p • .345) and W. L. Knox (The Sources of 
the Synoptic Gospels, ed. H.(5'h';dwick (Cambridge, 195.3)~ Vol. !=St. Mark, 
p. 140) see Lk. 2.3:20-22 as the extent of the material which is dependent 
on Mk. and inserted into "L" or "the Twelve 11 source; Taylor (The Passion 
Narrative, p. 88) observes that there is not enough verbal similarity to 
warrant the isolation of this whole section as an insertion from Mk.o 

4 Boismard, II, P• 411. 



content between luke and Mark {;.g. the three declarations of Jesus 1 

innocence (23:49 149 22); the positive desire of Pilate to release 

Jesus (23: 16 9 20; contrast Mk. 15: 12); and the context in which the 

release of Barabbas and the condemnation of Jesus takes place is not the 

Jewish custom at festival time (Mk. 15:6) but the insistence of the crowd 

(Lk. 23:23J7. These differences might be assigned to luke's reworking of 

Mark in accordance with his theological purpose to show Jesus' innocence 

and the harmlessness of Christianity in the opinion of Roman authority.
1 

However 9 the lack of a great deal of verbal similarity even in the places 

where Luke and Mark are parallel in content leads us to conclude that Luke 

furthered these theological purposes not with a thorough reworking of Mark 

but with his choice of a source other than Mark wfrell:a.sic for his narrative. 

Old Testament Allusion 

luke by his choice of sources fails to use two OT allusions which are 

possibly present in Mark (Mk. 15:16-20a/Is. 50:6; Mk. 15:15/Is. 53:6 9 12).2 

Yet 9 scholars have proposed that several other OT allusions are present in 

lk. 23:13-25. Isaiah 53 appears to be the most fruitful OT passage. 

After evaluating the individual allusions we need to investiaatethe rela-

tionship of the trial scene as history to several proposed OT sources for 

its content (JerG.miah 33(26) and Ps. 37(38):13-17). 

There is less verbal parallelism between Is. 50:6 and Mk. 15:16-20a 
) / ) I 

CE-_rLiiTuo-rc~-.:r~-.Y Is. 50:6; __ E\I'E-n:r__v_g_y_ __ 0 Mk. 15: 19) than the probable allu-

sion at Mk. 14:65.3 The material parallelism is just as strong as at 

Mk. 14:65 for both Markan accounts follow trials where Jesus is condemned 

and maltreated as the Servant of the Lord was (Is. 50:6). The difference 

is that the mockery concerning Jesus' messiahship 9 his kingship 9 tends to 
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dominate this second episode and any allusion to the suffering Servant's 

ordeal is pushed into the background. 

1 
If ntk. 15: 16-20a does barely qualify as an allusion to Is. 50:6 9 

then it is necessary to note the reasons for luke's lack of allusion to 

it. There is the stylistic point that Luke has achieved a climax in his 

portrayal of Jesus being numbered with the transgressors when he describes 

Pilate's decision as the handing over of Jesus to the will of the Jews (Lk. 

23:25)o To go on to present mockery at the hands of the Gentiles would 

only dilute the climax. An inclusion of such mockery would also create 

a stylistic doublet with Lk. 23:11 which Luke would want to avoid. Jesus 

already wears a kingly robe in mock honor. Theologically 9 Luke wants to 

portray Jesus as innocent both in the political judgment of Rome2 and in 

the sight of God. Thus 9 he avoids any hint that Jesus' condemnation is 

just if iedo No scourging or mockery immediately follows the Roman trial 

(cfo the placement of Jewish mockery before not after the Sanhedrin trial 9 

22: 63-65; 66-71; contrast Mko 14: 55-64; 65). 

Isaiah 53 is the OT source of most of the allusions suggested for 

Lko 23:13-25.3 The 
') ~ 

phrase_ ol_tj2€- rt~uToll (23: 18) is sometimes seen as an 

allusion to Is. 53:8 
c r ) -~ >I 8 cr >I > ' i ~ ..., (I l<jJitrl s otv rov {f I ' .. 0 (( ~f- Trf<_ ol.iiO ~-5-y'JS- -

l ,...~ ) 4 
olOtOl) o The scant verbal parallelism is accompanied by a strong 

1
cf. Schweizer 9 ~P p. 342o 

2
Fleigel 9 Po 98f. 

3HUhn's (p. 66) suggestion that Lk. 23:49 14b; 22 (the close conjunc
tion of J.u/2-~a-~~ ~nd L<~T~ro_Rfw_) ~s a reminiscence of Da. 6:5 _C:J/JJfl:C<rf£o__'!_ 
.. . j(.,;.T~ror~~outrtll ) falls to take .1nto account the natural conjynchon of 
these ferms within a judicial context (e.g. Ac. 24:5 9 8 9 12 9 13). There 
are different motivations behind the statements which contain these terms. 
In Daniel the enemies hold Daniel blameless but want to find a charge 
against him. In Luke Pilate holds Jesus blameless and wants to release 
him. Thus 9 though there is some formal parallelism 9 which may be coinci
dental or conscious 9 the lack of full material parallelism prevents us 
from seeing Lu~e referring to Dani.el in Pilate 1 s protestations of Jesus 1 

-innocence" 

4mihn, p. 66; Weidel (ThStuKr» LXXXV 9 Po 237) says the cry has an OT 
ring about it; Wilcox (po 67) comments on Ac. 22:22; 21:36 and Lk. 23:18 9 

"There seems reason to suspect that"the origin of these words is to be 
sought in Isa. 53:8 (LXX)/Ac. 8:33. 



material parallelism and by Luke's special use of this word and a related 
) I 

one CtJ..\JcL!.f-C::_w .. ) • • ( >I S (' / >I ) The difficulty 1s that Is. 57: 1 -~-cJ~f-)- O_( /<.J<.o<. a~ yo" Tel<.. 

• 1r 
has the same material parallelism for it too describes with the verb1_t,aw 

the unjust death of a righteous man. Furtherp such a cry may be a common 
(/ ) \ ) ..... 

way to express a desire for a person's death (e.g._(# <•><tyJo>,J__fJs _T_~_'\1 

/ )/ 
~w~]~,y_l{_ ~t-:?1 . o 

<•'I 
Defixionum Tabellae @Otquot innotuerunt ••• , edo A. Audollent 

( l?aris 0 1904) P 1:18). It is not possible to see Lk. 23:18 as an allusion 

)/ 
to Is. 53:8. The use of_2i_tw may more properly be understood as the em*' 

pbyment of an OT idea.
1 

The employment of__/i.rt./-d.d'/rf~t. at the climax of the judicial proceed= 

ings ( lLk. 23:25 0 .Ji~/_L_4J /(f:JL Tft __ {:)E}.ffl~IL (l{~Tilv) has been taken as an 

2 ( / /p ) ' ~ ( ,. 
allusion to Is. 53:6 0 12 . ~~~~ O) _1i.~tvwKEY__rt-y_lli_Td(1-~~~'l_<_~!-) ... 

- H() C::) LL~ 1 V ( \ l -, 1'' ' l / > ..., /. l!.ttpt:o_o_-7 __ "-j_S_vne:_~---2?--'f_y-x/. o{u Til u, .. o_~o~, .If>/. S--c><fo'o/2-I.{p<_s "'L!Tw_v__]i~a~). 

We have noted already that the simple mention of the term_litt-;:;rJ.J/I'WjAL by 

Lu~e does not automatically direct us to the Isaiah 53 context. The 

material parallelism is not great in this case either. Luke's interest 

ia in Pilate's decision to grant the Jews' request and hand Jesus into 

their power. The result of the handing over is the same in both Old and 

NT contexts. Death comes to the Servant and to Jesus. The agent who 

does the handing over is different. In the OT it is God; in the NT it 

is a Roman governor. This difference is significant enough to prevent 

Lk. 23:25 from being a clear allusion for the unique characteristic of 

the handing over of the Servant in Isaiah 53 is that God is the perpetra-

tor. Unless we say thQtLuke wants us to understand that "the will of 

the Jews" is "the will of God," on the grounds of an allusion to Is. 53:6 0 

12 0 there is no material basis for viewing Lk. 23:25 aD an allusion to 

Isaiah 53. The term 7i clfl-rLJlcfw/_1.._ does take its meaning from the OT 

] 
See below, p. 468. 

2c. Stuhlmueller, "l.tilke 0
11 The Jerome Biblical Commenta!Xo ed. R. E. 

Brown et al (London 0 1968), ~ 44:169. 
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but as an OT idea. 
1 

The similarities in wording and content between Jeremiah's and 

Jesus' trial have been taken as an indication that the gospel tradition 

about Jesus' judicial proceedings was formed as a conscious midrash on 

Jeremiah 33(26).
2 Both trials involve the accusation of religious 

leaders against a prophet of the Lord 9 who is brought before the court 

of the political head of government (Jer. 33(26):11; Lk. 23:1=3). In 

both trials the judge's opinion is that the accused is innocent (Jer. 33 

(26):16; Lk. 23:4p 14, 22). The verbal similarities are in the descrip-

( ~ ' ~ 
tion of the principals involved (Jer. 33(26): 16 9_Q~ rlfXo"Tt-) l<_f<.._ ffol) 

( / ' )/ ' ' / 
O)~J.O); Lk. 23: 13 9_ TQY_~ "',P{c"l~) t<tA<. _/ov ;>.o~-d'l/ ) and the declaration of 

) V ) I I 1 

innocence (Jer. 33(26): 16 9_o_~JL~Tn/ Tf fl'..v8;>wn~ TouT~ '<f'C!'c5 fir~v:J_o_u 
) ' )/ I ( ) l 3 

Lk. 23:22> ou<ff-.J uic.Tcc\J fJcJ.v~Tau fU/}c" ~~~ rluTf-- ) • 

However, the differences between the accounts are greater. It is 

not to gain support from a different section of the Jewish nation that 

Pilate calls the leaders and the people together with the chief priests. 

These figures are not inspired by Luke's knowledge of Jeremiah 33(26) in 

which the leaders and the people declare the prophet innocent 9 and 9 thus 9 

should in the NT situation be disposed to support Pilate's declaration of 

innocence. Rather in contrast to the Jeremiah passageD the leaders 

from the start (cf. Lk. 22:66) 0 join the priests in pressing the case 

against Jesus. 
( )/ 

Besides, if the~ ol,/-')'ov 7 ~5 (23: 13) ·are to be identi-

fied with any party in Jeremiah 33(26)P it shou&d probably be with the 

lstuhlmueller (Ibid.) also suggests that the use of_Ti.,cJOt-~uJ (23: 16 9 

22) has a close rela~ship to Is. 53:5,_1idldAJ.. E=Y,}v"'JS ~~w_'{ _____ • 
Howeverp Luke employs the term accord~ng to an adaptation fwom regular 
secular usagep corporal punishment being part of discipline in education. 
It does not need to be viewed either as an 0T allusion or idea (TDNT 9 V9 

6 r I I} '~-I ' '> If '~~ p. 21; cf. Xenopho~ 9 ~· I:3:5:_old-LT),...T·~r'~tuXi" E-iiotto_f-vo-f-tv~.._Tc6"w_14-lll), 

2 Selwyn 9 First Christian ldeasp pp. 159ff. 

3~op pp.162=165o 



elders (Jer .• 33(26):17~ ;
1
-JOf-(;.5 Twl/ Tyc~cr/.JuT{p(.AJ\1 ; cf. Lk. 22:66P ~~ 

Tift:rr_IJI.)_T~to_v Ta'u ,X.,c.ou ) • 
1 

The wording of Pilate's third declaration 

of Jesus' innocence is readily explained from the immediate context for 

the crowd has just called for Jesus' crucifixion. The only verbal para-

llelism is~~tlotv ~T<)U which would naturally be expected in both cases. 

If Jer. 33(26):16 had truly influenced Pilate's response we would expect 

to find more extensive verbal parallelism. The one difference~ however, 

which prevents us from seeing Lk. 23:1-25 as a midrash on Jeremiah 33(26) 

is the outcome of the trial. In Jeremiah the trial is inconclusive for 

the argument of the elders (Jer. 33(26):17-23) seems to persuade the people 

though not the princes that Jeremiah deserves to die. More importantly 

Jeremiah does not die as a result of the trial whereas Jesus does. There 

is 9 then 9 no real allusion to Jeremiah's trial in Luke's narrative. 

Weidel concluded that the whole of the Pilate trial scene was not 

historical. Isaiah 53 or more probably Ps. 37(38):13-17 was the source 

2 
of the details in the account. We have already seen how several of the 

terms in the narrative have had their origin attributed to Isaiah 53. 

If Isaiah 53 inspired the whole, there are several crucial details which 

cannot be reasonably derived from that OT passage. Jesus' innocence is 

established not on the basis of his silence but his simple answer to 

This fact eliminates from the parallelism with Isaiah (Iso 53:7) 

1 ( )/ 
The use of ~o< ~ol,PX'o.,rt&~ _ in the ILukan cont.ext is quite intelligible 

as a general term designating members of the Jewish leadership (e.g. 23:35; 
Ac. 4:5; 13:27h Contrast Selwyn (First Christian Ideasp p. 162) 9 who says 
that the title is only intelligible if we accept that luke had Jeremiah 
33(26) in mind as he wrote his account. 

2
Weidel, ThStuKr 9 LXXXV, p. 229~ Dibelius (Botschaft, I, p. 279) 

too would see the narrative details as of other than historical origin. 
But he would find their source in the gospel writer's theological purposes~ 
Contnast H. W. Bartsch ("Historische Erwl!gungen zur Leidensgeschichte," 
~P XXII (1962) 9 pp. 449-459) 9 who aims to take the investigation of the 
histoK'ica! worth of the mater~al a stage fur,tner than ~~-11Jply identifying 
where theological purposes control the material. He wants to discover 
those places where kerygmatic interest conforms to historical interest. 
He identifies Mk. 15:1-5 as part of the oldest historical material. 



and Pso 37(38):13-17P the feature of the righteous man's silenceo 

What remains for comparison with the OT is the situation in which the 

righteous are unjustly accused. The details of the choice between 

Barabbas and Jesus and Pilate's protestation of Jesus' innocence do not 

find their origin in either of these OT passageso There is nothing 

historically improbable in a trial before Pilate on charges of promoting 

seditiono There is no evidence 9 by way of verbal or material parallelismp 

that the gospel account consistently depends on one or a series of OT 

passages for its content. Thus 9 it is not necessary to see the OT rather 

than historical events as the source for this reporto OT ideas 9 however 9 

do play a definite part in placing the decision concerning Jesus in a 

theological perspective. 

Old Testament Idea 

Luke builds up the objective basis for the theological significance 

of Jesus' death with the aid of terms which in their OT usage carry both 

a human and theological significance. He employs them in a way which 

may be understood purely in human terms without any theological signific-

anceo >l and Ti.J..I>"' ~/d~vJ.(' and the fact Yet the fact that he has chosen_Q'yow 
1 

.,.o1 / .. 

that in the case of the latter Luke has made its meaning more general at 

Lko 23:25 show that he is so writing his narrative that when Christians 

reflect. onitin the light of the OT 9 they will be able to see that all this 

happened according to the will of God. 

J/ 
In addition to the consistent use of_~~ to indicate the concrete 

action of taking something away (e.g. Lk. 5:24; Ac. 27:13 9 17) 9 Luke does 

develop the somewhat specialized use of_t_"1c.U 9 "to do away with a person 9 

to execute him" (e.g. lLk. 23:18; Ac. 21:11 9 36; 22:22; cf. Ac. 8:33/Iso 

53:8}o We have seen that this is part of common usage and what is 

special about Luke's use is that he limits such references to the demands 

Of JeWS 'for JeSUS I and Ptmul IS eXeCUtion. Since Luke quotes Is. 53:8/Ac. 

8 ~3 t 1 t 1 d that h . f th . f )/ :.., we may a eas cone u e e 1s aware o e mean1ng o _.i_Y'~ __ _ 

in that passage. We have seen that there is not enough evidence to speak 



of conscious verbal allusion, but the possibility still exists that Luke 

consciously chose that word for Lk. 23:18 because of its associations 

with Is. 53:8 and that he may positively use the OT content from Is. 53:8 

and Is. 57:1 to further a theological theme (cfo Luke's replacement of 

1/ " , ) ..... I / 
!l"(J-,/-_[§_V_~U!:v_ptJvtt-uT~v (Lko 2.3:26 Mk. 15:21) by_J?'?~t\1 D which effec~ 

tively emphasizes the specialized use at lk. 2.3:18 by removing the term's 

occurrence in the concrete sense at a point between the crowd's demand 

and the meeting of that demand at the crucifixion. Another influence 
/ 

on Luke 1 s choice of wording at Lko 23:26 may have been the fact that -~~~tv 
)/ 

is better sui ted than -~rof~__l/_ to describe the action). 

It is the theological theme of an innocent Jesus who receives an 

unjust punishment which is illuminated by the Isaiah context. The 

Servant's life is cut offp which is what the crowd demands for Jesus. 

Yetp Luke 1 s purpose is not simply to place this demand within a messianic 

context and thus show that ·: : Jesus fulfills Scripture as the Messiah 

1 
when he suffers. This may have been part of the motivation for its 

inclusion in the passion narrative tradition.2 Lukep howeverp employs 
)/ 

g<_~c.v in another way. He takes up the basic idea of the injustice of 

the Servant's suffering and employs it to promo.te his theme of Jesus the 

innocent one being numbered with the transgressors. 

In Isaiah 53 the injustice is presented as a right which has been 

removed. This "right" is the claim which the Servant may justly make 

before God that he be rewarded in proportion to the righteousness which 

he has exhibited. Often in the Psalms the prayer goes up in the midst 

1contrast Weidelp ThStucrrp LXXXV p. 233. 

2wilcoxP Po 67f.; Contrast E. Lohmeyer (Gottesknecht und Davidssohn, 
(FRLANTP LXI; G~ttingenp 1945)P Po 62)p who maintains that since the 
Synoptic Gospels avoid the idea that Pilate actually condemned Jesus and 
thus remov.~d. his _ _/~~L)-- (Iso 53:8P '1/t<;l/tr'\ ()(0I~V..-.ffo1] L I~o 53:8 is 
not the or.11.gin of Un's term 0 s pli'esen6e 1n the pass1·on taB~rrrahvc. 
Lohmeyerp however, does not recognize that there is also an appropriate 
connection between "the right being removed" and the crowd 1 s demands for 
Jesus' execution in the ~ace of Pilate's declaration of the defendant's 
innocenceo 
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of adversity that God will take up the righteous man 1 s causev his right 

(Ps. 9:5; 34(35):23; 118( 119): 154. Isaiah tells us that when Israel 

sins she can no longer expect God to plead her cause. Ratherp he must 

plead the cause of justice against her (Is. 3:13). The suffering Servant 

in the midst of adversity maintains thatp although from outward circum-

stances it has been removed by afflictionp yetp before God his right still 

exists (Is. 49:1,.). From this OT understanding we can see that the 

Servant has had his right (Is. 53:8)P the justice due himp removed in his 

state of affliction which ends in death. 

'j 
And this is the significant result of the crowd's cryp_ rJ..<tf: TovTo\1 

in the face of Jesus' twice declared innocence. It is a call for his 

death 0 to cut him off from the land of the livingp which effectively 

removes his "right." Luke shows that he understands this significance 

by his emphasis on Jesus' innocence in Pilate's eyes (Lk. 23:4P 14P 22); 

the presentation of the preference for Barabbas over Jesusg not within 

the context of a legitimate choice according to customp but as the frantic 

bargaining of a crowd trying to arrange the appearance of justice in the 

service of their own evil purposes which perpetrate injustice (23:18); the 

portrayal of the crowd as an increasingly persistent and finally irresist-

ible force who in the end control Pilate's decision (23:5P 18 9 21p 23-25); 

and the description of the handing over of Jesus for crucifixion as a 

handing over to their will (23:25). In all of these ways the theme of 

the innocent Jesus' being reckoned with transgressors is presented in its 

factual form. 
)/ 

The OT background of __ otY'_!A)- _(Is. 53:8) as employed at Lk. 

23:18 is part of that pattern of objective factors in Jesus' suffering 

and death. The theological explanation which is both prepared for and 

demanded by this presentation would come later in the preaching of the 

churc.t:t. Then the innocence and the injustice would be understood as the 

necessary ingredients in the soteriological interpretation of Jesus' death 

as vicarious atonement. 
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The other key word which sets the events within a salvation history 

perspective and uses the OT as the foundation for a theological theme 

We have already drawn some con-

elusions concerning luke's use of_ To~~-t~i~~n relation to its OT mean-

. 1 1ng. The employment at Lk. 23:25 tends to confirm them. In the trial 

narrative lLuke moves away from the purely technical judicial use 9 "to 

) ' ./' .... commit into custody for trial" (Xenophon 9 H. G. 1~7=3,~ E-<) Toy 1!1f-fo~OV 

li ~~:-p!i-Io e-7 v.J.l; Luke by the choice of another source avoids this technical 

use at Mk. 15:1 9 10; cf. Ac. 3:13; 21:11; Lk. 20:20; 21:12~ 16)o While 

retaining licJ..jJ<Jo/cfwJAL at Lk. 23:25 he broadens its technical sense beyond 

the meaning "to deliver into the custody of the execution squad for cruel-

fixion" (cf. Mk. 15:15). Pilate takes the decision to hand Jesus over 

to the Jews' desires. Though this editing accomplishes both a euphemis-

tic phrasing of the verdict and places responsibility for the crucifixion 

clearly with the Jews 9

2 its positive purpose is to focus in one act the 

whole substance of the Son of Man's being handed over. 3 The passion 

predictions in Luke (Lk. 9:41/Mk. 9:31; Lk. 18:31/Mk. 10:33) follow Mark 

in that Jesus says that he will be delivered into the power of the Gentiles 

and that he will be delivered into the power of men. Yet 9 Luke does not, 

like Mark 9 show the fulfilment of those predictions simply in the act of 

betrayal by Judas (Mk. 14:41ff o cf o lk. 22:48) which issues in the hand-

ing over to Pilate, the Gentile, for trial (Mk. 15:1 9 10; cf. Ac. 3:13). 

Rather 9 the focus in the handing over is shifted from the beginning or 

middle to the climax of Jesus' suffering. The emphasis is on the death 

of Jesus as the result of his being given over to the power of sinful 

men (Lk. 24:7). luke makes this clear in his concluding statement9 which 9 

1 
See above 9 PPo 113fop 200fs 9 345fo 

2L . Lu OlSYD ~IJ Po 551 o 

3 Popkes 9 p. 185 o 
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though it is more general 9 has an explicit mention of a human subject-l?i late 

and an indirect object-their will. Thus 9 the transcendent dimension of 

this transaction is not clearly in focus or even hinted at by the use of 

a passive with an undefined agent of the action. Unless we are going to 

say that Pilate who protests Jesus' innocence is meant to be understood 

as an unwitting accomplice of God who in reality hands Jesus over to 

death (cf. Is. 53:6 9 12; Da. 7:25) 9 the OT understanding of_It~~cEGrw~L 

must be seen to influence the statement in another way. The emphasis 

appears to be not so much on the positive action of Pilate as a fulfiller 

of God's will 9 for he does it only reluctantly and with full knowledge of 

the injustice of the act. Luke would have probably used the passive 

again if he wanted to point to God's role in it all. Rather the focus is 

upon the triumph of the forces of evil as they achieve what they desire. 

Since at another climactic point in the narrative (Lk. 22:53) and in the 

particular cases of Judas and Peter (22:3 9 31f.) Luke has presented the 

fact th@thuman agents opposed to Jesus are simply acting under the auth-

ori ty of Satan 9 it may be that the general phrase "to their will" is 

intended to be vague enough to point to the power behind their desiresp 

to the one into whose control Jesus in the hands of sinful man really 

goes 9 Satan himself. Their will is Satan's just as Jesus' will is his 

Father's (22:42). The suitable OT background for such an understanding 

1 
is Da. 7:25. 

It is the OT background of ___ lirljJ~ {/c[~<.. 2 especially its use in 

theological contexts which is probably taken over by Luke here. Not 

1 
See above 9 p. 201o 

2The suggestion that __ li?"o'/rJ'w,~c.u.. is part of the vocabulary of 
martyrdom (Euler 9 p. 116) and signifies Jesus as a martyr here (Stijger 9 

p. 282) is not borne out by its use in Jewish apocryphal literature where 
there is no specialized usage in relation to the martyrs. Da. 7:25 and 
the expedEmces of the suffering righteous man in the I?salms might be 
brought in as evidence. But here the basic meaning seems to be estab
lished by God's dealings with Israel so that the application of such 
dealings to individuals is secondary. There is nothing unique in the 
experience of the suffering righteous person, who is a model for the 
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only is there a. transcendent dimension which is often included in the 

word and hinted at when Luke makes its use more generalp but there is 

also a moral dimension. To be given over into the power of one's enemies 

is neither the desire nor the just deserts of a righteous man (Ps. 26(27): 

12; 40(41):3; cf. 139(140):9P-)'~ ~~J.J~)J"-E-1 
/ )_ ' .., ) ' 

l<vfll t-> o<iio T"'JS E~tl8'1,l(ol) 

( 1 
-JAOU ""ft-1'Tw>-.~; Ps. 117(118):18; 73(74):19). When God determines such 

a fate for Israel it is as punishment for her sins (e.g. 3 Km. 8:46; 14: 

16; 2 Ch. 25:20; 2 Esdr. 9:7). 

/ 
This OT understanding of 71<~-,Prl-dr<fw/<. in a moral context 9 if Luke 

employs it here, helps support the theological theme of the innocent 

Jesus treated as a transgressor. He experiences what is appropriate for 

those who have sinned9 to be handed over to the desires of his enemies. 

Yet, this is undeserved for he is innocent. Again by portraying the 

circumstances of Jesus' sufferings in these OT terms Luke creates the 

objective pattern which demands that some theological explanation be 

found for Jesus' death. Though this explanation might be limited to the 

determinative will of God, which is sovereign even in the handing over 

of Jesus to his enemies, the OT moral context opens the way for this 

handing over to be viewed as vicarious atonement, punishment for sin not 

his own. Luke thus prepares for this soteriological interpretation of 

Jesus' death in his presentation of the judicial proceedings concerning 

Jesus .. 

Old Testament Style 

The LXX style imitation manifests itself again not in the basic 

structure of the perikope but in individual stylistic elements. There 

is a preponderance of __ l_i (9X) to _ __/(<f~ (4X; 3X in uses other than as 

coordinating conjunctions). Of the four instances of parataxis (Lk. 23: 

martyr, which is not found in the -general OT badcgrotnnd. 
term does not make Jesus into a martyr. 

1 
cf. Lohmeyer, p. 127. 

The use of the 
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' ) / 
149 15 9 23 9 24) 9 two are created by the LXX style element I<J.I.. cd'ov 

There is little semitic coloring in word order (verb- subject-object 9 2X 9 

subject-verb-object, 7X). Other possible semitic word order is the 

consistent post-positive character of pronouns and adjectives throughout 

the narrative (23:14, 23p 25). Where the LXX style imitation is most 

apparent is in the presence of constructions involving verbs of speaking; 

II ) I \ / "" 
K<L"_ii_ou _ _ ; ~v~Ji~_Qy_ used as a preposition with the genitive; and_'f!WY~_!_5 

/ 1 
,JA=(:-r rJ.. ). eft 5--o 

Luke continues his practice of introducing direct discourse with a 

pleonastic_~!rw~ (23:18 9 21) 2 and indicating the addresse~ by a preposi

tional phrase with __ Tyo/) (23:149 22).3 The former construction serves 

to mark out clearly the beginning of the direct discourse, especially in 

v. 18. But it also functions to emphasize the content of the crowd's 

cry. Since the crowd's wishes paradoxically fulfill the will of God 9 

Luke may also be indicating that the desire for Jesus' death, though 

an evil desire 9 is still within the purview of salvation history. Fo~ 

he introduces these cries with a sty lis tic element from the book which 

records previous events of that history. 

is a Gentile who speaks. No appropriateness of setting or speaker seems 

I 
to be involved as might be claimed for >-E-yovT~j where Jewish religious 

) / 

leaders are the speakers. The stylistic function of the f{Ti(-v ;y'"j 

is to clarify that Pilate is not conversing with one person but address-

1
several periphrastic constructions (23:15, 19) may be of a semitic 

but not necessarily LXX style character (Wellhausen, p. 18 calls lLk. 23: 
15 authentically Aramaic; Turner, Kilpatrick Festschrift,~ 19). The 
occurrence of this construction in koine Greek makes it of doubtful value 
as a semitism (Wilcox, p. 123). Luke removes some periphrastic con
structions as he takes over Mark (cf. Lk. 22:55/Mk. 14:549 according to 
Schneider, p. 50). His use of periphrasis is not indiscriminate and 
may carry the normal Greek significance of duration. Such significance 
makes sense in Lk. 23:15, 19. 

2 s""e ab 'ii:'7"" ,.. ove, p •• nv. 

3 See above 9 p. 445. 
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ing a whole crowd. There may be a hint in the introduction that Pilate's 

words have theological as well as judicial significance 9 as he pronounces 

Jesus innocent 9 not worthy of death. However 9 since we have another 

example where a Gentile's declaration of Jesus' innocence is placed expli-

> I "' I 
ci tly within a theological context with the use of_ E-·c[o ~oi jt'-11 ToV (Jfov 

) / 

(23:47), we should probably not see the more general €(7tfv ~oj as bear-

ing any theological significance of its own. It may rather be taken as 

an element of LXX style which serves an understandable stylistic function 9 

as well as being part of the cumulative evidence for LXX style imitation 

selectively employed throughout the narrative. Since both of these con~ 

structions occur in material for which we do not have access to luke's 

source 9 it is difficult to decide whether the feature is original with 

Luke or his source. 

Three other possible LXX style features occur in Pilate's speech. 

Twice Pilate as part of his evaluation of Jesus' culpability uses the 

' >,r / interj ecti on)<o<.( cuou This is acceptable Greek appropri-

ate to a Gentile for often in response to a question or a command it was 

customary to begin with this interjection.
1 

The construction's stylis-

t • f t • • t h • 2 th t t f p • 1 t I 1 t • f th 1c unc 10n 1s o emp as1ze e con en o 1 a e s eva ua 1on o e 

charges: i.e. Jesus' innocence. There are instances of this use in the 

direct discourse of the LXX (e.g. Gen. 24:13; Ex. 5:16; Dt. 9:13, all 

rendering __ llJ01; cf. Judg. 8:5B-text; Ruth 2:13 where the construction 

is inserted) and the rest of Luke's work (e.g. Lk. 1:36; 17:21b; Ac. 2:7; 
' ) / 

The /<lit l r!bu form may be due to LKX influence. This particular 
) I 

use of (QOc.J 9 however 9 because of its occurrence in secular Greek, is 

primarily an example of Luke writing in a literary fashion. There is no 

necessary theological significance attached to its occurrence. The 

emphasis it places on Jesus' innocence admittedly furthers one of Luke's 

,1Ffecper, jl• 17; 
jO\l__I'_~~CJ\J tr /<'jAila_tf"" 

2Fiedler, p. 60f. 

e.g. Aristophanes 9 Nubes 254f. 9 

.. reply- Uuv t< ~e~p~~-c, • 

/ / 

command- _K~ec j-t- T(J( >Ju 1/ 
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theological themes but it does so without placing that fact necessarily 

in a theological context by a preface which is a recognized element of 

lukan and LXX style. Ratherp this construction in this particular use 

simply contributes to the LXX character of the whole narrative. 

) I 
The use oCk'LWiito'l/_ as a preposition with the genitive is a col!lstruc-

tion which occurs so frequently in the lXX that it may be recognized as a 

lXX stylistic elelll3llt (e.g. rendering mainly_>J!>? = Gen. 24:51; Ex. 14:2; ... :. 

Josh. 9:2c (8:32); and often 'J,~_l = Num: 13:33; Judg. 2:1:18-text; 1 Km. 

1:9). 1, Since the koin~ also has this construction 9 though more rarely, 2 

it is better to see the frequent use in the LXX as a secondary semitism 

and not as a literal translation of the Hebrew.3 The use which luke 

makes of this construction is unique among the synoptic writers and has 

long been recognized as an element of his style with connections with the 

LXX (e.g. lk. 1:15; Luke inserts at e.g. 5:18/Mk. 2:3; lk. 8:47/Mk. 5:33; 

cf. throughout Acts, Ac. 4:10p 19; 10:30-33; 19:9P 19; 27:35 including 

the second half of Acts and the "we" sections). 4 From the frequency in 

the LXX and its frequency in Lukep then 9 the construction may be recog-

nized as a feature of the style of each. That for Luke it is a WQY to 

imitate LXX style is more plausible than the explanation that it is part 

of the Jewish Greek dialect which was influenced by the LXXP for if it 

were such an integral part of the early ~ristian's mode of speech, why 

is it absent from the other Gospels and much of the NT?5 

Any theological significance that the construction might have is 

1 
Thackeray, I, P• 42. 

2cf. Deissmann (p. 213), who cites the relevant pre-Christian papyro
logical evidence. 

3Thackeray, 1 9 JP• 42; Turner 9 Kilpatrick Festschrift 9 p. 14. 

4 eogo H~wkins 9 Horae Synopticae, p. 18; Creed 9 IP• lxxix; l?lumacher 9 

P• 46o 
5 Contrast Dalman 9 Words 9 IP• 31; Turner, KilJQatrick Festschrift, p. 14. 
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usually provided by its object. 
1 

In Lk. 23:14 the object of the preposi-

tion is Jesus' accusers. Pilate declares that he has openly questioned 

Jesus before the leaders and finds nothing indictable in him. The con-

struction simply serves to emphasize the fact that the interrogation has 

been done in such a way that those who witness itp though they may not 

agree with !Pilate 1 s evaluationp must declare themselves witnesses (e.g. 

Ac. 4:10). The significance of the fact that it is an element of LXX 
) ; 

style is again secondary for this construction, along with the -~Ttfv 'Y'o5 
' l_(' ~ ' ' . / and the l~ctl<vou--. l(.f( lOou is simply cumulative evidence for the OT 

coloring ~hich permeates the whole narrative. 

The lLXX often renders the emphatic Hebrew construction with a verb 

of speaking cH1J ?ip f) by the dative 'fw",1 JA€-r;A-;J (e.g. Gen. 39: 14; 

4 Km. 18:28; 2 Esdr. 19:4; Pr. 27:14; cf. 3 Km. 18:27P 28 where the_-t 

is literally translated; Is. 29:6; Jer. 28(51):55; Ezk. 9:1; 11:13 where 

the Hebrew does not have_~ ; 1 Km. 4:5; 2 Esdr. 3:11 where the Hebrew is 

simply __ JJ.fi·l1_(cf. Da. 5:7 _?~Q,f); Job 2:12; l?r. 26:25 where the Hebrew 

just names "voice"; and Job 38:7; Da. 6:22 where the phrase is introduced 

into the lLXX translation). The OT apocryphal books as part of their LXX 

style imitation employ this phrase (e.g. 1 Esdr. 9:10; Jdth. 7:23; Sir. 

50:16 in the accusative). This phrase then qualifies as a LXX stylistic 

element for it frequently translates a similar Hebrew constructionp is 

introduced into the LXX where a full Hebrew equivalent is not presentp 

and is imitated in other works. 

luke uses the phrase consiste~ throughout Luke-Acts and sometimes 

inserts it into his source Mark ( Lk. 4: 33/Mk. 1: 23; Lk. 19: 37/Mk. 11:9; 

cf. Ac. 7:57; 16:28; 26:24). Though it only occurs 12X in Lukep which 

maY be explained by its selective use at special points of emphasisp it 

may be seen as an example of Lukan style which imitates LXX style. 

1 
Lagrange (p. c) observes that Luke consciously uses this element to 

set in contrast what happens before God and before men (e.g. 15:10p 18). 
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The function of the const~uction at lka 23~23 is to emphasize the intensity 

of the crowd's demandso It bears no intrinsic significance derived from 

its lXX use but is also just part of the cumulative evidence that this 

perikope is written in the imitation' of that book's stylea It m~ be 

again another way of witnessing to the fact that even these eventsp 

especially the crowd's unjust coercive demand for Jesus' death 9 are under 

the sovereignty of Goda They may be expressed in language appropriated 

from the record of salvation historyo The formula's use may have its 

parallel in the experience of Paul at his trial before Festus (Aca 26:24· 
j 

cfa 7:57)a It is not limited to describing the speech of Jews and 

Christians but also can characterize the speech of unbelieving Gentileso 

It is quite probable that Luke is the originator of the phrase at Lko 23: 

23o The LXX style imitation of this perikope is concentrated neither at 

the beginning nor the end but rather several familiar LXX style elements 

are evenly distributed throughout the wholea 
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CHAJ?TER XVI 

lLUKE 2.3:26-.32: THE WAY TO THE CROSS 

The verdict has been given. Now the sentence must be carried out. 

As Luke narrates the procession to the crossp he reports the words of 

Jesus to the mourning women who accompany him. Jesus' words of compas-

sion are also a word of warning which sets the crucifixion and the action 

of the mob in a theological context. These words do this with the aid 

of OT quotationp allusionp ideap and style. 

Since the bulk of this account is peculiar to lLuke (2.3:27-.31), the 

question arises whether in its composition Luke depends on a non-Markan 

source
1 

or constructs the narrative himselfp in this case, using the OT2 

and sayings of Jesus3 which he has encountered elsewhere in Mark or non-

Markan sources. The linguistic evidence for a perikope of wholly Lukan 

origin is not forthcoming. 4 We can identify the limits of Markan inser

tion (v. 26/Mk. 15:20b).5 Since Lk. 23:.32 follows on naturally from v • 

.31 (riote the consistent use of_l'C throughoutthe section (2.3:27, 28, .32), 

the whole perikope seems to be an integral part of luke's non-1\tarkan 

passion narrative source and not original with luke. We should also 

note the affinity of its content with some other non-Markan sayings 

peculiar to Luke (19:41-44). That its content, which links judgment on 

Jesus with judgment on Jerusalemk. is appropriate to a passion narrative 

context may be seen from the presence of other details in the synoptic 

1e.g. Taylor, The Passion Narrative, p. 90; Easton (lLuke, p • .347) 
says it is from "L"; W. Manson, p. 258; Schlatter, lukasp p. 444. 

2
Loisyp Luc, p. 554; Montefiore, II, p. 62.3; Taylor (Jesus and His 

Sacrifice, p.l97) criticizes 1\Iontefiore. 

3e.g. Lk. 2.3:29 cf. 21:2.3; 2.3:.31 cf. 21:29: Finegan, p. 31; Strauss, 
p. 677. 

4creed (p. 285) and Montefiore (II,p.62.3) find it difficult to decide 
whether the material originates with Luke or in his non-Markan sources; 
Toy!oir (The.P.assion Narrative, p. 90) points out the minima! amount of 
words which are characteristic of Lukan style. 

5 Easton, ~, p • .347; Perry, p. 47. 
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passion narratives: the portents of judgment in the sky and at the temple 

We should also note Luke's description 

1 
of the mourning crowd (lk. 23:48). Though by this analysis we may con-

elude that the material is not original with Luke, it will still be 

necessary with regard to those portions whose source has been identified 

as the OT to test the relationship between their probable historicity and 

the influence of the OT. 

Old Testament Quotation 

Lk. 23:30: 
-1 )/ \ / ,.. l/ 
I QT_~_t<'f1~"To!L "~rE-t V Tot) OfHrnl 

/ 2 ) ) ( -
IT~ cr fC T {;- ~-'f tJAti S 

l<rJ~ To~s (!Jo u 110! S ( ~ 

tP<~5 

Hos. 10:8 LXX: ' K;.<. 
) -. ~~ >/ / )j( ( ~ 

E.,PbVQlll\:pctf .O_.I)~cr< v 1< tt).u y;g{ r~ ~)ArJ.j 

k.;.( To(5J3dvVOl) Tr/(NTf- ~\/ i~j 

*The A-text (A; 106 (_Tti~~Tr_); Ethp; arm; Theodoret) transposes the verbs. 

Hos. 10:8 MT: ~J)7~ ·1( ~] sll~J ~~ l lJ·1"0.) 0)·111? ·llf\J7 
•· -: ; • "t- : - ; - ' I '.. : T : 

That this OT reference to Hos. 10:8 should be understood as a 

quotation3 and not simply an allusion4 to the OT may be recognized both 

from the nature and extent of the verbal parallelism and its setting in 

the NT context. The extent of the verbal parallelism is much wider than 

one would expect of just an allusion, which might point to only one member 

1
contrast Dibelius, From Tradition 9 p. 203, n. 1; Leaney 9 p. 283. 

2A text variant _i(to-;.Tf. occurs in Alexandrian: ~c;orr; L; Byzantine: 
I 

W; X; L\ ; a few other minuscules; lff-a-r-H· is witnessed by Alexandrian: 
p75;j,_; Western: D; Caesarean:e; Byzantine: A and many minuscules. The 

I 

extrinsic probabilities show that Tt~~~r~ is the older and more widely 
distributed reading geographically. The transcriptional probabilities 

I 
include the possibility that the _ji~c:_rJfE: __ reading originated as an assimila-
tion to the B-text of the LXX. Intrinsically 9 though it is possible for 
Luke to use first aorist endings with the second aorist stem of rrc'irw (e.g. 
Ac. 22:7), his customary practice is to use second aorist endings._TI_{~rc
is the less difficult reading stylistically. It is more probably the 
authentic reading whileJ[f_(l,t-Tf-_ is a secondary assimilation to the lXX. 

3oittmar (p. 105) describes it as a quotation in the stricter sense; 
france (~us. a!ld the OT&. p. 263) classifies it as a verbatim quotation 
without an introductory formula; Plummer, p. xxxv; Creed, p. 286; Boismard, 
u, p. 421. 

4 . Clapton, p. 30, Godet, II, p. 331. 



of the doublet. Of course, if the verse had become proverbial 1 by Jesus' time 

then the whole saying as it stands would not be too extensive to be seen 

as primarily a proverb and secondarily an allusion to Hos. 10:8. The 

text-form of the OT material agrees with the LXX A-text tradition over 

against the B-text tradition which follows the MT. This would tend to 

indicate that this OT material is not just a proverb based on the MT but a 

conscious quotation employing one of the LXX text traditions. The con~ 

textual setting,which makes this OT material the content of the exclama-

'I 
tion of those in deep distress, presents.jthe OT material as quotation. 

That such material is intended to be understood as a direct quotation and 

not an allusion may be recognized by the future perspective of the words 

which are part of Jesus' prophecy. If it is properly a quotation it is 

another example of Jesus' appropriation of OT material into his own pro-

phetic statements. He thus claims that the events which he prophesies 

are the proper context of fulfilment for OT prophetic predictions (e.g. 

Lk. 22: 37L Since the OT material functions as part of a prophecy, it 

makes sense to see the intention of the reference to it not simply as 

proverbial allusion but as prophetic quotation. 

The text-form discrepancy consists in the transposition of the verbs. 

No decisive change in meaning results. The probable source of this dis-

crepancy is normally attributed to the materials wmich Luke used.
2 Since 

the discrepancy pits one LXX text tradition over against another, this 

reading is sometimes taken as evidence that the A-text tradition did exist 

as early as the first century A.o.3 This A-text tradition is probably 

1ILagrange, p. 586; H. C. Phillips, "Commentary on Hosea," ~ 
Interpreter's Bible, ed. G. A. Buttrick (Nashville, 1956), Vol. VI, p. 674. 

2Contrast Schlatter (Lukas, p. 449), who attributes it to memory loss. 

3Holtz, p. 29; Sperber (~, LIX, p. 283) takes it as evidence for 
the early independent existence of the "asterisk" text tradition of the 
Hexapla; Contrast France (Jesus and the OT, p. 24-1), who notes the ever 
present possibility that the A-text tradition has be_en assimilated to 
!Luke; Holtz (p. 28), however, notes the same transposed word order in the 
quotation in Rv. 6:16 which from its different wording indic~tes that it 



the source of the quotation. 

Before looking at Luke's use of Hos. 10:8 it is necessary to des-

cribe its meaning in its original context. Hosea, an eighth century 

prophet in the northern kingdom,foretells in an oracle (Hos. 10:1-8) the 

coming destruction of the kingdom and all its institutions.
1 Our quota-

tion stands at the oracle's climax and describes the terror of the time 

by quoting what the people will say. They implore earthquakes to erupt 

and break up mountains so that they will be covered and destroyed "lest 

2 they be left in their nakedness to face the wrath of God." The people's 

petition, then, points out the terribleness of the judgment they are 

already enduring at the hands of enemies who destroy the land. But it 

also points to their realization of the gravity of sin which they have 

committed, for bereft of every religious institution, they do not want to 

face the wrath of God which will be visited upon them alone. Presumably 

t~e destruction of the northern kingdom by Assyria in 722 B.C. was the 

time at which these words were spoken and the prophet's oracle was ful= 

filled. 

The function of the quotation in luke is to provide part of the 

content of Jesus' prophecy. Aside from common prophetic introductory 

words, "Behold, the days are coming" ( ll...k. 23: 29) and the familiar call of 

the prophet for mourning in view of impending judgment (23:28), the future 
)/ 

tense of the introductory verb Lot;Jc" Tot~ ) gives us evidence of the 

prophetic intention behind the quotation's selection and use. 

The progression of thought in Jesus' prophecy moves from a single 

instruction, "Weep for yourselves," (23:28) to a threefold explanation 

is not dependent on Luke. The frequent agreement in Luke's OT material 
with the LXX A=text-fonn gives us good reason for accepting that text 
tradition as the source of the quotation. 

1 
J. lL. P.1ays, Hosea: A Commentar;r_ (OT ILibraryi> Chatham, 1969), p. 142. 

2Ibid. 



of that instruction. Each explanation seems to grow in the severity of 

the conditions which it describes, driving home the necessity for their 

mourning the terrible time to come. The first two explanations form a 

contrasting couplet which declares that the preference for non-existence 

in the form of either the praise of barrenness or the desire to die will 

characterize the people of those days. Our OT quotation forms the second 

part of that couplet. The quotation does not simply express the desire 

to hide from God's wrath by seeking refuge in caves. By the use of the 

/ 

A-text with the placement of Hf~~rf first it is~ rather, a call for God 

to destroy them in order that they will not have to face his wrath 

(contrast Rv. 6:16, where the A-text is interpreted as hiding in caves; 

cf.Rv.9:6). The third explanation (Lk. 23:31) relates what Jesus is 

experiencing to what they will know. The quotation contributes1 to 

Jesus' prophecy the theological and moral perspective with which to under-

stand the OT ideas in the rest of the prophecy. 

When we look at this quotation 1 s function within the larger context 

of Luke's work, we discover that it is part of a series of prophecies 

concerning the judgment on Jerusalem (Lk. 13:34-35; 19:41-44; 21:20-24; 

2 
cf. 21:23/23:29). "Daughters of Jerusalem" (23:28) and the proverb 

(23:31), which may refer to the relationship of the Roman executioners to 

3 Jesus and the Roman armies to Jerusalem, show that this prophecy probably 

has to do with Jerusalem's destruction. But the destruction of Jerusalem 

in A.D. 70 is viewed as more than just another predicted event yet to be 

fulfilled. It is treated by Luke as a pivotal eschatological event. 

It is intimately associated with the tribulation which comes in the End-

time just before the final revelation of the Son of Man (21:25-28). The 

clos~ connection between Jerusalem's destruction and the final tribulation 

1 J. R. H. P.1oormanp The .Poth to G!ory: Studies in the Gos~l P.c_cor,£ling 
to St. Luke (London, 1961), p. 281. 

2sumner, p. 79f. 

3Fuller, p. 72; Caird. ~' p. 249. 
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is evident in the Luke 21 discourse (e.g. 21:22;_/5'!'-t.. connects vv. 24, 

25). T~e radical severity and finality of this judgment is contributed 

to by our Hos. 10:8 quotation in which those who experience suffering 

want their own lives to end. Whether the finality of judgment means 

that we are to see this quotation as having an extended application to 

include Gentiles as well as Jews is not certain. At the least the limita-

tion of Jerusalem as the focus of judgment should not be necessarily seen 

as a boundary which would exclude non-Jerusalem residents from the suffer-

ing. In fact the statements of Jesus in the Luke 23 prophecy are the 

most general of the series. Except for the address "Daughters oL 

Jerusalem" there is nothing else in the immediate context which would 

show that the sufferings are necessarily limited to just the event of the 

destruction of Jerusalem (cf. Josephus (B. J. VI:9:4) 9 who records that 

many Jews did hide themselves in caves under the city during the siege). 

It describes a basic human response to generally terrifying conditions. 

The general nature of the quotation from Hos. 10:8 m~ also contribute 

a univeral perspective to the time of judgment which will come to both 

Jew and Gentile alike. Thus, at the least this prophecy concerns the 

destruction of Jerusalem; at the most it points to the final eschatologi-

cal tribulation before the coming of the Son of Man. 

There are several indications that Luke knew much of Hosea and used 

this quotation as a pointer to the larger original context. In ILk. 

21:22 we may have an allusion to 
r / >K / 

(Lk. 21:22, ~t-~fl,;.' ~d'<t,1 cr~ws 

Hos. 9:7 , __ (/._~ it~,;.L T~ 5 .Et<.cfc._/(, -7-ILt-bJ J 
). The distinguishing feature about 

the phrase in Luke 21 which would link it to Hos. 9:7 is the plural form 

(cf. "day of judgment," Dt. 32:35; Jer. 26(/t-6):10; "time 
. / 

L~~"') _) of judg-

ment," Jer. 26(46):21: 27(50):27, 31; 28(51):6; cf. Sir. 5:7). Lk. 21:22 

explicitly states that the days of judgment are "to fulfill all Scriptures." 

This points us not only to the whole OT but also to the whole Hosea con-

text. It may not be insignificant that this Hosea allusion and our Hosea 



quotation are taken from the beginning and the end 6f two consecutive 

oracles in the Hosea text (Hos. 9:7-17; 10~1-8). This may point to Luke's 

understanding of the whole Hosea context as important for prophesying the 

judgment of the end. 

Two possible allusions to the larger Hosea context in the immediate 

C / (\ ) l I ' ' (J4 l 
lLukan context are Lk. 23:29,-~_t /'-ai)..<<~-L ~J- O(..JI<.. ~rr::vv/troiV l<r).<.)At1-4'"Tot O( ovK 

>! / ) . ., ' ' / ) 1 
f8fC·'fri-V (Hos. 9: 14,_itf~o1\/ ()( TfKVOUQ'"r/1/ I<_~~)M-q-Tquj ~-7-~o-~s 

and Lk. 23:311~-J~~------~~"T~-S7ff(Hos. 9:16, TotS!'<J~5r~-~T~u ~~ryfl;."o"7~-Y 
> _r' ' 1 

) ., , A "' ' cf. Lk. 23:40>_oua6- 9Jof3;7 a-u TaV fH-o\1 ; Hos. 10:3, DuJ< {:'for/()/JA~" T()V _ 

kf.,l ov ). Although, as we shall see, the OT idea of the blessedness of 

barrenness during a time of judgment is common in the prophets, its com-

bination here with unnourishing breasts has a distinct affinity to Hos. 

9:14 (cf. lam. 4:3, 4). Though Hosea presents these facts in the form 

of a prayer and Luke in the form of an exclamation of blessing, both have 

the same meaning. In fact the exclamation of blessing is a comment on a 

situation which has resulted from the answer to the prophet's prayer. 

It places this description of the time of judgment in the same perspective 

as the Hosea quotation. 

A less clear allusion is Hos. 9:16/Lk. 23:31. Though dryness in 

both cases relates to sinfulness, it appears that the dryness of Ephraim's 

root is part of her judgment for sin, 2 while the dryness of the Jews, 

which is their sin, simply makes the prospect of coming consuming judgment 

all the worse. This difference may eliminate this as a possible allusion 

and indicator that Hos. 10:8 points to a larger original context. 

If Luke has appropriated this prophecy concerning the judgment on 

the northern kingdom in the eighth century as a prophecy concerning the 

judgment on Jerusalem in the first, we need to ask through what interpre-

tational method he made such an appropriation; has he violated the 

1stuhlmueller, Jerome Biblical Commentary,~44:170; Rienecker, p. 527. 

2contrast Mays (p. 136), who does not see it as a punishment but as 
the effects of Israel's faithlessness on her national life. 



original context; what is the probable source of the use of this quota= 

tion? It is possible to treat this quotation proverbiallyp 
1 

typological

ly0 2 or prophetically} We have already seen why from the setting of 

the quotation it is intended to be understood as more than a general 

proverb. It is a prophecy. In distinguishing between Luke's probable 

use of typological method and a promise and fulfilment interpretive 

scheme, much actually depends on how we believe Luke treated the original 

historical context. The typological method has the advantage of attribut-

ing to Luke a respect for the original historical context while pointing 

out what common elements between the two contexts and two messages made 

the appropriation of one by the other suitable.4 However, in the end the 

typological approach does not really differ from the proverbialp since 

neither allows for the close connection in prophetic function between the 

words of Hosea and Jesus. At the most, Hosea's word are only illustra= 

tive whether by type or proverb of the kind of catastrophe which is coming.5 

Only a promise and fulfilment understanding of the verse will do full 

justice to the quotation's function within its prophetic context. 
(/ < / > r / 7 , ., -

The interpretive words __ c_n__7""?2i<.. C-t',_Qt 1</n-w S o<:uTo~.~;. ~<c-nJ Tov 

ii.~ia--Eij'v,.<.. __ it~>~I"'- r~ ff-rf~f'l/~-"-"" (ILk. 21 :22) show the method by which Luke 

understands these prophecies and avoids the difficulty of a violation of 

1 !Lagrange, p. 585. 
2 France, Jesus and the OT, p. 65; cf. Smits, 1 9 p. 79; flessemann 0 

Zur Bedeutun[, p. 91. 

3Karnetzki 9 p. 28; Sumner, p. 81f. 

4smits (Xp p. 79) points to similarity in judgment; Flessemann (Zur 
Bedeutung9 p. 91) to the similarity in sin: Jerusalem wa~ as Israel b~e 
her, actually rejecting God. 

5cf. France (Jesus and the OT, p. 71) attempts to slip in fulfilment 
by the back door when he says that this coming catastrophe will be worse 
than its type, and will in that way be a fulfilment. This observation 
®nly serves to point mp the difficulty of the possibfr~ vio!oti@n of cont0~t 
which is present when the NT treats Hos. 10:8 as prophecy. It also shows 
the weakness of his solutiono 



1 
the original historical context. He reports that Jesus declares that 

the time of the judgment on Jerusalem is to be identified as "the days of 

judgment." This does not appear to deny the fulfilment which took place 

in the eighth centuryg for he qualifies his interpretation by saying that 

all the Scripture must be fulfilled. Evidently there were some things 

at that time which were not fulfilled and it will be necessary for a final 

time of judgment to come in order that all be fulfilled. What has not 

been fulfilled is detailed in the allusions to the Hosea context. These 

are basically the starker forms of suffering 9 conditions which will call 

forth the blessing on barrenness and the desire to die. We should recog-

nize the contri~ions of the typological method: the noting of points of 

similarity and the interpretive logic that the final catastrophe will be 

much worse than the first fulfilment in 722 B.C. However, it is necessary 

to place Jesus 1 words in a true prophetic scheme. The reappropriation of 

these prophecies is grounded in the conviction that the last Days have 

come in Jesus Christ and all will reach fulfilment in him as the plan of 

God comes to completion. "For Luke, this plan has come to include, the 

rejection of old Israel, represented by the fall of Jerusalem for the last 

time, thus bringing the OT prophecies to their complete fulfilment." 2 

Whether the use of Hos. 10:8 originates with Jesus, the early church, 

or Luke must be decided on the basis of historical probabilities and 

source criticism. We have seen good reason to s~ppose that this section 

originates not with Luke but a tradition which he uses and we would conclude 

the same for the quotation.3 To decide between the early church and 

1Mead (.!!!],, X, p. 280) classifies Hos. 10:8/Lk. 23:30 not as a pass= 
age which violates the OT context but which in its use has been detached 
from it. 

2sumner, p. 8lf. 

3Karnetzkip p. 2346 Contrast Boismard (Ilp p. 421)P who sug~ests that 
the original saying was vv. 28 0 .31 with vv. 29-30· inserted later0 \1e have 
noted that- the section 1 s literary structure includes three explanations 0 

two of which are combined in a couplet (vv. 29-30). But there is no evid
ence of discontinuity between vv. 2~, 29 or 30, 31 save the change in the 
person of the verb which generalizes and intensifies the coming suffering. 



Jesus as the originator of the quotation rests on the historical proba-

bilities concerning whether such an event could have taken place on the 

way to the cross. This we shall discuss when we consider the possibility 

that Zech. 12:10 is the occasion for the narrative. For the present we 

observe that there is nothing in the theology or the perspective of the 

saying which is incongruo~ t'lith the rest of Jesus 1 teaching. Though some 

contend that the quotation was originally part of Christian anti-Jewish 

apologetic or Christian prophecy concerning the impending destruction of 

Jerusalem, 
1 

there is no sufficient reason for not attributing it to Jesus 

himself. Luke did recognize the difference between a prophetic word 

from God through Jesus, and a word from the Lord through a Christian 

The text-form though dependent on one LXX 

text tradition, does not depend for its meaning on that fonn over against 

the MT. Thus, it is not necessarily more likely that the quotation ori-

ginated with the Greek-speaking sections of the early church than with 

2 
Jesus. The quotation's word order, which is an example of the A-type 

lLXX text-form, may have been first introduced when Aramaic gospel tradi-

tion was being translated into Greek. 

Old Testament Allusion 

Both the episode as a whole and its various parts have been seen as 

either alluding to or finding their origin in the OT (as a whole, from 

Zech. 12:103; 2 Ch. 35:24; 4 Km. 23:254; various parts: Lk. 23:26/Gen. 

Thus, no convincing evidence for the secondary insertion of vv. 29-30 
exists~ Holtz (p. 5) is unsure whether the text-form of the quotation is 
due to Luke or early church tradition. 

1Bultmann, History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 37. 

2contrast France, Jesus and the OT, pp. 21,1, 21,.6. 

3Weidel, ThStuKr, LXXXV, pp. 24Ltff.; Loisy, Les Evangiles Synoptigues, 
II, p. 662; Klostermann, p. 225; Montefiore, II, p. 623. 

4Bornhl!user (p. 111) argues on the basis of 2 Ch. 35: 24ff. with its 
statement that Jewish mourning always contained a reference to Josiah; 
and 4 Km. 23:25f. interpreted messianically with Josiah as a messianic 
model, that Jesus took up this reference to Josiah in the women's mourn
ing and declared a resurrected Josiah as the true Messiah. It is against 
this background that Jesus' words may be understood. The difficulty 



22:6, 9; 1 Is. 53:7; 2 Lk. 23:31/Jer. 11:16; Ezk. 21:3; Pr. 11:31; 3 Lk. 

The verbal parallelism between Lk. 23~27-31 and 

>' - - d / Zech. 12:10-14 is as follows: Zech. - ~'k_L~loi.)_S_Y~T<'C~.QIF./J<>LS- I~;><'""~"'A~)-1- .. , 
/ ,_) ) '\ <: ~ ~ ( ) / ) I 

/iQf-QVT<t-<. _fl_!_~_~i!._To'l) ·., fl..<- yvvotC kf-5 ; Lk. - ruUL!(wv o<t E-/<o_lt 7ov'Jo, .. ~vi oil .• , 

,..,.._ / ' / )))/ 5 
.J-¥o()_<[_t~:_~1-f"''~')l-{ /<.Ao(_<.E-TG- f-il 5A~ • If Zechariah 12 has colored this 

narrative it is only to a limited extent. Confined to two or three j..erms 

( },- / / - ) h. 11 b ____,Jdf-@~tl-).1:1-..,._ __ ;l<o if_J.::"-1 ; y_uvoi_':I<C-5 , t 1s verbal para elism may e 

explained from the similar content of the two narratives. The material 

parallelis~, however, is not very close. The Zechariah passage does 

not contain either tne perspective or the content which would make it the 

source for the basic ideas of the lukan narrative. 'l'he purpose of the 

with BornhHuser's approach is that he does not really establish anything 
distinctive about Josiah as Messiah which is actually referred to in 
Jesus' words to the women. The idea of the resurrection of Jesus is not 
presented. It is judgment rather than hope which is the main theme hereo 

· 
1
Boismard (II, p. 421) observes that there is a curious verbal P.ar-

~' / > /e L 1"\ , ' all eli s_ m_ between Gen. 22: 6, 9 ~ j-v_AcA , •. f;; f "1 /< fv t:J,; d./< .. • 'l?l"_{;jo II e-li<. , , ) 6 ( 1 , .., " ' ·ts > , Tov To_Tjo_\1 _ and Lk. 23:2 , 33 H€-- 7/<oL-V t?<JT'f To\1 <r-iolvr'tl, •. "'l_).f7cv Eii_l 
Tov Ta.lio~- ) • He suggests that Luke desires to draw a parallel between 
Jesus bearing the wood of the cross and Isaac the wood for s~csifice. 
Though the verba~ parallelism is striking, Luke's choice of£us_87f<dy 
over the Markan &?~ may be explained as a stylistic improvement which 
may have been motivated not only by a desire to be more precise in the 
description but also to give a slight echo of Lk. 9:23 (cf • __ o~P.urw ) • 
The material parallelism fails on one important point. .i.litll""7/SF.J oe_~_Q 
refers to the placing of the cross on SJmon of Cyrene not on Jesus. ( 
Boismard' s response to this dlff icul ty, "Does not Simon take Jesus 1 place?" 
does not solve it for there is a significance in this repacement. Simon 
is a possible model for Christians who are required to take up Jesus' 
crosso _This destroys any material paralielism between Gen. 22:6 and Lk. 
23:26. There is then no intentional allusion heret See below, p. 5)6 n .. 

2
HUhn (p. 66) suggests that Is. 53:7 may be alluded to in the descrip

tion of Jesus being led to the cross. The verbal parallelism is not 
. ( ,, ' v l / 

preclse Is 0 53:7 p__tj'i(. o-_yto< r-;-"?-\"_..!J)'~'l--; Lk. 23: 26,_ o{1j~-1f<t-.C'-' ) and the 
material parallelism fails to cdme lhrough clearly for, whereas Isaiah 
describes the Servant being lead to the slaughter, luke describes Jesus 
being led away from the trial. There is no intentional allusion hereo 

3There are several different passages involved here, none of which 
has more striking verbal or material parallelism with Lk. than anothero 
Thuso Vo 31 ,111 be treated in the OT idea section. 

4see above, p. 280. 

5 Creed, Po 285. 



Zechariah mourning is a compassionate even repentant lament over the 

prince, the Messiah, whom they have pierced. In luke the lament is over 

Jesus, but it is evidently not one of repentance. It is directed to 

Jesus without reference to the crowd's sorrow for their involvement in 

the unjust act. It is to move them to repentance that Jesus directs 

their lament to themselves in view of the fearful judgment to come. Thus 

Luke and Zechariah use two different methods for evoking repentance from 

the people. In Zechariah God pours out a spirit of compassion on them; 

in Luke Jesus points them to coming judgment.
1 

It is only then in the 

most general way, the fact that in both accounts it is inhabitants of 

Jerusalem who weep over a single individual, that Zechariah and Luke are 

similar. Since Luke does not make anything of the ready-made fulfilment 

; cf. J. 19:37) when he describes the crowd watching at the 

CJ'<IOSS (Lk. 23:35, 48), 2 it is unlikely that Zechariah 12 played such a 

major role in his thinking. It probably did not serve as the basis for 

the narrative here. At the most, earlier in the history of the tradi-

tion Zech. 12:10 may have influenced the preservation of the fact that 

the inhabitants of Jerusalem mrnwnwd Jesus. 

If neither this OT passage nor a combination of OT passages provide 

a suitable basis for all the content of Lk. 23:27-31, the possibility is 

again opened up that the true source of the narrative is in history. 

Those who see the event as unhistorical argue that Jewish law did not 

permit mourning during the Passover festival; 3 the Roman soldiers would 

1 
Contrast .!.Q.!!£. (III, p. 850), which recognizes the differences in the 

object of mourning between Zechariah and Luke, but still claims that Jesus' 
encouragement to the women is "along the lines of the Prophecy in Zechariah." 

2 .. 
Contrast Loisy, ~, p. 554. 

3 Klostermann, p. 225. 
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1 hot have allowed Jesus to address the women; .Jesus would have been too 

weak to speak in this extended fashion;2 the mourners are incongruous 

with the people's unsympathetic demand for Jesus' death (23:18).3 There 

are indications that mourning would have been permitted during the Passover 

festival in Jesus' dayp for the Mishnah in its strict construction of the 

law code does not seek to eliminate mourning daring festivalsp but only 

places limits on it (Shabho 23:1 .. ; M. K. 3:5P 7-9; e.g. "The women may sing 

dirges during the feast but they may not clap their hands").4 The Roman 

soldiers maY have hurried Jesus to the cross, but they had to interrupt 

CV'OSS t. It may have been then that Jesus spoke. Jesus' physical 

weakness is a fact but it does not conflict with his mental alertness and 

ability to carry on a somewhat extended conversation. All the gospel 

accounts give evidence of this ability (e.g. Mk. 15:23; Lk. 23:39-43; J. 

19:25-27). It is consistent with rabbinic evidence for the conduct of 

rabbis on the way to martyrdom for Jesus in his word to the women to have 

put his suffering in a theological context.5 lnspite of the crowd's 

demand for Jesus 1 deathp it would still be possible for some of them to 

J t f 1 . . 't 6 mourn esus as an ac o re ~g1ous mer1 • The act would be seen as all 

the more meritorious in view of the serious crimes for which they con-

sidered that he was condemned. There is then no sufficent reason to view 

this narrative as basically unhistorical. Since the OT provides no 

passage which maY serve as the core around which the various OT themes may 

1L . L ~ 01sy, es Evangiles Synoptiques, II, p. 662. 

2 
Reported by Easton, ~P p. 347. 

3Weidel, ThStuKrp LXXXV, p. 244. 

4cf. Easton (~p p. 347)P who says it is hypercritical to insist 
that wQmen did not lament on a feast daY. 

5Taylorp Jesus and His Sacrificep p. 197P n. 2. 

GEllis, ~p p. 266. 
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gatherp it is best to see the narrative as a historical report of Jesus' 

conversation with the women on the way to the cross. 

Old Testament Idea 

Jesus' word to the women is expressed in a series of OT ideas and 

stylistic elements. He calls for the mourners~ whom he identifies as 

"Daughters of Jerusalem" (Lk. 23:28), to weep for themselves. He explains 

his call for mourning with a beatitude concerning barrennessp the quota-

1 
tion from Hos. 10:8P and a proverb about the green tree and dry. 

In the face of impending destruction it was often the duty of the 

OT prophet to call on the people to lament their sins and the approaching 

judgment (e.g. Jo. 2:12; Is. 32:12; Jer. 22:10). More often the prophet's 

warning takes the form of either his personal example in which he publicly 

laments the coming destruction (e.g. Jer. 8:23; Ezk. 32:18; Is. 16:9) or 

his prediction that the coming time of judgment will be a time of weeping 

(e.g. Jo. 1:5P 8; Mic. 1:8). Jesus as he enters the city takes the part 

of the prophet and weeps over her concerning the coming judgment (Lk. 19: 

41-44). Now as prophet he calls on the daughters of Jerusalem to weep. 

Jesus not only emphasizes to them the terribleness of the coming judgment 

but he also makes a way for individuals to escape its consequences. For 

by commanding the women to weep for themselves he commands them to show a 

sign of repentance (cf. Jer. 50:4; Jo. 2:12; lk. 7:38; 22:62; Ac. 8:22~). 

This is part of Luke's portrayal of Jesus as a compassionate savior who 

is always giving men space to repent. Even after Israel has made the 

decision to put the Messiah to death and as a result bring upon herself 

the just judgment due for such a rejection of God's salvationp
2 

Jesus 

still holds out hope for salvation of individuals~ even the executioners 

( Lk. 23: 34; cf. 39-43). The certainty of God's judgment and of his mercy 

1 
See below~ p. 497pn. 4; cf. ~~ V, p. 38, n. 1. 

2P'l . 6 1 gnm~ p. 27 o 
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to those who repent are brought together under the single OT ideap which 

describes the appropriate response of those who stand under God's judgment: 

bewailing the wrath to come and repentant mourning for one's sins. This 

OT ideap especially as it is related to the fate of Jerusalemp probably 

finds its origin in Luke's source material (cf. 19:41ff.). The idea of 

mourning as a sign of repentance Luke also shares in common with his 

sources (7:38; 22:62/Mk. 14:72). t'lha t is distinctive about Luke 1 s usage 

is the emphasis on the grace which comes to those who repent (cf. lk. 22: 

31-34; 62) 0 

£1 / >-r- / 
Jesus addresses the women as Qvr~T!f(-j ..LC-;JOutrol'>(JA. This address 

in its plural form has an OT parallel in Isaiah's messages concerning the 

sinful daughters of Zion (Is. 3:16, 17; 4:4). It is a mode of prophetic 

speech which appears to grow from the OT practice of describing a female 

resident or citizen of a nation (Dt. 23: 18), tribe (Ps. 47(48): 12) p. or 

city (especially Zion, e.g. Jl>s. 72(73):28; 1\lic. 1:13) as the "daughter 

of • II The significance of the addressp howeverp rests with the use 0 0 

Luke makes of "Jerusalem" in Luke-Acts. 

We have already noted that JLuke' s preference for ~~~~- to· 

(L / 
~~otro).~rJ.. is probably a LXXism which is generally intended to identify 

those uses of "Jerusalem" which are to be understood from a theological 

t
. 1 perspec 1ve. One part of the twofold theological significance of 

Jerusalem as a theological concept is as the city of God in which the ful-

filment events of salvation history take place. The whole of Luke's 

world is ordered about Jerusalem as its geographical center. The climax 

of the gospel occurs there, since it is necessary that Jesus move to 

1
see abovep p. 4.58; We note the caution of Hastings (p. 106) and 

Schneider (p. 198) that the classification: Hierosolyma = geographical 
place name and Jerusalem = theological concept does not strictly apply 
throughout Luke-Acts. The immediate context determines the degree of 
theological significance. 

2
P. Simson, "The Drama of the City of God Jerusalem in St. luke's 

Gospel/' Scripturep XV (1963)P p. 76; Flenderp Luke. Theologianp p. 107. 
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Jerusalem to present himself as the Davidic Messiah and claim the throne 

of David there.
1 The other theological significance of Jerusalem is as 

the representative of sinful Israel.2 The city rejects Jesus the Messiah 

just as it has rejected the prophets which have been sent to her (Lk. 13: 

33-34-; 18:31; 19:41-44). As a result of this last rejection Jerusalem 

now becomes a place of judgment (cf. 11:50P 51).3 It is this second 

theological themep the "unholy Jerusalem" which is developed in the passion 

narrative (23:7 9 28). It is in Jerusalem that the decision is made. 

There Jesus is rejected as Messiah and sentenced to death. The citizens 

of Jerusalemp perhaps as residents of the capital city and thus representa-

tives of the nation, appear to have a special responsibility for condemn-

ing Jesus to death (cf. Ac. 4:27; 13:27). Luke reports that Jesus under-

stands the divine necessity of Jerusalem being the location of his rejec-

tion (lk. 13:33; 18:31). Yet once Luke begins to report the events in 

the city from Jesus' lament onwarcls ( 19:41-44-L he shifts the emphasis 

from divine necessity to human responsibility. In so doing the way is 

opened for a call to repentance to accompany even the preaching of coming 

judgment (21:21~24). Thus Jesus' form of address (23:28~ as he takes up 

the style of the prophet Isaiah, is personal when he appeals to the inhabi-

tants to repent. Since Luke does not introduce this phrase into his 

sources elsewhere in his gospel and since there is similar contentp the 

coming destruction of Jerusalem, in other portions of Luke's special 

material (e.g. 19:41-44), it is likely that he has also taken over this 

reference to Jerusalem from a non-Markan source. 

1R. H. Lightfoot, p. 11,_3. 

2 
Manek, ~9 II, p. 14. 

3Flender (Lukep Theologian, p. 108f.) contends that the judgment on 
Jerusalem will become_the pattern for God's judgment on men as a whole; 
Baumbach (p. 188) claims that Luke 0 s depiction of Jerusalem as a "prophet 
killer" and her subsequent judgment is meant to be a warning to Rome not 
to interfere with the church's mission lest she suffer the same fate. 



As Jesus explains why the inhabitants must weep for themselves he 

(/ ) ' v 
uses an introductory phrase common to the prophets:_OT(. c<fou Ef> ,.folfld<. 

From Samuel (l Km. 2:31) to Malachi (1\lal. 3:19) the 
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OT prophets introduce statements about judgment and restoration with this 

and comparable phrases (e.g. 4- Km. 20:17; Am. 4:2; Zechc 14:1; Is. 13:9; 

Jer. 38(31):31). Luke uses this phrase to refer to the interim period 

between the first and second comings of the Son of Man (Lk. 5:35/Mk. 2:20; 

Lk. 17:22-31; cf. Ac. 2:17, 18p 13:14). These days are to be character-

ized by the judgment on Jerusalem which is a key event in the last times 

before the Son of Man returns (Lk. 19:43; 21:6, 22, 23). The use of 

this phrase places Jesus' prediction to the women within the same escha-

tological framework as the predictions in Luke 21. It alerts the women 

to the decisive eschatological finality of the approaching judgment. 

Thus 9 the possibility that their suffering has broader implications and 

significance for salvation history is opened up. It is possible for Luke 

to insert this phrase into his source (21:6/Mk. 13:2) and he may have done 

so at Lk. 23:29. However, Luke's editing probably would have been on 

the basis of some time marker alreaqy present in his source. Such a 

marker seems necessary to identify the context in which the blessing is 

spoken. 

The threefold description of the blessedness of barrenness (23:29) 

stands in bold contrast to the OT view of the blessedness of fertility. 

Whether in the blessing which accomp,a,nies God's promise to succeeding 

generations or in the picture of restoration after the exile, the fruit-

fulness of women is an important sign of God's blessing (e.g. Gen. 49:25; 

1 
Dt.,7:14; Is. 54:1; 66:11). Hence, a situation in which barrenness is 

1Loisy (Les Evangiles Synoptiques, II 9 p. 661) says that the form· 
of expression is possibly uniquely influenced by Is. 54:1. The difficulty 
in seeing such a reminiscence is that the verbal paralle.ll.ism is not very 

( 'E• / ~ c ) " / precise Is 0 54: 1 ,_ l) Ol;Oof. v_ (J_"'J,_Tt._cr:>r.€f,~ 'J1. 0 u n /<TO Utrd.., - ; Lk 0 23: 29 p--ft,{/5'1' <<I( 
c - ' < v ,T, (, > 77 -r ) . . 

q!_ca:TJf<IJ.rJ.. f(.J.-1.. oiL r-oi-).J.~_<. e>{l pul<_f-r~w_'>-Jfolv • The matenal parallelism 
is nort-existent for the blessing in Isaiah signifies the return to fruit
fulness not the desirability of barrenness. 



blessed must be a very terrible one (cf. Lk. 21:23/Mk. 13:17 where Jesus 

pronounces woe on those who in the days of Jerusalem's destruction are 

with child or have young children). In addition to Hos. 9:14,
1 

the OT 

prophets, who experience the fall of the Southern Kingdom proclaim the 

preference for childlessness and the disadvantage of having children in 
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that day (Jer. 16:2ff.; Lam. 2:20; 4:3, 4; cf. Wsd. 3:13 the one beatitude 

on barrenness in OT apocryphal literature, "Blessed is the barren who is 

undefiled, than the wicked who have conceived wickedness in transgression"). 

This OT idea serves to stress the terribleness and finality of the judg-

ment which is coming. It so overturns normal living that one will not 

desire to prolong life to the next generation for it will mean the pro-

longation of suffering. This OT idea is stated in a general way so that 

it may describe conditions not necessarily confined to the siege of 

Jerusalem (cf. Lam. 2:20; 4:3, 4; Lk. 21:20ff.). It may describe,as the 

introductory words may also indicate, a universal judgment. The wording 

of this blessing is not distinctly Lukan save possibly ~~~o~ ___ (l:7, 

36).2 
It probably comes from a non-Markan source. 

After presenting the evils of the coming judgment in a couplet of 

antithetical parallelism: blessing on barrenness and desire for death, 

Jesus adds one final reason for his prophetic warning. It is in the form 

of a proverb: "For if they do this when the wood is green, what will happen 

when it is dry?" (23:31). OT ideas furnish both the basic pattern of 

the proverb's reasoning as well as the theological significance for the 

content of the metaphor. Before we see how the OT is related to Lk. 23: 

31 we need to establish the probable identity of the basic elements of the 

metaphor. 

The three basic understandings of the proverb may be divided into 

explanations which identify both types of wood with the Jews3 and those 

lsee above, p. 485o 

2Taylor, The Passion Narrative, p. 90. 

3Ellis, ~~' p. 266; Leaneyp p. 283. 



1 
which see Jesus as the green wood and the Jews as the dry. The judg-

ment which comes on Jesus now and the Jews at the destruction of Jerusa-

lem may be seen as coming either from God2 or the Romans.3 What makes 
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the second of these two alternatives more probable is that Jesus' command 

(23:28) of which ~his proverb is a concluding explanation also involves 

a point of comparison between what is happening to Jesus and what will 

happen to the Jews. Whether the main focus is on the suffering brought 

by the Romans or the suffering as a judgment of God is difficult to say. 

The lack of explicit subjects may again be the method by which the theo-

logical perspective is introduced. This along with the OT significance 

of green tree and dry establish this proverb as a statement about the 

terrible judgment which the guilty may expect in view of the dispropor-

tionate suffering of the innocent. 

The logic of this proverb has parallels both in rabbinic sayings4 

and the OT (Pr. 11:31; cf. 1 Pt. 4:17P 18).5 It is the images, howeverp 

which depend more heavily on the OT though pos,sibly they are mediated 

1 Javet, p. 261; A. B. Bruce, Expositer's Greek NT~ I, p. 639. 

2 e.g. Grundmann, p. 430. 

3cairdp Luke, p. 2~.9; Fuller, p. 72; W. C. Robinson, Jr. (The Way of 
the Lord: A StwlY of History and Eschatology in the Gospel of Luke (Diss.; 
Basel, 1962), p. 92) suggests that the green tree should be identified 
with Jerusalem's destruction and the dry tree with the final eschatolog
jcal. catastrophe. The conclusion of Jesus' warning would then advance 
beyond a comparison of Jesus' death with Jerusalem's destruction to a 
comparison of Jerusalem's destruction with the final universal judgment. 
Robinson views this understanding as reasonable in view of Luke's separa
tion of Jerusalem's destruction from the final judgment in his apocalyp
tic discouse (21:23f.) and in view of the probabilit~ that lliuke wrote 
after A.D. 70. However, this understanding is not borne out by the immedi
ate context in Luke 23. The warning neither distinguishes between the 
two judgments nor explicitly points beyond the destruction of Jerusalem to 
a final judgment. Rather, it is the destruction of Jerusalem, at least 
implied in the form of address (23: 28), and the suffering of Jesus which 
are compared here. 

4sBK (II, p. 263f.) cites Gen. R. 65(42a) in which Rabbi b. Jo'ezer 
says on the way to crucifixion, "U' such things happen to those >J"hi[J) do 
his will how much more to those who offend him." 

5Lagrangep p. 586; Boismard, II, p. 421. 
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1 
through a customary Jewish proverb. The appropriateness of describing 

those who face suffering as green and dry wood is grounded in the OT use 

of "fire" as an image of God's consuming judgment (e.g. Jer. 11:16; Ezk. 

21: 4). Judgment on Israel is often described as a consuming fire on a 

dry tree (Is. 10:16-19; Jo. 1:19; Jer. 5:14; 7:20; Ezk. 15:1-8). Not 

only does dryness emphasize the rapidity and totality of fiery judgment 

but it also stands in the OT as a symbol for sin and its consequences. 

At one stage of God's relationship with Israel she was a green tende~ 

plant 9 which was fruitful (Jer. 11:16; Is. 5:1; Hos. 10:1). Greenness 

as the opposite of dryness often stands for righteousness (e.g. Pr. 11:30; 

Psalm l; Jer. 11:19; Hos. 14:8; contrast l?s. 36(37):35). At another 

stage in Israel's history she in her sinfulness becomes dry and unfruit-

(Is. 37:27; Hos. 9:16; Jo. 1:12; Nah. 1:10). Dryness may also be viewed 

as the judgment on sin (Am. 1:2; Jo. 1:10-20). 

This OT significance of green and dry wood understood in a context 

of judgment contributes both a moral and theological perspective to 

luke's use of the proverb. The image of quickly burning dry wood not 

only intensifies the terribleness of the prospective judgment, which is 

already emphasized by the logic of the a fortiori argument. In contrast 

with "the green wood" the dry wood also points out the moral and theologi-

cal basis for the judgment. In the case of the inhabitants of Jerusalem, 

the dry wood is their sinful rejection of the Messiah. This climax to 

the warning is yet again another form of Jesus' gracious call to them to 

2 repent. With regard to Jesus, the green wood, this proverb serves to 

describe in another way the theological theme which governs Luke's passion 

narrative, Jesus the innocent one is numbered with transgressors. It is 

not insignificant that immediately following Jesus' proverb there is the 

~cf. ~ ~n:, p. 263): Seder Elij. R. 14(65): "When fire devours the 
green, what will it make of the dry?"; Schneider, .l'J2.!'i!, V, p. 38o 

2 
Grundmann, p. 430. 



narrative note that two other_l5_~Ko~ac._ were led out with him to be 

executed. This historical detail appears to most graphically portray 

1 
for Luke the theological theme which fulfills Is. 53:12/Lk0 22:37. 

This proverb and its wording most probably comes from Luke's source 
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for it does not betray any vocabulary which is of special interest to him 

(cf. 8:6/Mk. 4:6;_S~)..oJ _is used to describe the cross in the early church's 

preachingp Ac. 5:30; 10:39; 1}:29) o 

Old Testament Style 

Both in its basic structure and in particular constructions this 

section shows evidence of LXX style imitation. There is a preference 

for_L\~ (4X; 3X in lesser constructions) over_ J/_j}X) with three 

examples of parataxis (23:26, 29, 30)Q Semitic word order prevails in 

the basic sentence structure (verb-subject-object: 3X; subject-verb-object: 

lX). These characteristics occur in both the narrative and dialogue (i.e. 

Jesus 1 speech) por'tions of the section. The LXX style imitation which 

results may thus be attributed to either Luke or his source. It is not 

simply a result of the expected semitic flavor of the reported speech of 

Jesus. 

The antithetical parallelism of vv. 28, 31 corresponds to one of the 

2 parallel structures of Hebrew poetry. This semitic flavor probably 

comes from Luke's source since elsewhere he is known for destroying what 

is seemingly redundant parallelism.3 

Of the individual constructions which are !LXX style imitation, we 
) / )/ ( / 11 

have dealt elsewhere with c__!ou 4; o/ {llvTollf JA1<Y-( 5 (23: 29); and_o<f,..fO-

~(_plus the infinitive6 (23:30). What needs to be noted briefly here 

1see above, p. 280o 

2Burney, The Poetry of Our Lord, pp. 79P 82f. 

3Ibid., p. 87; Contrast Cadbury, The Making of Luke-Actsp p.122. 

4see above, p. 128. 

5see above, p. 495. 

6see above, p. 447. 
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) I 

is that this <lol) is an example of the "prophetic affirmation" use of 
) I 

ldou in Jesus' speech (22:10, 22, 31; 23:29). The difference is that 

this prophecy points to events beyond Jesus' earthly life (cf. 13:35; 
) I 

possibly 22:31). The t~~ _binds together the prophetic ministry of 

Jesus in his passion; shows that Jesus is always in control of the si tua-

tion as well as concerned for others; and emphasizes the certainty of con= 

1 viction that what is prophesied will take place. 
(I ) \ )/ ( / 

The whole phrase on tdou ji-'{t.ntToi<.. (/~(. has a counterpart in the 

LXX where 0~~ :?- O)f:.\~-~l~t:li:?~ is rendered by J;; __ T:U1o __ (_do~ i~:r<-
J/ 
~~~a~TJ~ (e.g. almost exclusively in Jeremiah, Jer. 7:32; 16:14; 19:6; 

28(51):52; 31(1,_8):12; cf. Am. /~:2 where~(CTC renders>-?_and the one inst-
{/ ~ 

ance where_Qn._ renders_ --1 ,.2__r_, Jer. •. T 
(/ 

in subordinating conjunctions (_QT( 
>I ( I 

37(30):3). Because of the difference 

not cfr~ _ _TayTo ) and the difference 

in word order <-)a/FovT~l and_-7--!'~JC are transposed in the LXX away from 

the expected semitic word order and toward a literal translation of 

D).)(..;]. Jl't) >_), it is difficult to say that the whole phrase is an exact 
'T 'T 

2 imitation of LXX style. Rather, it may come from the translation Greek 

of a semitic source tradition.3 At least the components in the phrase, 

though not its form as a wholep- may be recognized as LXX style imitation. 

The purpose of the phrase, "the days are coming 9 " is both to indicate 

that there is a lapse in time between the utterance of the prophecy and 

the fulfilment and to emphatically assure that the fulfilment will come. 
>I 

These two purposes are also served by the use of the construction __Elf):~ c.._ 

1 
Fiedler, p o 64-• 

2Fiedler (p. 32) also notes the differences but mistakenly says 
that 1 Km. 2:31 has lLuke's word order; Possibly he bases his observation c ;- lT 
on the text variant_1J_fo~( o/->XdvTdL : Alexandrian-..)(.; Caesarean- 157; 
Byzantine- C; X; 1024; a few minuscules. 

3Bultmann, Histor tic Tradition, p. 116; Bultmann 
(p. 116) also suggests that the use of .J in v.'31 corresponds to and 
supports the translation Greek character of the passage; Contrast Antoniadis 

) 

(p. 212), who says the_EL_ is just used for emphasis and has nothing to do 
with semitic background; cf. Wellhausen (p. 18), who says that the_li(l_(Q_ua-cll 
with an undetermined subject is an Aramaic way of avoiding the passive. 



plus the infinitive (23:30). It is interesting to note that both of 

these concentrations of L~X style occur not only in Jesus' words but also 

at the transition points where they serve as the introductions to the two 

members of the couplet concerning men's response to the dire circumstances 

of judgment. 

Luke introduces this account of the procession to the cross with a 
/ ( 

K~t and 05 , used as a temporal subordinating conjunction, followed by 

the indicative. Though possible in Greek (e.g. Homer, l!· I:599f., 
)/ _rl>l•>o. . / / ( >f ,, f'J'/ 
~!t(?~:To) U o<f>E;.vw;oTo' yt=:).w( ~1<-J.jJGun IJfocfT<V (;.Is (OovH'f.,t<uTo-1 orJ...O'jP-tJ.TJ.. 
IIO_t_JL~.I.LC_>!T~t j 

( 

the frequency of this use of_wj in various constructions in the LXX 

where it literally translates Hebrew temporal subordinating conjunctions 

makes it an identifiable LXX stylistic element /J.g. most often in the 
\ ) / ( 

construction_/~ci( E-y::fv{-fO lJJ 5 = 1
{) '(7:

1
] 0 Judg. 2:4; Dt. 5:23(20); 1 Km. 

4:5, sometimes d~ translates ? r 
(Gen. 30:25), sometimes Wj translates 

__ ,Q_ (.3 Km. 8: 10; Judg. 2: 19), or ·1vi.:X;) (l Ch. 17:1; 2 Esdr. 14:1; Gen. -.·-.·--
( / 

30:25); -~-j may also appear with a simple_ k.JL_ (for~l, 1 Cho 21:15; 2 

Esdr. 9:1, 3; or~' Pr. 8:28L J: (for::>, Gen. 34:7, Num. 11:25; Josh. 

3:15; or .)>,l_~l, Num. 16:31; Gen. )8:29), or by itself (for_)_l/i..l(;), Gen. 
• I : .- '.'-: -

( 

The fact that Wj js sometimes inserted into 

the LXX translation (e.g. Ex. 3:4; Josh. 2:5) and that it is used fre-

quently in OT apocryphal books which may imitate LXX style (e.g. Jdth. 

2:4; 1 Mace. 2:23; 2 Mace. 1:15), further establishes it as a LXX stylis-

tic element. 
( 

Luke employs W) in all of the above constructions throughout Luke-
'\ ) / ( ' ( 

Acts (e.g. KJt E-yt\/HO lJJ) , Lk. 1:23; 19:29 cf. Mk. 11:1; f<.,t.LW) 0 Lk. 

( J' I 
2:39; 22:66; 23:26; Ac. 1: 10;_ CV)O€- , Lk. 5:4; 7: 12; and except for Ac. 

is the only form which occurs in Acts, e~go Ac. 8:36i 16:4; 

Because of its frequency and Luke's 

practice of editing the construction into his sources (e.g. 6:1/Mk. 2i26; 

Lk. 8:47/Mk. 5:.3.3; Lk. 12:58/cf. Mt. 5:25; Lk. 19:29/Mk. 11:1), we may 

recognize this construction as an element in Luke's style. Luke appears 
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to have inserted the_~~ into Mark at Lk. 23:26/Mko 15:20bo Though hav-
I 

ing no theological significance of Hs OWI\ 0 when the tempora.L5-u1 _appears 

in the introduction to an episode it tends to place the whole ~pisode into 

the context of salvation historyo This is appropriate to the content of 

l!..ko 23:27=J1 o We might be tempted to see a pattern developing (22:66; 
( 

2J:26)P in t:Thich w5 is lllsed to introduce major portiol\5 oll' the passhn 
(/ ( 

narrative a Howeverp wke uses_ oT~ _and li\Ot "'j--at Uco 23:33 to introduce 

a new phase 'i~ Jesus v suii'feB"ingo We must be careful then not to make too 

much ot the possible broader theological and literary significance oll' his 
( 

tnse of lvj at Lko 2): 26o 
1 / ) " 

A lfinal possible UX style feature is the lASe of l<).r;~.<W ~ii t (23: 
I 

Though possible in Greekp iJAke v o evenly balanced lllSe of_/1AaL1~ in 

the intransi Uve sense "to bewail someone" with and without the preposi-

I 
The LXX uses /{),.,ttw to t~ranslate two constructions of tl.J 3. which occur -- ------ - T T 

/ I / 

equally in the MT (l_j__il_~J = K)..rJcftv Eiit p eogo Geno 45:14; Judgo 11:37; 
- TT 

" = K.).tJ!(~V ____ plus an 8.CCUlsative dirrect objectp eogo Gena 37:J5; Numo 
/ 

These constructions with i< ,!\(lief-til do not occur very frequently in 

the LXX or Luke. But this is because of their specialized useo They may 

stil1 9 en the basis of the Hebrew constll"Uctions which they t~ranslate lite~ral!y, 

/ 

1Lko 23:28 contains the participle_ ct_~oi)'Jf-~J. which might be taken rui 

pleonastic and thus as a candidate for LXX oiyle imitationo But this is 
questionable si~ce the action described makes a necessa~ry t~ransition be= 
t~een the women's motn~ning and Jeous 0 ~responseo This participle appro
priately showo the t~ransition since the women are following him and not 
addressing him di~rectly; An example of vocabulary which has probably been 
influenced by ll...XX uoage is_Kol AiJ.I!,_:with the meaning of "womb" (WHcox 0 !Po 
58fo)o \Vhile this meaning is possible in secular Greek (eogo Hippocratesp 

8 ) \ \ " - ' e 1 / l ~ 1 I I " "TJ ~\ I:J o_jJ{_~'"~-i-f'j-~-vvti_lK_LllR!_'l_!!-_'[o~_q-YJAjliCV_f:l__f:i. ft"/ Ti) f:V Tc.<Xf_t 'f.!!-E-fJo\ r~pot 
i/_T!JV l<cc>.ta>d )Ml-A lfr,tj_EHV ____ o) P J.ts frequency in the UX to translate 
7.<?~ in bo!h ib meanings "belly" (eogo Numo. 5:21) and vtwomb" (Dto 7:13) 
msikes it a characteristic of LXX styleo It is imitation ofi that s~yle 
which may best account for the p1redominance of the meaning "womb" (9X) 
over the meaning "belly" (Lko 15: 16) in wke=Actso 

2cfo Tabachovitz (po 8Jfo)p who besides contending that this is an 
example of LXX stylep also points to Jero 22:10 as luke's model for Lko 
2J:28o 

\ 
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be seen as distinctive elements of LXX style and thus probably imitated 

at Lk. 23:28. The function of the prepositions may be simply to empha-

size th~ contrast between the two objects of mourning. They of course 

also contribute to the overall LXX style of the passage. This construc

tion is probably taken over from Luke's source since he does not introduce 

it into his sources elsewhere. It might be understood as translation 

Greek from a semitic source as the phrases in Lk. 23:29. If that is its 

ultimate origin~ its form now corresponds to LXX style and may be also 

taken as LXX style imitation. 
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CHAJPTER XVII 

UUOCE 23:33-JB: THE CRUCIFIXION 

Introduction 

As the gospel tradition reports the central event of Jesus' suffer-

ingp the influence of the OT e~pressed in the form of OT allusion becomes 

quite noticeable. In our consideration of Lk. 23:33-38; 44-49 we must 

deal with a great number of proposed allusionsp real and imaginaryp and 

see how they relate to the historicity of the narrative details. The 

prayer of Jesus (23:34) and the mockery of the crowd (23:35) contain OT 

ideas while a few elements of OT style are found throughout the narrative. 

It is best to understand a non-Markan source with Markan insertions 

as the basic structure of this narrativeo Besides a low level of verbal 

1 agreement with Mark which linguistic analysis would showp the differences 

in the content2 and its arrangement3 are best e~plained not by Luke's 

theological editing of Mark9 Li· but by his use of a non-Markan source. 5 

Those portions which have e~tensive verbal parallelism with Mark m~ be 

understood as insertions (23:34b/Mk. 15:24b; lko 23:38/Mk. 15/26). The 

abrupt introduction of these pieces of the narrative indicates their nature 

as insertions. The description of the dividing of Jesus' garments by 

casting lots (Lk. 23:34b) seems to be either an afterthought occasioned by 

the prayer or at most an element which was so well known that Luke did not 

1Taylorp The Passion Narrativep p. 92. 

2~.j Taylor contains a concise summary of the evidence. 

3The order of elements reported by both Mark and ILuke is as follows: 
Mark: arrival at €alvary (Mk. 15:22); act of crucifixion (15:24); dividing the 
garments (15:24); superscription (15:26); two criminals crucified (15:27); 
crowd mocks (15:29-30); leaders mock (15:31-32). 
Luke: arrival at Calvary (lk. 23:33); act of crucifi~ion (23:33); two 
criminals crucified (23:33); garments divided (23:34); crowd mocks (23:35); 
leaders mock (23:35); superscription (23:38). 

4contrast Fineganp po 32o 

5Taylor9 The Passion Narrativep pp. 92ff.; Easton? ~P p. 349; 
GrundmannP P• 431. 
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want to leave it out of his narrative. Again as almost an afterthought 

occasioned by the mockery of the guards luke adds Lk. 23:38. 

Two textual problems (23:34a; 35) demand our attention. 1 The extrin-

2 sic probabilities show that both readings for Lk. 23:34a are of equal age 

and geographical distribution except that the omission reading has no 

later Byzantine witnesses. The problem must be decided on the grounds 

of transcriptional and intrinsic probabilities. 

Those who accept as original the shorter text without the prayer 

say that a convincing explanation for its later omission is not forthcom-

. 3 1ng. Those who favor the longer reading as original explain that the 

prayer may have been omitted to harmonize Luke with the other gospel 

accounts; 4 to harmonize with subsequent events when the destruction of 

Jerusalem appeared to show that the Jews were not forgiven and thus Jesus' 

prayer was not answered; 5 to harmonize with the later anti-Semitic pre-

judices, which would not forgive Jews and would thi.nk it was inappropriate 

1 l/ - I Jl l ~ ) '- >I r -' ~ o J'(,-'_T1 a-o~} E-)'E-yt-11 /ldTJf'ol'fH') oLvT4!~ ouy"}D O((Jql.lf"£1/_Tt. liOIOUq'll/ 

Alexandrian- ~* 8 c; L; 33; 892; vg; copbo ss. Clement·(O~igenlat. 
1 1 3 r. / ' ' c J pal ' Caesarean- f ; f (omits__q_f_ ); 28; 565; 700; 1071; syr , ; arm; geo; 

Eusebius; Eusebian Canons; Eastern fathers- Basil; Chrysostom; Apostolic 
Constitutions; Jerome; 6heodorFt;bJohn-Dampscus; Byzantine- A;(C; X& ~; 
~;If; eth; Western- D; ita~, 'c, e, 'ff~, l, r; syrP• h, h g); 

. D" t a, arm 1, n J t• I lat H'l Amb Marc1on, 1a essaron e , ; us 1n; renaeus ; 1 ary; rose; 
Augustineo "d 
omit: Alexandrian- p75~ ~av~; B; 1241; copsa, bomss; Cyril; Caesarean
a; Western- D*; ita, ; syr ; Byzantine- W. 

2
Harnack (Sitzungsberichte, I, p. 258) draws attention to the 2nd 

century patristic evidence for inclusion; Daube ("For They Know Not What 
They Do," Studia lPatristica, Vol. IV; ed. F. JL. Cross (TU, LXXIX; Berlin, 
1961), p. 58) notes that one of these 2nd century fathers, Hegesippus, 
attributes a similar prayer to James the brother of Jesus. He concludes 
that he wo4ld not have done so if the prayer was originally Jesus'. Thus, 
the prayer was probably originally associated with James and later applied 
to Jesus. 

3 e.g. Plummer, p. 545; !Lagrange, p. 588; Metzger, Commentary, p. 180. 

4e.g. Dibelius, From Tradition, p. 203, n. 2; Loisy, Les Evangiles 
~J.j._qtu~s, Il 0 p. 673q Contrast !Lagrange, p. 588. 

5 ~ 
Geldenhuys, p. 61~_ Contrast Metzger, Commentary, p. 180~ Arndt 

(p. 468) says that it is the seeming contradiction between the prediction 
of that destruction (23:29, 30) and the prayer for forgiveness (23:348), 
which caused the omission. 
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1 for Jesus to do so. There are 9 however 9 not as many explanations .(.or how 

the text came to be later interpolated. Some call it an ancient agraphon 

which so reflects the spirit of Christ and the theology of luke that it 

2 
was naturally added later. Those who might suggest either Is. 53:12 or 

Ac. 7:60 as the origin of the pray~9 ~hich was later interpolated 9 are 

strongly resisted by others.3 Vlliile on the one hand those who favor 

later interpolation fail to give an adeQUate reason for such a transcrip-

tional probability 9 on the other handp the provision of a variety of reasons 

for omission 9 though no single one is without objection9 shows that some 

explanations maY be found for later omission and at least the question of 

a solution should be left open. 

The intrinsic probabilities are not decisive either. Depending on 

>I 

whether we identify the unexpressed subject of Q< cfo~a-c.J and 7io< o7Jirrot as 

the Roman executioners or the Jewish people 9 the prayer may or may not 

interrupt the natural flow of narrative from vv. 33 to 34b. Thus clumsi-

ness of syntax is determined more by interpretive pre-conceptions than by 

4 the actual grammar. The theological affinity of the prayer with Luke's 

purposes has been seen as an argument for originality5 and for later inter-

6 
polation. It has been objected that the prayer is theologically inappro-

priate and secondary. This objection is based on an identification of those 

1Loisy 9 Les Evangiles Synoptigues 9 11 9 p. 673~ Contrast Lohse 
(MHrtyrer 9 p. 180), who, though he believes the longer reading is genuine 
and explains its omission on the motive of harmonization with the other 
Gospels 9 asks of this explanation: if it were true why is there not also 
evidence for the tendency to omit Ac. 7:60? 

2 Goppelt 9 p. 123; Creed 9 p. 286. 

3e.g. Harnack 9 Sitzungsberichte 9 I, p. 258; Wolff 9 p. 76p n. 319; 
Dibelius (From Tradition 9 p. 203, n. 2) believes that Ac. 7:60 is dependent 
on Lk. 23:34a and argues that to accept Lk. 23:34a as secondary would 
demand the complicated process of double interpolation. 

4s. Weiss (!1 9 p. 200f.) sees clumsiness as an indication that we 
have a later interpolation; Contfast Harnack, Sitzungsberichte 9 1 9 p. 257. 

5Fleigel 9 p. 4lo 
6n. Weiss, 11 9 p. 200. 



who are to be forgiven 9 as either self consciously guilty Jews 1 or Roman 

2 
soldiers only following orders. But the whole passion narrative has 

been pervaded by Jesus' presentation of opportunities to those who dis-

obey God to repent and be forgiven. This prayer is the appropriate 

response from Luke's theological point of view to a decisive act of dis-

obedience (cf. Ac. 3:17; 13:27; Lk. 19:44). There is nothing in the 
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way of intrinsic probability which prevents lk. 23:34a from being original. 

Though it is longer the reading which includes the prayer is the more 

difficult. The early church possibly saw it in conflict with the way 

they interpreted later events and in conflict with their anti-Semitic 

prejudices. The longer reading is probably original; was omitted early 

for a brief time; and later re-interpolated0arly enough so that the major

ity of texts cou1d witness to it. 3 

The other text problem4 (23:35) concerns the titles with which the 

leaders mocked Jesus. The extrinsic probabilities are that reading (1) 

is eclectic and secondary. The two factors which probably have caused 
( I 

the variety of word order and the use of_~~~~ __ (readings 4-7) are an 

attempt to clarify which substantive Tou ~60v_ modifies (readings 4 9 5 
) , ( I' 

say t-K>.'-1<-Io) ; reading 6 says o ,X-~crToj ) and an attempt to harmonize 

the mockery with Mt. 27:43 and possibly Lk. 22:70 9 which both use the title 

1 Lagrange 9 p. 588. 

2A. H. Dammers 9 "Studies in Texts 9 " Theology 9 LII ( 1949) 9 p. 1.)8f o 

3contrast Westcott and Hort 9 U 9 Appendix 9 p. 68. 

4 l) I A ) f \ l ~ ~ ) '- ) u > / 
(1) Eo-~(~~ a"f-d.uTo-.J lrwrrov, f-t lHO) H Tov (JE-oU f-t xr:xa-Tos ~1.. 0 f.:t<Xc-KTO)= 

Western- D; 1 t , _, , 7 , , , > 1 

(2) €-'trw<rfv, crw~TVJ f<J<vTov H Q_uro~ ~fY_o(" X,Pto-To_S Tou BE-tfu of t-t<Xf-KTo): 

Alexandrian-.){ c!rr; L; CaGsarean- f ; Byzantine- W; Western- (D). 
(3} dtcf)._fo~, o0IoSr-= Alexandrian- B. 
(4Ld_:ro'"'u_l7f-ou_fK.-\e-~<JoS :Byzantine- c3; most minuscules; A;r;6; 
Caes~rean- B ; Western- Old latin. 
'(5Loi-KM:!SI~_"'[£~--~~ov : Western- itff2 ; Byzantine - C*. 
( 6)_cLr~~- e-~u tf ~t<>.E-t<Td'\ : Alexandrian-,li. -
( ) 

( ( \ ~ ~ ( ) J I 75 1 3 
7 _ 0 ¥td) i11u tk-ou o f-1<.-).~t<TO~ : Alexandrian- p ; Caesarean- f ; 

Eusebius. 



"Son of God" (readings 3 and 7). 1 It may be that this harmonizatio~ 

began early in various forms (readings 3 and 7) and later was gradually 

removed under pressure of other te~t traditions (reading 6 = ~* retains 

( c 1 • corr 
the o but not the 1,)~()) ; read1ng 2 -::;. both elements have been removed). 

Because reading (2) is the shorter and more difficult reading grammatically 

and the other readings are attempts either at harmonization and/or clari-

ficationp it is best to take reading (2) as original. Intrinsic proba-

bilities tend to bear this conclusion out for the form of the title corres-

2 ponds to Luke's style elsewhere (Lk. 2:26; 9:20 9 35; cf. Ac. 4:26). 

Old Testament Allusion 

The two OT sections to which this portion of the passion narrative 

possibly points are Isaiah 53 and the Psalms ~salms 21(22); 68(69l7. 

Aside from the identification of conscious OT allusions two tasks are of 

major importance here. We need to understand the interpretational method 

which was used in appropriating these OT materials and the relationship 

of the OT materials to the historicity of the reported details. 

Of the two possible allusions to Is. 53:12 (Lk. 23:33P the crucifi~= 

ion of the two criminals with Jesus; 23:349 Jesus' making intercession 
' 

for the transgressors) 9 we have already seen that the former possible OT 

reference should not be viewed as an OT allusion.3 Admittedly its place-

ment at the beginning of the narrative in close conjunction with another 

comment' about condemned criminals accompanying Jesus (2j:32) emphasizes 

this historical detail 9 which could be understood to literally fulfill 

Is. 53:12/Lko 22:37o However 9 the lack of verbal parallelism 9 the use 

of this detail to show fulfilment through the development of a theological 

theme, and its natural place in the normal progression· of the .narrativep 

2 
Klostermann 9 p. 225; Zahnp Lukas 9 p. 699P n. 9. 

3see above p. 280o Contrast Grundmannp p. 432; St6ger 9 p. 287; 
cf. the later interpolation Mk. 15: 28/Is. 53:.12. 
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which can be maintained mmst be based o~ the MT ( ___ 

sinc~C the LXX changes "sinnerBn into "thraill" sins" and "to int~Crcede" into 

Unll.ess one 

is going to maintain that [uke develops material parallelism with the ~~ 

and alludes to the Hebrew1 without making any attempt to create verbal 

parallelism with the LXX as a signal to his readers that there is an allu= 

sion presentp it does not seem li~ely that Luke is consciously alluding 

to the OT hereo Aco 7:60 shows that Luke can portr~ the same thought 

' I ) ~ / _\. [ / 

with g!l"eater verbal paraUeHsm (A__§T_'?tr,'?S o<vTaLS TQ<vl"'lv l"7v o;.ua~;onotll)o 

Possibly criginally in harmony with the MT Jesus and then that portion of 

the early church oith a semitic language background understood this prayer 

on the cross as an allusion to Iso 53~12o2 In the careful p!l"eservaticn 

ot the tradition in the translation of Jesus 0 words possibly the under= 

but now it was through the general OT ideas concerning intercession for 

forgiveness of sinso There is no necessary OT allusion he!l"e but ~e shall 

treat its OT content later und~r the OT ideas categoryo 

'salm 21(22) is the mQst extensively alluded to OT passage ift thia 

portion of the passion narrativeo There are basically four parts of the 

gosp~l narratives which allude to Psalm 21(22)~ the parting of the garments 

(Lko 23:3~Mko 15~24/Pso 21(22):19); the mocke~ of the crowd (Lko 23:35/ 

Pso 21(22):8; cfo nnto 15:29); thea mockery of the leaders (lLko 23:35/Pao 

a Fldgel o Po 41 o 

2
Wolffo Po 75; Jeremiasp ~P V0 Po (~3 0 no 455~ Cont~ast Grttndmann 

(po 432)o who cites the DSS Isaiah text as evidence that there was no 
material basis in Hebrew eithell" for establishing an a!lmsiono 



21(22):9; cf. Mt. 27:43); and the last words of Jesus (Mk. 15:34/~s. 2! 

(22):2; not in Luke 1
). 
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The-description of the executioners' distribution of Jesus 0 garments 

among themselves by casting lots has a great deal of verbal parallelism 

f s/ f' , ( / ~ _ 
with l?s. 21(22): 19 (ILk. 23:)4p __ u_!i_foy-'£ ~_f:_v_tJl 0~ t..<. ~T<.A. rluT<JU 

>I / , ' ( " , r ""' ' 
E-pq..).o..J t<>-/fou5; lPs. 21(22): 19p O<~r:;ourr~-vTo Ta~. f)A-rlfi,;..,foqu <:=-o<uToc5 k<i-< 

) ' ' ( / )/ - 1' / 
f-liL IO__.Y ~fi..Tli!;JA-dVJAOU 0qe)..~\l l<).tf'tJV ; cfo Mk. 15:24P Q<"')Af/)(5ov To~-(. 

\( / I" / - )) J' ) 
Tc~.i_ftd:-Ut. o<vTovfiot,>.).ovTt-S r..>-/fov fii otvf,;(. cf. J. 19:24. The material 

parallelism between the gospel narrative and the psalm of lament is close 

even though Pso 21(22):19 is only one of the many metaphors for suffering 

and hostility in the psalm. There is no introductory formula. The 

abrupt introduction of this material into the context as part of the narra

tive prevents the material from functioning as a recognizable quotation.2 

That it should be recognized as an allusion is slightly less certain} 

Again the fact thmtnothing in the context points to these details as an 

OT allusion seems to weigh heavily against conscious allusion. Yetp on 

the other handp the verbal parallelism is very close and extensive. 

There are no other passages in the OT where the suffering of the righteous 

person is described in thisway (cf. Joo 4:3; Ob. 11; Na. 3:101 where it is 

part of the humiliation of going into captivity; cf. Jon. 1:7). Since 

this detail is not essential to the progress of the narrativep and since 

the verbal parallelism is close and extensivep the conclusion that it 

1 
See belowP Po 572fo 

2 Zahnp ILukasp p. 699 9 no 7b Morganthaler (Ip p. 71) and Holtz (po 58p 
no 3) see the text=form discrepancyp which Luke appears to increase as he 
takes over Markp as a fur.ther indication that this is not a quotation0 
Contrast lo Ragg (Luke (~estminster Commentaries; Londonp 1922)p Po 299)P 
who calls it a quotation without quotation marks; Creedp p. 287; Wo Mansonp 
Po 260. 

3ooppeltP P• 122; Gundryp The Use of the OT in Mt.P Po 62; Goughp 
P• vio Hillhn (po 66f.) lists it as a messianic allusion; Dittmar (po 68) 
calls it a quotation in the wider sense; Karnetzki (p. 85) classifies it 
as a quotation in context (Kontextzitat)o Contrast Suhl (po 48)P who 
takes the increased text-form discrepancy in Lukep as opposed to Markp as 
evidence that luke did not understand this as an allusion. 



functions in some way as an allusion to the OT commends itself. 

Before analyzing Luke's use of ~s. 21(22):19 we need to understand 

the verse's role in its original conte~t. ~salm 21(22) contains a psalm 

of lament (Ps. 21(22):1-22) and a psalm of thanksgiving (~s. 21(22):23-32).
1 

Though the psalm was evidently used later in corporate worship (cf. ~s. 21 

2 
(22):24, 25), it originatecLfrom· the spiritual e~perience of one man. 

The psalmist endures physical (Ps. 21(22):15P 16)P emotional (Ps. 21(22): 

7, 13, 14), and most importantly spiritual suffering (Ps. 21(22): 2 0 3). 

He describes it in such general and graphically metaphorical terms that 

it is difficult to identify the exact historical circumstances to which 

the psalmist is responding in lamentation.3 The portions of the psalm 

which the gospel passion narratives appropriate (~s. 21(22):8P 9, 19) 

describe the mockery to which the psalmist is subjected and the hostility 

of his enemies., The occasion on which men scorn and despise the psal-

mist, gapep shake headlsp and say "He committed his cause to the !Lord; let 

him deliver him, let him rescue him, for he delights in him!" is not given. 

All the psalm allows us to conclude is that the righteous man is suffering 

unjustly in public. He is in a predicament from which there seems to be 

no deliverance. One of the images, the distribution of the sufferer's 

clothes among his enemies who as robbers take possession of them (Ps. 

21(22):19)P shows the hopelessness of the sufferer's condition by graphic

ally portraying the imminence of his death.4 They cast lots for his 

1Weiser, p. 219. 

2contrast Goppeltp p. 125; A. A. Anderson, I, p. 184. 

Jweiser, p. 220; cf. A. A. Anderson (I, p. 185), who enumerates 
various suggested original historical situations (e.g. David's trials; 
Hezekiah's illness; Jeremiah's trials; Babylonian exile), but finds none 
of them convincing. His alternative is a cultic setting: the votive 
offering. He notes the possibility of a ritual of humiliation and exalta
tion for the king as the original setting; Vis (p. 34) says that the psalm 
concerns the struggle against apostasy in the Intertest~ental period. 
The voriety of suggestions indicates again the general mature of the psalm 0 s 
content and the difficulty of reconstructing the original situation. 

4weiserg p. 224. 
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clothes anticipating his death. 

One other element in the psalm worthy of note is that the thanksgiving 

section concludes with the confident declaration that God's universal rule 

is going to come (Ps. 21(22):28-32). This opens , up the possibility of 

a messianic understanding of the psalm which could extend back beyond that 

concluding section to the whole psalm. This perspective combined with 

the general nature of the suffering lamented and the graphic metaphors 

used to describe it 9 prepared the w~ for the early church's appropriation 

of the psalm to describe the sufferings of Jesus. 

In the Jewish exegetical tradition leading up to the first century 

the sufferer of the psalm was not interpreted as the Messiah 9 though the 

MT and LXX superscription, the midrash 9 and a rabbinic interpreter identi-

fy the singer of this first person psalm as David. 1 The latter portion 

(Ps. 21(22):28-32) is interpreted in the targum 0 midrash 0 and a few rabb-

inic references as descriptive of the messianic End-time.2 However 9 

only in relatively late midrashic homilies is the suffering actually inter-

t d 
. . 3 pre e as messianic. 

With this background on the psalm we may analyze Luke's use of it. 

The text-form differences between Luke and the LXX m~ be explained from 

several of Luke's stylistic and compositional practices. He continues 

to avoid parataxis as he takes over Mark's rendering 9 which alreaqy has 

lcf. ~ (!1 9 p. 575) for the evidence from ~1 89a (R. Eliezer b. 
Jose Ha=gelili 9 150 A.D.) and Midr. Ps. 22 'il 28(98a) (R. Idi 9 325 A.D.). 

2cf. ~ (II 9 p. 574) for the evidence from targumP Midr. Ps. 22,~ 
32(99a); Sanh. 110b; De\~aard (p. 62) comments concerning the use of !Psalm 
21<22) in the DSS "o •• from IPs. 22 9 which is quoted five times in 1 QH, 
those verses which function in the gospels are not quoted"; Contrast 
Bornhliuser (p. 191)P who maintains that the phrase_~-)_Io TE>.o~ . in the 
LXX superscription indicates that the Jewish comtemporary exegesis under
stood the whole psalm messianically; This viewpoint has been satisfactorily 
refuted both on the ground of the lack of external evidence for such Jewish 
interpretation and the lack of a consistent interpretation oC f.<)) rQ Tt)..Q S
in this fashion whenever it occurs in a LXX psalm superscription LPf. 
OCarnetzrti (p. 15H o) and Sche.Rkll.e (jp. 102), \1ho adds 1l'urther evidence from 
Justin (~. 97) that first and second century Jewish exegesis did not 
accept a messianic interpretation of !Psalm 21(22l7. 

3sBK 0 II, p. 579f. = Pesi~. R. 36(162a); 37(163a). 



subordinated the second verb to the firsto luke maintains the subordina-

tion but does it by placing the first verb in subordination to the secondo 

!n the process there is a net increase in the conformity of the NT text= 

form to the H..XXo 

ch~'l'5{rt:-voi... he diminates an obvious text-form discrepancy: the dif

·iJerence in tense of the finite verb form (cfo l\1to 27:35 0 cMff<f(H"q-oi.,TO )o 
/ ,, 

At the same time in changing Jo().).ovTf) to fij3r~.>.o>J !Wke brings this verb 

into conformity with the UXo Two other changes of Mark 0 however0 move 

Luke's text-form away from the LXX: the abbreviation of the allusion which 
) I :-) I / 

removes ~ii rJufJ... and the use of the plural 1<>7fnJ) instead of the singu-

1 
laro The abbreviation while reducing the extent of verbal parallelism 

increases to some degree the amount of material parallelismo In the pro-

cess of avoiding parataxis the NT writers have compressed the OT saying 
' ( / ' ( / 

removing the _ _Tav ~_otTl?"o" which stands in parallel with Tt~< ~ ,;.(i.,;.._ in 
l ) 

Psalm 21(22) and over which (_f_7i ) originally the lot was casto Mark 

explicitly applies the casting of lots to the first member of the couplet 
) ) l I 

with his use of_ f1ht.uTJ. 0 while Luke by omitting this prepositional 
" ( / 

phras~ only implies that the_T~~n~ are the prize of the gamblingo 

Thus 0 he maintains better material parallelism (cfo Jo 19:23 0 24 where 

each part of the OT couplet finds an individual fmlfilment)o Whether 

the plural of KA~d~ __ is an attempt to write more natural Greek or to 

apply the casting of lots more naturally to the distribution of more than 

one garment is not certaino
2 But it does seem to be in the interest of 

presenting plausibly the historical circumstances that this change fram 

1The singular is strongly attested by Alexandrian (p75; B; ~ ; H..) 0 

Western (D; itc)p Caesarean (fl3) 0 and Byzantine (C; W;r ;L); and many 
other uncials and minuscules) witnesseso Though iacking early Alexandrian 
evidence (cfo 33)P the reading for the plural does have just as wide geog
raphical distribution (e.go Caesarean=$; fl; Western= old !Latin; Byzantine= 
A; X; 'P ) o , The singular reading may be explained as an assimilation to 
the other \,Gospels and to the llJO{o' Although H may be rn-oli-e dH'fic~l t 
grammaticallyp we take it as secondaryo _/<.t_1~ov~_ is originaL 

, ' / '1 / 

2cfo Homerp .2!!o XXV:209 - E7i<__l<>-~1-~dY_)_E/>~>-ovTo in the context of 
casting lots to divide substanceo 



singular to plural is made. 1 One other change in text-form which is an 

adjustment to a gospel narrative told in the third person is the use of 
) ~ 

the possessive prol!loun c;>~vTou for.IAou o These text~form discrepancies and 

simi!aritiesp which Luke 1 s ta~ing over and editing of Mark createp do not 

allow us to decide on the basis of their net effect alone that this is 

not an allusion.
2 

Even Luke 1 s historical interest only influenced the 

change in text-form slightAy. The overall result appears to be the pres-

entation of a historical detail in the language of Ps. 21(22):19 adjusted 

to the NT circumstances. Since LXX and MT agree in content at this point 

it is difficult to decide which is the basic text. Luke 1 s adjustment of 
/ )/ 

Mark in line with the LXX (jSot>.~o_vT~)- to 7'9'") oil_ )o however P leads us to 

conclude that the lXX is Luke 1 s basic source hereo3 

This OT material has a primary and secondary function in the narra= 

tive. Its primary function is to show the depth of suffering which 

Jesus endures. Jesus has been brought to the lowest humiliationp the 

condemned criminal 1 s execution by crucifixion. But this is not the end 

for his humiliation is taken one step further. The imminence of his death 

and the callousness of the executioners in the face of it is declared by 

the simple mention of this detail: "And they cast lots to divide his 

garments." In this act the executioners again treat Jesus as a trans= 

gressor. Jesus' prayer for the forgiveness of those who wronged himp 

which immediately precedes their actionp presents the innocence aspect of 

Luke's theological theme!the innocent Jesus numbered with the transgressors 

(lk. 22:37/Is. 53:12). 

2 Contrast Suh!p p. 48. 
3Gundryp The Use of the OT in Mtp p. 62; Rosep le ~sautier 9 p. 316~ 

Contrast B. Fo C. Atkinson ( 11 The Textual Background of the Use of the OT 
in the Newp" The"Victoria-tnstibnt'~p WIX (194'7) 9 Po 51)p \Wio cornments~ 
"As usual he (tuke)p is further from the LXX than Mark 0 as Mark is than 
Matthew." 



The secondary purpose of this ~ material is to present a historical 

detail which is also a fulfilment of Scriptureo 1 luke reports that the 
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early church's missionary preaching proclaimed that especially during the 

crucifixion the actions of those at the cross were in fulfilment of Scrip= 

This may be a guide for our own understanding of luke's 

method for until this point in the passion narrative OT allusions have 

occurred only on the lips of Jesus not in the descriptive narrativeo 

Luke m~ have viewed the crucifixion as the high point of scriptural ful= 

filment concerning the Messiah's sufferingo Thereforep he may have con-

sidered it proper to present the narrative details in the language of the 

OT passages which they fulfilledo There appears to be a new freedom and 

we shall see how Psalm 21(22) affects the phrasing of the whole narrative 

Luke still shows restraintp however, even in this sectiono Some· 

have been tempted to say that Luke has moved from an interest in OT ful= 

filment to an interest in historyo He "historicizes" details which were 

2 originally presented as fulfilment proof-textso Yetphistorical interest 

can promote the presentation of fulfilled prophecyo Luke manifests his 

historical interest and his concern for the prophetic fulfilment by care= 

fully separating in his narrative the fulfilment event and his interpreta-

tion of ito Again with his sense of history he doesn't let himself get 

ahead of the story but rather simply describes the historical detailp 

admittedly sometimes in OT wordin~but in such a way that the historical 

concern for the event is uppermosto Thus some of the precise OT text= 

form may be .ll.ost but none of the event's potential value as a fulfilment 

1 
Schelklep Po 88; Goppelt, JPo 311b Contrast Suhl (po 48)P who says 

that Luke's interest in fulfilment in terms of salvation history meant 
that he was no longer interested in the fulfilmant of individual OT 
passageso 

2 
eog. Holtz, Po 58, no 3; cfo Dibelius' (From Tradition, Po 199) 

view on Luke in generalo 



of prophecy is. There will be time later in the preaching of the early 

church to interpret the event. 

At Lk. 23:3~Ps. 21(22):19 Luke prepared the way fer later interprets= 

tion as he does An the case of Ps. 2:1 9 2/Lk. 23:6=12. In Lk. 23:6-12 

the theological purpose of showing Jesus' innocence is primary and elimi-

nates the possibility of the factual statement 1 s functioning as an OT allu-

sion. later9 however 9 the fact is taken up and appropriated as fulfilled 

OT prophecy (Ac. 4:24-28). The historical detail the parting of the gar= 

ments (Ps. 21(22):19/Lk. 23:34) 9 on the contrary 9 appears much more clearly 

as an allusion ~hen it is presented in the gospel passion narrative. Yetp 

it is not taken up in the missionary preaching in Acts and interpreted as 

fulfilled prophecy. Thus this allusion functions only in the immediate 

conte~t. The fact that it is an e~ample of a scripture which predicts 

the Christ's sufferings has significance for the larger context where luke 

presents in general terms an apologetic for the scriptural necessity of 

Jesus' suffering (Ac. 13:29: 17:3). But the allusion's particular con-

tent does not have significance for the larger conte~t. Neither does 

the allusion appear to serve as a pointer to its larger original conte~t 9 

1 the psalm as a whole. All to which luke intends to allude is explicitly 

stated in the NT narrative. 

The interpretational method by ~ich Luke appropriates Ps. 21(22): 

19 as a prophetic promise which is fulfilled in Jesus' suffering can 

only be reconstructed on the basis of comparison with the ~ luke appro-

priates other psalms as prophetic of Jesus' experience (e.g. Ps. 15(16): 

8-11/Ac. 2:25ff.; 13:35; Ps. 109(110)/Ac. 2:34).2 With the psalm in the 

first person and the superscription indicating David as its author 9 the 

early Christian interprets it as the work of king David. He then takes 

] 
Sundberg 9 NovT 9 IIX 9 Po 277o ........... 

2 See above 9 p. 410. 
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a certain portion of the psalm in its literal sense and asks whether 

David ever had this e~perience 9 eogo rising from the dead (Aco 2:29 9 30) 

or ascending into heaven (Aco 2:34)o When the answer is "no" the conclu-

sion is drawn that David must have been prophesying of someone else's 

experience 0 the experience of the son of Davidp the Davidic Messiah 0 ~ho 

would fulfill all the promises made to his fathero Then the NT writer 0 

who is convinced that all the Scriptures prophesy of this Messiah 9 and 

who has seen in the events of Jesus' life features which correspond to OT 

passages 9 is able to appropriate those passages and declare that they have 

come to their final fulfilment in Jesuso In a sense we have described 

the interpretational method back to fronto For unless we are going to 

conclude that the detail of the parting of the garments has no independent 

existence in history 0 but is the fabrication of the early church in their 

search for OT texts which would prove that it was necessary for the Christ 

to suffer 9 then the record of the historical event itself is one of the 

materials the NT writer has in hand as he begins to interpret the OT as 

a book with prophetic promises concerning the suffering Messiaho 1 Another 

factor which the early church has to deal with is the tradition of Jesus• 

2 own utterance of the psalm as part of his words from the crosso On 

the authority of Jesus' application of the psalm to himself 0 under the 

conviction of the ubiquity with which the OT prophesied of the suffering 

and exalted Messiah 9 armed with a knowledge of certain events surrounding 

the crucifixionp Luke as others before him went to the psalm and found it 0 

when some of the metaphors were taken literallyp to be strikingly descrip-

tive of Jesus' crucifixiono Using the interpretational method described 

luke began to show how these words indeed prophesied the Messiah and were 

1 
Edgar (NTS, XXP Po 52) comments 0 "o o o the Christians were explain-

ing verses in the light of a person whom they knew intimatelyo 11 

2
Goppeltp Po 125;c.f.Weiser,_(Po 226~,-wht:> also points out the latter part 

of the psalm which is open to messianic interpretation as the Christians 
understood ito 
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fulfilled in himo 

To explain the interpretational method totally within a scheme of 

promise and f~Afilment seems to doom the method to the charge of being a 

scheme which condones the arbitrary extrication of limited proof-texts 

from their original historical contexts and their appropriation for a ~se 

for which they were not intendedo 1 ~salm 21(22) 0 on the face of itp is 

not intended as messianic prophecyp 2 and was not interpreted as s~cho3 

Thus some other method of correlation between the psalm and Jesus' exper-

ience needs to be found if we are to understand both how the NT writers 

were able to make the connection and how the resulting interpretation does 

not violate the original historical contexto 

The most favored alternativep aside from an appropriation based on 

the similarity in thought concerning the righteous sufferer 9
4 is a typolo~ 

gical understanding of David's experience as a type of the Messiaho5 

While this method has the advantage of allowing OT passages which were 

not originally messianic prophecies to be cited as fulfilled in Jesus the 

Messiah through the relationship of type and anti-typep it does not do 

full justice to the claims made by NT writers that the OT passages were 

actually predictiveo In the case of ~salm 21(22) we do not have such an 

explicit statement by Luke but we might infer on analogy with what Luke 

says about Psalm 15(16) and the interpretational method by which he arrives 

at an understanding of fulfilled prophecy that he might have said the same 

for ~salm 21(22)o What we must always keep in rnindp howeverp is that such 

conclusions concerning Psalm 21(2~ were arrived at not on the basis of the 

study of the psalm in isolationp but rather most probably on the basis of 

1
eogo Vis~ Po J8o 

2 Ao Ao AndersonP lp Po 185; FranceP Jesus and the OTP Po 58o 

3 See above 9 Po 5~2o 

4Ao Ao Andersonp lp po 185o 

5calvinp IIXP Po 195; francep Jesus and the OT 0 Po 58o 
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research in the light of NT events. These events led to the conviction 

that the psalm's proper understanding was as"'.a prophecy of the Messiah. 

This is where it finds its fulfilment 0 its fullness of meaning. We can 

see how this method works backward after the fulfilment event. The diffi-

cult question which continues to remain is whether as David lamented his 

condition he was also consciously prophesying the experience of the Messiah. 

Both the future tense of the promises concerning eternal life in Ps. 15(16) 

:8-11 and the setting of the promise of exaltation (Ps. 109(U10):1) within 

an oracle of the Lord enable one to readily understand that the fulfilment 

of these promises may be extended in time and applied to the second David 0 

the Messiah. In Ps. 21(22):19 David speaks of past suffering. It is 

hard to understand that grammatical context in such a way that we could 

say that David is consciously predicting the suffering of someone elBe in 

the future. Thus we must admit that on the basis of the grammatical 

structurep which indicates that the OT oriter is describing a past event, 

to claim that such a description is also a prediction of future events 

does violate the original context. Only by the use of a typological 

framework may it be claimed that David in the lament over his sufferings 

actually predicts what the Messiah is to suffer.
1 

Yet for Luke such a 

typological understanding if it exists at all is overshadowed by his 

promise and fulfilment understanding and the verdict: violation of 

original context as understood by the historical critical method, remains 

in force. We must quickly add, however, that the basic content which 

the NT writers pick up as descriptive of the crucifixion does not violate 

its original setting or sense 0 because the suffering which the psalmist 

describes, as we have seen, is public, inescapable 0 and one in which 

death is imminent (Ps. 21(22):7-22). The details agree well with a public 

1 
e.g. Calvin, HI 0 IP• 195: "Seeing he was a shadow and image of 

Christo he foretold, by the Spirit of prophecyp what Christ would suffer." 
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execution if not a crucifixiono 1 It is only that the events are in the 

past and not anticipated in the future which makes it more difficult to 

see them functioning both as a lament over one's own situation and a 

prediction of the Messiah's sufferingso 

The all=important question is whether the OT or histo~ is the ulti~ 

mate source of this detail. We have seen that the fact that an event 

takes place before the interpretation of the OT in the light of that event 

makes a difference in the kind of interpretational process one m~ specul= 

atively reconstruct and attribute to the early church and Luke. 

While it is not contested that the detail is historically possible 9 

2 even probable in the light of Roman custom~ there are two objections to 

its historicityo One is the fact that the historical detail is clothed 

in the wording of Psalm 21(22) and thus must be immediately suspect as a 

fabrication by the early church in order to show the fulfilment of Psalm 

21(22)oJ The other is the seeming contradiction between the description 

of the act in the Synoptic Gospels 9 where the casting of lots issupposedly 

connected with the distribution of the~garments (especially Mk. 15:24), 

and John's account where the two portions of the OT couplet are separately 

and literally fulfilled (the garments are divided 9 J., 19:23; the seamless 

robe has a lot cast for it, J. 19:24). Without denying the difference 

between the accountsp it is not necessary to draw the conclusion that 

1 Goppelt, p. 125. 

2strauss, p. 68Jf.; J. J. Wetstein, Novum Testamentum Graecum •• o 
(Amsterdam, 1751), VoL 1 17 p. 536; e.g. Justinian (Digesta (edo T. Mommsen 
(Berlin, 1872), Vol. X, p. 818) ,~~1.0-De Bonis Damnatorum: 6) citing 
Divus Hadrianus Aquilio ,Braduae \de officio proconsulis X) 9 "ita neque 
s eculatores ultro sibi vindicent nequi o tiones ea desiderent 9 ibus 
spoliatur, quo momento guis punitus est"; Weidel ThStuKr, LXXXV 0 Po 225) 
admits as much although he claims that such division of Jesus' belongings 
would probably have taken place earlier; he further contends that the 
detail is historically unprovable. 

' . . d Strauss, Po 68Jf.; Visp P• )6~ Contrast Smits \I, Pe 143fo) who 
argues that the fact that there are no more allusions than those to Psalm 21(22) 
and Isaiah 53 indicates the historical reliability of the accountso 
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because John apparently constructed his narrative based on a misunder-

standing of the synonymous parallelism of the psalm9 there is no historical 

foundation for either account: both were taken first from the OT. 1 

Indeed it may have so happened that the actual historical event consisted 

in a multiple casting of lotso When the portion of the gospel tradi= 

ticn which Mark represents expressed the event in the wording of ~so 21(22) 

:19P it so abbreviated the reference to ~s. 21(22):19 that the casting of 

lots is actually applied to the first 1118mber of the OT couplet 9 To! Y,._l.~~~o 

Though this is not a literal interpretation of the psalm which shows how 

each member of the couplet was precisely fulfilled it does show the fulfil= 

ment of the general idea. The Johannine approach does not absolutely 

rule out the possibility that after the soldiers had cast lots over the 

seamless robe they then engaged in gambling over the various lots which 

they had already distributed in order that they might gain more. The 

Synoptic Gospels would then have reported the whole process as a fulfil= 

ment of Ps. 21(22):19 9 while John would have only reported its first two 

stages. What is significant is the way the actual historical event m~ 

have controlled how Psalm 21(22) was alluded to. 

There is no substantial objection 9 thab, to seeing this allusion as 

2 based on an actual historical event. The OT relates to the detail : 

not as its source 9 but as its control. The fact that this detail may 

be shown as an event which fulfills prophecy meant that it was valuable 

to the early church's apologetic and was preserved in the gospel tradi-

This detail though historical is then controlled by the OT in 

the way it is expressed and in the fact that it is preserved in the 

1Contrast Straussp p. 68Jfo 

2 
Goppeltp P• 125; Gundry (The Use of the OT in nito 9 p. 203) asks~ 

ilf thio dcatoU is talten from the OT1 t"Jhy l?so 21(22): 17 0 "they pierced my 
hands and feetp" is not alluded to as wello 

3Gilmour 9 Interpreter's Bible 9 VIIIP Po 408o 
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traditiono In the same way the content of the historical event exercises 

control over what portion of Pso 21(22):19 in an abbreviated form is 

e.Uuded too 

The source of the allusion is pre-lukan and rests probably in the 

exegesis of the early churcho Jesus is the source only in the sense 

that some of his last wGrds (Mko 15:34/~so 21(22):2) directed the early 

church to that psalm as one with which Jesus could identifyo 
. 1 

A possible allusion to Pso 21(22):8P 9 immediately follows in the 

description of the mockery by the Jews at the cross (Lko 23:35)o The 
, C I 

verbal parallelism may be identified as follows (Lko 2J:35P /<ti-l _f<trT~ l<ft 
( '- ~ ) / ('' ' ( >/ 1 >/ l/ 
cJ~as __ &f_~l?-~-"'· ~~~rvKTylyV Of l<tJ~ ocr)ollT~-1 AfrovT.fj_ol'>.>..au)_ f_~w~-(-'1 

1 c ' ) ( / ) r y ' ~ ~ r -~' 
trw_a:.~L_w_6:_<t__l!..T~-"L _E-Lg u r~ J E_q]l v _t) ,A-/2!-·qf_o_J Tc1_u 8-f:(} y a f/<~ f- ~I o 5 j 

I ( I } / I I \ /~ 

!?so 21(22):8p 9o iiotvif-5 (J( &r-"jgtvvTF)JAf .i-J;tHli<T)I'ld""'V_/f-, r:-""o~ ~~~" 
) / .. ) / . / )/Ll ) ' / ( / ) / 

_e:_y_ )(G:t/.,f.a:<V r-.t<.c.v-:;a-t¥.11 Kf-yo~>. 1 v 17A71<trr-v fit( t<rtoV;Ourro~.a-8cv olvlov. 

I I / c/ / ) / , / 
ITw~otTvv o<vTov,tJT< tJf)..~< oluTo\J; cfo Mko 15:2~ l<twuvTF) T<>") l<~roi)a.j; 

Mt o 27:39 P 43) o li!ke'S verbal parallelism is more extensive than Mark's arnd 

creates a pattern of vocabulary in common with Psalm 21(22) which makes it 

difficult tQ explain the parallelism as either the coincidence of describ= 

ing similar events or the result of using the same OT ideas (eogo_B£~~i)~ 
) . / 

_E._j £;fo!!KT7.f<fov are found in the same immediate context in the OT only 
~ 

at IPso 21 (22):8; in the NT while_ fJ~p.;;>~ is a favorite term for IL.uke 

(141{ Acts; he introduces it at Lito 21:6/Mk. 1J:2)P Fi'yAvi</~!(51/J 2 occurs 

1
Ragg (po 299) identifies it as a quotation (lko 23:35/Pso 21(22):8) 0 

Contrast Morgenthaler (IP p. 71) 9 who for the same reasons as at lko 2J:J4 
(see above P• 510p n. 2) cannot classify it as a quotation~ lagrange (po 588) 
will not identify it as a simple and direct quotation because olf the assign= 
ment of the substantive and the verb to different groups in the NTb Gough 
(po vi) classifies it as an allusion0 Dittmar (po 68) places it in his 
category of quotations in a wider sense6 Karnetzki (po ~6) and Gundry (The 
Use of the OT in Mt. P Po 6J) recognize it as an allusionb.' Most other =-= 
scholars speak not so much of luke 1 s conscious allusion to the OT but of 
his dependence up~n ~fiialm 21(22) as a source (eogo Goppeltp Po 122; Dibeliusp 
'rom Traditionp Po 199; Fineganp p. J2)o 

2cfo Cadbury (The ~tyle andp JPo 185) 9 who commen\s t~at though this 
is >a bad vocabulary cho1ce and lLuke normally prefers.sftii:!lfW P his use 
of t-/<jA-vn~~(jw here is because he is consciously thinking of IPso 21(22):8. 
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only at L~. 16:14; 23:35). The ~ords of mockery in ~s. 21(22):9 and the 

Gospels have a similar line of argument as we.U as agll"eeing verballyo lWke 1 s 

verbal parallelism is closer than Mark's but not as extensive as Matthe~ 0 s 

Luke either chooses a 

source ~hich already has this more extensive pattern of allusion or he may 

2 
introduce it himself. What makes the verbal parallelism all the more 

striking is that the material parallelism is not as well founded. ][n the 

psalm those who stare also mock ~ile in Luke the two actions are assigned 

to different parties. In the psalm it is God who is to save, whereas the 

mockers in Luke call on Jesus to save himself. Unlike the tightly con= 

centrated verbal parallelism of the Ps. 21(22):19/Lk. 22:34 allusion 0 the 

verbal parallelism occurs sporadically through a larger part of the narra= 

tive. The context does prepare the reader for the allusion in the sense 

that the preceding concentrated allusion (Lk. 23:34/Ps. 21(22):19) turns 

your mind to the OT. Then in a less concentrated but just as significant 

way 9 for the verbal parallelism consists of words which form the basic 

structure of the narrative, a further allusion to Psalm 21(22) is intro= 

duced. 

Before we look at the text-form and the function of this allusion, 

it is necessary to note briefly that through his choice of sources Luke 

has omitted a possible allusion to the second part of Ps. 21(22):8 (cf. 

It is disputed whether the description of the crowd wagging 

their heads is really an allusion specifically to Ps. 21(22):8, and not 

just an OT metaphor for derision.3 Theological reasons may account for 

1Taylor (~, p. 593) is not certain that the Psalm 21(22) allusion 
in Mark, in contrast to Mt. 27:43, extends to the words of mockery. It 
is at best "a reminiscence." It is sometimes suggested that the words of 
mockery are related to Wsd. 2:17-20, possibly as an allusion to it (e.g. 
HUhn, JP• 66f.; Stendahl 9 P• 141; Kali'netzki (p. 19) on Mt. 27:43; Stuhl= 
muller, Jerome Biblical Commentary, ~ 44:171)~ Contrast Taylor, Mark, 
Po 59Jo ' ==-=-

2cfo Knox (I, p. 144), who allows some of the portions of the allu= 
sion to originate with luke and some with his sources. 

3Taylor, ~' p. 591; Suhl 9 p. 61; e.g. 4 Km. 19:21; Job 16:4; Jer. 
!8:16; lam. 2:15; Ps. 108(109):25; cf. Sir. 13:7; 12:18! Contrast Gundryp 
The Use of the OT in 1\itop Po 63. 
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this nnl!b-allusiono luke wishes to avoid the false accusation concerning 

the temple which accompanies this sign of derision 0 and thusp continue to 

portray Jesus as innocento Since Luke does not introduce the false 

charges at the Sanhedrin trial~ they would be pointless hereo The people 

play a neutral and sometimes even a supportive role with ll"egard to Jesus m l!uke'a 

gospel and passion narrative (Lko 19:48; 20:19; 21:38; 22:2; only at Lko 

2J:1J do the people turn against Jesus; cfo 23:27; 2J:48)o It would be 

inappropriate at this point to introduce their mockeryo It may also be 

out of reverence for Jesusp a religious motive, that the head wagging is 

eliminatedo 
1 

The text=form discrepancies (Lko 2J:J5/Pso 21(22):8P 9) may be readily 

explained as part of the stylistic adaptation of the OT text to the NT 

context (Bfw~w-~ 0 the singular circumstantial participle occurs instead 
{' ~ 

of the plural substantive form 0 o< IJ~w/'ovvtE-S 9 in order that it may 

properly modify }r~-O's 
) / 

; the imperfect €-)EJt-ui<T/ft So" is substituted for the 
) / 

aoriSt ~~tJ'l" I<T{f' <:ro<l./ possibly to show the duration of the act of mockery; 

i!W_g-; Tw =- cTMt<~f'VJ o Since the LXX and the MT agree at this point it is 

difficult to decide definitely which was originally the basic text tradi= 

tion for the allusionso As it stands now the verbal agreement is close 

to the LXX so that the reader is easily referred to the Greek OT text= 

2 
formo 

The function of the allusion within the immediate context is to pro= 

vide the basic structure for the account of the Jews' mockeryo In form 

the allusion might readily be identified as a detached midrasho It pre= 

vides a commentary on Pso 21(22):8 0 9 by interpreting it in terms of the 

crucifixion events; The familiar interpretational device for relating 

1Cadbury 0 The Style Po 94o •• 
2ocarnetz~i (ppo 86P 246) on the assumption of ~kan introduction of 

this allusion and the unique combination of verbal parallels_8f~~~~ 0 

ili)A'·1.1SJ)f[J~ suggests that the LXX is the original text tradi tiono 
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the OT text to current events: the identification of the unspecified 

actors in the OT as the participants in the NT narrativep is employedo 
I ) / I 

_QtS_c-I.A!~Q~'!Tf"_) ~s~II.KT?Jf! (1"",,{1/ are interpreted as the ~oto) . who watch 

and the_clpvovT6-\: who mock (cfo 1 QpH 1:12=13; ~Wl(Habo 1:4) is inter= 
, ~ l •r 

preted as the_ ~J!L7.D ... 1 1l i.) •l of the Qumran community's experience) o 
T 1' T •• ~ 

The mockery scenes show the depth of emotional and spiritual anguish to 

which Jesus 9 suffering wento It takes up several aspects of the rela= 

tionship of that suffering to Jesus' mission and the people's response to 

ito Though Jesus knows that he must suffer according to the will of God 0 

he also may have felt deeply the obstacle to faith that this suffering 

placed in the way of those who were expecting an immediately victorious 

Messiah a At least the early church labored under that scandala This 

allusion functions to portray both the scandalvs content and its divine 

necessityo The righteous sufferer in the psalm (cfo Wsdo 2:17=20) is 

jeered at because the God in whom he trustsp whose power he proclaims 0 

is evidently unable to deliver himo The mockery of Jesus has a similar 

point but it is directed not against God but against Jesusp himselfp his 

messianic claims 0 and his miraculous minist~o Though the two objects 

of mockery are similar 0 this difference is very importanto 

Pso 21(22):9 may be alluded to in the choice of the titles hurled at 

Jesus a that it is really 

God's power behind his Anointed One which is being mockedo We could take 
V I ) J 
OJ( G_~).._H o<'uTo\1 (l?so 21(22):9) to mean God 9 s delight in the righteous 

sufferero (The more probable meaningp the righteous sufferer 0 s delight 

in Godp is supported by the immediate syntax and the general chiastic 

structure of the couplet in which "He hoped in the ll..ord" has as its 
(>' I ) f 

corresponding membe.- aTe fJ€-)..H o<'uTo\f ) o (Lko 
(/ I i / 

23:35) 0 then 0 would probably express the orc~€Af< ~vToV of the psalmo 

1 ( ) I 

Schmido Po 349; others relate_9__f/<_).<'-I<'I0 j __ to Iso 42:1 (eogo TDNTP 
Vo Po 689; Hnhnp p. 66fo); Gundry (The Use of the OT in Mt 0 Po 145r=;;es 
the allusion to l?so 21(22):9/Mto 27:43 as an allusion peculiar to Mto 
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The allusions other function 0 howeverp is to present the promise and 

fulfilment understanding of these actions at the crucifi~ion. The sig= 

nificance of the allusion for the larger conte~t of Luke's work is 0 as in 

the case of lk. 23:34/~s. 21(22):19 0 only recognizable in general terms. 

T~e allusion helps solve the problem of the scandal of messianic suffering 

by providing some definite OT basis for the Christian apologetic. As 

with Lk. 23:34/~s. 21(22):19 it appears that all to which the NT writer 

wishes to refer is e~plicitly cited in his allusion. The allusion does 

not appear to be a pointer to the larger original context. However 0 the 

conjunction of two allusions which refer to two different portions of the 

larger original conte~t (Lk. 23:31/Ps. 21(22): 19; lk. 23:35/~s. 21(22):8P 

9) does tend to direct us to the content of the psalm as a wholep at least 

the whole of the suffering sectiono Whether the allusion to ~salm 21(22) 

is also meant to point to the second portion of the psalm (Ps. 21(22):28-

32)D which emphasizes the universal salvation of Godp is not certaino 

It would certainly correspond to Luke's emphasis on the pattern of suffer-

ing and glory which is a constant theme in his theology of the Messiah. 

The choice of Psalm 21(22) would then mean that the mockery was not only 

interpreted by an allusion which shows the scriptural necessity of the 

suffering aspect of the pattern. The allusion would also show the scrip-

tural necessity of the whole of the pattern0 the messianic glory as well 

as the suffering. Unfortunately the psalmist does not repeat the word-

ing of the mockery in his positive statements concerning the deliverance 

of the !Lord. Thus no close connection e~ists in the psalm between this 

aspect of the suffering and the subsequent glor,yo The phrasing of the 

mockery in Luke does not suggest that the allusion is meant to point 

beyond suffering to glory. At best we can say that it is an unconscious 

declaration of the glory which was to followo 1 

1 cf o Flesseman:·~ (Zurr Bedeutun&p Po 96) 0 who contends that simply the 
choice of ~salm 21(22) for the proclamation of the death of Jesus in a 
post-resurrection situation meant that the resurrection was unconsciously 



The basic interpretational method used to appropriate fs. 21(22):8P 

9 for its NT context is the same as that which is used in lko 23:34./~s. 

21(22):19. 1 We have already noted that this allusion takes the form of 
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a detached midrasij. There are three aspects of the allusion's use which 

might be taken as indications of a lack of respect for the original context. 

A lament over past events is used as a predictive prophecyo 'it' he analysis 

of this difficulty and the possible explanations are the same for lk. 23: 

35/Jlls. 21(22):8P 9 
2 as they were for lk. 23:34/~s. 21(22):~9o As we have 

noted when discussing material parallelism luke apparently separates the 

actions of 11 looldng11 and "mocking" assigning them to two different groups~ 

the people and the leaders. In Psalm 21(22) they are performed by the 

same group. The explanation for such an interpretation involves theolo·g= 

ical and historical factors. luke has continually shown an interest in 

portraying the_~~;) _as positively disposed to Jesus.3 Thus he presents 

them separated from the leaders' mocking. This may very well be groun= 

ded in historical fact. The people whom evidentlythe leaders had stirred 

up to demand Jesus' death (lk. 22:2p 6; 23:18p 2lp 23) and who in the heat 

of that opposition accompany Jesus to his execution 9 now stand dumbfounded 

at the cross as they witness the accomplishment of their desires. 4 Only 

those who plotted against Jesus from the beginning are still enthusias-

tically opposed to him. The other possible lack of respect for original 

context is the use of a mocking cry for God to save the righteous sufferer 

as a call for Jesus the messianic pretender to save himself. As Matthew's 

referred to; cf. Dodd (According to the Scriptures 9 p. 10l)g who in his 
suggestion that Ps. 79(80):7 is possibly alluded to at Lk. 23:35 notes 
that it has a plot which corresponds to the theme of suffering and triumph 
that runs throughout the OT. 

1see above 9 p. 516; cf. Rose (le Jl>sautier» p. 316) 9 who sees it as 
understood in a promise and fulfilment context and compares Jl>so 34(35):16. 

2s<De aDOV0 0 IJ)o 5~80 

3see belOWp p. 543fo 

4cf. Javet 9 p. 262 0 
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e~tended version of the jeering shows the two uses are not contradictory. 

They may be so related that the short version in Luke m~ be seen as an 

appropriate use of the psalm. The call on the "Christ of God," God 0s 

Anointed to save himself really assumes in the Jewish ~ of thinking 

that one is calling on God to act on behalf of his Anointed and thus vin-

dicate the messianic claimant's contention that God does delight in him. 

Wisdom 2:13p 17-20 shows the connection between a special relationship 

with God expressed in a name (e.g. God's son) and the obligation which the 

relationship places on God to act on behalf of the person so named. 

Mockery of the person is justifiable if God is not meeting his obligation. 

The use of a Ps 21(22):9 allusion to express these thoughts does not vie= 

late the original context if we may recognize that the emphasis on Jesus' 

messianic claims and his powerlessness has pushed into the background the 

fact that it is God's power which must deliver him. This shift in emphasis 

is quite conceivable on historical grounds for the whole trial and con-

demnation had to do with Jesus' claims abcut himself. There is a surface 

contradiction in the application of_ O"Wii~T"' not to God 0 s action but 

Jesus'. But this does not wholly violate the original context since in 

both cases it is understood that God's paqer is the ultimate means of 

deliverance. It is the change in emphasis or focus from God to Jesus 

which has caused the seeming contradiction. 

These last two differences in substance between Ps. 21(22):8, 9 and 

its application in Luke have already opened up the important question 

concerning the relationship between the historicity of the event and the 

influence of the OT. Though the probability that mockery occurred is not 

generally questioned historically, 1 it is the words of the mockery which 

1strauss, p. 686Q Contrast Fleigel (p. 69), who says that on Passover 
the religious leaders would not have gone out to mock; Leisy (Les Evangiles 
§xnoptlques, II, p. 675) sees the mockery as a doublet with the mockery 
in the praetorium~ Loisy (~, p. 557) also sees the fact of the people 
lookin$ as derived from Zech. 12:10 though the term_~~~~Wf is taken from 
Ps. 21(22):8. There isp howeverp not sufficient verbal or material 
parallelism between Lk. 23:35 and Zech. 12:10 to make either identification 
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are normally considered to be unhistorical and to have the OT as their 

sourceo The main objection is that the leaders would not have used the 

1 
words of the ungodly from a psalm to express their d~sapproval of Jesuso 

This would mean that they were actually condemning themselves (cfo Pso 21 

2 
(22):1])o Howeverp in view of the difference in material parallelisn 

between the two words of mcckeryp it is reasonable to conclude that the 

basic content of what was said was not taken from the OT but from histori-

cal tradi tiono Only later is Pso 21(22):9 applied to the historical 

tradition with the result that the content of the psalm appears to be re= 

interpreted in the light of the eventso Matthew shows this most clearly 

when in his quoting of Pso 21(22):9 as the words of the leaders he has 

them adding the explanation!? "for he said that he was God's sono 11 The 

re-interpretation whibh involves the shift in emphasis from God 9 s deliver-

ance to the messianic pretender's self-deliverance is mockery quite 

appropriate to religious leaders who ridicule not God but a messianic pre-

tendero Thusp they do not necessarily condemn themselves with such 

mockeryo It might be argued that the change in emphasis was just part 

of making the psalm appropriate to the supposed NT circumstances even 

though the psalm was originally the only source of the detail. It is 

more difficul~ howeverp to see how such a change in emphasis could arise 

on the basis of Psalm 21(22) as the only source of the detail 0 than it is 

to understand that the allusion to Psalms 21(22) is secondary to the 

actual eventso Of course 0 the OT may have controlled the preservation 

of the details in the,:-gospel traditiono So both history and the OT 

exercised influence over the preservation and expression of the tradition. 

But the OT did not influence the gospel tradition as the creator of the 

of an allusion possible or the maintenance of a position that Zechariah 
is the source of the NT detail soundo It is more probable that history 
~~ovided the detail which ~salm 2i(22) interpretedo 

1 Straussp po 686o 
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de taU o The same may be said for the details concerning the action of 

looking and of mocking which are performed by two different groupso 

Again the NT application hardly develops from reflection on the psalm 

alone. Rather the psalm is secondary to the historical facts and has 

1 
been interpreted in the light of them. Again the fact of a recognizable 

allusion in these details could have influenced their preservationo 

The source of the allusion is pre-lukan as lu~e depends on a non-

Markan sourceo This conclusion robs us of the opportunity to say that 

luke using Mark shows a further development in the interpretation of 

~salm 21(22) as prophetic of Jesus' sufferingso
2 Rather it is a non= 

Markan source which originally provides the OT allusion in the form of 

a detached midrasho It is difficult to discern whether luke has 

enhanced the allusion at any pointo 3 

A possible allusion4 to ~s. 68(69):22/lko 23:36 has limited verba! 
)/. )/ 

parallelism (ILk. 23:36, oSo~ :: o3oJ-P Ps. 68(69):22; cfo Mk. 15:36/Mto 
>I )/ >' >; 1 >I 

27:48d'3ou_) ... f_iioTt5fl/ ol-vTov = fl.oTta-o£v_...Mf oJo5 9 Ps. 68(69):22; cfo 

J. 19:29; Mt. 27:34). The material parallelism, however, is exact. 

1 Rengstorf, Po 271. 

2Contrast Dibe!ius, From Tradition, Po 199; Schelkle, po 88; Karnetz= 
ki, Po 86; OCnox (I, po 144) contends that Luke's further development of 
the interpretation of the OT in the light of the passion events shows 
that history not OT prophecy was the original basis of the gospel tradi
tion and that it was on the basis of that tradition that the early church 
even "as late as !Luke" was still finding OT prophecies of the Passiono 
Though we are in total agreement with OCnox's understanding of the sequen
tial and causal relationship between OT prophecy and NT eventp we do not 
see this particular detail as part of the evidence for !Luke's further 
development of OT interpretation. 

3Another possible allusion (Mko 15:32/~s. 68(69):10 cfo IPs. 21(22): 
7) to which luke fails to allude is «Asputed as being any reference to 
the OT (SuhlP p. 61; Karnetz~i 0 Po 85)o 

~aggp Po 300J Dittmar (p. 67f.) classifies it as a quote in the 
larger sense and compares IPso 21(22):17; cf. Rose, le l?sautier 9 Po 317; 
0Carnetzki 0 Po 86; lLindars, po 100; Gough 0 Jl>o vi; Loli.syp ~P Po 557; 
~auckp Bl• 284~ l!.ess certain are Leaney 9 p. 285; l?lummer 9 p~ 533; Goppelt 9 

p. 121; GilmoUrp Interpreter's Biblep VIII 9 Po 4106 Contrast 9 those who 
are certain it is not an allusion: Visp Po 49: Schelklep p. 87; Rengstorf 0 
Po 272 o 



1 
Both actions are acts of mockery. 

)/ 
Of the other uses of o~oS in the 

OT none is in a context of mockery. The mention of the term is not 

simply an OT idea, a common OT expression of derision like head wagging. 

Its occu~ncein a mockery context would point definitely to the Psalm 

68(69) passage. \~en the fact of this material parallelism is combined 

with the fact of other OT allusions in the immediate context; the 

apparently frequent use of Psalm 68(69) in the early church to interpret 

Jesus' mission and sufferings (e.g. J. 15~25/Ps. 68(69):5; Rom. 15~3/ 

Ps. 68(69):10; cf. Ac. 1:20/Ps. 68(69):26); and especially the understand-

ing of this detail as a fulfilment of Scripture (J. 19:28f.), then we may 

think it probable that we have an allusion at this place.2 

Psalm 68(69) may be described as an individual lament consisting of 

supplication to God (vv. 1=21), imprecation against one's foes (vv. 22=30), 

which turns into a nymn of praise looking forward to deliverance (vv. 31~ 

Our allusion comes from the transition (Ps. 68(69)~20-22) between 

the supplication and imprecation sections. The psalmist describes the 

treatment by his foes which he considers a justifiable basis on which to 

call down God's wrath on them. The description of his sufferings is 

too general to identify the historical circumstances in which they were 

. d 4 experience • Yet the relationship of the psalmist's offense to the 

temple service (e.g. Ps. 68(69):10, 31) and the hope for the rebuilding 

of the cities of Judah <~·36) has given some reason to see the historical 
i 

1~, V, p. 289; Contrast Leaney, p. 285. 

2contrast Suhl (p. 61), who in his assessment of Mk. 15:36 sees the 
lack of material parallelism, the understandable nature of 'the detail 1 s 
function in the narrative, and the lack of greater verbal parallelism as 
sufficient reasons for not classifying it as an allusion to Ps. 68(69): 
22. In our situation the material parallelism is stronger but the verbal 
parallelism is weaker. 

3Weiser, p. 493; Rose, Le Psautier, p. 334. 

4weiser, p. 493. 
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setting as the time of ~zra and Nehemiaho
1 )/ 

The offering of_o~J2y. to 

quench the thirst may be interpreted as mockery because of its sour 

taste a 

Though no Jewish exegetical tradition interprets the whole or any 

part of this psalm messianically, it does interpret several portions of 

the psalm by identifying David as the psalmista2 The Jewish interpreta-

tion of Ps. 68(69):22 is concerned with the enemies who afflict the right-

eous in this wayo The Qumran community identifies their opponents who 

maintain the Jerusalem temple ritual as these enemies (1 QH 4:11, 12/cfo 

No interest is shown in the interpretation of the 

person wronged. The Qumran literature does mention, however, th~t it is 

the people of God in general who are fed the vinegar of false teaching. 

The text=form of the one word in verbal parallelism is identical with 

the LXX. It is difficult to tell whether the OT source is the LXX or MT 

• 1/f_ 
s1nce o JoS is used to translate r >:?in in both its meanings sour wine 

(Ruth 2:14) and vinegar (Pr. 25:20)o The LXX, of course 9 is what the 

Greek reader is being referred too 

The function of the allusion in the immediate context is, as in the 

case of the two preceding allusions 9 both to graphically portray Jesus' 

suffering and to show the scriptural promise and fulfilment basis of the 

suffering. The soldiers in mock tribute to a political pretender present 
) I 

him with not the best wine but bitter wineo 3 They _ E-IJE-1i<t_l S ¢11 him by 

this act as well as their words (lke 23:36, 37)o Aside from the necessity 

1A. A. Anderson, I, Po 499; Wo R. Taylor and W. S. McCullough, 
"Commentary on the J?salms," The Interpreter's Bible, ed. G. Ao Buttrick 
(Nashville, 1955), IV, p. 362; Weiser {p. 493) lists some other alterna
tives: the martyrdom of Jeremiah; religious persecution in Maccabean times. 

2~ (III, Po 313) cites Zebo 54b on Ps. 68(69):10; ~(I, Po 399) 
cites Dt. Ro 2(198a) on Ps. 68(69):14; cf. Vis,. po 49o 

3!!lli!,, v 9 p 0 289. 



of showing that the scandal of messianic suffering has been divinely 

ordained in Scripture 0
1 the OT allusion also shows that the despiteful 

treatment of the Romans is motivated by other than justifiable disgust 
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with the guilty. We have seen that Luke has purposefully shown Rome in 

a good light throughout the Passion. It is not insignificant that at 

the two places where Romansp Gentiles, adopt a negative attitude and take 

hostile action against Jesus (23:34P 36) both actions are undergirded by 

the necessity of scriptural ~ulfilment. luke is able to continue to save 

face for Romep show Christianity as harmlessp and at the same time write 

history which includes some expression of the negative Gentile attitude. 

There is nothing in the allusion which points either to the larger original 

context or which is echoed in the larger Lukan context. It is simply a 

detail of fulfilled prophecy which supports Luke's promise and fulfilment 

understanding of the passion events. 

The interpretational method by which Luke understands that Ps. 68(69): 

22 is fulfilled in Jesus' passion is the same as the one he applies to Pso 

He takes a general image for mockery by unidentified 

foes and shows that it is literally fulfilled in what happens to the Son 

of Davidp the Messiah. The identity of the mockers is the Roman execu~ 

tion squad. There are two big differences, however. Unlike Psalm 21 

(22) there is no possibility of interpreting any portion of the psalm 

messianicallyp nor did Jews as far as our information carries us interpret 

3 it that way. We are left with the assumption that Davidic authorship 

was the basis for seeing a messianic interpretation as appropriate. The 

psalmist's description of himself as /i6\lS a-au (Ps. 68(69):18; Cfo Is. 

1 
See above, p. 525 .. 

2
Vis (p. 50) sees the fact that Christians used a psalm, which was 

not interpreted messianically by the Jews to prove the messianic sufferings 
-of Jesus, shows a development in the early church's apologetic. 'fhey 
now "gave free rein to their imagination and saw their Messiah foretold 
almost everywhere." 

3Rose, Le .Psautier, p. 334; Flesseman';, Zur Bedeuturm, p. 94. 
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52:13-53:12) may have been taken as a clue that a suffering Servant 

(suffering Messiah) interpretation of the psalm w~s appropriate o The 

hymn inviting universal praise may also have been recognized as a descrip-

tion of rejoicing in the light of God's final salvation and thus placed 

the whole psalm in an eschatological perspectiveo
1 But these clues 

become clear only when the psalm is read in the light of t~e crucifixion and 

resu~rection eventso The other difference from Psalm 21(22) is we have 

no record in the synoptic tradition that Jesus applied any portion of 

Psalm 68(69) to himself (contrast Jo 2:17/Pso 68(69):10)o Luke does not 

violate the original context in terms of the grammatical senseo There 

is again the seeming violation of the original historical context and the 

writer's original intent 9 for an individual lament over past experiences 

2 
is interpreted as a messianic prophecy of future eventso 

)/ 

Though the presence of c3oS in the possession of the soldiers at 

the crucifixion is historically conceivable 9
3 the different degrees and 

ways in which various references to giving Jesus drink at the cross are 

influenced by Pso 68(69):22 cause some to wonder whether any reference is 

really historical and not rather fabricated from the 0To4 Of the various 

references only Luke shows both verbal and material parallelismo None 

of the others, while they may to varying degrees show verbal parallelism 

(note Matthew's adjustment of Mark, Mto 27:34/Mko 15:23; Mto 27:48/Mko 

15:36; Jo 19:29), clearly indicate that offering to Jesus the drink was 

an act of mockeryo Not even John who 

fulfilled Scripture presents the offer 

explicitly states that the act 
)/ 

of 9jo~ as an act of mockeryo 

l' · L E" ·1 S t. II 6 ~o1sy 9 es vangi es ynop 1ques 9 9 Po 75o 

2 
See above 9 po 519 o 

3cfo Jo Lightfoot's (II~ Po 563) evidence, especially Aelius 
Spartinianus' ("Pescennius.N.iger ad Diocletianum Augustum 9

19 Ex_~Re~= 
tione i>eso Erasmi, edo Do Erasmus (Basileae, 1518), Po 267) observation: 
Idem jussit vinum in expeditione neminem (militum) bibere 9 sed aceto 
universes esse contentoso 

4strauss 9 Po 681; Fleigel 9 Po 69; Contrast Gundry 9 The Use of the 
OT in Mtop Po 202o 
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It is more probablep thenp that the OT is not the source for the event 

but rather that in the light of the historical detail the OT passage was 

understood to be a prophecy of it. 
1 

Luke's narrative because it has both verbal and material parallelism 

might be the most suspect historically. What would be especially ques-

tioned is the motive of mockery behind the offer of the drink. Is this 

portrayal really accurate? Those who view Mark as luke's basic source 

for this narrative usually conclude that either one
2 

or both3 of Mark 1 s 

references combined into one have been taken over and edited in the light 

of Ps. 68(69):22. Since we have seen reason to believe that a non-

Markan source is basic herep we do not need to explain the relationship 

between these references this way. Rather it may be that Luke is report-

ing the same event as Mk. 15:36. In Luke's tradition the detail has been 

generalized and interpreted, as far as the soldiers' motivation is con-

cerned, fully in the light of Ps. 68(69):22. Such a mocking motivation 

is not excluded in Mark's presentation. Rather there is a difference in 
)/ 

emphasis so that the immediate purpose of offering the _ _Q_J_Q)-o the prolong-

ing of life to see if Elijah will come and save himp comes to the fore 

( M k o 1 5: 36) • The OT, while not the originator of the detail, probably 

exercised control over its preservation in the gospel tradition. The OT 

increasingly influenced not only the way in which the detail was expressed 

verbally but also the emphasis and significance which was given to it. 

Thusp whereas John is interested simply in the material correspondence of 
)/ 

fact: the psalmist and Jesus both drink~)JLS 0 Luke chooses a source which 

is interested in the correspondence of fact and interpretive significance: 
)/ 

the psalmist and Jesus are offered 0 so-) as an act of mockery 0 Thus 0 

far from historiGizing the detail so that it ceases to be a fulfilment 

1Taylo~P Mark0 Po 595o 
2Mk. 15:36/Lk. 23:36P lLagrange, p. 589; Mk. 15:23.~ 36/lLk. 23:36, 

Conzelmann, Theology of JLuke, p. 88. 

3Loisy, les Evangiles Synoptiques, IIP p. 674; Gilmourp Interpreter's 
~P VIII, p. 410. 



of prophecy proof-text 9 Luke heightens that significance by choosing a 

source which presents this allusion in close verbal and material parallel-

ism with the OT. At the same time this source removes any additional 
)/ 

functions in the historical narrative which the offering of the~J~5-

original.l!.y had. The allusion is probably pre=Lukan and belongs to the 

process of handing on the gospel tradition understood in the light of 

OT prophecy. 
1 

Old Testament Idea 

OT usage is reflected in Luke's use of the terms in Jesus' prayer 

/ 2 ) / ) >lrf 
{Lk. 23:349_/!_!!-]7-f for God; r;(y;au<.)· ou O( otq"(\1 ) and the Jewish 

( /( ( ' .,._~ () ~ ( ) - / ) leader's mockery 23:35-o-~-::.>-IIIL;_o _ _,f,ocq-T~-5 r_a_u_ f-OUj o f./<At=-I<I"J o Of 

special interest is Luke 1 s use of_ijo5--• 

The prayer taken as a whole is a prayer of intercession for the for-

giveness of those who have committed a sin of ignorance. This kind of 

prayer not only contrasts with the expected prayer for forgiveness made 

by a condemned Jewish criminal that his own sins would be forgiven and 

that his death might serve as an atonement for them.3 It goes beyond 

the martyr's prayer that his death may be an atonement for the sins of 

Israel and that God's judgment may end with his death.4 Rather Jesus 

prays for 9 in the most immediate instance 9 the Gentile executioners who 

have just crucified him (23:33f.). The general way in which they are 
) ~ 

indicated { oeuTOLS ) 9 without the use of a demonstrative pronoun to point 

1
Boismard's {II 9 p. 422) suggestion that lk. 23:26 9 33 is an allusion 

tp_,Ge~. 2~_:6 9 9 ha~ good support in the verbal paralle~ism,_~t ~· ~3,-J").j-ov 
~Jt_( Tov To ~l(J'{ -,-

19 
s1nce only at Gen. 22:6 9 9 in the OT Is_ f111 ToV To7jp_ _ 

combined wi t4~X_11/II'-<. • The question is whether this striking verbal 
parallelism is sufficient enough to overcome the deficiency in .material 
parallelism, for Simon not Jesus has the cross placed on him. We think 

) ' ..... / 

not 9 for the expression t:ii( Toll To_iiav functions in Luke's special 
material simply to designate arrival at a place (Lk. 19:5; 22:40) and 
may have no more significance than that here; See above 9 p. 489o n. 1 o 

2 See below0 Po 608a 

3sanh. 6:2. 
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to the Roman execution squad over against any other group of people~ 

t th t th h . 1 1 . t. 1 
sugges s a e prayer may ave a un1versa app 1ca 10n6 

We need not take Is. 53:12 as the only OT source for this idea 

of intercessory prayer for the forgiveness of sins. 2 We have already 

noted the lack of a basis for an allusion to Is. 53:12 in this prayer. 

The suffering Servant's intercession for transgressors is an example of 

one of the characteristics of the Servant of the lord (e.g. Abraham 9 Gen. 

18:22-33; Moses, Ex. 32:32P Num. 14: 19; cf. Job, Job 42:8). Moses asks 

to die if God will not forgive Israel's sin. The suffering Servant makes 

intercession for sinners through his death. The important difference 

between Moses and the suffering Servant is that God accepts the suffering 

Servant's death as an atonementv while he answers Moses' prayer and for-

gives Israel. This makes Moses' death unnecessary (Ex. 32:33). 

There are other bases on which the righteous interceded for the sinner. 

Some attempted to persuade God by appealing to his nature: his righteous-

ness which would not destroy the righteous (Gen. 18:22-33); his mercy 

(Num. 14:19); his faithfulness which would show itself in consistent 

action throughout history (2 Esdr. 19:17). Because Jesus offers his 

intercessory prayer in the midst of his suffering on the cross and for 

those who are causing him to suffer, it is at once suggested that the 

prayer may be ~ke 's way of expressing Ute soteriological significance of 

Jesus' death,} either under the pattern of a martyr 

sins of others (cf. Ac. 7:60),t or of the suffering 

who atones for the 

s Servant. However, 

ltagrange, p. 588; Javet, p. 261; cf. Daube (Studia fatristica, IV, 
P• 59), who observes that since luke explains the Jews' and Gentiles' 
actions in crucifying Christ as acts of ignorance the prayer could apply 
to either. 

2contrast Dalman, Jesus-Jeshua, p. 197; TDNT, V, p. 713~ n. 455. 

3contrast Hauck (p. 284)~ who notes the parallel with the Lord's 
Prayer (Lk. 11:4) and sees th~ prayer as functioning not soteriologically 
but parenetically. · 

4stauffer~ p. 131~ Contrast Lohse, MHrtyrer~ p. 130. 

5cf • Jeremias (NT Theology, I, p. 298), who describes it as Jesus' 



there is nothing in the prayer itself or its immediate setting which 

relates it directly to Jesus' death. The basis for forgiveness is not 

"because I am making atonement for them 9
11 but the character of the sin as 

a sin of ignorance. The sin of ignorance was provided for within Jewish 

law with a specified sacrifice which would make atonement for it (Lev. 5: 

18}a It does not appearp however 9 to be to this sacrificial frameworkp 

which would have been a way of interpreting Jesus' death soteriologically 0 

that the reference to & sin of ignorance points. There is nothingp then 9 

in the intercessory prayer which suggests any kind of soteriological under-

standing of Jesus' death.
1 

At the most, as is made explicit in the 

preaching in Acts the death must be assumed as the basis for the offer of 

forgiveness (e.g. Lk. 24:47; Ac. 2:38; 3:17-19; 10:39, 43; 13:28» 38). 
} / 

The OT uses~~f..Jfl/_d:j._ in a religious sense ("to forgive sins") to 

render mainly :J,.WJ (e.g. Gen. 50: 17p Ex. 32:32) and_ n? '0 (Lev. 4:20; 5: 
TT - 1" 

6; cf.l~)o Is. 22:14). 
-T 

} / 

The choice of ~1lfV~( with its basically 

legal connotations to render the cultic terms for pardoning may have 

imported a new meaning into the LXX idea. 2 However» the basic idea of 

the removal of offense and the declaration of reconciliation or pardon is 

the same in both contexts though the means by which it is achieved may be 

differento It is God who forgives sins through atonement made within 

the divinely ordained sacrificial system (lev. 4:20-5:18). The forgive-

ness of sins not only characterizes the righteous man now (Ps. 24(25):18; 

31(32):1» 5), but it is one of the characteristics of restoration and the 

End-time (Jer. 38(31):34; Is. 33:24; 55:7)o 

luke presents the offering of forgiveness of sins as an essential 

part of Jesus' ministry (Lk. 5:20-24/Mk. 285-10; lk. 7:47-49) and as an 

understanding of his death. Since he sees it as an agraphon interpolated 
later he does not relate it to Luke's theology. 

1 
Contrast Fuller 9 p. 72. 

2TDNT, I, p. 509. 
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evidence that the salvation of the End-time has begun to come (4:18 

The heart of the missionary 

message in Acts is that on the basis of Christ's death and resurrection 

the forgiveness of sins may be proclaimed in his name (see references 

two paragraphs above). It is the fullness of this forgiveness which 

luke stresses as he reports Jesus' prayer for those who have crucified 

him. Not only is it the general OT understanding of God's forgiveness 

which comes into play but the special eschatological understanding concern-

ing the universal availability of forgiveness and its final effectiveness 

in the End-time is also present (Jer. 38(31):34). It is this kind of 

forgiveness which Jesus prays for now. 

One other feature of the End-time as described by Jeremiah is the 

universal personal knowledge of the Lord. Luke with his salvation history 

perspective can define a person's relationship to the Messiah Jesus in 

terms of ignorance and knowledge. It appears that there was a time of 

excusable ignorance during Jesus' ministry~ his death~ and resurrection. 

But in a post-resurrection setting after all the events necessary to 

reveal Jesus' true nature as Messiah have occWTed0 there is no longer 

any excuseo God calls all men everywhere to repent of the sin which 

they committed in ignoranceo This applies especially to those who in 

ignorance didn 9 t recognize that they were crucifying their Messiah (Ac. 

Jesus' prayer is answered by God's allowing the space of 

forty years to intervene between the rejection and crucifixion of Jesus 

and the fall of Jerusalem which was God's judgment on Israel for that 

act (Lk. 19:41-44). That was the time in which all could repent of 

their sin of ignorance and receive forgiveness (Ac. 3:17-19; 13:38-40). 1 

Luke by describing the sin as one of ignorance is not only trying 

to view the actions of Jew and Gentile alike in as good a light as possible. 

1 
Geldenhuys, p. 6080 Contrast Ellis (~, p. 267)P who claims that 

the prayer was answered in Jesus' death& 
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He hopes that a positive approach toward them will enable them to give a 

1 
ready hearing to the proclamation of the gospelo He is trying to under~ 

stand the interplay of several factors in the working of salvation history. 

He is attempting to see how men can be h~ld accountable within God's 

moral order for ev~l actions which fulfill his divine will and have 

soteriological significance for all men. lLuke also wants to see in 

what way men are responsible for evil actions whose significance can only 

be properly understood after the full salvation history pattern of suffer-

ing and glory has run its course in Jesus' death and resurrectiono To 

both excuse and hold men accountable Luke uses the OT and Jewish under-

standing of the relationship of ignorance and sino In the OT not only 

is a sin of ignorance one in which men unwittinglyp for lack of informa~ 

tionp offend God. This the sacrificial system provides for and in that 

way shows its perfection (e.g •. Lev. 5:18). But willful sin may be 

described as ignorance for it shows a lack of understanding, a rebellious-

ness which will foolishly not accept God's truth when faced with it (e.g. 

Pr. 7:23; 9:18; Is. 5:13; 6:9; Jer. 4:22). Sin as ignorance understood 

in this second way as lack of understanding is the OT idea which Luke 

employs to relate the accountability of men to the mystery of their free 

actions within the unfolding plan of God. He combines it with the 

thought that in the last Days full personal knowledge of God will be 

possible. Thus, those who would know God must repent of their sin turn 

from their willful ignorance and receive God's forgiveness. 

( \ 

When the religious leaders mock Jesusp they hurl the ti ties o XfJ<r.TO.j 
( > I 

and. 0 f-1')\E-I<.TOS at him and challenge him to save himself (lLko 

23:35 cf. v.,J9). "Christ of God" or "God's Anointed" is an example of 

( / 2 
the qualified use of o f;ctrTo) e ·u expresses the relationship of 

the Messiah to God. Its mocking application to the helpless Jesus 

1 
Conzelmannp Theology of Lukep p. 89; Daube 9 Studia Patristicap IV 9 

Po 69 o 
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strengthens the derisive taunt6 If he is really God's Anointed 9 then he 

should be able to with God's power save himself 9 but since he won't save 

himself he obviously isn't God's Anointed. This is Luke's way of putting 
l 

to death the exclusively glorious understanding off the Messiah. In the 

midst of Jesus' suffering this mockery serves as an unwitting confession 

of Jesus' true nature. The true Christ of God did not save himself but 

suffered and died. From that death he entered into his glory. 

To emphasize even more the special relationshipp the special esteem 

with which God would hold the true Messiah, but obviously do~s not hold 
( ) I 

this crucified pretender, the mockers attach the term, 0 f-IO~I<To~ • In 

the OT this term is assigned to the nation Israel (e.g. Ps. 104(105):6; 

Is. 43:20); Moses (Ps. 105(106):23); David (Ps. 88(89):4, 20), and the 

Servant (Is. 42:1; 49:2; cf. 28:16; it renders a variety of Hebrew wordsD 

_l~nl most frequently). . .,. 
l I 

Because_ ?K..)._f-I<To) is an adjective which means 

"choice" sometimes it functions not so much as a title but as a modifier 

(e.g. Is. 28: 16; 49:2). 
/ 

As with X purros the substantival use is 

normally not absolute but has a possessive pronoun attached to indicate 

that God has done the electing (e.g. Ps. 105(106):23; Is. 42:1). The 

absolute use in the plural to signify Israel (Jer. 10:17) occurs, but 

there is no absolute use in the singular as a messianic title (ct. the 

frequent use of the absolute as a messianic title in the Similitudes of 

Enoch, e.g. 1 En. 40:5; 45:3-4; 51:3, 5). 

Though Luke's reporting of the term here is often taken as a messianic 

title stemming from Is. 42:1, 1 it may be that the term is not meant to 

1
Finegan, p. 32; TDNT (V, p. 689) takes it as evidence for the 

messianic understanding of Is. 42:1 in first century Judaism; Leaney 
(p. 284) takes it as part of Luke's presentation of Jesus as the new 
chosen Moses (Ps. 105(106):23; cf. Lk. 9:31, 35). The only feature in 
the immediate context, however, which might possibly point to Moses is 
Jesus' intercessory prayer. We have already noted the material differ
enc·es between the two prayers. \'Jhen we combine this fact with the fact 
thsL£Lt,gta:fo':s_Il['u __ c9f-ou is the more immediate title to which __ q"~~>--~•<I{S 
is related and understand this messianic title against the background of 
Davidic messiahslllip then the connection with Moses appears to be more remote. 



function as a title in apposition depending on the same genitive _T~u Gf:-<1\l _ 

It could be just an intensifier of the idea of God's special regard for 

the Messiah. He is not so much the Chosen One as the choice One (cf. 

Is. 49:2; Is. 28:16; Ro. 16:J,3). The understanding would be in accord 

with one way of understanding the kind of argument that Ps. 21(22):9 

has in its mockery 9 "Let God save him for he delights in him." luke 

takes up an adjective which is applied to David and the Messiah in the 

OT and applies to the Messiah here with the meaning "choice" (contrast 

One of the characteristics of the Messiah's reign was to be salva-

tion (Zech. 9:9; Jer. 23:6; Ps. 71(72):4). The mockery of the leaders 

and the unrepentant criminal (lk. 23:35 9 39) is based on this fact. If 

he were the true Messiah and he had shown indications of it by saving 

others 9 he should be able to save himself now. The kind of salvation 

both were thinking of was a powerful deliverance from oppressive death= 

dealing circumstances. This should be within the power of the Lord's 

Anointed of the End-time (e.g. Is. 11:1-4). Luke also shares the belief 

that the Messiah would be one who works salvation. He consistently 

portrays Jesus' earthly mission as a messianic mission of salvation from 

physical and spiritual bondage
1 

to those who would believe (Lk. 7:50; 

inserts term Lk. 8:36/Mk. 5:16; Lk. 8:50/Mk. 5:36; cf. lk. 8:48/Mk. 5:34; 

lk. 17: 19; Lk. 18:42/Mk. 10:52; Lk. 19: 10). However 9 this salvation 

is only a foretaste of the greater spiritual salvation which the Messiah 

accomplishes through his death and resurrection. Though Jesus is 

declared savior at his birth (Lk. 2:11; Ac. 13:23) and shows in his 

mission the ability to save those who believe from the bondage of physical 

disease and sin 9 it is only after his suffering death that God exalts 

I / 
Jesus. to the right hand and declares him_Kuft"--5 __ and X ftu-]a5 (Ac. 5:31). 

The early church may then proclaim the fullness of eschatological salva= 

tion since through that suffering and exaltation Jesus has been made 

Lord as well as Christ (Ac. 2:36) and all of the promises of the lord God 
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providing salvation in the last days are also fulfilled in Jesus (Ac. 2: 

21/Jo. 3:5). 

luke in recording the mockery with Jesus' lack of response offers 

a corrective to the misunderstanding of the nature of messianic salvation. 

He shows that it is grounded in faith in what God can do in the most 

impossible circumstances not in the enjoyment of the immediately demon= 

strable power of a victorious political Messiah who will crush all opposi-

tion. He shows that salvation demands faith because it is based on the 

God-ordained pattern of suffering issuing in glo~. Salvation depends 

not on human initiative~ not even the Messiah's initiative, but on God's 

power. Luke then deepens and makes more full the OT idea of messianic 

salvation by showing that it is operative only because the Messiah desig= 

nate has first of all refused to save his own life but rather has'given 

it in suffering issuing in glory so that by faith those who enter into 

the fruit of that salvation may lose their lives in order to save them 

to a much greater inheritance (Lk. 9:24; Ac. 16:31). 

It is often proposed that luke's use of_~~:~ derives its special 

emphases from the LXX use of_i-r:~-/s to rende!"_O~. 9 which designates Israel 

1 
as the people of God (e.g. Num. 11:29; 1 Km. 2:24). Though neither the 

LXX nor Luke use ~~:j __ exclusively of Israel as God's people (e.g. Gen. 

41:40; Num. 21:29; Lk. 7:1; 2:31),
2 

it is the frequency with which the 

term has that special use in both works that leads to the conclusion 

that Luke often adopts the special OT meaning. The term describes in 

Luke more often than not the crowds to which Jesus and the early Christian 

missionaries minister in Jerusalem and falestine (luke replaces the 

Markan o'x~-Q) .with it 9 e.g. Lk. 19:48/Mk. 11:18; Lk. 20:6/Mk. 11:32; cfo 

1 
e.g. Conzelmann 9 Theology of Luke, p. 164; Schneider, p. 192; J. 

Kodell 9 "luke's Use of 'laos' especially in the Jerusalem Narrative~" 
,CJ3J!l,o XXXI (1969)o: pp. 327ff.; A. George 9 "Israel dans !'oeuvre de 1Ltnc 9

11 

E[, LXXV (1968}, p. 482 9 n. 4. 

2 
Contrast Georgep ~D LXXVP Po 482p no 4o 



Ac. 2:47; 5:13). These crowds are consistently characterized by posi= 

tive regard for the mission of Jesus and the early church (see references 

above; cf. Lk. 22:2; 23:5 9 13P 35). Even during the passion narrative 

luke is careful to tone down the crowd's opposition to Jesus although he 

does not totally eliminate the fact that it was under pressure from the 

crowd as well as the leaders that Pilate handed Jesus over to the will 

of the Jews to be crucified (23:13-25). 1 I' 

The OT meaning o~ ~oj aids 

luke in his theological purposes in two ways. By consistently referring 

to the Jewish crowds about Jesus as_~~£)- he continually places Jesus' 

mission within the theological even eschatological perspective of salva-

tion history. The people's reaction to Jesus' miracles is that God has 

visited his people (7:16; cf. 2:31 9 32). The positive disposition of 
I 

the~~_ to Jesus and the early church may be part of Luke's theology of 

the continuity between Israel 9 the people of God 9 and the Christian 

community, the people of God. 
/ 

The }.o~-o_) are a t 't' 2 rans1 ton group. 

They are those of Israel who show themselves to be the true Israel by 

their positive response to Jesus the true Messiah. They become the 

nucleus of the new Israel 9 the church (cf. Ac. 15:14). Luke portrays 
I 

the_A~a} __ at the cross (Lk. 23:35) as those who stare at a spectacle 

neither trying to prevent what is being done, nor remonstrating with the 

leaders as the penitent criminal does with his fellow. This Luke reports 

with the Ps. 21(22):8 allusion in order to show that the crowd's seeming 

neutrality, which though it is not active opposition like the leaders' 

mocker~ still is a form of hostility within the plan of God. The people 

1contrast G. Rau ("Das Volk in der lukanischen !Passionsgeschichte: 
eine Konjektur z. Lc. 23:13," ~~LVI 0965L pp. 41-51), whose conjecture 
on n~ ms. evid~nc~ tha/t the Lk. 23:13 text should read_~J_Q__vl<L)-_Tov_}.o~.ou 
noL2;>):o_v_Iot~ kail TcJ\1 ')..r~-o'l/ is founded only on a desire to show a strict 
consistency on Luke's part concerning the people's positive disposition 
toward Jesus; Luke does record tradition that the people were involved in 
the demand for Jesus' death (e.g. Ac. 2:23; 3:17; 10:39; 13:27). Kodell 
(CBQ, XXXI, p. 332) offers a more satisfying understanding of the rela
tionship of Luke's use of~~-~5--here to his general use. 

2Schneider, p. 192. 
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of God witness the suffering of the Messiah. Their stare shows also 

that the matter is out of their hands now and totally with God. What 

opposition their presence expresses may easily be understood as that sin 

of ignorance for which later the people are told they should repent and 

1 
receive forgiveness. 

Old T~stament Style 

In this brief section there are few particular constructions which 

2 
imitate LXX style. The general structurep howeverp shows LXX style 

imitation in several ways. / _r/ There is an equal use of_ KJ_L J4X) and u "= 

(4X) as coordinating conjunctionsp though there is only one example of 

parataxis (23:36~37). Word order shows a more decidedly semitic flavor 

with verb-subject order slightly more frequent (verb-subject, 4X; subject-. 

verb, 3X)" Post-positive genitives occur either in OT allusion ('tot· ~ft~.~-
-· 

Another feature of basic syn-

tactical structure, which may be a semitism, is the placement for the sake 

of emphasis of an apodosis which is a command before its prodosis (23:35; 

e.g. Gen. 18:28, 30; Dt. 11:26f.; 32:26f.; Hab. 1:5; Ps. 136(137):6).J 

Though sometimes the LXX attempts to moderate the effect of this change 

1 > I 
See above (p. 380) for discussion of the OT background of_~~~~~~~ 

(23:36); For_6j:3cin~E:~5Twv T.ovrfot.(wv see above p. 438., · 

2 ) ' ' I The contentions \n TDNT $VIII, p. 202) that E-li<. Tcv Toilov and 
especially the phrase_ E:ii( --:;::JVtonov TJv l<r!).._o.0_;-tfva 1/ are imitations of 
LXX style are unfounded. In the UOLTili:!l-j , following a verb of motion 
is normally introduced by the preposition_.ftS __ (e.g. Dt. 14:25; 26:9; 

8 ) / 1 ) Josh. 24:2 ; 1 Km. 10:25; 2 Ch. 25: tO;_ E:7ic _ only at Gen. 22:3, 9 • As 
far as the entire phrase including the verb_/~!fM'w· is concerned, there is 
no instance of precise verbal parallelism between the wilderness wander
ings accounts ,where various places are named (e.g. Num. 11:3pKol(_its->.,{el? 

' >I - ' I ./. 'E / -, ~I Io M!JftLT4tJ. Tciiov FK~tvou )"'-iiv;o<?o) cf. Job 42:17d, Josh. 5:3, ttie 
only times that oc l<oth_o_~fi_D_j _is used) and Lk. 23:33. Thus Luke's use 
of the phrases in conjunction is not a way of developing an Exodus motif; 
cf. above, p. 536,no ~ One other possible LXX style imitation element 
is the pleonastic_ >-lra"'T~~- _(23:35; see above, Po 370). It serves a 
definite function by pointing out the exact beginning of the quotation 
but it is not wholly necessary and adds to the OT flavor of the narrative 
(cf. Lk. 23:37 where the introductory __ ~~t'_yf~j is not pleonastic). 

3 ·, 
Beyer, I:l~ Po 75fo 



(/ 
in word order with the use of OT<iv (eogo l?so 48(49):17; 126(127):5) 9 

there are occurrences where the translation literally reproduces the 

MTo This structure should be seen as LXX style imitation probably in the 

sense that it corresponds with LXX usageo The original source of the 

construction is probably literal translation Greek of semitic oral tradi-

tion faithfully reporting even the syn~ax of those who spoke originally 

in a semitic tongueo All of this stylistic evidence is probably taken 

over from luke's non-Markan source, though we are not able to decide 

definitely which features must have come from that source and which9 like 

I 
~~y~YT~)-- 9 may have come from Luke's own editingo 



CHA~TER XVIII 

LUKE 23:39-43: THE PENITENT CRIMINAL 

Introduction 

Having recorded Jesus' suffering in terms of mockery Luke now turns 

to the other part of his total theme: the innocent Jesus numbered with 

the transgressorso In his ministry to the penitent criminal Jesus 

shows his innocenceo It is not by OT allusion but through OT ideas that 

this and several other theological themes concerning Jesus' messiahship 

are developedo A few LXX style imitation elements occur in line with 

the content of the narrative. 

This episode is peculiar to Luke. Because of its many examples of 

Lukan vocabulary and agreement with many of Luke's theological themes
1 

it 

has been sometimes proposed that this episode has been composed by Luke 

himself from the simple tradition concerning the mocking criminals (Mko 

2 15:32)o However, the episode's content cannot be totally understood as 

a simple development according to Luke 1 s theological purposesp from the 

fact of the criminals' blasphemyo Neither the desire to present typolo-

gically the contrast of unbelieving Judaism and the conversion of the 

world, 3 nor the wish to portray the vicarious atonement of Jesus' death 

in terms of personal repentance and faith in the Savior4 emerges clearly 

enough to be seen as the guiding purpose behind the creation of the narra-

tiveo The repentant criminal's words and Jesus' reply in no explicit 

way relate the vicarious atonement interpretation of Jesus' death to the 

salvation which Jesus promises. Though the thief is converted, there 

is no explicit reference to repentance and confession of faith which one 

might expect in a typological presentationo The penitent criminal's 

1
B ' I 01smard, I, Po 431. 

2
e.g. Finegan, p. 32; loisy, Les Evangiles Synoptiques, II, Po 675o 

3
Loisy, ~' Po 56o. 

~ese, Alttestamentliche Motive, p. 158. 



request implies that he is a Jew not a Gentile. The presence of some of 

1 
the vocabulary that consistently appears when !Luke uses non-Markan sourcesp 

and the fact that the origin of the episode may not be simply accounted 

for as a Lukan composition to further his theological themes 9 lead us to 

conclude that a non-Markan source Is basic to the narrative. 

2 
A text problem occurs in the wording of the criminal's request 0 

) ) 

The extrinsic probabilities show that the_~" and fl S __ readings are of 
) 

equal age. The geographical distribution favors the_E-II__reading while 
) 

the_ €:L S- reading 9 though attested only in Alexandrian and Western texts 9 

has some strong Alexandrian witnesses.3 Transcriptional probabilities 
) 

may solve the text problem by showing the HS and the "D" readings as 

two different interpretive explanations of a theologically and grammati= 
) 

Qllly more difficult_~-/ reading. 4 Grammatically 9_ f-l) is more natural 

with a verb of motion 0 Theologically 9 the resulting request would 

correspond with Luke's understanding of Jesus entering into his glory 

immediately upon his death (Lk. 24:26). The idea of "coming in a 

kingdomp" may have been misunderstood by Greek copyists who did not under-

stand the Aramaic background of the phrase.5 The phrase meant to them a 

spatial realm not kingly power. They then interpreted the phrase in 

accordance with Luke's theology as expressed in Lk. 23:43 and changed 

1 Taylor, The Passion Narrative, p. 95; Easton, Luke, p. 350; 
Schlatter, lukas, p. 449. 

2 ) ' I 
El_\_[1]11: ~otcr{_~f-'QI.v : Alexandrian- p75; B; L; vg; Western- itaurp c, 

e, f, fft, ,, r 1; Hilary; Origen lat. 
) ~ ~ b e f-¥--;;T;l ,13<H-t').f-<.-~ :Alexandrian-.)(.; 33; 892; 1241; copsa, O; Caesarean= ; 

f ,hf13; 565; 700; geo; Origen; Eusebius; Chrysostom; Western~ ita, b, q; 
syr ' c' s; Byzantine- W; K; 6 ; i' ; X ; A; C; syrp, 28; arm?; Byz Lect; 
many minuscules. 
) -(/ -) / d 

E-V. _T--1/- ~1--.f--t-f-'~S- f'>-f-~_~fW 5 : Western- D; it • 

3Arndt, P• 470; Summers, Po 306. 

1
'Easton, !Luke, Po 350o ....__, 

5Dalman (\"ords, p. 13~) t th t ,}_, rij' A ':_ -' ,, J sugges s a __ ~! •
111

_.d-<Jt,.. ... -L"''a-~u 
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} '> 
the __ (."-'- to €-:t) o The Western text encounters the same difficulty but 

l ( / , / 

interprets the phrase correctly with the phrase,~~ T~ ~fr:-!~ T~) t->.ful!"'~w5. 

Another understanding of transcriptional probabilities sees the Western 
) l 

and (;;-\/ readings as a correction of the_ ~t S reading. The assumption of 

immediate royal glory seemed to the copyists to conflict with their under= 

standing of an eschatological kingdom which would be established at the 
) ) 

Parousia. They changed the E-L) to_ f-v in order to remove this diffi= 

1 
culty. One other general consideration of Hellenistic style may indicate 

which of these two transcriptional probabilities is to be preferredo In 
} ) ) 

Hellenistic Greek EeL) . could often be substituted for_~\/ _but fv could 

not be substituted for f::~ S-o 2 This fact may indicate that it would be 
) ) ) ) 

easier to adjust_E.v __ to H) than f-lS _ to __ E-V o 

) 

The intrinsic probabilities point to ~t~ __ as the reading which is 

most in accord with Luke's theology of the immediate entrance of Jesus 

into his messianic glory after his suffering (22:69; 24:26). But not 

every statement concerning a given theological theme which is recorded 
) 

in Luke need necessarily reflect his theology. In fact, the __ fY __ reading 

may serve to advance Luke's theology by way of contrast. The thief 

reflecting the common Jewish expectation3 asks that he be remembered in 

the future End-time when the Messiah comes in kingly power. Jesus 

corrects his understanding by saying that "today" he would be with him 

in Paradise. The temporal contrast is destroyed and the time-marker, 
) 

"today," serves no purpose if the original reading was_ftS , understood 

in terms of Lukan theology. It is better for these reasons, complemented 
) 

by the first transcriptional probability explanation, to see~}--as a 
) 

secondary explanation of a theologically and grammatically difficult_fv_. 

1 
Metzger, Commentary, p. 181; Berger, p. 87. 

2 
Haenchen, p. 331, n. 4; Summers, p. 306o 

3Lagrange, p. 591; Contrast Schlatter, Lukas, p. 447. 
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) 

E\1 is the original readingo 

Old Testament Idea 

Luke uses this episode to advance the innocence aspect of his theme 

that Is. 53:12 !§.coming to fulfilment in Jesus 1 suffering. The words of 

the criminal and of Jesus and the description of their suffering also 

' / / ; c/ >~ 
use OT ideas: Lk. 23:40, __ 'JoJ3J ... Tov /JtC..J ; 23:42,-/'"irl)? T(_)Aou; oT~" -~ .b;75 
) ~ 1 / > / > ~ r; ...-,.. 1 
t-v_I;J-f3oL<r'"' f{rl;- tJdu ; 23: 43,_~-1-"; IL!JA~ovj f" T1-"1_;_aficr'1; 23: l9 D k;> 7tt~f"J!#". 

Though this episode is not the one place where luke considers that 

2 
Is. 53:12 is fulfilled in the experience of Jesus, Luke does use it to 

state the two aspects of his theme together. For the first time Jesus' 
/ 

treatment is described as condemnation~~~~~ • Previouslyp Luke had 

done his best to emphasize the innocence of Jesus and to avoid any hint 

that he might be guilty. luke avoids describing the admittedly unjust 

decisions of the judicial process which condemn Jesus (22:71, cfo Mko 

14:64; Lk. 23:25, cf. Mk. 15:15). Now after the sentence has been 

carried out, Luke allows one who also stands condemned to comment on the 

nature of Jesus' fate (Lk. 23:40). Jesus has been counted with trans-

gressors. 

innocento 

Yet, as the penitent criminal also recognizes 9 Jesus is 
>I 

He has done nothing ~Toilo)- • 

These two features of Jesus' suffering have significance for the 

criminal in two ways. As in the case of the women (23:31), the realiza-

tion that an innocent person is unjustly receiving the punishment of the 

guilty makes the sinful reflect on their guilt and the divine punishment 

due them. They consider the possibility that this injustice points to 

the fearful prospect that God who allows the innocent to be punished will 

return punishment on the guilty out of proportion to their offenses. 

1 
For discussion of the various OT ideas contained in the criminal's 

mocker~ see above:(3).rJ.a-y(rF<, p. 382; o<Jfca-ToS 0 pp. 421D 54D;_q:~cto_'! __ 
_ (Tf:.oJ.Il To II _ 9 p o _542 " 

2contrast Rese 9 Al ttestamentliche Motive, p. 157. 
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Thusp the thief rebukes his fellow suffererp who is blaspheming Jesus. 

"Do you not fear Godp since you are under the same sentence of condemna-

tion?" (2.3:40). The sight of the unjust suffering of the righteous should 

move the sinner to repentant fear. 

Such a sight also awakens a trustful hope. The criminal asks to be 

remembered when Jesus comes in his kingdom (2.3:42). Evidently P the 

criminal believed that the charges against Jesus were true 9 that Jesus 

was truly the Messiah. What convinced him we do not know. Jesus 1 

behavior which the criminal witnesses may have indicated to him Jesus' 

innocence. Jesus shows constant concern not with himself but those 

about him 9 the women (2.3:27-.31) and his executioners (the prayer that 

they might be forgiven, 2.3:.34)e Jesus does not respond to the mocke~ 

from all sides (2.3:.35-.39). But convinced of Jesus' innocence how does 

the criminal become convinced of the truth of the messianic claims Jesus 

makes? The connecting concept may be obedience to the will of God (Is. 

The mark of the Messiah is his obedience to God's will. 

This obedience is rewarded with the rule of a kingdom (Is. 11:1-4). 

the innocent behavior of one condemned as a messianic pretender, when 

viewed in the light of the OT messianic idealp could have given the 

criminal confidence that Jesus could be trusted to remember him when he 

came with his kingdom. For Luke's readers with Is. 5.3:12 as a back= 

ground for their thinking, innocent suffering as the mark of the obedient 

Messiah is even more evident. They would be able to recognize that 

Jesus' suffering is according to the will of God set forth in the Scrip-

tures. 

There is, however 9 nothing explicitly stated either in the criminal's 

request or Jesus' answer which would show that the death Jesus suffers 

is the event which makes salvation possible. At the most for the 

criminal 0 s part Jesus' unjust suffering brings him to the place where he 

realizes his own sin and faces the prospect of punishment beyond what 

his guilt deserves. This throws him into fearful dependence on God. 
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Luke does not reveal how he moves from fearful dependence to hopeful 

trust in Jesus the Messiah's glorious return. We have suggested that 

Jesus' obedience to the will of God might be the indicator. The soterio= 

logical significance of the death itselfp beyond its necessity according 

to God's willp howeverp is not spelled out. In Jesus' promisep aside 

from its assurance which is based on the immediate issue of glory after 

sufferingp there is nothing to explicitly indicate that his death is 

soteriological. 
1 The most we can say again is that Luke by the witness 

of the criminal presents the objective facts of the innocent Jesus num-

bered with transgressors. In another contextP the preaching of the early 

churchp soteriological interpretations of Jesus' death, such as vicarious 

atonementp would be developed on the basis of these facts. 

The penitent criminal's rebuke of the blaspheming criminal includes 

The fear of God 

occurs with three different meanings in Luke. People respond with fear 

to the mighty signs done by God through Jesus (e.g. 8:25P 35). Fear as 

proper reverence for God characterizes Jews and proselytes (1:50; Ac. 10: 

2). Those who do not fear God in reverence during this life should fear 

the coming judgment by God in the next (n.ko 12 :45f .) • The criminal's ques-

/ 
tion employs_?~E-W in this last sense. 

All three meanings are represented in the OT (e.g. fearful reaction 

to miraculous interventionp 2 Km. 6:9; fear of God as reverencep Pr. 1:7; 

cf. Sir 19 40: 27; fear of God 1 s judgment, Job 31: 23; Hab. 3:2; Hos. 10: 3). 

The Hosea passage shows the same viewpoint as Lk. 23:40. It reports 

that the wicked do not fear God at allp and because of this judgments 

will come against them. It may not be accidental that the same reason-

ing is present in the proverb (23:31) P which immediately follows a quota-

tion from the larger OT contextp Hos. 10:8/Lk. 23:30. 

Howevcrp the fear of God in the sense of reverence for God may also 

1 
Contrast Resep Alttestamentliche Motivep p. 158. 
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be meanto From the penitent criminal's request of Jesus, it is evident 

that he has begun to show the proper fearful dependence on Godo He 

sought after the assurance of God's remembrance of those who fear him (Pso 

84(85):10; cfo Siro 2:15~18)o 

The criminal's request, "Remember me when you come in your kingdom" 

(Lko 23:42), contains ideas which occur at no other place in Lukeo 

While there are no other statements concerning Jesus as the Messiah 

remembering those who trust him, remembering is presented as characteris~ 

tic of God in the End-time when he visits his people with salvation (1:54, 

72)o In these cases salvation comes because God remembers either his 

covenant promise to Abraham (1:72) 9 or his mercies (1:54) 0 and acts in 

faithfulness to themo Luke does not say that he remembers individuals 

or the nationo 

In the OT in a few notable instances the request to be remembered 

is made by a person who has just done someone a favoro The one doing 

the favor desires that when the person who has received the favor comes 

into a position of power, then the favor done should be remembered and 

be justly rewarded. Joseph, having interpreted the chief butler's 

dream concerning his restoration, asks that he be remembered when it is 

well with the cupbearer in his restored position before Pharaoh. Joseph 

wants his case to be brought to Pharaoh's attention (Gen. /~:14). 1 

1
It is sometimes suggested that there is an allusion to the Joseph 

stor:y inr~hese words (Gen. 40:14,-fo-'L~I(;.~ .. 2_V,,, ~Toi>J ; Lko 23:~2p.-)'lllfv
~ILfto_u_f2J~JL _ ; Fleigel, p. 62; Hasler, p. 114; Klostermann (po.:229) 
observes that there is no more than formal similarity)" The verbal 
parallelism is striking and there is some material parallelism (in both 
situations there is one who is lost (the baker, Gena 40:19; the blas
phemous criminal, Lko 23:39), and one who is saved (the chief butler, 
Gen. 40:13; the penitent criminal, Lko 23:43)o Yet for the typology to 
be perfect the words of Joseph, a type of Christ should have been spoken 
not by the penitent criminal but by Jesus himselfo This confusion of 
roles makes it unlikely that the verbal parallelism is an allusiono It 
is more likely just a formal similarity resulting from the fact that the 
same kind of request is made in both situations o Since the request of 
the criminal is also similar to what appears on Jewish gravestones of the 
period (Jf.0(2L€:-_~-f~t;_-~rt Tou r/at).ov ~ou fo~"tzoc:{{.LIT~-S , at Beth Sheari~ 
Ho Kosmala, HebrMer - Essener - Christen (Studia Post-Biblica, I; leiden, 
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Abigail 9 in return for aiding the fugitive David 9 asks that she may be 

remembered by him when he is made king (1 Km. 25:31). Sirach admonishes 

the wise man not to forget a friend when prosperity comes his way (Sir. 

37:6). 

When men ask that God remember them and visit them with an answer 

to their prayers, they give one of three reasons. God should remember 

them on the basis of their righteousness (2 Esdr. 15:19; 23:14, 22; 4 Kmo 

20:3). He should visit them because of the affliction they have unjust~ 

ly suffered (Ps. 88(89):51; Lam. 5:1; cf. 1 Mace. 7:38; cf. Judg. 16:28). 

Finally 9 for the sake of who he is 9 a merciful and good God, and what he 

has promised in his covenant, he should remember men (Ex. 32:13; Ps. 24 

(25):7; 73(74-):2; 105(106):4, 5; cf. Tob. 3:3; Bel v. 38). God's remem-

brance of his people is also a characteristic of the End-time (Ezk. 16: 

60; Mal. 3:6; Hos. 12:6). 

The 0'1' idea of "remembering" contributes in two ways to Luke's fram-

ing of the criminal's request. It provides a human analogy in the cases 

of Joseph and Abigail which makes the use intelligible. When Jesus is 

in a position where he can do something for the criminal, the criminal 

asks that Jesus would remember him. The OT usage in eschatological con..: 

texts provides some of the content of the ·request. l?s. 105( 106):4., 5 

contains the same thought as the criminal's request. When God remembers 

his covenant and his mercy and visits his people with the salvation of 

the End-time, those who hope for that End-time ask that God might remem-

her them and allow them to participate in the kingdom. 1 In this request 

1959) 9 Po 418; Ellis, Luke, P• 268; Rengstorf, Po 273), there is nothing 
historically improbabl;-;bout the request. Even from the short space of 
time on the way to the cross and during the crucifixion enough of Jesus' 
claims to be Messiah, if only in mockery, had been communicated that the 
probability that the criminal actually addressed his request for messianic 
remembrance to Jesus need not be doubted. It is less probable that the 
request is a legendary grrowth based on Geno 40:14. 

1 cf. Dalman (Jesus=Jeshua, p. 198), who notes that "the robber 
wishes to see with his own eyes the kingship of Jesus, as it is promised 
(Is. 53:9 Targum) the wicked whose souls God has purified shall behold 
the kingship of their messiah." 
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the criminal does not give any reason why Jesus should remember him. 

It is simply his belief that Jesus will return as Messiah and his desire 

to exist under his messianic sovereignty, which are the implied motives 

behind his request. The criminal does not specify the nature of the favor 

which the returning Messiah must do in order that the criminal might be 

remembered. If he were asking for remembrance which would issue in par-

don at the last judgment when the Messiah holds judicial court 0 we might 

expect this to be more explicitly stated in the request or reflected in 

Jesus' answer. For, on other occasions Jesus openly declared that the 

1 
penitent's sins are forgiven (e.g. Lk. 5:20ff.; 7:47-49). Jesus' answer 

indicates only that the request should be understood positively as s desire 

to participate in the End-time. 

The request reflects the OT and Jewish understanding of the final 

revelation of the Messiah with kingly power (e.g. Zech0 9:10; Is. 11:1-9; 

2 
Jer. 23:5)o luke both affirms and transforms this understanding. 

Jesus' reply need not be understood as a denial of the fact that the 

Messiah will come with kingly power. 
/ 

Rather by the use of_ 1]')1'-o/cv luke 

points out that Jesus is simply granting the criminal's request much 

sooner and in a different way from that which he expected. The revela-

tion of the Messiah with kingly power will take place (cf. Lk. 9:26; 17: 

22-37; 21:27; Aco 3:21) as the OT and the Jews expect. But it will 

occur after the Messiah has first suffered and entered his glory. The 

criminal in his request witnesses to this God-ordained pattern of suffer-

ing then glory. 3 He brings the two aspects of the messianic mission 

1contrast l.oisy (l.es Evangiles Synoptiques 9 II 0 p. 676) and Easton 
(Luke, Po 350), who both take it as a request for pardon in the last judg
m;ntT cf. SBK (IV:2, Po 1100) 9 who notes that no Jewish or rabbinic lit
erature asid; from the "Similitudes of Enoch" (e.g. 1 En. 63:11) presents 
the Messiah as the judge at the last judgment. Since we have reason to 
see the Similitudes as post-Christian and possibly influenced by Chris= 
~iani ty (See above 0 Po 4~~~ n. l 0 there is then no Jewish evidence which 
would support this interpretation of the criminal's request. 

2See above (pp. 226ff o ) 9 for a discussion of the OT idea of "messian
ic kingdom" as applied by Luke to Jesus. 

3See above, p. 405fo 
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together for he makes his request at the very point where Jesus is 

suffering terminally with no deliverance in sighto Thus, not only does 

the criminal bring together the innocence and criminal treatment aspects 

of Jesus suffering, but he also brings together the two aspects of the 

broader pattern of Jesus' mission, suffering issuing in gloryo Again it 

is by faith that such an affirmation concerning Jesus' messianic mission 

1 
must be made. Just as the Sanhedrin who have Jesus in their power at 

the beginning of his suffering are called on to believe that this suffer-

ing will be immediately followed by glorious exaltation (Lk. 22:68-69), 

so it is by faith that the criminal, who witnesses the irreversible end 

of that suffering, is able to look beyond Jesus' death to his returno 

The other new content which is added to the understanding of the Messiah's 

glorious advent is the fact that between the suffering and the final con-

summation there is an interim period of exaltation. This Jesus declares 

in his answer (23:43)o 

Not only do the NT events bring into clear focus the whole messianic 

mission as one in which suffering precedes the return in glory, but the 

OT idea of the glorious reign of the Messiah places a theological sig-

nificance on Jesus' suffering. The criminal's request shows 9 as we have 

noted, that he believes that the charges made against Jesus are true. 

Jesus is the Messiah though primarily in a powerful spiritual 9 not 

political 9 sense. His request then is another witness, this time a believ-

ing one 9 to the fact that the one who suffers is not just another preten-

der, but the Messiah himselfo Luke interprets the death of Jesus not 

through editorial comment but through the responses of those at the crosso 

Though it is difficult to find in these responses explicit soteriological 

interpretation,
2 

there is certainly in the repeated use of messianic 

1 Bultma~n (~istory of th~Sxnoptic Tradition 9 p. 283) comments that 
this episode has an incidental parenetic purpose to show how even with 
death approaching a person may repent and believeo 

2see abovep pp. 292? no 1o 420o 
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titles in mockery (23:35D 37D )8, cf. v. 39) and the messianic understand-

ing of Jesus by the penitent criminal (23:42), at least a Christological 

interpretation of Jesus' death. From this may grow later a soteriologi= 

cal interpretation. 

Jesus introduces his reply with 'Ar-~/1/ trtH ~tyw (23:43). The adverb 
) I 1 

¥1__ll_is a transliteration of 1 ~-~ , a cognate adverb from the verb l'fl~ 

11 to confirm, support. 11 In the LXX_ ~JA~" shares the translation duties 

with several other words ( ~~--~e~"o) , Is. 65: 16; .;;)./O~J D Jer. 35(28):6; 
I 

y-H<LCf_Q_, Num. 5:22; Dt. 27:15; 3 Km. 1:36). It is used in liturgical 

and devotional settings. It is the people's response to a prayer of 

blessing or petition offered to God on their behalf during worship (1 Ch. 

16:36; 2 Esdr. 15:13; 18:6; cf. Tob. 8:8; 1 Esdr. 9:47; cf. its use as 

the ending to a literary work, Tob. 14: 158-text; 3 Mace. 7:23; 4 Mace ... 

18:24). 
) / 

The distinctive thing about the use of oy..J" ( 1r-;) in Jewish 

literature is that it is always a sign of agreement with or affirmation 

of another person's words. 

2 
word. 

It is never a corroboration of one's own 

The Lukan and NT use of the word, however, is the opposite. In 

luke it is used by Jesus exclusively and always as an introductory affirma-

tion of his own word. luke selectively reports this introductory formula. 

He employs it only 6X ( Lk. 4:24; 12: 37; 18: 17 p 29; 21:32; 23: 43; cf. Lk. 

9:27/Mk. 9:1; Lk. 2 1 : 3/Mk. 
) -

12:43 where he replaces it wi th_o( >-7 t>_(A)_5_; Lk., 

22:31/Mk. 14:30 where he may delete it; 9X in Q he appears to delete or 

replace it, ILk. 16: 17/Mt. 5: 18; Lk. 12:59/Mt. 5:26; Lk. 7:9/Mt. 8: 10; Lk. 

7:28/Mt. 11:11; Lk. 10:21/Mt. 1):17; Lk. 15:5/Mt. 18:13; Lk. 11:51/Mt. 

23:36; Lk. 12:44/Mt. 24:47; Lk. 13:27/Mt. 25:12). Jesus' use of the 

adverb to corroborate his own statements, then, is unparalleled in the 

1 
Contrast J. c. O'Neill, 01 'l'he Six Amen Sayings in wi<e, 11 l!!p illoSo 

X (1959), p. 1, n. I. 

2 Dalman, Words, p. 226. 
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OT or Jewish literature.
1 2 While some may attempt to find another OT 

source for the term's NT usey it is best to take the NT usage as a 

distinctly Christian development of the OT use of_~.,;~~ L 7-P¥). Jesus 

does not use this adverb of affirmation as a circumlocution in order to 

avoid the name of God in the prophetic introductory formula, "Thus saith 
) I 

He does not choose o<JA("' as an emphatic adverb because it 

would be as strong as an oath without actually being an oath. 4 Rathery 

> I 
Jesus uses ~~~v to point to himself as the confirmation of his own words. 

Jesus the Messi~h in his perfect obedience to God qualifies as a truly 

reliable witness. 5 Any statements he makes are wholly trustworthy. 

Thus, he can preface them with the emphatic affirmation with which men 

witness to the truth of God as they respond to it in a prophetic (3 Km. 

1:36; Jer. 35(28):6) or liturgical (1 Ch. 16:36; 2 Esdr. 15:13) context. 

Besides this OT significance in liturgical and prophetic contexts, there 

is an eschatological passage (Is. 65:16) which may have influenced Jesus' 

6 
use. " ' \ In the End-time men will swear by the God of_ 112~ ( To-v ~ov ToV 

1~, I, p. 244. 
) I 

2Berger (pp. 4ff .) attempts to develop a case for ~ Jtf.", t;anslating 
':::>(e.g. Gen. 22: 17) as the proper source of the NT use of o<JA'7". This 

explanation helps overcome the difficulty created by the difference in 
function of~ft-~~ (1~~-) in the OT and NT and provides a greater degree 
of continuity between the OT and NT use. In both situations the adverb 
is used to emphatically affirm one's own action. The difficulty with 
this explanation, however, is that there is only limited evidence that 5 (f})_fti"- and_ '!!.l"f"- were used_ interchangeably (Test. Abraham 8 uses 
>r:y...~v to reproduce Gen. 22:17, i riv ; Berger, PP• 4, 15). This evidence 
might be better explained as the clarification of the LXX under the in
fluence of the current liturgical use of J.~{v i rather than as an indica
tion that ~'fv has the origin of its usage in -{ JAf" • If the latter 
were true why do we not have more evidence of the interchangeability of 
the phrases in Jewish literature? 

3contrast Ellis, ~' p. 98; Dalman, Words, p. 227. 

4contrast Dalman, Words, p. 227; cf. Berger (p. 28) who with his 
different understanding of the probable OT background says that the term 
does derive its meaning both from its OT function as part of an oath 
formull.a and from its OT use as an emphatic particle. 

5TDNT, I, p. 337. 

6Daube, The NT and Rabbinic Judaism, p. 389. 
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) ,' 
t:~.)l'78t1Jav ) 9 ioe. invoke th~ divine name "Amen" in their oaths. It 

may be both as a sign that the End-time has come and that Jesus is himself 

that "Amen" (cf. Rev. 3:14) 9 that he uses that term in his sayings. 

Since the lXX does not carry over1~~U~'Jas a title in the Isaiah passage 9 

this part of the OT significance may have been lost to Luke. 

> I 
What determined luke's use of ~~~v with six of Jesus' sayings? 

Two of the six are promises which relate the behavior of the present time 

to the rewards of the eschatological kingdom of God (watchfulness 9 Lk. 12: 

37; discipleship, 18:29). Two are promises concerning future events not 

related to behavior (21:32; 23:43). Two are general maxims about the 

reception of the message of the kingdom of God (4:24; 18:17). It is 

difficult to find a common denominator among all of the sayings which 

) ' 1 would tell us why luke chose to preface th-em in particular with "'JA-"'J 1/ • 

At tbe least they divide into two categories: promises and general maxims. 

) I 

When it is a preface to promises 9 the_~~v appears to be an emphatic 

affirmative adverb 9 which stresses the importance and certainty of the 

. 2 promise. In our case 9 Jesus impresses upon the criminal that the answer 

to his request will not only be more immediate but more certain than what 

he asks for. But just as the faith which prompted the request was in 

Jesus so the certainty of the promised answer rests in him. This cer-

tainty of promise may also be intended to reassure Luke's readers who as 

they face death need to know that it will not separate them from their 

1
0'Neill (JTS, n.s. X9 p. 1) suggests that they are all sayings which 

apply directly to=the life of Christians in Luke's day (cf. Hasler 9 p. 146; 
contrast Berger, p. 87); All of the sayings do fit that description except 
Lk. 4:24; Lagrange (p. cii) can find no reason for Luke's selective use 
except for the triumph of tradition at a few places over luke's repugnance 
for foreign words; v. E. McEachern ("Dual Witness and Sabbath Motif in 
Luke," .£:!.!., XII ( 1966), p. 277) believes the six "Amen" sayings are part 
of a Sabbath motif whereby Luke organizes elements in his gospel in groups 
of sevens. In this case the seventh "Amen" will be the Parousia. 
McEachern must depend on Rev. 22:13, 20 to be able to draw this conclusion 
and fit the sayings into his proposed Sabbath pattern~ See below 9 p. 629. 

2 
Lagrange, p. 591; Hasler, p. 146. 
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Lord. 

Luke reports that Jesus gives further assurance in his reply by 

saying that the promise would come true immediately~ "today:,<" The 
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criminal dared to hope to be remembered by the Messiah when he came with 

his kingly power at some future time. Jesus answers, "Today, you wi 11 

be with me in paradise." 
/ 

Luke often uses_~j~~~~ to point out the pre-

sence of the salvation of God in the ministry of Jesus (2:11; 3:22D-text); 

The~g-fj{f:-j_<I'f _indicates that the promise is effec-

tive from the present. 

"Today" has the same use in the LXX (usually rendering__ 0 i '10 ) • 

God makes his covenant with the people "today." From that point on it 

is effective (Dt. 26:18; 29:9). God's salvation comes "today" and must 

be responded to "today" (Ps. 2:7; cf. Ac. 13:33; Ps. 94(95):7). Luke 

/ 

thus adopts this OT use ofj~)Af:-/c_..J _in his use of it. At Lk. 23:43 

Luke uses rrfrf,Po" to affirm the presence of salvation even in the face 

of death. It also emphasizes that from this time forward, immediately 9 

the promise will come true. 

The promise is twofold. The criminal will be with Jesus and in 

paradise. "Paradise," a Persian loan word for '•park" (cf. Xenophon, ~· 

1:2:7, in which it denotes €yrus' game park in which he hunted animals 

for sport), is used by the LXX to translate -/J. in the expressions_p-;~-=-n 

LTt<tf~dJ:-(~Q_)_riy 'Ifv-'ffJ-~11 Gen. 3:23, 24; Jo. 2:3; cf. Ezk. 36:35 where 

/<_7Ji_o_)_ is used; cf. Gen. 2:8, 9, 16; 3:1, 2, 8, 10 where it translates 

-/-J_in the absolute);_ t]Jil:' -7J (Gen. 

and_O_'_i)i'L~. - JJ_( "-djJ~<ffi~o J Tov &c:QQ_ 0 Ezk. 28:13; 31:8, 9). There 

are only two instances where the LXX uses_ila(j2-;/f-_t_<r.PJ __ to translate the 

1
0'Neill, ~, n.s. X, p. 8; Berger (p. 87) sees the saying as part 

of a group which relates the resurrection to the coming of the kingdom 
(cf. Mk. 14:25). He fails to see that the relationship in Luke is by 
contrast. 



whole concept of "the Garden of Eden" or "Garden of God 11 (Gen. 2:15; Is. 

51:3 where it stands for both~ 1~ ~ and 11 but is modified by_ l<vf!av ) o 

When this translation practice with regard to_ 7ot:J..(2j_J'f=!a-O)- _is combined 

with the fact that_ -17~ is usually translated by the genithze_Ip>vf--1j--__S-

and not the place name 
1Eltf- 0 it appears that in the LXX iir~-fJ.J~~o j in 

the absolute has not developed as a technical term foB" the "Garden of Eden" 

or "Garden of God." In its qualified sense 9 however 9 it had developed 

a special meaningo It refers not only to the garden which Adam and Eve 

inhabited before the Fallo It also is used as a standard of comparison 

to describe a state of natural fruitfulness and perfectiono The highest 

estimate one can make of the natural order in general or any of its 
) 

elements in particular is to say that it is "like the Garden of Eden or 

Garden of God" (e.g. Jo. 2:3; Ezk. 31:8 9 9; Gen. 13:10). The prophets 

also used the comparison to describe the restoration of the End=time in 

which God would transform the desert and ruined land into a place "like 

the Garden of Eden 9 the Parden of God" (lso 51:3; Ezk. 36:35). There 

is no place in the LXX which reports that the intermediate state of the 

righteous dead is the occupation of paradise (cf. Ezk. 31:16 9 18 where 

the trees of Eden (IJluJ"-/~5-_) inhabit Sheol). 

Jewish thought concerning the intermediate state of the righteous 

dead between their deaths and the resurrection at the End-time approp

riated the image of the Garden of Eden and re~interpreted it as the 

1 
present abode of the righteous dead. The appropriateness of this 

image is readily understandable for the garden was a place of perfection 9 

fruitfulness 9 delight 9 and above all eternal life. It had the sources 

of eternal life: the tree of life 9 the water of life 9 and the presence 

of God. Since death was the chief characteristic of life outside the 

gardeno the entrance into the heavenly garden at one's death was an 

1 
e.g. 1 En. 22:9; Jub. 4:23; SBK (IV:2 9 Po 1130) cites Rabbi Johanan 

b. Zakkai (eire. 80 AoD~) as the fkst rabbinic evidence of this appropria
tion (Bero 28bP 23; on his death bed he describes the destiny of the 
righteous at death as taking the way to the heavenly Garden of Eden}o 
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appropriate reward for the righteous 9 who had been faithful to God under 

the curse of the Fall. All of these associations attach to Luke's use 

of the word here. It is a place of rest, delight 9 and eternal life to 

1 
which the criminal will go with Jesus. 

That Luke when he used the word """f1-~~~f_o::_q1 meant more than just the 

designation of the criminal's place among the righteous dead in an inter-

mediate state of blessedness may be seen from his other descriptions of 

2 
what will happen to Jesus after his death. Though Luke appears to 

believe in this intermediate state (Lk. 8:55/Mk. 5:42; Lk. 2.3:46; Ac. 7: 

59), he does not describe it elsewhere as paradise. He states emphati= 

Cally that Jesus after his suffering will be exalted to the right hand of 

God (Lk. 22:69; 24:26). We might reconstruct the scenario of Jesus' 

activity between Good Friday and Easter Sunday as death, entrance into 

paradise, the place of the righteous dead. The criminal accompanies 

him thus far. On Easter Sunday Jesus is raised from the dead and ascends 

to the right hand of the Father. The prepositional phrase, 11 with me 11 " 

would merely indicate that both Jesus and the criminal went to the same 

place immediately after death. However, the lack of precision, which 

we have already noted 9 .3 in Luke's description of the relationship of 

various post-crucifixion events to the beginning of Jesus' entrance into 

his glory should caution us against detailing the course of events too 

precisely a Luke believed that the glorification wrought in Christ's 

resurrection-exaltation was so much greater than what the Jews expected. 

1 Lagrange, Po 591. 

2contrast J. Lightfoot~ 11 9 p. 478; Loisy 9 Les Evangiles Synoptique~, 
II, p. 676; Creed 9 p. 288; Zahn 9 Lukas 9 p. 703; George (Sci. Eccl., XIV, 
p. 6.3) reasons that Jesus is not invested with his kingdom until after 
the resurrectio~ so Jesus promises him a place in the abode of the right
eous dead who await final salvation; Deissmann (p. 148) and O'Neill (JTS 9 

noso Xp Po 8) claim that lLuke is the first evidence of the Chrio Uan use 
of the term in this sense (cf. 2 Cor. 12:4; Rev. 2:7). 

3see above 9 Po 408fo 
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Is it not possible that Luke understood Jesus' relationship to paradise 

in a different way also? It is the prepositional phrase "with me" and 

the fact the Jesus' statement is made in answer to a request concerning 

remembrance at the messianic assumption of power which gives us reason to 

understand that Jesus is promising more than just a place in the inter-

mediate abode of the righteous dead. He is promising the enjoyment of 

Jesus' presence 
1 

forever. This does not mean that Luke in reality 

replaces the concept of heavenly paradise with the idea of the presence 

of Jesus as the only content of the intermedjate state of believers after 

death. Rather, Luke transforms the idea of paradise through a basically 

Christocentric interpretation of it. He stresses that it is Jesus' 

presence which is the basic characteristic of life in the heavenly para-

diseo Since Jesus after suffering is exalted to the right hand of God, 

we should probably take Luke's phrasing of the promise to mean that 

though initially the criminal goes with Jesus to the intermediate abode 

of the righteous dead he is not left there. When Jesus is exalted to 

the right hand of the Father, he as Messiah opens the eschatological 

paradise of the world to come in its heavenly manifestation and brings 

with him all those including the criminal who have existed in Abraham's 

2 
bosom. Thus, more than the promise of a martyr's reward, 3 Jesus 

1cf. Siphre Zuta Numo 6:24, 40(12a) and Pesi~. R. 2(5b) which both 
use 1 Km. 25:29 to argue that the righteous continue to live after death 
because they are with the living God, bound up in the bundle of life with 
him. 

2cf. Test. Lev. 18:1-14 where the Messiah opens the gates of ~aradise 
and removes the threatening sword; Leaney, p. 286; Contrast Tg. Gen. 3:24 
(Neofiti), which through its identification of the Law with the Tree of 
Life in the Garden makes the Law and one's attitude toward it the key to 
entrance into paradise (McNamara, Targum and Testament, p. 136f.). 

3Dibelius (From Tradition, p. 203, n. 3) quotes the martyr, R. 
Hananiah b. Teradion (135 A.D.), who says "Tomorrow I shall have my part 
with them in the future world"; Goppelt (p. 117) suggests that the use 
of paradise means that Jesus presents himself in terms of Adam = Christ 
typology. This is doubtful since there is nothing else in the immediate 
context which also alludes to the figure of Adam. Rather, it is the figure 
of the Davidic Messiah (Lk. 23:42) through whose role luke re=interprets 
the current Jewish understanding of the intermediate abode of the righteous 
dead, paradise. 



declares to the criminal that he will share in the victory of Jesus' 

glorification after suffering. For he who is with Jesus will not be 

left even in the portion of Sheol intended for the righteous but will 

rather enter into the reality of the paradise of the world to come as he 

accompanies Jesus who is exalted to the Father's right hand. Thus 9 he 

will immediately experience the rewards of life under the Messiah's king-

h
. 1 

s J.p. 

We can see then how Luke with his absolute use oLT!'!:j>ci_J§.ia-:tJJ. has 

gone beyond the OT use where the Garden of Eden is just an image for com-

parison and not necessarily a present reality. Luke has gone b~yond 

the Jewish use by declaring that a Christocentric interpretation of para-

dise is now essential. Being with the Messiah is the basic ingredient 

of life in paradise. The Messiah's exaltation indicates that life in 

paradise the intermediate abode of the righeous dead, has been transformed 

into life in the paradise of the age to come for the righteous are with 

Jesus who is at the Father's right hand. 

Of the OT ideas which make up the criminal's request and Jesus' 

/ 

reply, only~~-~~~t~ 9 which occurs throughout Luke-Acts, might possibly 

have its source in Lukan editing. The rest is vocabulary Luke has 

probably appropriated from his source. 

OT ideas may be employed in Luke 1 s choice and use of -~~o/'~~~~~T_wv 
) ). / ~ 

(23:39) and_2'71~ftf3i.vq)..t_€-v _____ (23:41). It is sometimes claimed that 
/ 

Luke 1 s use oL~/'¥-rJ.""--u-.fo-1... to describe the crucifixion is influenced by 

1 
cf. l?. Grelot ("Aujourd'hui tu seras avec moi dans le Paradis 11 

(Lu. xxiii.43) 9 RB 9 LXXIV (1967), p. 196), who though he understands 
Jesus' promise a~a promise of participation in the spiritual reign of 
the Messiah says that Luke does not tell us precisely when that will take 
place. 

2Hawkins (Horae Synopticae, p. 16), classifies this term as a word 
characteristic of Luke which has some relationship to the LXX. It need 
not be taken as H..XX vocabulary for it occurs only JX there, nor need it 
be seen as Lukan vocabulary for it does not occur throughout Luke-Acts. 



1 
the LXX? particularly Dt. 21:23 which ~ays that such a death is cursed 
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(cf. Galo 3: 13). ~#-JA-rf.wuj"-( _ is used more frequently in the LXX to des~ 

cribe execution by hanging (e.g. Gena 40:19; Josho 10:26; Estho 5:14) 

than_a-ToLv,RO~ _( Es th a 7:9) o Though both terms may be used to describe 

' )\ / / tl / 
crut:ifixion (eago Plutarchp ~o 2p !<.;( ouv_yt'>._wT<.. 7io~>.P-!<t) _ ... (~-H)._{~t-

> I ' .... ' ' c/ l / 
/y>~v o<. vTau 5 , , . /<r>~ '- TyOO 0\ y"'ywv Tdu 5 >. ;•rr--iotS oixuvTat S ot\1€-a--Toio/wo-~ v 

cr 1 ~ r - ,
5
. ) .... / / '~rt5 

wg--fr:~otvTatS ool<wv 7.&~-L ~~~~ ~~~ T:J vfa-~v Ji;OM-yn;~t/.c~; Polybius 1:86:4? 

l / ) / ) / 
<I_Cj-j".d-). w To v5 t-a-TotUjliAJ.r-al" 9 the primary meaning of_ l<jJ~fJ( 4/v~ ~ appears to 

f / 
be "to hang" while that of tr_[ri~/O_vJ is "to crucifyo 11 Since_/<;'~<>~vv~_t 

has as its secondary meaning? ~to crucify," the fact that almost a third 

of the references in Luke to Jesus' execution use it (Lk. 23:39; Ac. 5: 

30; 10:39; cf. 28:4; trTr~-v_t!"v, Lk. 23:21, 23, 33; 24:7, 20; Ac. 2:36; 4: 

10) may indicate that the Deuteronomy passage had some influence on the 

use of this word by the early church in its missionary preaching and the 

handing on of the gospel tradition. In our passage it describes both 

criminals (Lk. 23:39) but not Jesus. Still, the word of rebuke by the 

penitent criminal recognizes that Jesus is under the same condemnation 

l - ) ""' / 
(tv TtJ..J oiuTw I<Dt.u<~-Tc.. , 23:40; cf. 

l L f/ ''<' t'iit )AI~OU 
2 I II· ' ' I > 'ilf. ) /(~ft-~UotiJTOV, _,j(J._l ¥~otcT""J Tf· otu1QY/\ · o That this sentence is a cursed death 

(Dt. 21:23) is not necessarily implied by the use of these two terms, 

1
Boismard, II, p. 431; cf. Lindars, p. 233. 

2w. l. Knox (S®me Hellenistic Elements in Primitive Christianit 
(Oxford, 19~~,)p p. 11 suggests thaL.Kf'~~ used in the sense of condem
nation is poor Greek and is probably peculiar fo Biblical Greek. In 
the LXX the term is either qualified by e~~~~Tou or has &.[v~tr~s-- in the 
immediate context when it is used in the sense of condemnation (Dt. 21:22; 

y 

Sir. 41:2, 3). Luke's use does not show an understanding of_~~~_ in 
the absolute as meaning condemnation (cf. Lk. 20:47 where it means judgment 
cf. Hos. 5:1; Lk. 24:20,t$00ol.&<~vir"u ). ,We might say that the OT idea 
of God's judgment which is expressed by ~~~.,l. in the absolute has so in
fluenced Luke 1 s use that when_ I<J~0-Cil __ in the absolute is applied to a 
person who is being executed it stands for not only the fact that the man 
has been sentenc~d but also that he has been sentenced to death. However~ 
the fact that H...uke qua.Hfies~,J'i')"-1).. _ with_~o!.~_f!.ov (24:20) when he wants 
to speak of a death sentence makes this explanation of ~~~A _in the abso
lute unlikely. Luke's use at Lk. 23:39 simply means judicial sentence 
while the immediate context supplies the understanding that this sentence 
is condemnation to death. There is no special Biblical Greek usage here. 
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/ , 
~~jl~ and Kf~~~~~l 9 nor by what the penitent criminal says about 

Jesuso If the verbal parallelism with Dto 21:22 is significant Luke's 

use of it is simply to point out the objective facts concerning Jesus' 

death in the language of the Deuteronomy passageo The way Luke over~ 

comes the scandal 9 which these facts cause to the claim that it is the 

Messiah who suffers
1 

is 9 as we have noted 9 through the use of !his twin 

theological themes 9 which show the fulfilment of Iso 53:12/Lko 22:37o 

It is according to the will of God that Jesus is numbered with the trans-

gressors 9 suffers the divinely cursed death on the cwosso This the 

Scriptures showo Also 9 Jesus' innocence (23:41) is a witness to the 

undeserved nature of his punishmento Thus, whether through the criminal's 

witness to Jesus' innocence 9 his trust in Jesus for salvationp or his 

recognition that Jesus' death is the result of a judicial sentence of con-

demnation 9 Luke uses the themes of Iso 53:12 to interpret Jesus' suffer-

ingo 

Old Testament Style 

The LXX style imitation in this episode is unevenly distributedo
1 

I'' , 
There is an equal use of CL~ and l<v.c.. (3X) with one case of parataxis in 

VV o 42 p 43o The word order of subject and predicate is not distinctively 

semitic (verb-subject, 1X; subject-verb, 3X; subject-object-verb, 1X)o 
, 

There is one case of the post-positive possessive pronoun LT4j-j3~crc >.t=.t':" _ 

The post-positive second person singular possessive pro= 

noun is a regular feature of LXX styleo It translates the Hebrew pro-

nomial suffix ____I-:{_ which is attached to the end of nouns (eogo Geno 12:1; 

1
Knox (Some Hellenistic Elements, Po 12) attributes the semitic 

element in the narrative to a semitic gospel source which Luke has partial
ly reworkedo The ultimate origin of many of these semitic elements 
may be such a sourceo We have seen that such is probably the case with 
the OT ideas of the episodeo Luke's positive purpose in the selective 
reworking of his source, which let some of these elements stand, however 9 

needs to be understoodo 

2Ibido; Knox calls the_(]"'_Q_\J_ a semitic element which is 
in Greeko 

unnecessary 



1 Km. 1:8; Hos. 4:5; Ps. 2:8). It occurs in Jewish apocryphal litera-

ture which may imitate LXX style (e.g. 1 Esdr. 2: 16; Jdth. 2: 11; Tob. 3: 

4; 1 Mace. 2: 18). It may9 thenp be taken as a feature of LXX style imita-

tion. Luke regularly reproduces this construction from his sources (e.g. 

Lk. 5: 14/Mk. 1 :44; Lk. 8:39/Mk. 5: 19; Lk. 18:42/Mk. 10:52). He sometimes 

introduces it into his sources (e.g. Lk. 5:20 9 23/Mk. 2:5 9 9; Lk. 9:41/Mk. 

9:19; cf. his removal of this word order 9 ILk. 6:29/Mk. 5:40). The con-

struction occurs throughout his work (e.g. Ac. 4:25; 16:31; 26:16; con-

trast 9 10:31; 22: 18). We may understand it as a feature of Luke's style 

1 which is an imitation of LXX style. Unless we were to conclude that 

) ~ I' 

Luke introduced the whole phrase~I7j_,(j<ia-L~I.t.t~_a-ou 9 it is probable ~hat 

he takes the construction over from his source. 
) I ) ~ 

The other grammatical constructions 9 besides_~#;v_ anQ 6V T~ 

/ 

A_si._j[£).f-,~ &-oY p which add LXX coloring to the narrative are pleonastic 

A tv~~~ 2 (iLk. 39) 
) / 3 (23:40). 

/ 

- 23:379 and .f.Tio I)P18HS The >.f-yw\1 does 

serve to clarify the narrative by marking the precise beginning of the 

criminal's blasphemY. There is also stylistic unity created with the 

rest of the mockery elements in the preceding context. All words of 

mockery are introduced by a more or less pleonastic participial form of 

There m~ be some emphasis intended in its use 

but there is no inherent theological significance in its presence. It 

is part of the cumulative evidence for LXX style imitation. It is not 
) / 

unlikely that Luke could have introduced it. The pl eonas ti C_£lil_oJ<~t ~E-J.-5-

functions to smooth the transition between one speaker and another in the 

narrative. It is not essential for there is another participle which 

lcf. Wifstrand 9 Stud. Theol. 9 111 9 p. 175. 

2see above 9 p. 
nature of~fy=""'_y__by 
JL; Weotern= D; iteP 

370~ Note that several mss indicate the pleonastic 
failing to include it in their text: Alexandrian- B; 
1 

0 

3see above 9 Po ~. 



does that job already (c~7dTijtWV 9 23:40). Luke may have. added it to 

mark out the contrast of speakers more clearly and thus emphasize the 

importance of what the penitent criminal says •. 
) / 

<J.T<o ty:JL6E-l5 also is 

part of the cumulative evidence for LXX style imitation. The apprOf"} 

priateness of these two elements of LXX style imitation is probably dis-

covered in the content of the dialogue which they introduce. The mockery 

in its negative way and the rebuke and expression of hope in its positive 

way use OT ideas to place a theological interpretation on the eventso 

It is appropriate that LXX style introduce such content. 

The latter part of the episode 9 vv. /~-43, shows the greatest con-

centration of LXX imitation style. It is there that Luke appears to have 

let parataxis stand so that the general structure of the dialogue comple~ 

' I " <I ments the OT ideas expressed in LXX constructions ( l<t~-l ••. .JA~.:l?-g--8"!/_[~ftou {lj~v 

>I ) ; ' J/1 / / / > ~ 
f).t:}~-~-f:~ Tyf-f3r:t-.sr.c'>-G:•~- ~~u 1<<~-i- •. "/'""/-"- ()(}( AE'rw1 a-/JAE-fo"- .• ~" T~ 

d' / Tr<~-f¥ _f:t_q-:_if ) • Luke's respect for the tradition of Jesus' words as well 

as his awareness of their theological significance may have influenced 

his presentation of this portion in consistent LXX style. Thus while 

traces of LXX style may be found throughout its clearest manifestation is 

here. 



CHAPTER XIX 

LUKE 23:44-~-9: THE DEATH OF JESUS 

Introduction 

One thing remains for Jesus to suffer: death itself. As that death 

approaches, Luke reports supernatural portents of it. Their signifi= 

cance is conveyed by OT ideas concerning eschatological visitation and 

the sacrificial system {23:44, 45). Jesus' last word before his death 

is a prayer from the Psalms {23:46/Ps. 30{31):6). The reaction of the 

centurion 9 the mournful crowd, and the acquaintances standing at a dis-

tance may contain OT allusions or at the least OT ideas {Lk. 23:47-49). 

LXX style imitation pervades the whole account. 

Luke shows a greater affinity to Mark in this section than he has 

shown elsewhere in chapter 23. It is quite difficult to isolate heavy 

concentrations of Markan or non-Markan material so that it may be decided 

which served as the basic source and which was insertion. It is possible 

to see Lk. 23:-4~- 9 45/Mk. 15:33, 38; 
1 

Lk. 23:4-9/Mk. 15:40
2 

as Markan inser-

tions. Yet, there is verbal similarity with Mark in Lk. 23:4.6, 47/Mk. 

15:37, 393 in terms which are basic to the narrative's structure {e.g. 

) I ) I/;,\ _rJ ( )/ ') 
~jf-ii\1€-_I.LQ'"_fj{__j __ .YY .. 'i Of. ; 0 ol_v8fWi10)·. -~-~~ ). When this is taken into 

account and combined with the other verses which have a more extensive 

verbal parallelism with Mark, a detectable Markan structure emerges 

which appears to serve as the basis for the whole narrative.4 Non-

1 
Taylor, The Passion Narrative, Po 93; cf. Perry, p. 48; Schlatter, 

lukas 9 Po 143; 

2 Taylor, The Passion Narrative, p. 94; cf. Perry, p. 48~ Contrast 
Schlatter (Lukas, p. 143)• Easton(~, p. 352) attributes it to "L". 

3cf. Easton (Luke, p. 352), who is uncertain whether v. 46 comes from 
Mark or "L" and sc'hl;tter (Lukas, p. 143), who is certain that v. 47 comes 
from Mark while vv. 46, 48 9 4-9 are from a Palestinian source. 

4contrast Taylor (The Passion Narrative, p. 93), who argues for non
Markan material as basic on fhe- gro-U'nds =thaT vv. 43 and 46 when immediately 
connected show a literary progression moving to a climax which vv. 44, 45 
interrupt. Also, he observes it is difficult to understand how Mark can 
be the basis of a narrative which begins by connecting two details sep~= 

rated by a number of verses in Mark (23:44, 45; Mko 15:33, 38). Taylor 



Markan insertions, howewer, occur at key places, the word of Jesus and 

possibly the word of the centurion (23:46, 47). The description of 

the crowd's mourning reaction and the acquaintances' observation from a 

distance also owe some of their content to non-Markan sources. Thus, 

Luke appears again to have used Mark and non-Markan material side by 

side, but this time Mark is the basis of the narrative. 

There are various descriptions of the darkness at midday in the 

1 
text tradition of Lk. 23:45. The extrinsic probabilities show the 

. / 
and__fj<.J!jiNTo j-- .. readings as older than the readings with 

) / 

EV5.oiJ_a-_8--Xf_ -• The latter, however, have wider geographical distribution, 

though the difference is a matter of one text family, Caesarean. The 

Caesarean witness is not very significant for when it corresponds with 
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the Byzantine witness it should be considered as probably dependent on it. 

) , I 
The pattern of corrections in c ( c.:',_f_f<)<]I_OIITO~ 

) / 3 ) / 
ttKoTcc::..Q-7_; C p_~!:_(<.cTi.a-&1 ) may be a microcosm of the history of the two 

) -/ 

readings and show tha t_t_a:._IS_o_jjtrfJ!j _is later and not original. The pattern 

fails to recognize that though v. 46 is materially a natural climax to v. 
43, stylistically it does not follow on naturally from that verse. The 
repetitious use of o<iLJcra~~-__in v. 4-6 is not demanded for clarity by the 
intervention of vv. 44, 45. Taylor also does not take note of Luke's 
practice of combining all related subject matter under one heading, deal-
ing with it at once before moving on to something else (e.g. Lk. 23:35-38). 
This could explain his placement of Mk. 15:33, 38 together. Both verses 
deal with supernatural portents. Such a practice does not necessarily 
prevent Luke from using Mark as the basic source for the rest of the episode. 

1 .... ( \ ' ) / 75* 
Tou 'J~" 10 U f-l<A<_i7ov_To5 Alexandrian- p · -:::J... • Caesarean- geo?; 

Origengr, lati Cyril of Jerusalem; Western- syr11 mg~ Byzantine- C*; cf .. 1024. 
-r t 1 / > / 75 b mss J'l 
_Lui,) ],-.tuL1fi<).t1.TLolf[o5 . : Alexandrian- p C; B; (copsa, o Tav_uf:- ); 

copb ; Byzantine- 9 lectionaries. 
, , / ( 'I e 1 Kd-c. t;-c-/<aTitrb'7 o )Ar"5 : Alexandrian- 892; 1241; vg; Caesarean- ; f ; 

f 13; 565; 7d0; 1071; syrPal; arm (omit K~( ); Origenlat; mssacc. to Origen; 
Byzantine- A· C3· K· W· ~ • 'P • Tf • X· syrP· eth· 13 lectionaries· 28· 

( ') ' ' (') t ) '( )' ' ~ '1 ' ' ' Western- i i a ,9 aur, 0 11 \ c ' e 9 f' ff ' ' q; syrC11 5 • Diatessaron 
e, syr (omltk~l ) . . 
, 

1 
r rt ; Marc1on; many other minuscules. d 

§-trl<oTurO'Y) o ") ).ro~ : Caesarean- geo? • Western- D · it • 
~£1( / ' ' h 

Illv 'h >-cou __ ~l<oTtu- fuT5Jlc : Caesarean- geo?; Western- syr • 
~ I < ,. I ' - t ' , t r (/,.\ -? ( 

TtJil '?).cou (3'-f<l'liic\ITo) (~c, fa-l<cTiu-8/ o '7 roJ : Byzantine~ ~ text dis-
torted ••• ); other- 1365. 
omit altogether: Alexandrian- 33; other- 1195T 



75c 1 / ; p p_ c-l<)q:.tTtD~1o) ___ ) may indicate that the 

aorist tense reading is earlier than the present tense reading. 
l , 

Transcriptional probabilities favor the ~1<).€-tii.yJ.L participle read-

ings for the conversion of a genitive absolute to a finite verb is an 

1 
easier transcriptional procedure than the reverse. 

reading is more general and may be an attempt to avoid the scientific 
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difficulties raised by the report of an occurrence of a solar eclipse in 

the Passover season which is the time of the full moon. 2 

l I 

Intrinsic probabilities favor the more speci f ic __ _fi<.Xt:t1ir.v participle 

readings a They are less redundant in the immediate context and truly 
) / 

advance the narrative, whereas the _Eq-l<o[l~~~ reading is repetitious ( cf o 

I ) I 3 
jL~ofu)_£rfYff~ P 23:44) and does not add to the information of v. 44. 

l I 

The~~L~tTtW participle readings because of their older attestation; 

their difficulty in meaning which transcriptionally the more general 
) / 

~koT(q-~~ _reading may have sought to overcome; and their greater harmony 

with the immediate context, are probably the more original readings. Of 
{ / ) I 

the two the aorist participle reading-Too -.,Acou ~tc.,\(iiovlaS P may be 

taken as authentic. It has the better ms attestation and agrees in 

tense with the verbs in the immediate context. 

Another text variant which is closely attached to this problem is 

the placement of v. 45b after v. 46 by the "D" text. In view of the fact 

that the "D" reading matches Mark both in word order and in sequential 

order, we may take the "D" reading as a secondary harmonizing assimila~ion 

of Luke to Mark. Luke desires to group the supernatural portents to-

1Westcott and Hortp II, Appendixp p. 70o 

2!Jlls!.; Metzger, Commentaryp Po 182o Contrast Zahn (Lukas, p. 705 n. 
25)P who takes the same evidence frqm O~igen as Westcott and Hort and 
uses it to prove the opposite: the ~l<).fCilt.V __ participlf! re~dings were 
introduced to explain the controversy created by the f&kon~Pj reading. 

3contrast Zahn (Lukas, p. 705)P who says that the ge'nitive absolute 
h t . t' I l/ wit ou a conJunc 1on such aS---W or_o[c_ __ is rough stylistically and 

therefore not original. 



gether so he moves the reference to the rending of the veil forward. 

Other text variants which are relevant we will mention at the appropriate 

places in our study. 

Old Testament Quotation 

Jesus 1 final word before his death is an OT quotation (23:46/Ps. 

30(31):6). In the comparable immediate context Mark records some of 

Jesus' words as a quotation from Ps. 21(22):2/Mk. 15:34. Luke does not 

take over this quotation from Mark and it is often suggested that Luke 

1 
has replaced the Psalm 21(22) quotation with the Psalm 30(31) quote. 

We need to discuss the relationship between these two quotations in the 

history of tradition and the reasons for Luke's omission of the Psalm 

21(22) citation before we look at his use of Psalm 30(31) in the climax 

to his passion narrative. 

The Markan account records two loud cries by Jesus at the ninth hour 

(Mk. 15:34, 37). The record of the first contains the words of Jesus, 

the Ps. 21(22):2 quotation, while the second is wordless and is followed 

immediately by Jesus' death. luke records only one cry whose content is 

a quotation from Ps. 30(31): 6. Jesus 1 death immediately follows. 

Some reconstruct the history of tradition. maintaining that originally 

the tradition only knew one cry at Jesus' death, a wordless one. Later 

the tradition gave content to the wordless cry by the introduction of 

the Ps. 21(22):2 quote. Mark reflects a further stage in which the word-

less cry was conflated with the Ps. 21(22)::2 quote.2 
If this were the 

actual line of development the final product in Mark does not show clear-

ly the motive for the later introduction of Ps. 21(22):2 as the content 

for the wordless cry, for the wordless cry continues to exist. The 

1e.g. Dibelius, From Tradition, p. 194; Bultmann, History of the 
S,ynoptic Tradition, p. 273; Rese, Alttestamentliche Motive, p. 200; 
Holtz, p. 58o 

~ 2Bultmann, History of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 273; Loisy, ~ 
Evangiles Synoptiques, II, p. 684. 
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quotation does not serve to eliminate it. 

This approach not only does not explain all of the evidence but 

also tends to confuse the relationship between the Markan and Lukan 

quotations. It reasons that since the Markan quote provides words for 

the wordless cry and since the Lukan quote p~ovides words for the word-

less cry, the use of Mark by Luke necessarily means that Luke has replaced 

Ps. 21(22):2 with Ps. 30(31):6. Yet, in the course of the Markan narra-

tive the Ps. 21(22):2 quotation does not actually provide words for the 

wordless cry which immediately precedes Jesus 0 death. Unless we are 

going to say that by telescoping two occasions of Jesus' speaking into 

one Luke did identify Ps. 21(22):2 as the content of the final wordless 

cry, which he has replaced by Ps. 30(31 ):6, it is not correct to describe 

Luke's omission of Ps. 21(22):2 and his use of Ps. 30(31):6 as a replace-

ment or substitution of one quote for another. 

A more satisfactory way of understanding the relationship of the 

two quotations and Luke's use and non~use of them is to see the two cries 

as distinct events.
1 

Luke, using Mark as his basic source and with the 

aid of a non-Markan source, chooses to omit the Ps. 21(22):2 quotation. 

As a separate operation
2 

he inserts the Ps. 30(31):6 quotation as the 

content of Mark's final wordless cry. 

What reasons may be given for Luke's omission of Ps. 21(22):2/Mk. 

15:34? The compositional reasons for omission should be treated as sub-

sidiary to the main reasons which stem from Luke's theological purposes. 

1
T. Boman, "Das letzte Wort Jesu," Stud. Theol., XVII (1963), 

p. 113; cf. Easton,~, p. 351. 

2
Fleigel, p. 42; Lagrange, p. 592; Taylor (Jesus and His Sacrifice, 

p. 200) claims that one can only claim on the basis of Mark as the basic 
source that Luke has replaced one OT quotation with another. It should 
be observed that such a "replacement" explanation does not have to be 
accepted even if one accepts Mark as the source basic to the narrative 
for the l?s. 21(22):2 and Ps. 30(31):6 quotations occur at different 
chronological places in the historical sequence. 
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Luke has already mentioned the offer of_JS.,S _to Jesus by the soldiers 

(Lk. 23:36), thus he avoids a repeated mention of it here and as a result 

1 eliminates the OT quotation which is the occasion for the offer. The 

fact that the quotation is given first in Aramaic may have caused Luke 

who avoids foreign words to omit it. However, the presence of the Greek 

translation which follows it probably would have made the Aramaic less 

objectionable to Luke. 2 

The theological reasons for the omission come from Luke's possible 

misunderstanding of the quotation's meaning and function in Mark; Luke's 

eschatology; and Luke's portrayal of Jesus' death. When the words of 

the Psalm quotation are taken at their face value, they express a despair 

and doubt which is clearly out of character with the obedient suffering 

Messiah which the early church claimed Jesus to be. Some propose that 

this contradiction did not exist for the early church which employed this 

text as a messianic proof-te::r<it to show that Jesus the Messiah must suffer. 

Their realization that Jesus in saying these words was quoting Scripture 

and thus was both proving himself to be the promised Messiah and showing 

his faith in God, overshadowed the content of the quotation.3 Luke and 

his Gentile readers did not see this cry as an OT proof-texto As a 

result they understood the content of the quotation as a cry of despair 

which was scandalous on the lips of Jesus. It was best to remove it and 

replace it with a quotation which showed triumphal trust.4 The diffi-

culty with this explanation is that it fails to show convincingly both 

1Zahn, Lukas, p. 704, n. 21. 

2schneider, p. 161. 

3Dibelius, From Tradition, p. 194. 

4ceorge, ~' LXXII, p. 205; Schulz, Die Stunde der Botschaft, p. 289; 
cf. Fleigel (p. 42), who says that this omission shows a balance of motives 
in Luke. He chooses his messianic proof-texts according to the Chris~ 

tology which they show; Weidel (ThStuKr, LXXXV, p. 267) says that since the 
Markan words of Jesus are originally not historical but simply a pro~ 
phetic proof-text placed in his mouth, Luke is merely arbitrarily replac
ing one prophetic proof-text with another. Luke's choice reflects the 
perspective of a later time when messianic suffering was no longer a big 
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1 
how this quotation functions as a proof-text in Mark and how such a 

supposed perspective does in fact turn a cry of despair into a cry of 

trust .. Instead of having to assume on the basis of Luke's presumed 

Gentile background that a basic misunderstanding led to this omission.
2 

it is better to recognize that the Ps. 21(22):2 quotation probably never 

did serve as either a pointer to Jesus' faith or as an explicit fulfil-

ment proof-text. Ratherp the quotation authentically expresses the 

separation from God which Jesus knew in his suffering. Mark's placement 

of the sign of darkness at midday immediately before this cry may be 

another indication that Mark primarily understood this cry as an inter-

pretation of the darkness and as an expression of real forsakeness. 

Since this cry of despair is in the words of Scripture it is possible to 

see in that fact a reason for understanding it as a prophetic proof-text 

concerning the suffering Messiah. But this kind of reasoning comes best 

in reflection after the fact, on the basis of historical evidence that 

Jesus uttered such a cry. It is not easy to understand how the early 

church would have chosen Ps. 21(22):2, so easily open to misunderstand-

ing, as a fulfilment proof-text which they would place in the mouth of 

Jesus. Other texts might readily be found which would portray the divine 

necessity of the messianic suffering without introducing the scandalous 

word of messianic despair. The suffering section of Psalm 21(22), as we 

concern and the church wanted to show the triumph of Jesus' death through 
a proof-text .. 

1 
Contrast Suhl (p. 52), who observes that the quotation is not pre-

sented in a promise and fulfilment scheme. 

2 Boman (Stud. Theol., XVII, p. 112) sees misunderstanding also on 
Mark's part, for he interpreted a simple cry of trust "My God, My God" as 
a cry of despair and expanded it by the use of Ps. 21(22):2. Although 
Boman does not in the end identify the two cries of Mark as stemming from 
a single historical cry, he does identify them in content and uses Luke's 
Ps. 30(31):6 quotationp John's final cry (J. 19:30), and the centurion's 
reaction as indicators that the actual content of both cries was one of 
trust not despair. Boman fails to deal with the possibility that hope 
against hope, hope following despair could be an understandable experien
tial sequence here. 
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have seen~ 1 was not interpreted messianically in the first century 

Jewish exegetical tradition so it was not a ready made proof=text which 

the early church would have been likely to appropriate for Jesus, despite 

its scandalous content. Nor was this proof-text introduced simply as 

part of the process of extending the fulfilmBnt already seen in this 

psalm (Mk. 15:24~ 29~ 30/Ps. 21(22): 19~ 8~ 9). Rather~ this scandalous 

word is probably historical and from its preservation in the tradition 

flows both the later reflection on it as a proof-text for the divine 

necessity of Jesus' suffering and the understanding ofother details in 

the gospel tradition as the fulfilment of other portions of ~salm 21(22). 

But, the cry functions primarily not as prophetic fulfilment but as an 

exclamation of despair and an expression of the depth of suffering, the 

God-forsakeness which Jesus was experiencing. 

Luke by omitting it probably recognizes it as an allusion to or 

quotation from Ps. 21(22):2. His skilful application of other portions 

2 of the psalm to the events that surrounded Jesus' death makes it probable 

that he would recognize such a clear allusion to the beginning of the 

psalm. That he understood the allusion as functioning within a promise 

and fulfilment scheme is less certain. His lack of understanding, 

however, is not the decisive reason for his omission of the quotation. 

We have encountered other cases where Luke consciously omits Markan allu-

sions which are OT prophetic proof-texts.3 It is again Luke's concern 

with his theological themes which controls his decision to reproduce or 

not reproduce OT allusions from Mark. The scandal of the cry of despair 

was quite real for Luke, who was attempting to portray an innocent Jesus 

whose perfect obedience to the Father's will ~ed him to be numbered with 

the transgressors. But if he were to record these words, he would 

1 See above, p • .512 .. 

2 
See above, PP• 510ff.; 522ffe 

3e.g. see above, PP• 191 9 238 9 336, J76o 
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introduce a possible misunderstanding of the nature of Jesus' obedience 

and innocence. Jesus' lot as one reckoned with the transgressors did 

mean that Jesus would be forsaken of God. But Jesus' response to this 

situation as the obedient Son of the Father would not necessarily include 

a questioning of the suffering, an asking "Why?" Luke had been careful 

once before not to give the impression that Jesus was less than fully 

obedient. 
1 The prayer in the garden was so worded that Jesus' desire 

was manifestly shown to always stand under the will of God (Lk. 22:42). 

So here by omitting the allusion to Ps. 21(22):2 Luke maintains his em-

phasis on the innocent Jesus who shows himself to be such by his perfect 

obedience to the will of God. The omission helps to advance Luke's main 

theological theme the fulfilment of Is. 53:12 in the passion of Jesus. 

Other· subsidiary reasons for the omission are Luke 1 s possible desire 

to present Jesus' death as a martyrdom
2 

in which Jesus knows himself to 

be close to God to the end. This martyrdom may serve as an example to 

Christians. He may also be wishing to avoid an eschatological perspec-

tive, the future arrival of Elijah, which is different from his own (Lk. 

1 : 1 7; c f • Mk • 9: 1 3) • 3 

1 
See above, p. 324o 

2 Conzelmann, Theology of Luke, p. 88; Klostermann, p. 227; Schneider, 
p 0 190 0 

3conzelmann, Theology of Luke, p. 88; Contrast Schneider, p. 161; H. 
D. A. Major, T. W. Manson, C. J. Wright (The Mission and Message of Jesus 
(London, 1937), p. 1J4) suggest that Luke confused f.A(4S __ and the Aramaic 
transliteration~_w, __ and as a result interpreted the cry as relating to 
an eclipse. Though interesting this suggestion is unlikely for Luke's 
gospel source provides a Greek translation which makes misunderstanding 
less likely; Geldenhuys (p. 616) suggests that reference to eclipse is 
likely due to a corruption of a marginal note like_Tou l-i_~£Lo_\L_~~A_~i!g'VTo5 ; 
"the passage about Elias being omitted." There is not textual evidence for 
this. 

4rhe filst of two text variants ( ii~TfO{J<C. : Western- D; R; 
Caesarean- f ;JL0jL'i!. &_f-tr..~_<i.L __ : Alexandrian- L; Caesarean- f 13; Byzantine
~; 0117; 0135; and many remaining mss) is geographically restricted main-
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IPso 30(31):6 LXX:_E/S .X~'Y'jS a-au ;;r.;.&fu-~;.( To' iiv~?"-_;;.(Ju 

IPs. 30( 31 ) : 6 MT:__ _ _ _ ~(J ·11 1 , r. 7 ~ Tj J; f 
Although there is extensive verbal parallelism between Lk. 23:46 and 

Ps. 30(31):6g the lack of an introductory formula has caused some to 

classify this OT material as allusion
1 

and not quotation.
2 This OT 

material has a different kind of introductory formula, the LXX style ele-

Though this participial clause may 

serve primarily another function 9 to show the purposefulness with which 

Jesus' died 9 its lXX coloring does turn our attention to an OT context 

and may in that way point out that the words of Jesus are a quotation. 

The fact that the OT material is the sole content of a prayer of 

committal to God makes it understandable why an introductory formula 

would not be present. It might be possible for Jesus in his praying to 

claim the authority of Scripture through the use of an introductory {or-

mula before a scriptural quotation. In our case the formula would point 

out that the scriptural quotation was serving as the ground for his con-

fidence and action 9 or the means by which he hopes to coerce God into 

receiving his spirit. However, the first purpose may be indicated just 

as well by the simple quotation without introductory formula. The 

second purpose would be served well if there were an introductory formula 

ly to the Caesarean and Western families. The second is probably an 
assimilation of Luke to the LXX (Holtz, p. 58); cf. the assimilation of. 
some of the LXX mss to the Lukan Western reading 7L~r."eyJI.-L (lLP 9 a, u; 
commendo, Old Latin; vg; but the Gallicum Psalter has dabo; Holtz, p. 58). 
:!i~_T{flf-J'Y-1..---the most widely attested early reading which is difficult 
since it disagrees with the LXX in tense is to be preferred as the original 
readingo 

1
Rese, Alttestamentliche Motive, p. 200; Holtz (p. 58) reasons that 

since this OT reference in his view replaces Ps. 21(22):2 it probably 
qualifies as a quotation but not as an express quotation; Clapton (p. 12) 
sees it as an especially clear instance of an indirect quotation or allu
sion. 

2 contr~st Owen, p. 60; Summers, p. 310; Gilmour 9 Interpreter 0 s Bible, 
VIII, P• 413; Easton, Luke, p. 351; Rose 9 Le Psautier, p. 317; cf. HUhn 
(p. 67), Karnetzki (p. 80), and France (Jesus and the OT 9 p. 263), who classify 
it as a quotation without introductory formula. 

3see below, p. 617fo 
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but such a use of the psalm is inco~ngruous with the content of the portion 

quoted. On the one other occasion when Luke reports an OT quotation as 

part of the content of a prayer (Ac. 4:259 26) 9 he does employ an introduc-

tory formula. In that case 9 however, the formula is appropriate to the 

function of the OT quotation which is to be an example of prophecy which 

was fulfilled in Jesus' suffering. If the Lukan context indicates why a 

traditional introductory formula may be understandably omitted, the func

tion of the verse within the larger context of Luke's presentation of the 

messianic mission throughout the gospel indicates why one may correctly 

conclude that Luke intended this verse to be understood as an OT quota-

This prayer of trustful committal is the final witness to the 

pattern of suffering issuing in glory, which is the chief characteristic 

of the messianic mission. The prayer includes the two other ingredients 

necessary for understanding that God's salvation is accomplished accord

ing to this pattern. There is the declaration that it is God who will 

effect the salvation. This declaration is an expression of trust in God 

which is essential if one is to receive glory after suffering. Luke 

emphasizes that the Scriptures have prophesied such a mission for the 

Messiah (Lk. 24:25-27). He places this OT material (Ps. 30(31):6) at 

the crucial point in the progress of salvation. Jesus is about to pass 

into the darkest part of his suffering, death, which will issue in the 

brightest portion of his glory, the resurrection. Thus, it would be 

appropriate for Luke to intentionally quote from Scripture to witness to 

the fact of the divinely ordained nature of this pattern of the messianic 

mission. The important place which this OT material occupies in the 

course of the passion narrative; the inappropriateness of a traditional 

introductory formula; and the extensive verbal parallelism, the OT material 

provides all the content of the prayer, combine to show us that this OT 

material should be understood as a quotation. 

The text-form of the quotation shows both an agreement with the LXX 

against the MT (the plural,-7\£.Jflli..)_, for the singular,_ iT:fl-l and a 
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disagreement with both with respect to the tense of the verb lTto~f>o~.Tt~Ot-«"'~i 

MT ,_ ]_' ~~ ? ~ ) . Since the first discrepancy does not 

seem to be caused by any stylistic considerations demanded by the NT 

context, it may be taken as an indicator that the OT text on which the 

quotation is based is the LXX.
1 

We need to look at both discrepancies together and attempt to recon-

struct the history of tradition so that we may understand what OT materials 

and what interpretational methods influenced this particular text=formo 

We must begin with the discrepancy of a basically LXX text-form in the 

mouth of an Aramaic speaking Jesus. We might explain this discrepancy 

by appealing to OT materials, an Aramaic Targum paraphrase of the LXX2 

or to a method of translation which recast the quotation from an Aramaic 

gospel source with the aid of the LXX text-form.3 Another possibility 

is that Jesus himself in this final act of witness to which the Greek 

speaking centurion responds, spoke Greek using the LXX text-form. The 

other discrepancy, the change in tense which has no major supporting ms 

evidence for it in either the LXX or MT must be explained by editorial 

practice. The adaptation is an exegetical one in order to allow the OT 

material to function not as a profession of f~e trust but as an expres= 

sion of present commitment.4 The question is who originated the change 

of tense? The three possible answers are Jesus, who appropriated the 

psalm as a prayer of commital the way Jews often used it as a bed-time 

prayer;' the early church, which may have introduced the quotation into 

lHfihn, p. 67; Holtz, p. 5; Rese, Alttestamentliche Motive, p~ 200; 
France (Jesus and the OT, p. 241) notes the discrepancy and says that the 
discrepancy neither affects the sense nor the application of the passage. 

2roy, p. 80; B6hl, p. 96. 

3Karnetzki, p. 238. 

4ll!.i!!o 

5cf. ~(II, p. 269) for the rabbinic evidence, e.g. Ber. 5a; Tan~. 
B_g_)_l__9/ __ 23(73a); Godet, H, p. 338, "o •• the present is alone in keep
ing with the actual circumstances of Jesus." 



1 Jesus 1 speech; or Luke~ who may have done it when he himself introduced 

2 
the quotation into Jesus' speech. Since the original editor of the 

tense is also likely to be the originator or source of the quotation~ we 

must leave the final determination of the answer until we consider that 

question later. What we can observe now is that the editorial adjust-

ment of the tense does not point necessarily to one of these alternative 

answers to the exclusion of others. At this stage of our investigation 

of the quotation what appears to us to be the most probable explanation 

of the two text-form discrepancies is that the tense change comes from 

Jesus' original use of the prayer. It is preserved in the translation 

of the prayer from Aramaic to Greek with the use of the LXX text-form as 

a guide. This accounts for the plura~~ • As for Luke, he simply 

takes over the text-form from his source. 

The verse which Jesus quotes comes from the first of four sections 

in a psalm which contains three laments concerning various hardships(the 

psalmist isdangerously assaulted, Ps. 30(31):1-9; dangerously sick, vv. 

10-13; and unjustly accused, vv. 14-19) and a concluding t~giving (vv. 

3 20-25). The psalm appears to have been intended for use in public 

worship. It was evidently written by an individual who had experienced 

the suffering and the deliverance. 4 The description of the psalmist's 

difficulties is so general and uses much common images that it is not 

possible to identify the precise historical circumstances nor relate the 

psalm to any known incident in Israel's history.5 What the psalmist 

expresses in v. 6 is a desire to be protected from the danger about him. 

1 
Rese, Alttestamentliche Motive, p. 200. 

2~. 

3 A. A. Anderson, I, p. 245. 

4weiser, p. 275. 

5weiser (p. 275) and A. A. Anderson (I, p. 246) point out that there 
are many ideas and images which this psalm has in common with other psalms 
and Jeremiah's writing. 
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He will con~it his very life into God's keeping so that he may be kept 

alive and free from harm. He asks for God's protection by professing 

his trust in God based on the deliverance which God has already provided 

for him: "thou hast redeemed mep 0 Lordp faithful God." l?salm 30(31) is 

/ 

the only place in the LXX where 1Jo<,Po1tti-J~J.. _ describes the commitment of 

one's life to God (cf. the two other renderings of a form of_"Lf:OU 0 !Lev. 
- T 

5:23p "the deposit which was committed to him"; 4 Km. 5:24; most other 

references speak of hospitality, "placing food before guests," e.g. Gen. 

18:8; 24:33; Pr. 23:1; cf. Lk. 10:8; 11:6; Ac. 16:34). As far as the 

verb is concerned, the metaphor comes from the world of commerce where 

one person hands overp commits to the trust of another 9 some goods which 

he expects to receive back at another time (e.g. Herodotus VI:86 
I lj / 4./ 

~~ .. rrf-) d'uo o-yf"') t:: ovro(~ ~...:a-c .xt~~s _liuf!J~A{)_t:_tLIJri.-<. _k.P!( "~ rltt<o~< ou v 'f E-'7'~ 
1/ _ I I ) ( _rl 

d_'\Lfv Tov (-nf>oV_tf.iio_cuual)_olc; cf. Lk. 12:48). The imagery of placing 

oneself in the hands of God, being in his hand, as in a place of refuge 

safe from the hand of death, is common in the OT (l?s. 48(49):16; 88(89): 

49; 30(31):16 Hos. 13:14; Da. 3:88). 

The psalm is in the first person, has a Davidic superscription and 

a concluding song of thanksgiving which looks to the future reward of the 

righteous (Ps. 30(31):20). These elements open the way for a possible 

. . . t t . 1 
mess1an1c 1n erpre at1on. 

There is very little evidence that this psalm was understood messian-

ically by the first century Jewish exegetical tradition. We have already 

seen that Ps. 30(31):6 was appropriated by the Jews as an evening prayer 

in which the pious Jew committed his spirit to God's keeping during the 

hours of sleep so that he might take it again in the morning. It is 

interesting to note that the pious Jew also changes the tense of the yerb 

1 > ' I 
Bornhlluser (p. 122) notes the~_rc TE-).o5-- in the superscription 

which according to him was the signal to the early church that the psalm 
should be understood messianically. 



1 
from the future to the present when he makes the psalm a bed-time prayer. 

The Qumran hymns appropriate the psalm's metaphors for suffering to des-

cribe the affliction of the Qumran psalmist who sees himself as a right-

eous sufferer(e.g. 1 QH 5:33-35/Ps. 30(31):8-14; 1 QH 5:36/Ps. 30(31):11 

1 QH 4:8-9/l?s. 30(31):12-13: 1 QH 7:11-12/l?s. 30(31):19; cf. 1 QH 4:40; 

15:25 which ascribe to God the title, "Faithfulnessp 11 Ps. 30(31):6b). 

The Jews often understood Ps. 30(31):20 as a description of the 

2 future reward of the righteous after death. There appears to be only 

one place where this reward is described within the eschatological context 

of the messianic kingdom. 3 Even then the Messiah is not identified with 

the psalmist. Thus, while we have substantial evidence that Jesus' use 

of the psalm was according to the Jewish custom by which the righteous 

applied to themselves the thoughts of the righteous psalmist, this seems 

to have occurred without a messianic or promise and fulfilment understand-

ing of the psalm. 

The function of the quotation in its immediate NT context is to 

interpret Jesus' death in terms of his relationship with God. It has 

been suggested that Jesus says this in his role as Messiah, 4 Son of Godp 5 

Righteous Martyr. 6 There is nothing in the content of the psalm quota-

tion itself which would indicate that Jesus uses this prayer as anyone 

other than a righteous person who adopts this expression of trust in his 

particularly difficult circumstances. It is the immediate context which 

gives us several clues that the quotation is used in aid of a messianic 

understanding of Jesus' suffering in terms of his divine sonship. 

1 See above, p. 580, n. 5., 

2cf. ~(IV, p. 494) for the evidence; Smits (I, p. 79) also sees 
the psalm as messianic. 

3sBKP I, p. 161 citing PesiJ.<. 149a. 

4e.g. Dillersberger, VI, p. 171; Goppelt, p. 123. 

5 e.g. George~' lXXIIP p. 205; Schneider, P• 187. 

6e.g. Hauck, p. 287; Conzelmann, Theology of Luke, p. 89. 



Throughout the mockery of Jesus on the cross the title which is consist-

( ; { ently used of him is~ o Ji'_t~TaS Lk. 23: 35, 39)" The penitent criminal 

acknowledges him as true Messiah (23:42). Jesus 1 assurance to the crim~ 

nal (23:43) might be taken in an unmessianic fashion.
1 

However~ Luke 

places between vv. 43 and 46 features of the narrative which are OT signs 

of God's working in the End-time. 2 
· This immediately removes Jesus' 

promise and his prayer from the context of the acts of just another right-

eous martyr.· Jesus' words become part of an event which is theologically 

decisive for salvation history. If Luke's preference for _cEJ<rJcCJ rather 

than u'c~_o~r\J (23:47; cf. Mk. 15:39) seems to reduce the death's mean

ing to purely martyrological significance, we need to keep in mind the 

charge of which Jesus is declared innocent: the claim to be a political 

Messiah. The implication in the centurion's praise of God is that Jesus 

is a Messiah who is more than political. The crowd's repentant return 

(ILk. 23:48) also indicates the theological significance of the one who 

has died. If this immediate context portrays Jesus as more than just a 

righteous martyr~ how does Luke use this Psalm quotation prayer to ad-

vance his readers understanding of the theological significance of Jesus' 

death? 

Luke takes up the prayer and lets it function as the interpretive 

climax of the crucifixion scene. The quotation interprets Jesus' death 

as part of the pattern of God's plan of salvation (cf. 2:23~ 24; 8:10; 

19:46, quotations which also function as interpreters of Jesus' and other 

persons' actions). Death is the time when .Jesus' hands over his spirit 

to the Father. Although the prayer does not explicitly proclaim that 

death in the Father's hands, means entrance into the messianic kingdom 9 3 

1 
See above~ p. 563, no 3o 

2 See below~ p. 602 .. 

3contrast Bartsch, ~~ -x.xno p .. 452 .. 



exaltation to the right hand of the Father (22:69), or entrance into 

glory (24:26)~ it does bear witness to several of the essentia~ ingredients 

in God's accomplishment of his work of salvation accorming to the messianic 

mission through a pattern of suffering and glory. Those ingredients are 

faithg the obedient trust which Jesus' final words express, and most 

importantly the assertion that God will act to fulfill the Messiah's 

.mission. Suffering has reached its climax in death and the transition 

must now decisively be made to glory. At this crucial point Jesus pro-

claims that into God's hands he entrusts himself. The glory, which comes 

to the Messiah after he has placed himself in the Father's hands, Luke 

describes with the aid of other Scripture in other contexts. This 

Scripture quotation simply affirms the essential ingredients, the faith 

of the Messiah and the action of God> which will make entrance into glory 

possible. At the same time, the quotation so interprets Jesus' death 

that we are directed to expect the glory after the suffering. The fact 

that an OT quotation is used to interpret Jesus' death in this fashion 

not only lends the authority of God's revelation to the interpretation, 

it also affirms the divine necessity of the "suffering followed by glory" 

pattern of the Messiah's mission. 

To understand this prayer messianically does not mean that we must 

take_IO /;v~~j,;;#d·.\)_ __ as the Holy Spirit with which the Messiah is anointed. 
1 

Rather, as the Messiah is always God's servant, empowered by God to do 

2 his will, so in death he commits his life to God in total dependenceo 

Divine sonship now comes into play. It interprets Jesus' messiahship 

in terms of one of its aspects, Jesus' relationship of obedience to and 

1
contrast Dillersberger, VI, p. 171. 

2 Dalman (Jesus-Jeshua, p. 210) applies all portions of the metaphor 
from commerce to interpret the acti9n Jesus is taking in his prayer: "To 
His Father Jesus commended His precious possession in order that it might 
be well guarded in Paradise, and that he might receive it again when God 
should re-install Him in this world." 
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dependence on the Father. The customary address to God as father at the 

beginning of the prayer immediately reminds us of this relationship which 

1 
at once makes Jesus dependent on God for his very nature as his Son 9 and 

exalts Jesus to partake of that nature through a unity of relationship 

2 
which not even death can destroy. The quotation also shows the volun-

tary nature of Jesus' death. Jesus is not overtaken by death, but rather 

enters it by a conscious commitment of his spirit to the Father.3 The 

psalm quotation then advances Luke's presentation of the divine necessity 

of suffering followed by glory and his Christology of Jesus, the obedient 

Messiah, God's son. 

Whether this psalm quotation is intended as a pointer to its larger 

original context is not certain. The psalm contains quite a few ideas 

common toma~ lamentation psalms which also occur in Luke's passion narra= 

tive (e.g. 22:2/Ps. 30(31 ): 14; Lk. 23: 11/Ps. 30(31 ): 19). The one con-

junction of details which may be under the influence of Psalm 30(31) is 

the reaction of various parties to the Jesus' death (Ps. 30(31):12; Lk. 

23:48, 49). This we will need to discuss later. 

We have already seen that when originally this prayer was appro-

priated by Jesus this was done not with any promise and fulfilment scheme 

in mind but simply in the customary fashion of pious Jews, who applied 

these words of trust to a life threatening situation. Since IJ.Ike uses 

this verse in a hermeneutical way to interpret Jesus' death as according 

to God's pattern of salvation history, this quotation may have been 

intended to be understood within a promise and fulfilment scheme.4 

Admittedly this scheme is not explicitly indicated in the immediate con-

text. The application of this idea of trustful commitment from this 

1G. Voss, "Zum Herrn und Messias Gemacht hat Gott diesen Jesu: Zur 
Christologie der Lucanischen Schriften," Bibel und Leben, VIII (1967), 
jpo 244., 

2Schneider, Po 186f. 

3Karnetzki, p. 311 0 

4see above, Po 584o 
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psalm elsewhere in the NT (Ac. 7:59; 1 Peto 4:19; cf. Ac. 14:23; 20:32) 

tends to show that the psalm was not understood by the early church in 

general as a prophecy fulfilled in Jesus alone. However, the application 

of this psalm by Jesus to himself literally was unique in that not only 

did it change the reference from protection against death to protection 

in death. But, Jesus' use became the foundation on which Christians 

could pin their hopes (Ac. 7:59). If Jesus' use is unique is it neces~ 

sarily presented as a fulfilment of Scripture? This can only be main-

tained on the co~ined evidence of the quotation's function as an inter-

preter of Jesus' death and the fact that the pattern of suffering issuing 

in glory in which the quote places the death is in Luke's view propheti= 

Cally declared in Scripture. Luke presents Jesus as literally applying 

the psalm to himself. This is the method we have noted before in Luke's 

approach to the Psalms ~s messianic prophecies.
1 Possibly we should see 

such a literal application as the foundation for an argument that Jesus 

fulfills the psalm since no one else has fulfilled it literally. Jesus 

is able to apply it literally to himself because he is the obedient Messiah. 

This Luke recognizes and builds on. 

What we should probably conclude is that the promise and fulfilment 

scheme serves as a background for Luke's presentation but it is not the 

determining factor. Luke does not intend to present the prayer as 

2 primarily a proof-text. That the prayer and its answer fulfills the 

psalm is understandable from the precise literal interpretation of it. 

The answer to the prayer and the true fulfilment of the quotation is the 

resurrection (cf. Ac. 2:24-31). The fulfilment event, the resurrectionp 

1Geldenhuys, p. 612; e.g. see above, pp. 410, 517o 

2Lindars, p. 95; Haupt, p. 20~ Contrast Weidel (ThStuKr, LXXXV, 
pp. 267-269), who argues on the basis of the future tense of the verb in 
the psalmp the Davidic super5criptionp and the first ~erson in which it 
was writ ten, that Luke understood the psalm as messianic and the verse as 
an appropriate proof-text for the Messiah. Weidel fails to show how the 
quotation functions in the NT context as a proof-text. 
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has yet to take place. Though it is possible for Luke to present a 

proof-text in the form of a prediction before the event occurs (Lk. 22:37/ 

Ise 53:12) 9 for Lk. 23:46 to be understood as such a proof-text we would 

need to have explicit reference to fulfilment in the immediate context. 

Ratherp Luke presents it as a prayer of trust which interprets Jesus' 

death in terms of the suffering of God's son who is dependent on the 

father to effect his salvation in glory out of the midst of that suffer-

The respect for the original context which Luke fails to show in 

his appropriation of the quotation occurs in two areas. The basic sense 

of the quotation is changed by changing the verb's tense and more impor= 

tantly setting it in the context of deathQ By trusting God to protect 

\ -him in death rather than from death Jesus use~a_~~f~~ _in a different 

sense. It no longer denotes one's life, human existence. It now 

stands for one's existence after death (cf. Lk. 8:55; Ac. 7:59)o 1 
The 

literal understanding of the psalmist's profession of confidence will, 

of course, bear this meaning but from the original context it does not 

appear to be what be meant originally. This change should not be seen 

as a violation of the original context which contradicts the original 

meaning. This application by extending the sphere of God's protection 

of the trustful person even to death does not contradict, but heightens 

the strength of the psalmist's profession of faith. The original con-

text is superseded. 

That such an interpretation of Ps. 30(31):6 is legitimate is main-

tained normally by two lines of reasoning. One we have just given: the 

original context is not violated but taken literally and thus is logically 

2 
extended. The profession of trust is stated so generally that taken in 

isolation from its original context there is nothing which prevents it 

1 
~' VI, p. 415. 

2 Toy, p. 81. 
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1 
from being applied to the suffering of death. The other line of reason-

ing rests on the authority of Jesus who applies the wording of the psalm 

as he will.
2 Both of these explanations should be taken into account 

but always against the background of the Jewish custom of appropriating 

the psalm for devotional use. 

The other violation of context is in the application of a personal 

lament to Jesus' experience. If Jesus originated the use Luke simply 

reproduces it. However, in doing so he still shows agreement with the 

application. We have already seen how originally the application was 

made on the basis of a common link in attitude between the psalmist and 

Jesus and without any thought of the difference in identity between the 

two speakers and their situations. The interpretive function of the 

quotation as Luke employs it may still rest on the similarity of convic-

tion between the psalmist and Jesus. However, we have seen reason to 

believe that the quotation operates somewhat within a scheme of promise 

and fulfilment. luke most probably came to understand the psalm in this 

way through the same process as was described for Psalm 21(22). 3 The 

presence of the quotation in the historical tradition caused Luke to 

reflect on the psalm as possibly messianically prophetic. That this was 

the psalmist's intention can be maintained more easily than in the case 

of Psalm 21(22) since the profession of trust is in the future tense. 

Again the psalm understood literally only comes to real fulfilment in 

the case of Jesus who trusts his spirit to the Father who protects it to 

life everlasting through the resurrection. Luke by understanding that 

David didn't fulfill it and yet Jesus quoted it, could conclude that the 

psalm spoke of the Davidic Messiah who would fulfill the psalm. This 

1 
Contrast Weidel (ThStuKr, LXXV, p. 267), who calls such application 

arbitrary. 

2Calvin, III, p. 210; Haupt, p. 120. 

3see above, pp. 516ff .. 
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fulfilment was accomplished in Jesus. 

Since the quotation is on Jesus' lipsD the questions of the his-

toricity of the quotation and its source are closely connected. The 

objections to the historicity of the quotation focus on its supposed 

irreconcilability with other evidence of the gospel tradition and its 

literary relationship with other gospel sources. John (J. 19:30) 

/ 

reports that Jesus 1 last word was_Tf-_t:f-~81-fvll 0 while Mark and Matthew 

record a wordless cry. Some find John and Luke irreconcilable at this 

point 9

1 
so that the historicity of both reports is brought into question. 

Yet, the contents of the Johannine and Lukan words are not mutually exclu-

sive. John 1 s word is a backward look over Jesus 1 suffering up to the 

moment of his death, "It is finished." Luke's word could very readily 

be the report of the immediately following words which take a trustful 

forward look at the moment of one's death to what lies beyond. Thus, 

Jesus' last words could have been, "It is finished. Father, into thy 

hands I commit my spirit." Another seeming contradiction is between 

"the loud cry" which introduces a quotation that some expect should be 

Yet, the confidence of this prayer may be expressed 

just as well by a loud cry as by a soft petition. Another supposed con-

tradiction, which we have already noted in our discussion of the omission 

of Ps. 21(22):2/Mk. 15:34, 3 is the discrepancy between the doubt of the 

Psalm 21(22) cry and the faith of the Ps. 30(31):6 cry. Though often 

both cries are taken as later interpretations of a reported wordless cry, 4 

if the words of the Markan cry are accepted as historical, they may be 

reconciled with Luke's prayer only with difficulty. Either one may say 

1 
Strauss, p. 689. 

2
Gilbert, P• 77. 

3see above, p. 576fG 

4 e.g. Bultmann, History of the SynoEtic Tradition, p. 273. 
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that ~hen ~e come to Vo 46 the extreme depth of fo~sakeness and darkness 

1 is past (Lko 23:44i ow that in the midst of forsakeness Jes~s hopes 

against hope by trusting himself to the Fathero None of these seeming 

contradictions are substantial enough to call the historicity of the 

quotation into questiono 

the ~ords oere declaimed Aoudly in p~blic so that they could hawe been 

td tnessedo The Jewish practice in ~si~g the prayer at bed-time co~~ 

tributes to its historical probabilityo The form of the prayer intro~ 
I 

duced with an absoA~te vocative Tt~T~-- is evidence for its genuinenesso 

If the prayer were a later insertion from Christian usage one wo~ld 

probabJI.y f.ind_fto~T_ff----qua.llified with~_p_j,l __ or_-j;c-~v •
2 

In fact the explana

tion that the later Christian usagep ~ich interprets the werse i~ this 

new oayp protection in deathp is a growth from Jesusv unique interpretationp 

is more reasonabhl than the explanation that the report of Jesusv use is 

an interpolation from later Christian usageo 

The main objections to the historicity of the prayer are raised on 

the grounds of source criticnsmo Xt is maintained either that luke has 

this ~otation is original and therefore pre~MarkanD it is hard to con~ 

ceive that Mark ~ould have known it and omitted ito4 We have seen tha~ 

the first a~gument is not tenable for it confuses two historically dis~ 

The second argument is basically an argument from Msrk 0 s 

silence and for that reason is weako 

The text~form of the quotation gives us no guidance as to the quota~ 

Those who choose Luke himself as the originator 

of the quotation have no sound arguooent on source critical grounds unless 

1GeldenhuysD po 612o 

2cfo Lindarsa (po 94) observationsp although he leaves the possibility 
o~c~ ~ha~ t~@ preye~ has been iatewpo!ated from lat~r Chrna~!~n mo@g~o 

3eogo Resep Alttestamentliche Motivep Po 201o 

4Knoxp Sourcesp IP Po 147o 

5see abovep Po S72fo 
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they are going to insist on the basis of a strict two document source 

hypothesis that by a process of eliminati on 9 L e. its absence from Mark? 

the I~kan editorial hand has to be the source of the quotation. Rese 

admits as much in his method. Although he grants that the quotation 

could be pre-Lukan though not original with Jesus 9 he says that if he can 

find a satisfactory reason for Luke's insertion of it as a correction of 

Mark this will be the safest alternative in explaining its origin. But 

this is not necessarily the best alternative for it does not satisfac

torily explain why Luke with his interest in history would choose to 

place on Jesus' lips words which he didn't utter. Also, there is not 

sufficient evidence either in the psalm or the contemporary Jewish inter

pretation of it, to indicate that it would be readily recognized by early 

Christians as a messianic prophecy. There is very little in Luke's 

usage to indicate that he meant it to be understood as a messianic proof

text which he had discovered and introduced into the words of Jesus. 

Since there are no historical objections to the prayer and since no argu

ments of source criticism demand that we necessarily identify this OT 

material as having its origin in Luke's editing or in the handing on of 

the tradition, it is best to understand the quotation as having its origin 

in Jesus himself. It was handed on and preserved because of its value 

as an OT interpretation of Jesus' death. Its text-form was adjusted to 

the LXX in the translation of Aramaic sources, \mile its difference from 

the LXX in verb tense is a preservation of Jesus' original application 

of the OT text to his situation. Thus, the OT influenced its preserva-

tion, not its creation, while the NT historical event controlled its text-

form. It seems more probable historically that Jesus' new use of the 

prayer, developing from Jewish custom, would later be reflected on by the 

early church which would come to understand the psalm as messianic pro

phecy, than that the early church or luke were the first to search out 

this scripture and use it as a messianic proof-text. 
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Old Testament Allusion 

Almost every detail of ~his last scene at the cross has had its 

origin attributed to some OT passage or passages. We shall handle those 

details which may be based on a series of OT passages in our OT ideas 

section (the darkness at midday, 23:44
1

; the solar eclipse and the rend

ing of the temple veil, 23:452; the loud cry, 23:463). Possible OT 

allusions occur in the description of the various responses to Jesus' 

death (the centurion, 23:47/Wsd. 2:16-18; the crowd, Lk. 23:48/Zech. 12: 

10; the acquaintances, Lk. 23:49/Ps. 87(88):9, 19; 37(38): 12; 30(31 ): 12). 

The centurion having observed the whole course of events at the 

crucifixion declares that this man is_ J; f<ttt o S • This declaration, seen 

against the background of Jesus' final prayer and Luke's choice of the 

_rl 1\ e ~ 
term_cu/<itQj- over the title{I!05 ___ E-2l) __ (Mk. 15:39), is sometimes taken 

as an indication that Wsd. 2:16-18 is alluded to in luke's description 

of Jesus 1 death here. 4- The verbal parallelism consists in the conjunc

tion in both Luke (Mark) and Wisdom of the termJJ_'L9toj and the idea 

variously expressed that the righteous man is God's son (Lk. 23:46, 47, 

parallelism, however, is not very great. In Wisdom these titles are 

used in mockery by those who oppress the righteous. 

1
Browning (p. 165) suggests that Luke may have in mind particularly 

Am. 5:18;montefiore (II, p. 628) says that v. 44 describes the fulfil
ment of Am. 8:9; cf. Finegan, p. 81; However, there is not enough verbal 
parallelism to match the evident material parallelism so that the Lukan 
description may be seen to be a conscious allusion to one OT passage. 

2
Rese (Alttestamentliche Motive, p. 54) proposes that Luke's place

ment of the portents together, making a sign in heaven and a sign on earth, 
was influenced by Jo. 3:1-5~Ac. 2:17-20. There is, however, no explicit 
construction of such a contrast on Luke's part. The reference to the sun 
is evidently explanatory and the grouping of the portents together is 
probably according to Luke's compositional practice of grouping common 
subject matter together. The influence of Joel is not readily a~parent. 

3see below, p. 617fo 

4Gough, p. vi; Boismard (II, p. 430f.) sees Wsd. 2:18 as alluded to 
in the titles used by Luke and Marko 
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is used in praise. There is strong material parallelism between luke's 

/ 

interpretation of Jesus' death through Ps. 30(31):6 and Wsd. }:1P 6ti~Jtwv 

0 Yetp there is not a sufficiently explicit 

connection between Jesus' last words' and the declaration of the centurion 

for us to conclude that_d'(~a~_toS 

definitely points us to the Wisdom 2-3 context. There are other suffi= 

. 1 c1ent reasons for understanding Luke's choice of wording at v. 47 which 

do not demand that they be taken as an allusion to Wsd. 2:18.2 

The description of the crowd's reaction (Lk. 23:48) has been taken 

as an allusion to Zech. 12:103 (cf. J. 19:37 which quotes the verse as a 

prophecy fulfilled in the piercing of Jesus at his death). There is no 

verbal parallelism and the material parallelism which exists must be 

based on an assumption that the crowd which comes and looks, returns 

mourning over what they have seen» i.e. the crucified Jesus.4 

Jesus were the object of their mourning we should expect it to be explicit-

1 ., ,1 _r / 
ly stated (e.g. Aristophanes, ~· 396 9 

11 IO:.o"iif_f_a::(} tlo(J.nl£1./ p
11 fiq-<V) o 

Another possible object of their mourning is themselves (cf. Lk. 23:27). 

After having witnessed what has taken place: the darkness at midday, the 

1 See below, p. 611 o \ 

2The fact that Is. 52:13-53:12 serves as the possible background for 
the early chapters in Wisdom (TDNT, V9 pp. 678ff.) opens the way to see
ing behind the_d'(f<_ot(O) an all~n to the figure of the suffering Servant 
and Is. 53: 11_<fiKrf.Jti __ in particular. The verbal parallelism is too 
slight to establish a definite allusion here; cf. Hookerp p. 111; Maurer 
(ZTK, L, p. 9) says that Mark's description (Mk. 15:39) of the Gentile's 
a~nished confession is an allusion to Is. 52:15 which Luke removes. 
There is little materi~l and no verbal parallelism which would enable us 
to see this as a Markan OT allusion in the first place; Karnetzki (p. 85) 
lists it as a factual correspondence that is not an allusion. 

3Loisy, ~~ p. 562; A. B. Bruce, ~ositor's Greek NT, I, p. 642; 
Klostermann (p. 227) and Leaney (p. 287~uggest a connection but not 
with much confidence; Contrast Lagrange 0 p. 593f.; Weidel (ThStuKr, LXXXV, 
p. 274) proposes that the mourning for one's sins following the sign of 
darkness may Le inspired by Is. lJ: 10. -_ However 9 th-!o r@ference is one 
of many OT passages which link judgment in the form of darkness with sin. 

4soismard, II, p. 431. 
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innocent Jesus confidently dying, and the declaration of the centurion 0 

they realize what has happened in a green tree and repentantly mourn 

what will happen to them, the dry (23:31; cf. Gospel of Peter 25: dicentes: 

Vae nobis guae facta sunt hodie propter peccata nostra; appropinquavit 

enim desolatio Jerusalem; 
1 s c several mss:g ; syr 0 

0 include these words 

at the end of lk. 23:48). Though Jesus' death is a catalyst for their 

mourning repentance, he is not the object of that mourning. They mourn 

themselves for their sins (18:13) and the coming judgment (23:27ff.). 1 

There is no identifiable allusion to Zech. 12:10 here on the basis of 

either verbal or material parallelism. 

be a further reference toPs. 21(22):82 or more probably toPs. 30(31):12 

which may serve as the substructure for vv. 48 0 49. 

The acquaintances of Jesus are portrayed as standing afar off 0 

r / _r' / I 
possibly in the language of the Psalms O . .k. 23:49,_f!_tr_7/l<~t(J.J..v Ofc ii<A'II•f-) 

( ' I ~ J ' I r }/ / ) ' ' 
O.i_'f_'>~.tv.Jr-:.TO( <i.uT_f dli O_)Ari-J<jJofhv; Ps. 37(38): 12, ot ~rrtrTot JAOU g~lio .JA"'KjJO-

>I ) / • ..... / ) ) ) 
BE-_\1 Eif~(Jrj'L; Ps. 87( 88): 9 p_~.,t.l<j~ulfo1_5 Jo U)-~v.JcJ'[Q_'0_ ft~ 11 _ tX' ii -!Jto~l,J _____ _ 

cf. I?s. 30( 31): 12 o- f<p~'!,_'f¢{.) j r~!~ -r-v~,q-:_Tols ft.~.v- __ ) •3 The verbal parallel

ism between these psalms and Luke is not extensive or distinctive enough 

to make the supposed OT material an identifiable OT allusion. The term 
I 

yv:4lo-Tbj_which is supposed to allude to Ps. 87(88):9 also is used in Ps. 

87(88):19 and 30(31):12 where the psalmist describes a similar reaction 

of the righteous sufferer's friends to his affliction. The phrase 

) ' / 
o(I<Dpo/!-o f?.fy __ is used in such a description only at Ps. 37(38): 12. 

1Fuller, po 74; Finegan 0 Po 33; Creed, Po 288; Contrast~' III, 
Po 846o 

2see above,. Po 522o 

3Though some see the Psalms as the source or an influence on the 
expression of the detail (e.g. Brown, p. 69; Easton, Luke 0 Po 352; Gilmour, 
Interpreter's Bible, VIII, p. 413), others see the wording of the detail 
as a definite allusion either to one (Ps. 37(38):12, Fleigel 0 p. 42; HUhn, 
p. 67; f'arrar, Po ~97; Ps. 87(88):9, ·schelkle 0 Po 88\ (he sees r.1k. 15:40 
as an allusion toPs. 87(88):9 also); cf. Dodd, Historical Tradition, p. 31; 
Rose, Le Psautier, p. 319), or to both Psalm 87(88) and 37(38), (Creed, 
Po 288; Rengstorf, p. 276; Loisy 0 ~' Po 563; Montefiore, II, p. 629; 
Stijger, Po 303; Bultmann, Histor of the S no tic Tradition, Po 281; 
Karnetzki, Po 19; Dodd, Historical Tradition, Po 31 • 
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W • ( I )' I) hen these components of the combined allus1on Y"wo-To_~~- and_et7l o .}MJ I)OObf.v 

are taken separately there is nothing about them which is so verbally 

unique either in their usage in Luke or in the OT which enables them to 

stand out as definite indicators of OT allusion material. It is the 

material parallelismp the fact that all three contexts are concerned with 

the reaction of friends to the suffering of the righteous 0 which makes 

any claim for the lukan material as OT allusion plausible. Howeverp 

since we are not able to successfully identify any one of these passages 

(Ps. 37(38):12; 87(88):9, 19), on the basis of the verbal parallels 

suggested, as the exclusive OT passage to which Luke alludes 0 it might be 

better to treat this material as an OT idea. 

The passage which on grounds of verbal and material parallelism has 

the best claim to be the object of an OT allusion is Ps. 30(31):12 (Lk. 

23:48 0 49~,tL:ftt~T£S- y)_y~~-~f::~o<. TV'tiTcvT<-) 7).a-r--fe17 J;;:a-T('f:ytJv, 

( / 1'' / ( ' ) ... ) ' / 
fto-:T~_/<f(iro'\/ (}(: "iidi/TE-) O( rvwo-7o( "'vT~ o<iio;tu.l<;;ctJ~v ; Ps. 30(31):12o 

' I ~ " ( ; )/) 1/ ) ) ) 

kd-L'f-¥3Q-5- To_(_) yvcv~rTo( S rou o£ 8flt.l,?ouvn_j~f f Jtv fyvyo" r7i1 <JUou ) • 
The conjunction of these two terms is unique in the OT 0 so that its 

occurrence in Luke could possibly be a ;pointer to this particular oT 

passage. The material ;parallelism is quite close for in both contexts 
I 

these terms describe the reaction of friends <~~~~~o Ps. 30(31):12; 
( I lf 

lk. 23:49) and the general public (___Q{ ltE't..lf"uvT~)flf- t-jw 0 Ps. 30(31 ): 
' I ( / >I > \ ·, 1 / 

12; L<tJ.t ~qi~ . .T~) ol tr~ ~~rrJ.ye-vD)AE:_v_ac.._ _Q_1_A~(.___t.f!c r"/v Brc-uyl<tV Tclvr-'1-~ 

I ' / 
.ii.E-~7-~dvlf-S "& -rNrfva.. o Lk. 23:48) to the physical suffering of the 

righteous man. What also prepares the way for this allusion is the quota-

tion of Ps. 30(31):6 as Jesus' last words. This quotation 0 as in the 

case of the concentrated allusion (Ps. 21(22):19/Lk 0 23:349 followed by 

a detached midrash allusion, Ps. 21(22):8 9 9/Lk. 23:,35) 9 turns the gospel 

readers' minds to the psalm and makes the recognition of this allusion 
; 

easier. In this way the immediate context prepares for the allusion. 

Admittedly the statement of the centurion (23:47) intervenes between the 

Ps. 30(31):6 quotation (Lk. 23:46) and this OT material. But that may 
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indicate that the quote and this detached midrash belonged to the same 

source which Luke has inserted into Mark at these points. Since the 

allusion forms the basic structure of the narrative there is nothing except 

the preceding quotation which would indicate that this OT material is 

present and does indeed function as an allusion. It functions as an 

allusion in that it presents in the language of Ps. 30(31):12 details of 

the passion narrative which it intends to be understood as the fulfilment 

of OT prophecy. 

The text tradition to which this allusion points is the LXXo The 
/ 

one difference between the MT and LXX is the use of ___ yvw.r-To) as a sub-

stantive to translate the pual participle o(~}'_which is used as a sub= 
-"T" 

stantiveo The text-form discrepancies may be explained as stylistic 

adjustment to the NT narrative context (_e_Ewf_;ll'LI~_becomes Bf~i~"--"T~> 

although both contexts describe a progression of action from "looking" 

to"fleeing";-y_vw<rTcii.S r-ov becomes yvwo-To~ .;0rcp ; the poetical expression 0 

"I am become a dreadful thing to my acquaintances/' becomes a narrative 

detail "his acquaintances stand at a distance"). The function of the 

allusion in the immediate context is to present the reaction of the crowd 

and Jesus' acquaintances to the crucifixion. In form the allusion might 

be termed a detached midrasho It provides a commentary on Ps. 30(31):12 

by interpreting it in terms of the crucifixion events.
1 

Luke again uses 

the familiar device for relating the OT text to current events: the 

identification of unspecified actors in the OT by the participants in 

the NT narrative.2 Having established the identity of the righteous 

1cf. above 0 P• 524o 

2cf. 1 QH 4:8-9 which applies Pso 30(31):12-13 to the Qumran psalmist's 
experience: ~s. 30(31):12 0 ·lT~i ~~nJ_ >~_·] 'f~-::'0r lO~Ll_T_~:t;\->.J_?.-~-~1 
_\·~'Q-7\; 1 QH 4:~, ·~~-Y.l ~rn-rJ' ·~JiYH'~J)b?; The ~mran use takes up 
onl~ general 1deaof' t~ghteous suf'f'erer' s acquaintances' revul
sion at his condition which precipitates 'their flight. By removing the 
action of "lookingp 11 and attributing flight to acquaintances and neigh~ 
bors the Qumran hymn shows a dmsregard for the particular details of 
Psalm 30(31) and an interest only in its general meaning. 
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sufferer as Jesus (Pso 30(31):6/Lko 23:46), the righteous sufferer 0 s 

acquaintances and the general public who encounter him are identified as 

Jesus' acquaintances and the general public at the crosso Though these 

identities are made no more specific the reaction of the acquaintances and 

the crowd is given more exact contento The friends of Jesus show their 

dread of the situation by standing at a distance from himo The general 

public when it flees from Jesus, once having looked on him, does so in 

repentant mourningo Thus, the general revulsion at the physical suffer-

ing of the righteous man (~so 30(31):10-13) when it is interpreted in 

the light of the encounter with the physical suffering of the Messiah's 

crucifixionp is given a greater definition of contento The revulsion 

is no longer just because of a sickening physical sight, but moral and 

theological factors are introducedo The general public looks and flees 

because it knows its sinful responsibility for the deed and repentantly 

mourns that sin and the coming judgmento The acquaintances stand at a 

distance because Jesus' death causes_fJ;J-"j _for their own safetyo 

They dread him in the sense that his death has uncovered the real hostil

ity which the religious authorities have for Jesus as he seeks to do the 

will of God, a hostility which may next be directed toward his followerso 

The main function of the allusion is to place these details within 

a promise and fulfilment schemeo The reaction of the crowd and the 

acquaintances may have proved somewhat scandalous to the early Christians 

who had to proclaim to all men a suffering and rejected Messiaho At 

the crucifixion the general public could only stare and return mourning; 

Jesus' acquaintances stood at a distance and were no comfort to himo 

By showing that this was part of the plan of God, prophesied in Scripture, 

the sting of the scandal, especially the fact that Jesus' disciples for-

sook him in his hour of need, could be removedo This allusian does not 

figure in the larger c'ontext of !Luke's worko It is simply part of the 

evidence that Scripture prophesied the Messiah's sufferingo 

does not appear to point to the larger original context. 

The allusion 
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The basic interpretational method which Luke used in appropriating 

this OT material to his NT context is the same as his method of appro-

priating the Psalm 21(22) material.
1 

It is probably the historical fact 

that Jesus applied this psalm to himself along with the psalm 8 s Davidic 

superscription and first person form of presentation which motivated the 

early church to read it in the light of the historical tradition of the 

crucifixion and find those portions which could be seen to be fulfilled 

by the NT events. Luke has taken the images of the psalm and found 

literal fulfilment for them in the action of the crowd and the acquaint-

ances. There is no serious violation of original context in the use of 

any of the details. However 9 the general difficulty 9 understanding how 

they could have been originally intended as predictive prophecyp does 

exist. In the NT writer's mind the confi9ence that all Scripture is 

fulfilled in the Messiah's suffering and triumph and the knowledge that 

Jesus' quotation identified this psalm as one which spoke of himp prob-

ably overcame this problem. 

We have already seen that the specific content which fills out the 

Psalm 30(31) substructure of Lk. 23:48P 49 comes from a source other 

than the psalm. The question is whether that material along with the 

Psalm 30(31) allusion has its ultimate source in history or the OT. 

The action of the crowd has been criticized historically on the grounds 

of Jewish customp
2 

the inconsistency of the crowd's attitude in condemn

ing Jesus with this act of mourningp 3 and this action's occurrence as a 

literary feature in accounts of martyrdom.4 The crowd's spontaneous 

1cf. above 9 p. 516o 

2~ (111 9 p. 848) argues on the basis of Sanh. 6:6 that Jewish 
custom prohibited public mourning at public executions. This Mishnaic 
reference deals with the mourning of kinsmen in particular and does not 
present itself as a general prohibition of mourning at public executions; 
See abovep p. 49n o 

3strauss 9 p. 696f. 

4cfo StSger (p. 302)p who cites 3 Mace. 5:24. 
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mourning is probably not directed at Jesus and thus even if the Jewish 

prohibition were real, which is not certainp it would not apply here: 

Although the repentant response of the crowd is what Christians would 

approve this does not necessarily mean that such a response is not his-

torically plausible. The sober attitude of the crowd (Lk. 23:35); the 

startling nature of the events surrounding the crucifixion; and the sub-

sequent success of Christian missionaries among Jerusalem Jews (e.g. Ac. 

2:37), give us a historical setting with which their mourning is in har= 

mony. The common reporting of martyrdoms as public spectacles has less 

to do with a necessary feature of a literary form than with the histori-

cal probability that such executions did occur before a gaping public. 

There is then nothing improbable historically in Luke's description of 

the crowd's reaction to the crucifixion. Although Luke alone reports 

these details, this need not lessen one's confidence in their reliability 

for Luke probably is using a non-Markan source, which contained Jesus' 

final prayer and this subsequent allusion. 

That Jesus' disciples were present at the cross, though standing at 

a distanceD is questioned on the grounds that it is only reported in Luke 

of the Synoptic Gospels (cf. J. 19:26); 
1 

it promotes luke's theological 

2 interest in having the disciples remain in Jerusalem; and only women 

are reported as accompanying Jesus' body to the tomb for burial. 3 Mark's 

failure to mention the disciples at the cross is not a necessary corollary 

of his scheme that after the resurrection Jesus will go before his dis-

ciples and meet them in Galilee (Mk. 14: 28; 16: 7). For- Jesus·' and the 

angel's declarations imply not that the disciples will immediately flee 

to Galilee at the time of the arrest. 

1~1ontefiore, n, p. 629. 

2Fleigel 0 p. 42. 

They imply rather that even after 

3Loisy, Les Evangiles Synoptigues, !1 0 p. 698f. 
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the resurrection the disciples are still in the Jerusalem area and must 

go to Galilee to meet the risen Jesus who has preceded them there. 

Thusp even Mark who places his emphasis on Galilean resurrection appear-

ances for the disciples allows for the possibility that the disciples 

could have been present at the cross. The objections to the historicity 

of the detail on the grounds that it is only reported in Luke who stresses 

the presence of disciples in Jerusalem,~ then 0 are not well founded for 

Mark's scheme also does not exclude the possibility of their presence 

at the cross. The description of the acquaintances standing at a dis-

tance shows the real danger in which they now lived. It is understand-

able that they would not accompany the women to the tomb for fear of 

being apprehended by the authorities. There is then. nothing improbable 

about the historicity of this detail which was later used to allude. to 

Ps. 30(31): 12. 

Old Testament Idea 

Luke employs many OT ideas in the portrayal of this climax of the 

crucifixion. They occur not only in the speech of Jesus and the centurion 

but also in the narrative description of the portents and the reaction of 

various groups at the cross. They are an integral part of Luke's inter-

pretation of Jesus' suffering which he reveals as he presents its climax 

and denouement o The historicity of the various narrative details which 

are expressed in OT language needs to be considered, for it is sometimes 

maintained that the OT language is the real source of the detail. 

The darkness over the whole land at midday caused by the failing of 

the sun draws its theological significance for Luke from the OT perspec= 

tive on the moral order and eschatology. The OT presents the moral 

order and the natural order as inextricably connected (Ps. 10(11):3, 4; 

74(75): 4-9) 0 Any .disruption in the moral orde~ such as the sinful 

1 
See above, p. 2J9f o 



rebellion of men and nations is bound to disrupt the natural order. God 

in judgment permits the spiritual forces of evil to gain ascendancy in 

the natural order and thus visit on the people the evil consequences of 

their sinful rebellion. The unnatural occurrence of darkness at midday 

(Lk. 23:44-P 45)., may indicate that God's cosmic and moral order has given 

way to the hour and power of darkness (cf. l?s. 71(72):5, 17; Am. 8:9). 

The forces of evil are in ascendancy and they have seemingly defeated 

1 
God's plan for saving men from their power. Though Luh has begun his 

narrative of Jesus' suffering with the clear statement that this will be 

the hour and power of darkness (Lk. 22:53), 2 there have been no interven-

ing references to the work of Satan in the suffering of Jesus. Thus 

this fact that the death of Jesus is the work of the forces of evil has 

receded into the background and what has come to the fore is the fact 

that the evil which Jesus is experiencing comes ultimately from God in 

the form of judgment. Jesus 1 unjust suffering should move those who 

witness it to repentance for if the innocent one suffers the evident 

judgment of God how much more will the guilty suffer (23:27-31; 39-43). 

This cosmic sign of imbalance in the natural order serves in two 

ways as a warning to the people to repent. It illustrates in terms of 

a natural order out of joint at the death of the innocent the uneven and 

more severe judgment which will come on the guilty. It also sets the 

event of Jesus' death, their responsibility for itp and their impending 

judgment in an eschatological context. Jesus' death is an eschatologi-

cal event of cosmic significance. It is part of the Last Days when 

there will be darkness at midday (Is. 13:10; Jo. 2:2P 10; 3:4; 4:15; Am. 

5:18; 8:9; Zeph. 1:15). That darkness will be a sign of divine judgment 

1Tinsley, Po 202; Aalen, Po 21. Stuhlmueller, Jerome Biblic@l 
Commentary, fij 44: 173; cfo Plummer (p. 537) P Vanhoye (p. 35L' \;'!. Manson 
(p. 261) cand Hauck (p. 287)P who believe the darkness is a witness t9 the 
cosmic significance of Jesus' death. It is a sign of the grief of the 
natural order over the death of the divine savior. 

2 See above, p. 348fo 



on sin1 which has so disrupted the moral order that it brings a radical 

change in the natural ordero 

That the darkness in Luke stands for more than just a sign that the 

2 
End-time has arrived in Jesus' death may be seen from the crowd's 

reaction to the sighto They return repentant and possibly mourning the 

coming destruction of Jerusalemo They see the sign as one of divine 

judgment on Jesusp just as divine judgment in the Last Days comes as 

darkness not lighto That Luke may understand this judgment as per-

mission given to the forces of evil to be in ascendancy must not be ove~ 

lookedo The saving significance of the sign is contained in its value 

as a warningo When viewed in the light of its incongruous occurrence 

at the death of an innocent man it raises the fearful prospect of severe 

punishment of the guiltyo The OT association of darkness at midd~ 

with the divine judgment in the End-time is then employed to show not 

only the cosmic and eschatological significance of Jesus' death but also 

its saving efficacy for the sign is a warning to repento 

Since this historical detail is a common feature of the events of 

the Last Days 9 and in view of the fact that the event is not readily 

explained from natural causes, it is sometimes held that the OT is the 

real source of the detail and that it has no basis in historyo3 Luke's 

attempt to explain the image by a natural cause, an eclipse, is viewed 

as an example of historicizationo4 It is also often pointed out that 

Luke's explanation does not take into account the impossibility of such 

an occurrence at the time of the paschal full moono5 Two other possible 

1cfo Dalman's (Jesus-Jeshua, Po 204) comments concerning Amo 8:9 
and relevant rabbinic literatureo 

2fleigelp Po 72; Rese, Alttestamentliche Motive, Po 54o 

3eogo WeideL ThStuKr, LXXXV 9 Po 272; Finegan, Po 81; Fleigel, Po 72; 
Caird, Luke, Po 243; Goguel (po 541fo) observes that it is a common atten
dant cf?'cti~stance in fne description of the death of those who are loved 
by d~ity in ancient pagan and Jewish literatureo 

4oibelius, From Traditionp Po 199o 

5weidel, ThStuKr, LXXXVP Po 271; Thompson (po 273) observes that Luke's 
t7:~g~ion of a reason for the darkness may be influenced by Joo 3:1=5/Aco 2: 



understandings of Luke's explanatory report are that Luke realizing that 

such an eclipse is impossible purposefully chooses this scientific term 

to explain the event and in that way bring out more ~raphically its 
> I 1 

miraculous-nature. Or, Luke uses the verb __ f1< ).~7Lc,.J_in the non-tech-

nical metaphorical sense of "to fail" (e.g. Job 31:26). He thus gives 

a no more specific natural explanation for the darkness than Mark. 

Eclipse is not meant and the way is open for explaining the darkness as 

a sirocco, a Middle Eastern sandstorm that can shorten vision to fifty 

2 yards and last as long as three days • If Luke's participial phrase 

..... ~ I\/ ) I 
, o U "7 AI au f I<). (I. o v T" j when taken in this non-technical sense is not 

viewed as tautologous with the main sentence but as really advancing some-

what our understanding, then in view of the sirocco explanation verse 44 

may be taken as reporting a probable historical event. The miraculous 

element is not removed3 but rather is found in the time of the stormp 

which coincides with Jesus' hours on the cross. The OT ideas surround-

ing darkness at midday ensured that this feature would be preserved in 

the tradition and may have controlled to some extent the way it was 

expressed. 

The sign which accompanies the darkness at midday is the rending of 

( Lk • 2 3 : 45 ) • On the basis of the use of 
/ 

k.JTtJ..TtE·TrJ."JArJ.. in the LXX and Jewish literature it is difficult to decide 
, 

which of the two veils of the v~o5 is meant: the outer veil which covered 

the temple's entrance (e.g. Ex. 26:37; 37:5 (36:37); 39:19 (39:40); 40:26; 

Josephus, B. J. V:5:4, 5), or the inner veil \mich separated the holy 

1
Lagrange, p. 592; G. R. Driver ("Two Problems in the NT 0

11 ;!!!P n.s. 
XVI (1965)P p. 334) observes that if an eclipse had caused the darknessp 
it probably would have been widely reported in antiquity. Since such a 
happening is not widely reported some other explanation needs to be found 
for the phenomenon. 

2Drivero d:!!o n.s. XV! 0 Po 334~ He sees the rent veil of the temple 
as corroborating proof that these events were caused not ~ eclipse but by 
a sandstorma See below, p. 605, n. J., 

3contrast Ibid., p. 335. 
~ 



place from the Holy of Holies (e.g. Ex. 26:31; 37:3 (36:35); 39:4 (38:27); 

Josephus, Bo J. V:5:4, 5; cf. Ex. 37:16 (38:18); Numo 3:26; 4:32, where 

/ 
~~~-~~I~~~- stands for the covering of the entrance to the temple court 

1 area). The qualifying term __ Tou __ v_t.ou is of little help since both the 

outer and inner veils may properly be called "the veil of the temple." 

The inner veil was a symbol of great theological significance. It 

separated man from the presence of God above the mercy seat. Through 

it only the ritually pure priest could enter to make atonement for the 

people's sin (Lev. 16:2, 12, 13, 16; 21:23). To rend that veil would 

signify an act of either the highest sacrilege and profanation or a sign 

that the temple cult was at an end. No theological significance of 

such a similarly decisive nature could be attached to the rending of the 

. 2 
outer ve1l. This general reference to "the veil of the temple" pro-

bably refers to the theologically significant inner veil which because of 

that significance would be readily identifiable by this phrase to those 

who were only generally familiar with the temple cult. 3. 

1sBK, 1 9 p. 10~ Contrast V. Taylor (l\1ark 9 p. 596), who takes the 
LXX pr~ice of norma1ly indicating the out~eil b~ kJ~~~~ (e.g. Ex. 
24:26; Num. 3:25) and the inner veil b~ I<~Td~fJ~~~- as a guide for 
establishing that in this case (1\tk. 15:38/lLk. 23:45) the inner veil is 
meant• Contrast TDNT (IV, p. 885), which just as confidently affirms - ==----
that the phrase denotes the outer veil. 

2 
Although compare R. Johanan b. Zakkai 1 s comment when the temple 

doors flew open of their own accord in A.D. 66: "0 Temple, Temple why 
troublest thou thyself? I know that thy end is near~" (!illS., I, p. 1045). 

3sBK, I, p. 104591 Contrast Driver (JTS, n.s. XVI, p. 336L who wants = =-
to identify the outer veil as the correct veil, not on theological grounds, 
but on historical grounds. Since he believes that a sirocco was the 
natural cause of these signs, he may more readily explain the rending of 
the thinner outer veil by the sandstorm's winds, than the tearing in two 
of the protected thicker inner veil. TDNT (IV, Po 336) points to the 
Jewish rabbinic tradition concerning t~intel of the temple being 
shifted and the doors flying open of their own accord 40 years before the 
fall of Temple (p. Yoma vi:43c), as witness to the same event, and evi~ 
dence that it was the outer not inner veil which was rent~ SBK (I, Po 
1 045f o) observes that Josephus (,!k__k VI:5: J) dates this cv;;:;t' at A.D. 
66o The 40 year time reference is a round number, a literary device which 
places the event some years before the destruction of the temple. This 
time reference reflects a perspective which saw the impending destruction 
of Jerusalem prepared for over a longer time. 
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The theological significance of the rent veil for Luke is reflected 

in his editing of Marko He removes the detail from its place immediately 

following Jesus' death (Mko l5:37, 38) and combines it with the "darkness 

at midday" sign before Jesus' death (ILk. 23:44-45). This effectively 

removes the sign of the rent veil as a commentary on the soteriological 

significance of Jesus' death as the final sacrifice which makes the temple 

1 
cult unnecessaryo It now becomes one sign among maqy gethering its 

significance from the OT ideas contained in the darkness at midday. The 

rent veil in the temple is a sign that judgment is about to come on the 

whole temple culto This judgment will be completed in the destruction 

of the temple in AoDo 70o The torn veil as a warning about that judgment 

is a sign which should move men to decisive repentance. Though it may 

not declare positively that Jesus' death is the final sacrifice it does 

declare negatively that the cultic sacrifical means of approaching God 

is now at an endo The new way to God through his son which replaces the 

temple cult is presente~):.&y reference not just to his death but to the 

whole pattern of suffering issuing in glory (23:46). Salvation comes to 

men, the way is opened to God because J~sus has completed the whole pattern. 

Men no longer find God in temples made with hands, for they now can 

approach the presence of God through ffesus who is exalted to God's right 

hand (Ac .. 7:48, 56, 59; 17:24). Stephen's speech is the interpretive 

commentary on the relationship of Jesus' suffering and glory to the temple 

cult. Luke's placement of the historical detail of the rent veil in 

the immediate context of Jesus' suffering and entrance into the Father's 

presence simply presents the facts which would later be so interpreted., 

It is not just a compositional device which led Luke to place this 

sign before Jesus' death. It is also a theological conviction that in 

1
Pilgrim, Po 277; Hinderlich, p. 54; Easton, ~' p. 351; Browning, 

p. 165; Contrast Geldenhuys, p. 611; Daube (The NT and Rabbinic Judaism, 
P.•- ~.4) believes that the report of the veil's rending immediately follow
ing Jesus' death was originally intended as a sign of mourning 0 This 
significance Luke eliminates when he places his report of the incident 
before Jesus' deatho 
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the progress of salvation history the old order passes away before the 

new comes in. Thus the sacrificial system ends before the new way to 

God begins. To place the rent veil sign between the two decisive ele-

ments in the pattern of suffering and glorY, the death and the resurrec= 

tion, would break up that pat tern. It would hide the truth that Jesus' 

glorious exaltation as well as his death was necessary to open the way 

for man to approach God. 

We should not be tempted by Luke's emphasis on the temple ( [~~:v ) 

as the place for worship and witness in Jesus' and the early church's 

mission (e.g. Lk. 19:47; 21:38; 24:53; Ac. 3:1; 5:20), to think that Luke 

has actually softened the symbolism of the end of the sacrificial system 

1 in Jesus' death. It appears that Luke distinguished between the temple 

cult, which was rendered obsolete after Jesus' death and entrance into 

his glory, and the temple, as a place of prayer, praise, and teachingp 

which, though it was destined for destructionp was still a place where 

the true Israel could gather to worship God. Thus far from being just 

another omen, the mention of the torn temple veil just before Jesus commits 

his spirit to the Father in death is an interpretive sign warning of com-

ing judgment and witnessing to the end of the old way of access to the 

Father. By its juxtaposition with Jesus' prayer it creates a context in 

which the new way could be understood. 

There are no reports in ancient Jewish or pagan literature of this 

incidento Because of its miraculous nature, this lack of external wit-

:!! ness, and the possibility that it developed from an interpretation of 

1
contrast Pilgrim 9 p. 277; Hinderlich. p. 54; Easton 9 ~' p. 351. 

2 Some have suggested that the A.D. 66 incident of the temple's doors 
swinging open of their own accord reported in Josephus, rabbinic litera= 
ture, and Tacitus (Histories, V:13) refers to the same event, if the 
rabbinic rec~oning of 40 years before the temple's destruction be taken 
as correct; cf. H. t1. Montefiore ("Josephus and the NT 9 °1 NovT, IV (1960), 
p. 150), who though he identifies the two incidents, concludes that the 
precise detail concerning the torn veil is not historical but developed 
under the influence of theological factors from the report of a disturb
ance at the temple; See above, p. 605 , n. Jo 
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Jesus death as the perfect sacrifice~ 1 
the historicity of the event has 

been questioned. The lack of such external evidence may possibly be 

explained from the desire of Judaism to suppress a fact which was used 

in Christian theology to support belief in the total efficacy of Christ's 

death. The positive soteriological significance which the writer to 

the Hebrews (Hb. 10:20) gives to the veil by identifying it with Jesus' 

flesh through which a new and living way has been opened up does not 

logically develop from the OT understanding of the veil as basically the 

barrier between man and God. The juxtaposition of torn veil and torn 

body in history would, however, bring this theological interpretation of 

Jesus' death to mind. It is more pFobable then that the historical fact 

preceded the theological interpretation than that the theological inter-

pretation spawned the historical fact. 

The form of address to God in Jesus' final prayer is_Tf~H·,P--{23: 

46). This is Jesus' normal form of address to God in prayer (10:21; 22: 

42; 23: 34). It should be understood within the context of Jesus' special 

relationship with God as his son, the Messiah (e.g. 2:49: 10:22; 22:29; 

AI though Jesus also speaks of God as the father of those who 

are in the kingdom of God (e.g. 6:36; 12:30, 32; cf. 11:13) and as "the 

Father" in the absolute (9:26; 10:22; Ac. 1:4, 7; 2:33), there is also 

usually a distinction made between God as Jesus' father {"my Fatherg" 

e.g. Lk. 22:29) and God as the father of those in the kingdom ("your 

Father," e.g. 12:32). Thus, the unique messianic relationship between 

J d G d . . t . d 3 esus an o lS ma1n a1ne • The same pattern of usage occurs in the 

LXX where God is both father of the nation Israel and is addressed as 

1
Loisy, Les fvangiles Synoptiques, II, Po 689~ Contrast G. Lindeskog, 

"The Veil of the Temple," Coniectanea Neotestamentica (XI) in honorem A. 
Fridrichsen (Lund, 1947), p. 133f. 

2see above~ p. 426fe 

3sparks, Studies in the Gospels, Po 258; cf. V. Taylor, Jesus and His 
Sacrifice, p. 38. 
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such in p~ay~r (eogo 1 Cho 29:10; Jero 3:4; Iso 6):i6) 0 a~d the father 

of the Messiah as a descendant of the Davidic line (2 Kmo 7:14; cfo ~so 

2:7; cfo later Jewish literatu~e where the right@ous man individually 

addresses God as Father in prayer 11 Siro 23:1; l'fsdo 2:16 0 18). For 

Israel o~ her kings to recognize God as their father was to attri~te 

~o him not only a ~rotective care ove~ them (eogo Je~. 31(48):9; Is. 63: 

16)'-11 oot aho was to recognize him as their create~ and sustaitr&er (e ogo 

Hoso 11:1; Dto 32:6; lso 63:8; 43:6)o On him they ~e~e totally dependent 

It is 

this total dependence en the Fathe~ within the unique messianic relation= 

ship which Jesus acknowledges when he addresses Cod as Father at Lko 23:46 
1 and Lko 22:42o In the latter case there is also a recognition of the 

What "Father" 

e%p~esses in the add~ess of the Lke 23:34 prayer is the special ~elation-

ship between Cod and Jesus by which the Son may p~esume to intercede with 

t~~ Father for the fo~giveness of otherso It is the immediate context in 

each of these instances which brings out a p~ticula~ aspect of Cod's 

natu~e as,rathero It is the OT background of Cod 0 s histo~ical choice of 

Israel as a nation to be his son in a special relationship or reciprocal 

faithfulness 0 and the focusing of the same kind of relationship in the 
I 

Messiah 11 which gives the content to luke 0 s use of I.~TJ~ fo~ Coda In 

the case of Lko 23:46 he probably takes the form of address over from his 

2 
sourceo 

In the first recorded response to Jesus 9 death the centurion glori= 

lfies God sa,yingp "Ce~tainly this man rias ili'mocent" (23:47)o "To glorify 

i 
George (!Y!,P LXXII, Po 209) com~nts that for Luke J_esus v sonship 

is first and foremost a reference to God as Father (cfo Lko 2:49; 23:46)o 
Sonship is not an exalted title o~ privilege but an intimate relationship 
of fuU feUowship and dependenceo 

2 -
Conzelmann (Theology of Lukep Po 173) observes that Lmke does not 

develop the theology of the Father-Son relationship bet~een Jesus and Cod 
any fu~ther than what he finds in his sourceso 
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God 9
11 _lq_5~-:}H'<L_T~"- (1_~">---- is an OT idea,

1 
which lLuke uses throughout his 

w?ntings in editorial descriptions of the people's response to Jesus' 

and the early church's ministry (e.g. 5:25, 26/Mk. 2:12; lk. 7:16; 18:43 

cf. Mko 10~52; Ac. 4:21; 21:20). It may be recognized as a favorite 

2 
expression of Luke's., Its function throughout his work is to witness 

to the divine power which is at work in Jesus. Jesus does not bring 

attention to himself by his miracles 9 rather he so conducts his ministry 

that God receives the praise (cf. Lk. 4:15 followed by the corrective 

vv 0 16-21) 0 In this way Jesus' ministry authenticates his claims to 

be the Messiah who only does the Father's will (5:24=26). Also 9 the 

ministry which receives this response shows itself to be truly eschatologi-

cal for it is evidence that God has visited his people (7:16; cf. Jer. 

39(32):41) as he promises to do in the End-time. 

This use of the phrase is taken over from the OT where "to glorify 

God" is the proper response to the mighty acts of God on behalf of his 

people (Ex. 15:1 9 2; Ps. 65(66):2f.; Is. 25:1).3 Men also glorify God 

for his miraculous acts of personal salvation (Ps. 21(22):24; 49(50):15). 

From an eschatological perspective the glorification of God by the Gen-

tiles is a sign that God's final triumph in the End-time has come(Ps. 

85(86):9 9 10; 1 Ch. 16:29; cf. Rv. 15:4; Ro. 15:9ffo with its OT quota-

tions which substantiate this point). The Messiah will by his actions 

cause men to glorify God (Is. 49:3)o 

These OT meanings are employed by luke as he sets the centurion's 

response in a salvation history or theological context. The fact that 

1
The secular Greek usage can mean "to praise 9

11 but normally praise 
. - ,_), -{-~'§ I' offered to men not God; e.g. Polybtus VI:53: 10 9_T~"----~--"'-~fHyj __ tv..QJo<a-_~tf--JwV 

_r/-\J_df-(J~ _ o I 

2
Cadbury 9 The Style)-:.'l,};·. p. 107; Creed (p. lxxix) 9 J!>lummer (p. lii) 9 

Lagrange (p. xcvii) 9 and Hawkins (Horae S~ticae 9 p. 17) 9 all recognize 
this as a Lukan stylistic element ~h-ich is Hebrai'stic or Biblical in nature. 

3creedp p. lxxix• Contrast Lagrange (p. ci), who says that while 
the phrase is Biblical 9 the predominant use in the LXX is to describe God 
giving glory. 



he glorifies God on seeing the death of Jesus and its attendant circum-

1 stances places the death in a theological context as an act of God. 

The content of his reply 9 "Certainly this man was innocent 9 " must also 

be interpreted theologically. _d'~!<rtt()j __ means more than judicial 

2 
innocence. One fact from the NT context which may determine what of 
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the OT usage is significant is the Gentile nature of the speaker. This 

confession may prefigure the conversion of the Gentiles3 or at least show 

that Jesus' death is part of God's activity in the Last Days which will 

make the Gentiles glorify God. Luke then takes up an OT idea and uses 

it to show that God is performing his saving work in Jesus. Luke is 

probably responsible for the phrase as he edits Mk. 15:39 at this point 9 

for he introduces the phrase elsewhere into his sources (e.g. Lk. 4:15; 

18:43/Mk. 10:52) •4 

>d /. ' I 
][f by Luke's editing ___ f~Q~~(-v Tav {)&o·v places the centurion's 

(' ~ ~ 
remark in a theological context 9 Luke's replacement of_ Uto j __ ou with 

Q;k,tlll) ___ appears to do just the opposite. Unless we are going to at tri-

bute the whole of v. 47 to a non=Markan source 9
5 it is necessary to find 

a stylistic or theological reason why Luke would interpret and render 
( \ 1'1 ~ _rl 

M rk' UiO\. u-c-ov b Ol(<J..tO_~ V · 1 t• 11 h ·t ma s )--~- Y- -------·-)- -o _ar1ous exp ana 1ons a ave mer1 • 

Luke's apologetic wants to stress once more Jesus' judicial innocence in 

the sight of Rome. 6 luke wants to avoid possible confusion among his 

1
cf. Sumner's (pp. 191ff.) observations concerning Luke's theocentric 

approach to presenting Jesus' messianic mission. 

2 
SchUtzP P• 102; Lagrange 9 p. 593~ Contrast Easton (~D p. 351) 9 

who says not too much stress should be placed on this phrase. 

JEllis 9 Luke 9 p. 270. 

4creed 9 p. lxxix; Finegan 9 p. 33; Klostermann 9 p. 226. 

5 . Grundmann 0 p. 435 9 n. 25, Hill 9 p. 123. 

6e.g~ LoisyD Les Evangiles Synoptiques 9 II 9 p. 689; Hauck 9 p. 287; 
Ellis 9 ~9 P• 267; Leaney 9 p. 287o 
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( ' .• 1 
readers who might interpret----'W1__5_85o_y . __ as meaning demi-godo Luke con-

sidered a Christian confession of Jesus' nature in the mouth of a npn-

Christian Gentile as incongruous, so he changed it to a statement about 

Jesus' innocence. 2 Because Luke still sets the J/k.-J.to) ___ form of the 

statement in a theological framework for by it the Gentile centurion 

praises God 9 it does not appear that he wishes to altogether avoid some 

incongruityo Rather 9 !Luke 1 s editing may be because the HUe "Son of 

God" has such a special meaning for him. He avoids presenting it as 

a confession on human lips throughout his whole work (contrast Lk. 22: 

70) 9 and so he avoids it here.3 Whether Jesus' prayer (23:46) actually 

replaces the confession (Mk •. 15:39) and conveys the same content4 is not 

certain. 

r1 r ' -
Once we understand in general why_OJ.ls.d-JOS- not Vt 0 j_8E-ov appears 

in Luke's version it is still necessary to ask precisely what itfs_rJJ.~j- . 

means and what the OT meaning of the word contributes to its use. The 

three basic possibilities are use as an adjective meaning legally inno

cent;5 morally innocent before God, 6 possibly in the sense of a martyr7 

or the righteous sufferer of the Psalms; 8 or use as a substantive messian

ic title meaning the Righteous One (cf. Ac. 3:14; 7:52; 22:14).9 We 

1George 9 RB, LXXII, p. 195; 
424; Contrast Hill (p. 123) 9 who 
than_ V_La)--e-~~u. • 

McNeile, Camb~e Biblical Essays, po 
observes that (k<t.«_o._) ___ is no clearer 

2creed, p. 288; Carpenter, p. 183. 

3George, ~' LXXII, p. 195. 

4Ibid. 

5see above, p. 611, no 6., 

6TDNT, II, Po 187; B. Weiss, U, Po 203; Hill, Po 191 o 

7Grundmann, Po 435, no 25; St5ger, p. 203• Contrast J. Pobee ("The 
Cry of the Centurion=A Cry of Defeat," The Trh.l of Jesus: Cambridge Studies 
in honour of C. Fo D. Moule, edo Eo Bammel {SBT, 2nd sero XIII; London, 
1970) o JPP. 91"" 102) , who vi evJS Mark 1 s wording as pres en ted in a mar tyro= 
logical context which Luke changes. 

8Dodd, Historical Tradition, p. 137. 

9Lampe, Studies in the Gospels, ppo 178-179; Contrast filgrim 9 p. 162o 
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have already seen that the introductory phrase ~~~~J..-)§v__T~H/"-~shows 

that the term may not be simply limited to legal innocenceo The reaction 

of the crowd 9 their mourning repentance 9 further shows that the various 

reactions to Jesus' death are to be understood theologicallyo Though 

it may mean more we should recognize that this term does also advance 

the theme of Jesus' innocence which. Luke has stressed throughout the 

1 
passion narrative. As we have suggested this theme includes both inno-

cence before men and innocence before Godo It is one of the two aspects 

of the Iso 53:12 theme 9 the unjust suffering of the innocent one who is 

numbered with the transgressor~ that Luke repeatedly brings to our atten-

tion as he thematically works out the fulfilment of that prophecy in his 

portrayal of the Passion. It is appropriate at the climax of Jesus' 

suffering when he suffers the ultimate punishment of the transgressor 9 

death 9 that there should be a witness to his innocence. In this way 

the two aspects of theme continue to be held together in tension until 

the endo It is development of this Is. 53:12 theme concerning the 

suffering Servant and not the martyr or the righteous sufferer of the 

Psalms which should be seen as the basic OT context referred to in this 

declaration. 

It is best 9 the~, to understand these first two possibilities to~ 

gether as the meaning of_d_tft1J oJ . here. The second 0 Jesus' righteous-

ness before God 9 is the basic meaning in terms of which his legal inno-

cence should be understood. The third possibility-,_di~KJLO.) .. as a 

messianic title 0 is the least probable of the threeo Not only does it 

encounter the difficulty of imputing to the centurion Jewish messianic 

understanding0 b~t the immediate context does not contain supporting 

evidence that Luke presents this as a confession of Jesus' messiahship. 

It is true that by declaring Jesus innocent there is an implied accept-

1 . 
See above 0 Po 2q J., 
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ance of the truth of his messianic claims for which he was convicted. 

But this implied acceptance should remain an implication of the centurion's 

statement and not be elevated to the level of messianic confession. 

Aside from the content of Isaiah 53 (Is. 53:11), the OT contributes 
I 

two aspects to !Luke's use of_J(\<JiclJ The normal secular Greek use of 

d"/Kt!LO) is as an adjective indicating that which conforms to custom, 

one who satisfies ordinary legal norms and duties (Aristotle, Eth. Nic. 

(/ ' ( I II (I / ' { )/ ) o 1 
V:2 <fl1129a 33,_1_1 A~_\I_OT<_ K_tl-l () dii<J.tds ~tfTt:J.t 0 T€- vr~d 5 ~t/-l 0 fd"Os 

. ) -
While translating~~-by the normal Greek word for 1nnocent I> o<8c;uo5 9 27X, 

the OT does use_ cftf.<cJ.tO) to indicate innocent or blameless 4X (Job 9:23; 

17:8; Pr. 1:11, 6:17; __ >j?.J_=Jo. 4:19; Jon. 1:14, cf. the combination of 
'T 

__ ) and_ > '?J in parallel, Ex. 23:7; Job 27: 17). 
lor 

This 

LXX usage may have contributed to Luke's thinking as he came to consider 

it appropriate to use 0:Kot1o5 to signify "innocent" as well as "righteous."2 

The basic LXX use of ~~<J•Oj is to describe men and women who con

form not only to the laws of custom and society, but more importantly to 

the laws of God. 
I / 

These are the righteous, Ql Otkdoto( (e.g. Noah, Gen. 

6:9; cf. Wsd. 10:4; Sir 0 44:17; Job, Job 1:1, 8 in the A-text; the right-

eous in general, Ps. 54(55):23; 145(146):8; cf. Wsd. 2:18). It is this 

theological understanding of the righteous man, who is just in his rela-

tionship with God, which is basic to Luke's use of the term throughout his 

gospel and Acts (e.g. Lk. 1:6; 2:25; 5:32; 15:7; Ac. 24:15).3 Whether 

consciously or unconsciously the centurion glorifies God by declaring 

Jesus~kdtdj--~> and because the theological context is explicitly intro-

duced, we may understand J/KtJID_j- as meaning "righteous." Such an inter-

1
Deissmann (p. 83) sees_c:fr1<"'"'"S _as a term, which since it is found 

in both the LXX and the koin~ is not an example of special Biblical Greek 
vocabulary. He, however, fails to investigate the areas of meaning which 
are distinctive to the LXX. 

2cf. G. D. Kilpatrick, "A Theme of the Lucan Passion Story and luke 
xxiii., 47," JTS, XLIII (1942), pp. 34-36; cf. R. J!>. C. Hanson's (Does 

_c[(l<<~-lD§ in Me xxiii. 47 explode the Proto-Luke Hypothesis?" Hermathena, 
LX (1942), pp. 74=78) criticism of Kilpatrick's article. 

3cf. below, Po 623., 



pretation of Jesus' death serves as the basis for the later development 

of the messianic title "the Righteous Oneo 11 

The response of the crowds in beating their breasts LJ:V'T, TovTfj T :i.. 

a-TtB-q_ 9 Lko 23: 48) P though not expressed in the normal H..XX fashion 

(cfolso 32:12; Jecho 12:10ffo; 4 Maceo 9:12)P does carry the OT idea of 

a mourning which is repentant (cfo Lko 18:13)o
1 

Old Testament Style 

There is a good representation of LXX style imitation in both 

general: syntactical structure and individual constructionso The dis

tribution of coordinating conjunctions __ d(~ (4X) and_/<~( (4X) throughout 

the perikope allows for intermittent flashes of parataxis (vvo ·449 49)o 

There is enough parataxis to manifest some lXX style imitation without 

becoming monotonouso There is no concentration of this stylistic ele-

ment or word order (verb-subject 9 4X; subject-verb 9 5X) at the beginning 

or end of the narrativeo Rather each is so distributed that one is 

aware of LXX style imitation without being overwhelmed by ito Aside 

from the post-positive genitives which the quotation contains (23:46P 

"' / '"" / ) -)(-E:lffi.,_Sp-J)v)·-- 7i_\Jf:'V_)A4-)-AOU __ P there is a post-positive genitive in the 

"- I '"" _,., 
technical title To l<ci-fcl-iit-To<.~~-IoiJ.\J~ou o Although this exact title 

does not occur in the LXX its form corresponds with others there ~ogo 

· ro L<.~<t<t_7i_[ro~fl/ArA r-·~-;"s er.;s Tjs-o:t<i"is D Exo 37:5 (36:37)uo' t<t~-lt~-~t~ra~.?rJ.. 

Tj.5K~!jj-1:j-5- e!~i--/J--- a Exo 37:16 (38: 18l7o These post=positive geni

tivesp though primarily present for other reasonsp do coincidentally con~ 

tribute to the LXX style coloring of the passageo All of these elements 

probably come from Luke's sourceso In his use of Mark we can see that 

he has neither removed nor added a~ LXX style imitation featureso 

Another element of word orderp which is a LXX stylistic elementp 
1 / ( 1 II 

is the pre~positive_7f~IITf_)-- _{JTot-VTE-S 0( (}""y..-«-iiolfolyt-v~f\1£>(. oX At~(. ILko 

1 
See aboveP Po 492o 
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I ( r 

23:48;_i1_t._vTE-) o~-Y-vwo-_ToL P 23:/t-9). While the preference of the koine 

r ~ - 1 is for the word order_o~-L~ftWILA'I5- lr:~S 11 the predominant usage in the 

.., (" l{ ( 
lXX is__l!~)-_Q_ Q<_~-~W'AQS e.g. Gen. 1:25; Josh. 1:2; lPs. 2: 10; Iso 2:-2; 

this translates mainl~-- ~~_plus the noun without the definite article; 
T 

of cmr 25 examples only 7 ha~ the definite article in the Hebrew)o 

Because this form is the result of a translation practice in which the 

article has often been introduced into the form9 because the whole form 

is sometimes inserted into the LXX translation (e.g. Pr. 1:7); and because 

the construction is used in OT apocryphal books which may imitate LXX 

style (eogo 1 Esdr. 1:47; Tob. 1:3; Jdth. 1:6)P we may take this pre-

positive ~~~-as a LXX style element o The construction occurs through-

out luke-Actsp including the "we sections" (e.g. JLk. 1 :6; 5:9; 19:26; 24: 

9; 76X in ActsL In all of the occurrences in which JLuke parallels 

Markp Luke has introduced the construction (e.g. 6: 17/Mk. 3:8; Lk. 8:47/ 

Mk. 5:33; ILk. 9: 1/Mk. 6:7; Lk. 21 :29/Mk. 13:28; cf. removal of the phrase 

from Mko 4:1/Lk. 8:4; Mk. 11:18/Lk. 19:48; Mk. 6:33/Lk. 9:11). We may 

take this frequency of occurrence and Luke's introduction of the construe= 

tion into Mark as evidence that it is a lukan stylistic elementp which 

is as we have seen also a LXX style element. The present cases (23:48P 

49) are probably due to Luke's other source whose material he has intro-
; r 

duced into Mark here. AI though it has been suggested that the_ _ _!iolv_t€-_)_Q{ 

of Lk. 23:48 lends significance to the mourning by stating that it is 

done by all the people. (This is supposed to suggest that just as all 

Israel customarily mourned its prominent national leaders (e.g. Dt. 34:8; 

1 Km. 25:1) P so now they mourn this rejected though true Messiaij.:! This 

. - ( ( is probably taking the emphasis of the_~~~~~<- __ too far. What we can 

say is that Luke wants to stress the effect of Jesus' death on those who 

witnessed itp so he says all who view the spectacle are moved to repentant 



mourning. This emphasis is expressed through lXX style imitation. 

Some jndividual constructions supplement the general pattern of 

lLXX style imitation. Pleonastic_M~y_J..t_L_(Lk. 23:1~7), 1 serves to indicate 

the precise beginning of the centurion's statement. The introductory 

have already placed the statement in a theolo-

gical context. The_.A~·ywv as H..XX style imitation performs its clarify= 

ing function and reinforces that context. luke probably introduced it 

1' \{/~ ' r into Mark when he replaced_~cTte-_y ___ with__t__l)jo! 5 f-\1 _lev IJ~y • The 

I '- / 2 
adverbial phrase ~Tt~~~-~f~ may add some LXX flavoring to the con~ 

elusion of the perikope. 
/ ~ / 

A final constructio~}ll~~-92W"~#~~J contains two lXX style 

elementso There is the emphatic use of a verb with the dative of its 

r ~ 3 
cognate noun l!f.!~lLfW + r~Xj/) o This is a true lXXism though it occurs 

only 3X in the lXX (1 Ch. 15:16; Da. 5:7; cf. Is. 29:4;) 0 It is the 

result of creating the cognate association through translating a Hebrew 

construction which, while it contains a verb of speaking plus an adverbial 

intensifier, does not have them in the form of a verb accompanied by its 
I 

cognate in the dative. This construction with_~~-tfH_ occurs in one 

other place in Luke's writings (Ac. 16:28). Luke at Lk. 23:46 evidently 

> ' ' I introduces the construction in his editing of Mark <~.s;s( S ~c.t-"-~V:)A f-yo~)_7Vo 

Mk. 15: 37). We may see it as an element in his style4 which imitates 

the LXX. Its function is to lend emphasis to what is being said. 

Since what is said is an OT quotation, this construction by its LXX 

coloring, serves as a kind of introductory formula to Jesus' words. 

The primary function of the construction, however, is to show the 

1 See above, p. 370. 

2see above, p. 595o 

3 18 l ' '- / I / 7i ( cf 0 above, lPo ';_E-;L T~v, ec-u.ptol\1 T~vr-,v &r:.u.;o'?t:ol" f-5 --·-- 23~48) D 

although not paralleled in LXX usage, is another example of Luke's use 
of cognate and verb. 

4Plummer, p. 538; Klostermann, p. 226. 
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strength and purposefulness with which Jesus died. Jesus' last words 

are not a prayer murmured from exhaustion but a loudly proclaimed con-

fession of faith. Though he is numbered with the transgressors and 

suffers his end at the hands of those who work in the hour and power of 

darkness 9 Jesus still determines according to the will of God when he 

will die. luke indicates by this again the mystery of the accomplish-

ment of God's plan of salvation through the seeming triumph of the forces 

of evilp who inflict their last wound on Jesusp death. Andp as he has 

done so often before (e.g. lk. 22:53; 23:25P 31)P in order to avoid mis-

' understanding which might arise if Jesus' suffering and death was simply 

reported luke makes clear that death did not overcome Jesus but he will= 

ingly entered it as with a shout he committed his spirit to the Father 

and died. 

To emphasize this Luke uses a favorite lXX style imitation elementp 

This phrase has four basic purposes in Luke: to express 

the reaction of demons who encounter Jesus (lk. 4:33; 8:28; Ac. 8:7); to 

emphasize the people 0s joy in their praise of the mighty acts of God done 

through Jesus and Christ~an missionaries (Lk. 17:15; 19:37~t.Ac. 7:57; 

26:24); to indicate the voluntary nature of Jesus' and a Christian 

martyr's death. (Lk. 23:46; Ac. 7:60L, Our use has precedents in the 

OT only in the more general sense of the righteous offering prayer to 

God (e.g. Ezk. 11:13). Other OT meaningsp a loud cry as an eschatolo-

gical sign
2 

(e.g. Is. 40:9; 58:1; Jer. 4003):11) or a divine shout 

announcing salvation (Is. 42:13; Jo. 4:16)P3 need not be seen as part of 

luke's intended meaning. He simply indicates by this preface the volun-

tary even victorious way in which Jesus dies. 

1see abovep p. 477o 
0 

2Ba~t~ch (£lvThD XK!l 0 p. 452) contends that Luke by g1v1ng content 
to the wordless cry has removed its original meaning as an eschatological 
sign. 

3Fleigelp p. 72. 
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CHAPTER XX 

LUKE 23:50-56: THE BURIAL 

Introduction 

Luke narrates the scene of Jesus' burial with the aid of some OT 

ideas and stylistic elements. He does not allude to Is. 53:9 in his 

description of Joseph of Arimathea as Matthew does when he takes over 

Mark (Mt. 27:57/Mk. 15:43/lLk. 23:50). This non-allusion needs to be 

understood as well as the relationship of the OT to the various historical 

details which describe the burial. For some have claimed that the OT is 

the real source of the whole or various parts of this narrative. 

The basic literary sources of the narrative are 1\fark (Mk. 15:42-46/ 

1 
Lk. 23: 50-54) and a non-Markan source ( 23:55-56). The high degree of 

verbal similarity; the agreement of content; and the possibility of explain-· 

ing the omission of certain Markan details in Luke by his desire to abbre-

viate Mark, speak for Mark as the basic source for most of the section. 

The "new tomb" detail which Lu.ke has in common with Matthew and John (Mt. 

27:60; J. 19:41) is probably the influence of non-Markan tradition which 

he takes up as his basic source for ILk. 23:55ff. Agreements with 

Matthew against Mark are probably due not to dependence on a common non-

Markan source, but to common editorial practice. The difference in con-

tent, namely the preparation of spices before the Sabbath, not their 

purchase after the Sabbath (Lk. 23:56; Mk. 16:1), indicates that Luke is 

relying on a non-Markan source at this point. Since Luke is just as 

concerned not to show a violation of the Sabbath in the women's actions 

as Mark, there is no understandable reason why he should change Mark's 

temporal order and create a possible misunderstanding of the propriety 

of the women's actions. Thus he is probably depending at this point 

1v. Tuylor, The Passion Narrative, pp. 99=103g Contrast EoGton 
(lLuke, p. 354f.), who says the whole section is from "L"; Boismard (II, 

pp. 432ff.), who says it is from Intermediate Matthew• Perry (p. 49) sees 
it as a combination of "J" and Mark. 



on a non-l'r1arkan source which gave him different information. 

Old Testament Allusion 

The suffering Servant receives "his grave with the wicked and with 

a rich man in his death" Oso 53:9g]~o/~ ··sl~-J il11~ 0 >~~ l-}1~ p! ~! 
--~-l,~_''nt; /<~~ n~) Tro\J((YtJ~) ckvT( T-j) To~fi5 ot0nu t<o1~ Tou) 

_][)ouo:/o_i,J_~ ___ c:x~T( To-u fJdv,jTo 0 rr')uTau cf. Tg._ ~;1??.;J )J s~ ~ sl;l 
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~_,J~l_}_.)(_:1_ ~Jl i Y\ l ro J-..)( I ) 0 Mat thew p as he takes over Mark Is de scrip-
.,. T : ··.; T : ¢" -:-

) I / 

tion of Joseph (Mk. 15:43a.. fu<rJt'7jt_w\/ ), adds verbal parallelism {,;:).ouo-co5) 

Mt. 27:57) to what is already a possible allusion. 1 The description of 

Jesus' burial may be an allusion based on material parallelism with the 

MT literally understood. 2 An important man gives Jesus an honorable 

burial in a rock hewn tomb intended for the rich. For compositional 

reasons Luke, as he took over Mark, probably did not make this allusion 

explicit. He was interested in characterizing Joseph's attitude and 

manner of life so it would be historically understandable why, though a 

Jewish leader, he would take steps to secure Jesus' burial. It is not 

the fact that in his theological view the rich would not be interested 

in spiritual things or be looking for the kingdom of God, which made him 

refrain from characterizing Joseph as both rich and upright.3 

he evidently either did not recognize the potential for allusion in the 

figure of Joseph, or his other compositional purpose, the provision of a 

historically satisfactory picture of Joseph, predominated over his con-

cern with showing scriptural fulfilment through verbal allusiono 

Perhaps Luke by the mere telling of this burial with honor presents 

1 Maurer, l!!$.9 L9 p. 9; Gundry (The Use of the OT in Mt., p. 1/.i)) 
sees it as an allusion peculiar to Matthew; Karnetzki (p. 5) classifies 
it as an inexplicit factual correspondence 9 which Mt. makes into an allu
sion (Kontextzitat). The fact that Mt. has to make the allusion explicit 
in Greek raises the question whether in the Aramaic tradition behind Mk. 
the allusion was really intentional and recognizableo 

2 
Gundry, The Use of the OT in Mt., p. 146o 

3contrast Tinsley 9 p. 16. 



enough material parallelism so that the episode as a whole may be seen 

1 
to portray the fulfilment of Is. 53:9. 

2 
If so, is history or Is. 53:9 

the real source for his report? The LXX has a different understanding 

of Is. 53:9 from that of the MT. Luke does not verbally allude to the 

LXX passage. It is unlikely that the material parallelism with the MT 

is clear enough to direct Greek readers' attention to Is. 53:9 as the 

passage which is being fulfilled in this event. There are several other 

contexts in which the honor accorded Jesus in death could be understood.3 

There is nothing historically improbable about the event. Mark is 

well aware that as an executed criminal Jesus should have been buried in 

the criminals' common grave. 4 Thus he informs us that Joseph must beg 

for the body. Mark 16:1 does not necessarily contradict5 the burial 

account, for a body buried hastily before the Sabbath and given only the 

essential care necessary for a proper burial may understandably receive 

further loving attention. 

Not only is the account historically probable, but Matthew develops 

the connection with Is. 53:9 in an evidently secondary fashion. He 

attaches a verbal allusion to the description of Joseph and explicitly 

identifies the tomb as Joseph's own (Mt. 27:60). The other gospel 

writers do not identify Joseph as a rich man or the owner of Jesus' 

burial place. If the gospel tradition were formed on the basis of Is. 

53:9 alone we might expect these facts to be more explicit in all levels 

1Arndt, p. 477; Geldenhuys, p. 618; St~ger, p. 306. 

2toisy, ~' p. 571; F. Mildenberger, "Auferstanden am drit ten 
Tage nach den Schriften," EvTh, XXIII (1963), p. 266t Contrast J. S. 
Kennard, Jr., "The Burial ;r-Jesus," l!!!:,, LXXIV (195S), Po 230; Weidel, 
ThStuKr, LXXXV, Po 276. 

3cf. below under the various OT ideas associated with the details 
of the burial. 

4Mildenberger (EvTh, XXIII, p. 266) concludes from this fact that 
Jesus' burial place ~h is reported in the Gospels is historically 
improbable. 

5~0 
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of the traditiono We might also expect the report to say that Jesus 

received a criminal's grave at first
1 

and then later a rich man's tombo 

Iso 53:9 is probably not the source of this narrativeo 

may have had a role in the preservation of this narrative with the details 

about Jesus' honorable burial.
2 These facts may have been perceived by 

the early church upon reflection as the fulfilment of Iso 53:9o3 Luke 

simply records the event with these details but does not indicate that 

they are a fulfilment of Isaiah 53.4 

Old Testament Idea 

Luke employs OT ideas in his description of Joseph, the details of 

the burial, and the women's action. Sometimes it is claimed that the OT 

idea not history is the true source of some of the details. At the appro-

priate places we will deal with this issue. 

luke presents Joseph as "a good and righteous man, who had not con-

sented to their purpose and deed, and was looking for the kingdom of 

God" (Lk. 23:50-51). 
) ' ' f'/ 

The adjectival combination_E"yotbc5 l<ol{ Ql_{Oto) 

occurs only here in Luke and 'the NT ( cf. 1 l?to 3: 11, 12 (an OT quotation); 

Ro. 7: 12). Both of these adjectives Luke uses separately with other 

adjectives or descriptive clauses to characterize individuals. In each 

case, the subsequent descriptive phrases appear to qualify and clarify 

1 
Kennard, ~' LXXIV, p. 230. 

2 Suhl 9 P• 33. 

3 Hauck, p. 287o 

4Browning (p. 166) suggests that Joseph's name is mentioned in all 
the Gospels because he was understood in the early church as an anti-
type of the first Joseph who begged Pharaoh to let him bury Jacob. There 
is no other verbal parallelism besides the proper name~rw~if-bY which 
we could tell that an anti-type is being presented. The material para
llelism is not precise for although the object of the request is the same, 
the freedom to bury a loved one in the place of one's choice, the barrier 
to fulfilling that desire is different. The first Joseph has possession 
of tho bodyo The second Joseph does not. The cont'inuing record of the 
name may better be explained from historical interest and the desire to 
honor a person who risked much out of his love for Jesus, rather than 
from typological method. 
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.tl ) / 
the coi'lltent olf al/<fl.<o5 and! oty~&oJ- (eogo 1:60 lecihlaria.h and! Ell.izabeth; 

( >I ( _('I ' ) \ ,A / J' ,I 

2:25 11 SAmeorm: _a o<'YPfi-~"~-~ ouToS Ot k~_to S kr;J.<.. ~u A~~~ 5> iij~a--o~_{~.JM-vo J 
I ,.,.._ ~ ~I" /I ' _., ) c/ 1 l 1 , 

1t~foll<>.i6'(V <1!~-;t.~"'/A:~ /<r?-, ...,Tivf.-Vfi-P\111 otpov Eii o<.ii'Dv; 2J::50 11 Joseph: 

;._vjf-)ro~.elJ') Kr.t.~ Ocf<ottds- o~ro5 a0K ~~~ u-vyK..<To<Tf8f-~t<~"J ~~";Bav/\f 

Jsu~-~ Tff Tyo;J~( ~~T~v ... os ;-voa-J!f~To Til" (3ot-rrlAf-:rJ.v _ra:u Cf:t=-ll~ __ ; Aco 

10::22 11 Cornelius; n~:2411 Barnabas)o The characterizations of S!meoi'll 

and J$seph seem to follow the same J!)attern a b a b irm ~ich oftK~<dS _ia 

explla!ned by a clause '11hi-ch denotes the person as expectant hope in Ute 

These explanatory clauses uere necessary since the adjectives ~Ach 

Luke used were common in Hellenistic ethical vocabulary (eogo Epictetus 9 

I J' \ ( - ~ >I l (;' >t J' / 
~o X:22:1; XI: 17:6 11 ovot-ts ~f'wv 'fo ~ov f-)f-rf" "lot- ov.., oc kolltj\! ; 

Josephus 11 AntoVI:7:411 ~hich reports that God doesnvt delight in uacrifice 
~ ~- 'J' / 1 

but in__TdlS q~y-.,.c811tS kq~c_ oc l<ot<O<) ) o These tems in combinaUon 11 however 11 

w~re not well established in OT ~sageo Only once in the lXX (fro 14:19) 

and a ~ew tiQes in Jewish apoc~yphal writings 11 does the co~i~ation ocemw 

(Tobo 9:6 in the S=text; 4 Maceo 2:23)o 
/ 

As we have sreen dl kglcos !by itself is used Qllli tre fi'reQtllenUy in thre 

ll..XX to translate_ -f- > Jfo As an adjective or as a uwstantive (eogo Geno 

6:9; Pso 54(55):23) it means "righteous" mainly before God in a forensic 

and ethical senseo Thosre who are righteous before God are those who 

serve him (Malo 3:18) 11 keep his covenant and his law (Psalm 1; cfo lko 

Joseph manifested his righteousnessp as the explanatory cl~use 

tells us 0 in his firm expectation that God would be faithful to his 

covenant promises ~Y bringing in his final redempticn 11 the messianic 

kingdom (Zecho 9:9; Iso 60:21; 6B:8)o Being righteous before God then 

1
Krenkel (po 142) notes this as a favorite expression of Josephus; 

Hirsch (IXo Po 274) srees Lukre's editing of Mark as a hellenizing of himo 
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is to show one's faithfulness to him in one's expectation that God will 

be faithful to his covenants. 1 Because of this need for an explanatory 

clause Luke's use of cftJ<c~~a~ _ shows that for him and his readers, though 

it was understood as an ethical term even in a theological context, 

~~~~~) did not yet have a distinctively Christian content.2 The OT 

may help to indicate the theological context in which the word should be 

understood. However, the power of OT usage seems to be equally matched 

by the more common non-theological secular ethical usage. Thus it is 

necessary to -identify in the immediate NT context the precise focus of 

meaning. 
> I , 

The LXX uses ___ ~-¥ot_9d~ ____ (mainly rendering__l__H2J to describe men 

usually in the sense of "handsome" or "virile" rather than in the sense 

of morally good (e.g. 1 Km. 9:2; 16:12, 18; 2 Km. 18:27; cf. Tob. 5:14). 

As a moral quality it is mainly attributed to God (e.g. Ps. 117(118):29; 

cf. Lk. 18:19; to men, Pr. 11~:19; cf. Wsd. 18:9). 

in the moral sense also within a theological framework. A man who is 

good shows it by actions which are in accordance with the will of the 

good God. The upright in heart toward God are those who do good and 

are good (Ps. 33(34):15, 16). Luke takes up this understanding oLo\a~-~oS 

as a moral quality which shows itself in action, in his use of the term 

in Luke-Acts (Lk. 6:45; 19: 17; 8: 15; cf. Ac. 11:24). Again "goodness," 

commonly used in secular Greek as an ethical virtue (e.g. Xenophon, ~· 

' ' > ' >I t / ) 1:7:1; cf. Aristotle, deResJl.lblica III:4,_ To-t d oirJ.fJov u(VOftr. ('l"-f"-- f-tVoll. 

)' ' / 

~!!J~fH1-~~' Tt--).(trl-11 ), needs to be defined by an explanatory statement. 

But, this time Luke does so, not so much to make explicit the theological 

context as to emphasize the revelation of one's nature by one's actions. 

'\ / 3 Joseph showed himself to be good by not consenting to the evi;Lj.3t)V_l\1_ 

1Hill, p. 121'". 

2Haenchen, p. 366• Contrast Conzelmann (Theology of Luke, p. 231, n. 
4), who thinks that this description and Ac. 11:24 both refer to Christian 
virtue. 

3Bengel (II, p. 217) observes that the phraseology concerning 
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and deed of his fellow councillors (Lk. 23:50p 51; 6:45). 

/ 

The specialized use which luke makes of_ iJ,-Qo<rd'f-{':/ott to describe 

the act of awaiting God's final eschatological redemption1 (e.g. by the 

righteous Jew, 2:25, 38; 23:51; Ac. 24:15; by Christiansp lk. 12:36) has 

few precedents in the LXX. The attitude of the righteous sufferer await-
I 

ing his redemption is narrated with the use of ''fJOtrcff.-X~"'<. (Job 2:9; Ps. 

54(55):9). The OT prophets warned the rebellious people to expect coming 

eschatological judgment (Is. 28:10; Ezk. 32:10}. Later, in Intertesta-

mental times the suffering nation likens herself to their ancestors in 

Egypt who before the exodus "expected the salvation of the righteous" 

(Wsd. 18:7). The apocalyptic hope of the people in Intertestamental 

times also seems to have included the idea of the suffering righteous 

ones who await redemption. But this was understood in an eschatological 

2 
context. Luke takes this idea over in his use oL if'"cr-{~~N here 

to qualify the nature of Joseph's,righteousness. It shows that Joseph's 

dependence was not in his own righteousness but in God for salvation. 

Several details of Jesus' burial either express OT ideas or depend 

on OT background. Jesus as an executed criminal should have been buried 

in a common field set aside for that purpose. Joseph by asking Pilate 

for possession of the body (Lk. 23:52) and by placing him in a new tomb 

goes against this custom (Sanh. 6:5; cf. Jer. 26:23). He risked accusa-

tions that he was defiling his family plot by burying Jesus there. 

Joseph's act was a witness to his conviction that Jesus was innocent. 3 

Joseph's not consenting to the counsel "approaches nearly to that in Ps. 
1: I." This is probably coincidental and not intentional for Luke often 
uses_f5o_u_>.1-· in this sense (e.g. Ac. 5:38; 19:1; 27:12, 1..,2). 

lsee above, PP• 226ff., for discussion of T~'.l-;8,..(/c>.r:-~,;...; rou Q.f.-ov. 

2cf •. Palestinian Targum's paraphrase of Gen. 49:1: "I wait for your 
redemption 0 Lord." It is understood as the determined time in which 
,K.ing Messi!lh will come. McNamara (The NT and the Palestinian Targum, 
p. 24:J) sees this and Lk. 23:·51 as reflections of populaR' ~schatologica1 
expectation in the first century. 

3Daube (The NT and Rabbinic Judaism. p. 311) suggests that luke 
and John's notation of the tomb in which no one had ever: been laid was 
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This episode is then a further way in which luke develops the "innocence'' 

aspect ofhis theological theme that in the innocent Jesus' suffering Is. 

53:12 was finding its fulfilment. If the Jewish law were not known to 

the readers at least the care and honor with which Jesus is buried com-

municates that Joseph and the women were convinced that Jesus was inno-

cent and worthy of esteem. 

As the fact that the tomb was new witnesses to Jesus' innocence so 

the fact that it was rock hewn attests to Jesus' position as the Messiah~ 

1 
who is worthy of such an honorable burial place. The two times in the 

OT when a rock hewn tomb is mentioned~ ·show that this type of tomb is 

worthy of royalty (2 Ch. 16:14; cf. Is. 22:16, the rebellious people are 

so secure in themselves that they plan to be buried in the land and have 

already provided for themselves rock hewn tombs). That such a tomb was 

available is not improbable historically given the topography of the 

Jerusalem area. There is not enough verbal or material parallelism with 

either of these OT passages to show that they and not history are the 

true source of this detail.
2 However, the OT passage may have had some 

intended "to rule out burial in a grave previously used for other executed 
persons. They do not say that the grave did not belong to the court ••• 
but they do say that it had never been desecrated by the corpse of a 
sinner." For Daube the gospel evidence suggests that the tomb was not 
in a family plot but in the court-owned criminals' field. The new tomb 
feature of the gospel tradition was part of a reply to the anti-Christian 
apologetic of the Jews who supposedly made much of the fact that Jesus 
was buried in ground desecrated by the bones of executed criminals which 
lay there before him (cf. Tos. Sanh. 9:8; 26:9). The difficulty with 
this explanation is that there is little evidence that Jesus' burial place 
among criminals was ever a feature of Jewish anti-Christian polemic. 
Further, the explicit evidence of Mt. that the tomb belonged to Joseph 
and the extraordinary request of Joseph to Pilate make sense only if the 
tomb in which Jesus was laid, was not the customary criminal's grave. 
Rabbinic commentary concerning burial makes provision for martyrs to be 
buried in the graves of their families since they unlike executed criminals 
have made atonement for their sins by their death (cf. Sanh. 47ap citing 
Abaje's (d. 338/339) interpretation of Sanh. 6:5, in SBK, I, p. 101 .. 9). 
It is conceivable with a similar line of thought Joseph could have under
Gtood the proJPriety of burying JeRvs in his own family plot. 

1 
Rengstorf, p. 277; Klostermann, P• 230; Hauck, p. 288. 

2contrast Weidel, ThStuKr~ LXXXV, p. 276. 
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influence on the preservation of this detail which indicates that Jesus 

had a burial worthy of a king. 

the LXX (Dt. 4:49; cf. Aquilap Num. 21:20; 23:14; Dt. 34:1; Josh. 13:20) 

and Luke (Lk. 23:53). This is probably a coincidence and not a sign of 

/ 

lLukan use of lLXX vocabulary for the lLXX and Aquila use_l.A~~To) _to trans-

late the proper name ~ft. Jl>isgah CtJ...:.LQ_~). It is not evidence as Plummer 
'? : • 

following Kennedy suggests for "the important class of words which become 

1 current through having been needed to express Jewish ideas and customs." 

One other possible OT influence is the law (Dt. 21:22~23) that every-

one who hangs on a tree must be buried on the day on which he dies (cf. 

2 
Gospel of Peter 23-24). This may have been part of Joseph's original 

motivation in making his request immediately to Pilate. It may have 

influenced the early church's time consciousness as they explicitly 

report Jesus' burial on the day of his death (cf. Ac. 5:30; 10:39; J. 19: 

31; Gal. 3:13; 1 Pt. 2:249 which appear to report the crucifixion in 

language influenced by Dt. 21:22=23). The reason which Luke and Mark 

present for the hasty burial on that day is the fact that the Sabbath is 

the next day. Luke's placement of the time reference at the conclusion 

instead of the beginning of the burial episode is not primarily to show 

that burial occurred according to the law. Rather it is to clearly pre= 

pare the way for resurrection "on the third day." He could then show 

that Jesus' prophecy that he would rise on the third day was precisely 

fulfilled (Lk. 9:22; 18:33; 24:7P 46; Ac. 10:40). 

The time reference (Lk. 23:54) employs the OT ideas of Sabbath and 

1 
Jl>lummer 9 p. 542; cf. secular Greek evidence for various examples 

of other words in the_h_Ql.J = group given in Liddell and Scott; Lagrange 
(p. 596) observes that rock hewn tombs were not a specialty of Jews but 
were especially found in the Near East. 

2
Caird 9 Jh.':!.k~ p. 254; cf. Hlihn (p. 67) 9 who also points out the 

prohibition of leaving any of the Passover sacrifice until the next day 
(Ex. 34:25) o 
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J . h t' k · 1 ~AA T ew1s 1me rec on1ng. _,-~7-o~: _ol/ is a transliteration of the Hebrew 

5TJ.JU_ which has been made into a declinable neuter noun. It owes its ,...-
form and meaning to the LXX2 where it is the name of the seventh day of 

the week 9 the day of rest 9 which God has ordained that men should observe 

(e.g. Ex. 20:8-11; Dt. -5:12-14). It may also signify a Jewish feast day, 

particularly the day of atonement (Lev. 16:}1; 23:32), and also be used 

as-the word for "week" (Is. 66:2}). One peculiarity of LXX usage, 

especially in the Pentateuch and some of the prophets, is the practice 

' / 
of rendering the singular !l.:Z IV_ by the plural_ trt!J~A,. TJ. (e.g. Ex. 20:8, 10; r- 17~ 

Jer. 17:21-24). 
I ' 

Elsewhere the singular _\iol-}3fo[~_l{ translatesJl.;-~ (e.g. 

4 Km. 4:23; 2 Ch. 23:4, 8; 2 Esdr. 19:14). Whether this is an indicator 

that the translation practice wrogressed from an irregular rendering in 

earlier LXX books to a more regular one in later books is not certain. 

/ 

Luke reproduces all of the LXX usage of __ tr~/3j3r1-T~L- except Hs func-

tion as a designation of a Jewish feast day3 (Sabbath day, crj,.J3}'o~-TtPI e.g. 

Lk. 23:54, 56; d"""~j3_g~To< , Lk. 4: 16; 4:31/Mk. 1:21; Lk. 6:2/Mk. 2:24; Lk. 

13:10; Ac. 13:14; 16:13; note that Luke replaces this form with the 

singular several times Lk. 6:1/Mk. 2:23; Lk. 6:7, 9/Mk. 3:2, 4; cf.''week/ 

Lk. 24:1; Ac. 20:7; possibly Ac. 17:2). Luke's editorial practice of 

replacing the plural form in Mark with the singular is an example of his 

desire to write in clear Greek style while still maintaining an element 

1 c I - -'?J/A-¥--rl-.- ~ 11'f'<J.rr-/<fu15, is a technical term in first century Judaism 
to denote, Friday, the day of preparation before the Sabbath (e.g. Shabb. 
2:7~-lf? J...l~--; Josephus,~· XVI:163). It does not occur in the OT; 
cf. R. P. c.· J-lanson ("Further Evidence for Indications of the Johannine 
Chronology of the Passion to be found in the Synoptic Evangelists," 
~' LIII (1941-42), pp. 178ff.), who takes the term Sabbath inlli .. 23:56in the 
sense of feast day, i.e. Passover, and sees the ~~-o/>,;.., f!J);z<i.~~-E-vijr;; __ as 
the day of preparation for the feast yet to take place, not the Sabbath 
immediately following the feast day. This is thought to be a silent 
witness to the authenticity of the Johannine chronology; Contrast Leaney 9 

p 0 288. 

2 
Thackeray (I, p. 32) calls it a hellenized Hebrew word first found 

in the l.XX. 

3contrast see above, ne 1 e 
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of LXX vocabulary. The use at Lk. 23:54 is probably due to Luke as he 

places Mk. 15:42 at the end of the episode and expands it in an explana~ 

tory fashion. He seems to assume that his readers are familiar enough 

with Jewish practices to know the significance of the term. It has been 

1 suggested th&t this time reference is part of a pattern in Luke's gospel 

whereby he shows Jesus' ministry to be conducted within a scheme of seven 

Sabbaths of salvation history, (Lk. 4:16, 31; 6:1, 6; 13:10; 14:1; 23:56b). 

The last Sabbath is Jesus' death, on which he and his followers rested 

according to the commandment. Luke's time references show that he saw 

this Sabbath as the preface to Easter day, the first day of the week, the 

dawn of the new age of the Spirit and the church. This understanding 

of Luke's references to the Sabbath fails to take into account that each 

reference serves a necessary function in its own narrative. Mostly it 

is part of an introductory setting to an account in which Jesus will be 

involved in controversy concerning healing on the Sabbath (6:6; 13:10; 

14: 1 ; c f 0 6: 1 ) 0 It is probably only coincidental that Luke happens to 

mention seven Sabbaths in Jesus' ministry. No theological pattern along 

the lines of a Sabbath motif is developed by him. The Sabbath reference 

is theologically important at Lk. 23:54, 56 for two other reasons: ( 1) 

as already noted, the relationship of the burial to resurrection on the 

third day; (2) the obedience of the women to the commandment. 

Another Jewish custom, the reckoning of a day from sunset to sunset 
~ I l 2 

is expressed in the phrase,_l<:&a-r1fi_;.3ef_fo~ fil_fff~.y_q-l~_f..v (cf. Ac. 20:7-9). 
) . / 

Though_fiiJ '?l-.wc--1<~ is not used in the LXX in this way, to indicate the new 

day commencing, dawning at night, there are some examples of the reckoning 

of a day from sunset to sunset (Gen. 1:5; Lev. 24:3; Ps. 54(55):18). 

1 
McEachern, .£:!!., XII pp. 275ff. 

2Contrast Driver (JTS, n.s. XVI, p. 329), who maintains that the 
expression really refle~ Galilean reckoning of days: sunrise to sunrise. 



With this idea Luke represents more immediately Jewish idiom and only 

d ·1 OT "d 1 secon ar1 y an 1 ea. 

The activity of the women (Lk. 23:56), their preparation of spices 

and ointments and their resting on the Sabbath P expresses .• M" ideas. The 

further anointing, which they plan, is not necessary to a proper burial 

2 
for such work would have been permitted on the Sabbath. It is an act 

of love and shows the high esteem in which Jesus was held. The OT and 

contemporary Jewish history relate that this act was performed for 

deceased royalty (2 Ch. 16:14; Josephus; B. J. I:33:9). This may be 

another way in which Luke presents the kingly nature of the one whose 

body is so cared for. 

The women keep the Mosaic law, resting the Sabbath day according to 

\. \. ) J 

the commandment Li<otio!. T~ v f\/Ta,\ r;v ) • Though it is used in secular 

Greek in governmental contexts to mean "command or ordinance" (e.g. 

'- I ~ / c • .A t 
Herodotus, I: 157 ,_1L) __ IS.v;fi_OJ,L_f\,1Tc_~_o<:S, royal ordinance). _2J~ r., _ 1 _. is 

3 ..._ \... ) I 

not used in religious contexts. Luke's use of !<_<~_Ttl- T1v fvTo)..~y to 

l - / 
describe taking rest on the Sabbath corresponds with LXX usage of -~~~~c~~ 

to refer to specific demands of God's law (e.g. Ex. 24:12; Lev. 22:31; 
) / 

Dto 8:1 most frequently translating_,7Jr/"''_). 
T: • 

Luke may use (-vTo).~ both 

for human commands (Lk. 15:29; Ac. 17:15) and for divine commands con-

tained in God's law (Lke 1:6; 18:20; 23:56). In the latter case, the 

immediate context must so qualify the term that the theological perspec-

tive is explicitly introduced. In o~ case, the description of the 

content of the command's observance so qualifies the term that we can 

recognize it as a divine command. The LXX usage probably contributes 

use 

'1 Black, An Aramaic Approach, Po 136; Wellhausen ( p. 17) calls this 
l I 

of£Iilf-~~~--» a non-septuagintal, non-technical semitism. 

2E!liv 0 ~uk~p Po 271o 

3TDNT, II, p. 546. 



to the choice of the term here which Luke takes over from his sourceo 

The purpose in Luke's reference to the observance of the Mosaic law 

is not simply as part of an apologetic to Judaism that Christianity was 

not hostile to OT law~ 1 or as an attempt to make sure Jewish Christians 

would not be offended as a result of misunderstanding that the women's 

2 preparation of spices was a violation of the Sabbath. It is part of 

his theological presentation of the continuity and discontinuity between 

the age of the law and the age of grace within a framework of salvation 

history. Luke shows approval of pious Jews who keep God's commandments 

and look for his coming salvation (e.g. Elizabeth and Zechariah, 1:6). 

They were obedient under the hegemony of God's law» which existed up to 

the time of the last days of salvation, when Jesus proclaimed the good 

news of the kingdom (16:16). That proclamation did not abrogate the 

law (16:17), but placed it within the larger context of discipleship 

to Jesus (18:20, 22). The law received a new function. The obedience 

to it as a means of salvation was replaced by belief in the Savior (Ac. 

13:38). 

Luke by pointing to the women's obedience to the law approves of 

such behavior in principlea However, the specific content of obedience, 

the Sabbath observance, is only of historical interest. Jesus' resurrec-

tion has created a discontinuity in the specifics of Sabbath observance 

(Ac. 20:7). Christians observe the first day of the week as the Lord's 

day. The Jewish Sabbath now becomes an occasion for the preaching of 

the good news of the kingdom (Ac. 13:14, 42, 44; 17:2; 18:4). In this 

way luke shows in Acts that in a real sense the law and the prophets 

have made way for the preaching of the kingdom (Lk. 16:16). In report-

ing pre-resurrection events Luke presents the continuity of God's ac~ 

ttivity and man's response in the two ages. In reporting the post-resurrec-

tion time the discontinuity comes to the fore. The OT idea of obedience 

1contrast Cadbury, The Style):.· " p. 91. 

2Contrast Le ney 288 a ' P• .. 



to God's law is one of the ways that the relationship between these two 

times of God's dealing with men may be described. The whole question of 

Sabbath observance is a microcosm of the emerging pattern of relation-

ships in this crisis time of salvation history. At Lk. 23:56 Luke 

through his report of the women's Sabbath observance shows by way of 

implied contrast with Christian practice that the resurrection was the 

crucial event which reordered man's relationship to the law. This des-

1 cription of the women probably came from Luke's source originally but 

Luke has put it to good use. 

Old Testament Style 

The LXX style imitation, while being supported by the several OT 

ideas we have mentioned, occurs unevenly throughout the narrative. 
/ 

Structural indicators are limited to the predominant use o~K~t (7X) 

over~f (2X) as the coordinating conjunction. There are two clear ex-

amples of parataxis (23:53, 56). The subject predicate word order, how• 

ever, points away from LXX style imitation (verb-subject, 1X; subject-

verb, 6X; cf. 2 other possible word order semitisms,~I~~If~;&ig-J_1_~QI~Tou __ _ 

The beginning of the perikope where Luke has revised 

Mark shows the heaviest concentration of LXX style imitation in terms of 

' ) ' ) I 2 
individual constructions,~i-.Ll0<1v ol"1f--- Lk. 23:50. 

) , 
Part of Luke's use of (({ou ____ in descriptive narrative is the con-

' )r ' > I 
struction_ /{ol(_ tezE~ ol>11f (5: 12/Mk. 1:40; Lk. 5: 18/Mk. 2:3; Lk. 8:41/Mk. 

5:22; Lk. 9:30/Mk. 9:4; Lk. 9:38/Mk. 9: 17; Lk. 19:2; 23;50/Mk. 15:43; Lk. 
)/ 

24:4, cf. Mk. 16:5; Ac. 1:10; 8:27; 10:17, 19, 30; 11:11; 16:1; O.:\l_e;wil65 
/ 

Lk. 14:2;_y_v\t'l 9 7:37; 13:11; cf. 10:25; 2/1-: 13; Ac. 12:7). In every 

case where luke is using Mark he has inserted the construction into Mark. 

I 
Easton(~, p. 354f.) says that careful observance ·of the law 

io on inte~est of "L". 

2The three periphrastic constructions in this section (23:51, 53, 55) 
are not necessarily examples of semitic sources or LXX style imitation. 
Rather they serve to place emphasis on the continuous state of the verb's 
action and thus h~lp to advance the narrative. 
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' ) f 
This whole construction and especially the_ i<~( coou~-~~ay be identified as 

1 
an element of Luke's style. 

J'he construction translates 0·~1u7?(1) in the lLXX (e.g. Judg. 7: 13; 

19:16; 1 Km. 17:23; 2 Km. 1:2; 18:24; 3 Km. 21(20):39: cf. the plural~ 
" ) \. ( 

Gen. 18:2; 3 Km. 13:22; Judg. 19:22; cf.~i~~~L1.!k_y_ru"'1- ~p Judg. 19:27; 

Ruth 3:8; 4 Km. 8:5). Though there are only thirteen occurrences in 

'} \ ) / ( /) the LXX of/{~( IVJlu fl-11f yvv"1 ~ they are distributed widely and re-

produce a Hebrew construction in translation which is not normal Greek. 

The resulting Greek construction may then be seen as a recognizable ele~ 

ment of LXX style. 
' ) / 

It is a variant of t<otL /oav 0 the well established 

LXX stylistic element. It is imitated in an OT apocryphal work ( 1 ~1acc. 

5:30)p and ,introduced into the LXX (Judg. 1:24). Luke's use of the con-

struction may best be understood as part of his conscious imitation of 

2 
LXX style. 

The function of the stylistic feature is basically to alert the 

reader to a new character who is being introduced. Since the character 

' ) / 

is often a person whom Jesus will heal~ the i<~L 1ddU focuses the readers' 

attention on the individual and his ailment (e.g. Lko 5:12; 8:41). Such 

1 creed~ p. lxxix; Cadburyp The Style
1 

·;::~"''· p. 177; Zahnp !Lukas~ p. 104; 
Contrast Schweizer (ThZ, VIP p. 164)P who sees it as evidence for a non
Markan source which -;:mderlies lk. 23:50-24.:53; Schramm (p. 92) argues 
that since the various uses of_ t}[e_~~--only occur 4X in Acts 15ff. they 
can not be claimed as evenly distributed throughout all of Luke-Acts and 
thus be seen as an element in Luke's style. Fiedler (p. 65) explains 
that there are fewer occurrences of the construction in the latter part 
of Acts because Luke is no longer dealing with the glorious past of 
salvation history but with fairly contemporary events; Moulton (I, p. 11 P 
n. 1) observes that Luke uses_(dll~ ~ mainly while the story moves in ? / 
Palestinian setting. Schrammp however~ explains the insertions of_cifov ~ 
into Mark as the influence of Luke's non-Markan source which is said to 
run parallel to Mark at these places. Although we have recognized the 
influence of non-Markan materials in Luke's composition of this episode~ 

' ' f ( they are not necessarily the source ofiS_q .. (coou ; Easton Lukep p. 354fo) 
>..r/ ~ 

attributes tvou __ to "L". 

2Per11'yp !Po 69; Creedp Po lxxix; Fiedlerp Po 659 Contrast Turner 
~ ) / 

(Kilpatrick Festschriftp p. 13) who sees_/<t~l @"ouu __ as an example of Jewish 
or Biblical Greekp which he admits is ultimately derived from the trans
lated books of the OT. 
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an introduction to a miracle story also places Jesus' act clearly in 

the theological context of salvation history. It witnesses to the fact 

that the miracle is one of God's mighty acts just as much as those acts 

recorded in the LXX in whose style the miracle story is being told. 

The construction also introduces individuals who are unusual and important 

in relation to the advance of salvation history (angels, Lk. 24:4; Ac. 

1: 10; 10:30; 12:7, who interpret that history; menp Lk. 23:50; Ac. 10:17, 

19, who advance it by their deeds). J hl ·· 1 d t osep p ays a surpr1s1ng an ye 

providential role in salvation history as he provides a burial place for 

Jesus which is proper to his true nature as the innocent sufferer. 

2 
Thus, both to introduce a new and unusual character and to emphasize 

that hisactionstake place within the perspective of salvation history, 3 

Luke introduces Joseph and the episode this way. 

Finally we should note that the form of the proper names 1L~g-p-v S
/ 

(Lk. 23:52) and_ 'I:w_o-/?-(23:50) comes ultimately from the transliteration 

of the Hebrew ~-~.j ,_1 ~- (e.g. Ex. 17:9); and_ l ~ i > (Gen. 30: 24) in the LXX. 

1 
Arndt, p. 477. 

2 
Cadbury, The Style~-_ · ~ p. 178. 

3Lagrange. p. · F. dl 35 a• lt • xc1x; 1e er, p. ; mou on, I, p. 11, n. 1. 
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PART III. THE CONCLUSIONS 



INTRODUCTION 

The results of our analysis must now be set out in a concise form 

which will enable us to see any patterns in Luke's use of OT quotations, 

allusions, ideas, and style. We will first present in classified form 

a description of each area of use by stating the findings from each part 

of our task (e.g. for quotations, the kind of text-form; for OT ideas, 

the kind of contribution to NT meaning) e We shall then ask about the 

pattern of OT usage in Luke from the perspective of his compositional 

metho~ his interpretational method, and his audience and purpose in writ

ing. Finally, we must ask the theological question: What was the signifi-

cance of the OT for Luke the Christian theologian? 

We realize that the generalizations we make concerning Luke's com

positional method and theological outlook are based on an investigation 

of only two chapters of a two volume work. There are other portions of 

his work which would prove just as fruitful for research (e.g. Lk. 1-2; 

24; the speeches in Acts). However, during our analysis and the draw

ing up of preliminary conclusions we have attempted to keep Luke's whole 

work in view. Hopefully, our conclusions will reflect Luke's basic 

approach to the OT. Of course they will need to stand the test of con-

formity with results emerging from the analysis of other portions of Luke

Acts. 
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CHA!?TER I 

THE RESULTS 

Old Testament Quotation and Allusion 

Since there are only three OT quotations (Lk. 22:37; 23:30P 4.6), it 

is difficult to draw general conclusions about Luke's use of explicit OT 

material on the basis of this evidence alone. To give us a wider field 

for comparison we have combined our consideration of quotations with that 

of allusions. Both areas of usage have been analyzed by asking the same 

questions. Where there are questions germane to only one of the areas 

we shall be sure to indicate separately what our results for these ques-

tions have been. 

The text-form of all Luke's OT quotations show a definite influence 

from the LXX over against the MT (22: 37; 23:46; 23:30 agrees with the A= 

text tradition of the LXX over against the B-text).
1 

Among the OT allu

sions2 a few show the influence of the LXX ( 23: 3/,_; 23:48-49). The allu-

sions in Lk. 22:20 (Jer. 38(31):31); Lk. 22:69 (Ps. 109(110):1/Da. 7:13); 

and Lk. 23:35, 36, whether they have extensive verbal parallelism with 

the LXX or not, allude to OT passages where the LXX agrees precisely with 

the MT. Lk"" 22: 15-20; 22~20 (Is. 53:11, 12); Lk. 22:22p 30, 31 are material 

not verbal allusions. 

The differences between the LXX and MT in the text-form of these 

quotations do not involve significant differences in meaning. Thus no 

quotation is exclusively dependent on the LXX. Most of the quotations 

and allusions have a mixed text-form. They show some agreement (cf. 22: 

37 which may show agreement with a literal rendering of the MT) 3 as well 

as some disagreement with the LXX text-form. Normally the disagreements 

1 
See above, pp. 259, 579, 481o 

2 . . 
~., PP• .514, 597, 153, 4()0, 415 0 .52411 532 11 161, 158f., 201, 2i( 0 241. 

3Ibidop PPo 259ffe 
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simply reflect stylistic adjustments to the NT context (22:20, 69; 23:34, 

35, t.S-49) 11 but sometimes they may be due to interpretive adjustments 

1 
(23:46; 22:69/Da. 7:13). 

The basic explanation of these mixed text-forms centers in a process 

of oral and written transmission of tradition. In the case of quotations 

and allusions which are part of the reported words of Jesus, this process 

begins most often with Jesus and ends with Luke's final composition. 

The adjustment to the NT situation either stylistically (Lk. 22:20/Jer. 

38(31):31; Lk. 22:69/Ps. 109(110):1) or interpretively (Lk. 22:69/Da. 7: 

13; Lk. 23:46) originates with Jesus and is faithfully preserved in the 

tradition's transmission from Aramaic to Greek (cf. 22:37 where a literal 

translation of Aramaic tradition is preserved probably out of respect 

for the words of Jesus). It is at the transition from Aramaic to Greek 

that the LXX influence first is felt (22:37; 23:46; 22:69). One in= 

stance of extensive LXX influence is the use of the A-text of Hos. 10:8 to 

reproduce Jesus' word to the women (Lk. 23:30). We found no evidence 

that Luke has edited the text-form of quotations and allusions which are 

part of the reported words of Jesus. 

In the case of allusions in the descriptive narrative there is 

evidence that Luke took over allusions from his sources and edited them 

accorrling to the LXX text-form ( Lk. 23: 31,.). We may conclude that Luke 

is not originally responsible for the text-form of any of his quotations 

or allusions. He takes them over from his sources. Any adjustment he 

makes is normally with the LXX in mind. 2 
We recognize, as we will need 

1~op PP• 153, 400, 514, 524, 597, 58~ 415e 
2 
Rese's and Toy's (see above, pp. 17, 74fJ observations are par-

tially correct. Luke does use the LXX as his basic OT text. But it 
is not necessarily the A-text of the LXX as Holtz (see above, p. 74) 
stllBBestsa He does edit his OT material but not to the extent Rese con= 
tends. Sources as Krenke! ( ~ee above, p. 18) proposed are responsible 
for the text-forms of many quotations and allusions. Luke's OT material 
has been influenced by translation from Aramaic tradition but Luke is not 
the translator. Memory loss (D6pke, see above p. 17) is probably not a 
cause of text-form discrepancy, while Luke's concern to write in a literary 
fashion has influenced his editing (Toy» see above, p. 17 ) • 
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to do repeatedly throughout our conclusions, that we have available for 

comparison only one of Luke's literary sources for the passion narrative, 

namely Mark. Thus we are continually hampered in our attempts to evalu~ 

ate Luke's handling of OT material which occurs in portions of his narra-

tive for which Mark is not the basic source. This is especially true for 

the OT quotations, all of which are peculiar to Luke. It is also true 

for some allusions (e.g. 22:30, 31; 23:35, 48-49). Thus, though on 

source critical grounds we have been able to maintain with probability 

that the quotations or allusions did not originate with luke but came to 

him in his sources, it is not possible even by a comparison with his han= 

dling of OT material in Mark to describe with certainty what editorial 

alterations Luke has made to the text-form of his quotations or allusions. 

Thus we must always proceed with caution. 

Of the three quotations only one has a regular introductory formula 

(22:37). It introduces the quotation as a fulfilment proof-text. The 

other two quotations are part of Jesus' words and are introduced by LXX 

stylistic elements. 

The function of these OT quotations and allusions in their immediate 

context may be classified into four categories: interpretive text, simple 

proof-text, fulfilment proof-text, and illustrative text. As an inter= 

pretive text the quotation or allusion may serve a hermeneutical purpose, 

placing events in the narrative within an eschatological promise and ful

filment (22:15-20~ 20/Jer. 38(31):31; Lke 22:69; 23:30), or theological 

(22:20/Is. 53:11, 12; Lk. 22:22; 22:31; 23:46) context. The OT material 

may be part of a prophetic prediction made by Jesus (22:22p 30, 37, 69; 

23:(29) 30). As a simple proof-text, the quotation or allusion, which 

is usually part of one of Jesus' prophetic predictions, may lend its 

authority to the prediction without placing it within an explicit promise 

and fulfilment framework (22:22, 30, 69; 23:(29), 30). As a fulfilment 

proof-text, a quotation or allusion which is again usually part of Jesus' 

prophetic word, places his prediction within the framework of promise 



and fulfilment (e.g. 22:37, which is a proof-text in the scheme "promise 

and fulfilment"). Illustrative texts function within the promise and 

fulfilment framework but without explicit reference to it. They occur 

in the descriptive narrative of the crucifixion scene (23:34, 35, 36, 48-

49). These texts portray the suffering of Jesus and the reaction of 

various onlookers. In addition to their illustrative function, they 

also provide in OT language the historical details which fulfill the OT 

prophecy concerning the suffering Messiah. They are in effect detached 

midrash. Originally, they were the commentary on the fulfilment proof-

texts which showed that the Messiah must suffer. These categories of 

usage are not mutually exclusive (e.g. Lk. 22:69 and Lk. 23:(29), 30 are 

both interpretive texts and simple proof-texts). An OT quotation or 

allusion may be classified in one or more of them. Also, the promise 

and fulfilment scheme for applying OT texts to the NT situation was not 

limited to texts which function as explicit fulfilment proof-texts (e.g. 

especially the illustrative texts). Texts in the other categories may 

also be understood as having been interpreted in this scheme. 1 

It maY seem from the results of this analysis: only one quotation out 

of thiree' quotations and thirteen allusions is an explicit fulfilment proof-

text, that luke is not really interested in a promise and fulfilment scheme 

for interpreting the OT (cf. also the omission of Mk. 14:49/Lk. 22:53). 

We shall deal with this anomaly when we consider Luke's compositional and 

interpretational methods. 

There is a great diversity in the extent of influence whic~ these 

quotations and allusions have on the larger context of Luke's work. A 

quotation may serve as a text from which theological themes will be 

1 Rese's (see above, p. 78) analysis of the categories of usage is 
essentially the same except that he does not recognize the possibility 
that texts could perform the functions of more than one category and that 
a promise and fulfilment scheme of interpretation may be present in the 
use of OT material which does not function as an explicit fulfilment 
proof-texto 
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worked out consistently in the rest of the passion narrative (22:37). 

An allusion may contain a theological theme which is mentioned once again 

in the narrative (22:20/Jer. 38(31):31 "new covenant," cfo Lk. 22:29; 

cf. 22:48; Lk. 22:69, cf 0 Ac. 7:56). Or, the allusion 

or quotation may express a theological theme which occurs throughout Luke-

Acts, though the specific content of the quotation or allusion is not 

mentioned again (ILk. 22:15-20; 22:20/Is. 53:11, 12; Lk. 22:30, 31; 23:(29) 

30; 23: 46) 0 Other allusions, the illustrative texts (23:34, 35, 36, 48-

49), do not express theological themes. Yet they are examples of the 

OT texts which the early church would later proclaim as evidence of OT 

prophecy which had been ~ulfilled in Jesus' suffering. 

Luke's use of his quotations and allusions as pointers to their 

larger original contexts may be placed in several categories. There are 

the material allusions (22:15-20; 22:22; 22:20/Is. 53:11, 12; lk. 22:30, 

31), which have no defined verbal parallelism with which to point to a 

larger original context. They may not properly be called "context 

pointers" since they depend on the larger original context for their 

meaning. Other material allusions are accompanied by a reference to 

another portion of the larger OT context in the immediate NT context. 

Thus, they may properly be called pointers to that larger original con-

text (ILk. 22:30). Each of the quotations and most of the verbal allu-

sions seem to point to the larger original context. This is apparent 

either from the fact that the larger original context is necessary for a 

proper understanding of what is explicitly cited (22:37; 22:69; possibly 

23:35). Or, in the immediate context of the quotation or extensive 

verbal allusion there may be other allusions to the larger original con-

text (23:30, cf. 23:29; 23:46, cf. 23:48-49; 23:34, cf. 23:35; 22:20/Jer. 

38(31):31, cf. Lk. 22:28). There are also some allusions which don't 

serve as "context pointers" (23:36; 48-49). Thus, although not all allu-

1 See above, p. 290. 



sions are "context pointers" there is enough evidence to say that Luke 

often used his OT materials as "context pointers."
1 

Luke's use of quotations and allusions normally respects the original 

context in terms of grammatical sense (22: 15-20; 22:20, 22, 30, 31~~ 37, 

69; 23:30, 34, 36, /~-49). In the two exceptions (23:35, 46) events in 

the NT historical situation have controlled the adjusted usage. Respect 

for the original context in terms of the historical intention of the 

writer does not yield such unequivocally positive results. Some quota-

tions and allusions are drawn from OT prophetic contexts (22:20/Jer. 38 

(31):31; Lk. 22:22, 69; 23:(29) 30). Some come out of contexts in 

which the suffering and testing of the righteous is presented in general 

terms (22:31; 23:46; cf. 22:37 where the righteous sufferer, the Servant, 

has characteristics like no other person in history). 2 Others are taken 

from OT contexts which present an idealized picture of God's reign in 

Israel which may readily be understood eschatologically (22:30). In 

all of these cases the original historical context either positively 

demands an interpretation of prophetic fulfilment in the future or allows 

for the application of the OT text to a NT situation. The allusions 

which appear to violate the original historical context are those which 

treat as subject to prophetic fulfilment, texts which describe past events 

outside any prophetic context (23:34; 35, 36; 48-49). The factors in 

the method which enable Luke to employ these texts in such a way we will 

summarize later in our discussion of Luke's interpretational method. 

We have already seen in our discussion of text-form that the source 

of all quotation and allusion material is pre-Lukan. Two considerations 

which specifically concern allusions are the relation of allusions to 

history and the explanation of non-allusions. We have found in our 

1 ( ) . Dodd's see above, p. 66 , theory is then partially substantiated. 

2 
See above, Po 290. 



study no instance where the OT is the only source of a historical detail 

1 
presented in OT language. The influence of the OT on the historical 

details was probably as a selective control, determining what material 

was preserved in the gospel tradition. The historical details also have 

an influence on the OT material presented in the NT. They affect its 

text-form (22:20, 69; 23:34, 46) and its content (23:35, 46, 48-49). 

There is then a relationship of reciprocal influence between OT text and 

NT history which controls not only what historical details are likely 

to be preserved in the tradition, but also determines the text-form and 

content of the OT quotations and allusions, whjch have been appropriated 

to show that the historical details are the fulfilment of prophecy. 

Luke's work, when compared with the other Synoptic Gospels and Acts, 

shows evidence of the following non-quotations and non-allusions~2 

Non-quotations: Mk. 14:27/Zech. 13:7, cf. Lk. 22:31-34; Mk. 15:34/Ps. 21 
(22):2, cf. lk. 23:45; 
Non-allusions: From Mk., Mk. 14:25/Ex. 21,.:8, cf. Lk. 22:20; Mrt. 14:18/Ps. 
40(4!):10, cf. Lk. 22:21; Mk. 14:34/Ps. 41(42):6, 12; 42(43);5, cf. Lk. 
22:40; Mk. 14:38b/Ps. 50(51): 12, 14, cf. Lk. 22:1~6; Mk. 14:45/2 Km. 20:9; 
cf. Lk. 22:47; Mk. 14:54/Ps. 37(38):12, cf. Lk. 22:54; Mk. 14:65/Is. 50: 
6, cf. Lk. 22:63-65; Mk. 14:58/Jer. 33(26):5, 6ff., cf. Lk. 22:66f.; Mk. 
14:62/Da. 7:1}, cf. Lk. 22:69; Mk. 15:4/Is. 53:7}52:13, cf. Lk. 23:4; 
Mk. 15:16-20a/Is. 50:6, cf. Lk. 23:25; Mk. 15:29/Ps. 21(22):8b, cf. Lk. 
23:35; Two general allusions to Scripture from Mk., Mk. 11,.:21/Lk. 22:22; 
Mk. 14: 48-1,.9/lk. 22: 53; Allusions in Mt. developed from Mk., Mt. 26:3, 
4/Ps. 2:2; 30(31):14, cf. Mk. 14:1-2/Lk. 22:1-6; Mt. 26:15/Zech. 11:12, 
cf. Mk. 14:11/Lk. 22:5; Mt. 27:57/Is. 53:9, cf. Mk. 15:43/Lk. 23:50; 
An allusion present in Acts, Ps. 2:2/Ac. 4:24-30, cf. Lk. 23:6-12. 

The non-allusions and non-quotations in Luke may be explained by 

more positive reasons than Luke's preference not to present fulfilment 

proof-texts. Though we will mention various aspects of this issue 

1
The work of Strauss, Weidel, Bultmann, Dibelius and their successors 

has not proved to be convincing. They have not shown with sufficient 
cogency that in the case of any given historical detail the OT must 
necessarily be its source; See above, PP• 24ffo, 26, 44P 43o 

2see above, pp. 238, 573; 151, 191 P 310, 311, 340, 361 o 376P 394, 
406D 436, 463o 523; 194, 336; 105o 107o 620; 452fo 



later 9 we may state briefly that luke's compositional method and his 

various theological purposes often took precedence over the fact that 

his sources presented to him an allusion or quotation. Since Luke 

wanted his readers to relive the unfolding drama of salvation history as 

it moves on to fulfilment, he did not favor the presentation of fulfil

ment proof-texts in the form of editorial comment or even as part of 

interpretive comment by participants in the gospel narrative. He feels 

free to omit OT allusions which will create a too frequent reminder of 

the distance at which his readers stand from the reported events which 

fulfilled OT prophecy. Though it involves less explicit talk concern-

ing fulfilment and may involve the omission of allusions and quotations, 

Luke's presentation enables the reader to relive fulfilment as it happened. 

What verbal allusions do occur seem to be limited to either Jesus' words 

or the descriptive narrative of the crucifixion. 

Concerning the relationship of these areas of OT use to the use of 

OTideas and style, we may observe that none of the quotations or allu

sions contributes LXX stylistic elements which Luke takes up and consist-

ently imitates as part of his style. These quotations and allusions, 

however, do make a contribution to the development of several of Luke's 

theological themes. 

34; 35; 36; 23:46). 

They portray the suffering and death of Jesus (23: 

While admittedly the illustrative text allusions 

carry with them an implicit interpretation of the events which they de= 

scribe, other allusions and quotations serve to explicitly interpret 

Jesus' suffering and death. They should probably be placed in a separate 

category: the interpretation of Jesus' death (22:15-20; 22:20, 22, 37, 69, 

Some OT quotations and allusions contribute to luke's 

Christology (22:15-20; 22:20, 22, 30, 37, 69; 23:46). Others advance 

the theological theme of the activity of God and Satan in the drama of 

the Passion (22:22, 31, 37, 69; 23:46). And others contribute to the 

eschatological themes of the final messianic kingdom (22:15-20; 22:30), 

the corning judgment (23:(29)30), and the fulfilment of prophecy (22:37; 
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22:20/Jer. 38(31):.319 cfo the quotation and allusions which are the con

tent of prophetic prediction~ Lk. 22:15-20; 22:22, 30, 31, 37, 69; 2.3:30). 

The Jews and especially the destiny of Jerusalem (23: (29).30; 35; 48-49); 

Jewish religious practices, particularly the Passover (22:15-20); and 

some elements of the life of righteousness (22:31; 23:46), are presented 

with the aid of OT allusions and quotations. As in the case of the 

categories for the use of quotations and allusions, some allusions and 

quotations may contribute to more than one of Luke's theological themes. 

There is actually a complex pattern of inter-relationships in Luke's 

theology. When we discuss Luke's composi tiona! method we hope to show 

the various elements in the thought process from which this pattern 

emerged. 

Old Testament Idea 

Over eighty OT ideas lend their special meanings to the theological 

themes in Luke's passion narrative. They may be classified under various 

theological themes as follows: 

' 1 l r >I 
(A) The Portrayal of Jesus' Passion His suffering-~""'}"'<'-w , 22:2;_o~Y'c-0 , 
23: 18; 7i~Q~<.. ___ , 22:4, 6, 21, 22, 48; 23:25;_ To~fJ'VAui.L_("to die") 
22:22; t;ft_Tio!(\t.U , 22:63; 23: 11; 23:36;_j1_4~q-jOJftlW, ~2:65; 23:39;_Ljay6t:-v~w , 
23:11; and H'is death-~ft~\lVUjtl, 23:39; tl1e new rock hewn tomb, 23:53; 
burial on the same day, ~3:54. 

1 
See above, pp. 110; 468; 113, 201, 345, 471; 207; 380; 382; 456; 

564[ 625; 627 0 

2.!E..!.!!., PP• 173ff.; 171, 324; 604; 611o 

3Ibid., pp. 196,3450 412; 421 9 438,540,541, 542; 42('t 221o 32111 
608; 438, 625; 383J1 557; 362; 214, 294ff., 329 .. 



1 
(D) ThP Spiritual Realm Rnd the Activity of Suoernatural Beings : 

< r ..r r>r ( > / > ~ (J ) ~ ...., 
C ltc>I)'~U(C< eros 23: 43; 0 "'r(f-,)._1) ~ 

1 
~;ca-xu{..J' p IA.Jt /}II -D /22! ~3~44;_.c..o.Jp<,_~o1(~i 

(o-c\IJ_~S-~) 9 22:3,,31) cf. 23:25; ~--o/f'<h K,.t..£ ~ E-§oua-t,c... Tou a-I<CTtJVJ 0 23:53; 
God (;&zv)~-'<., To BG-~~"-; 22:42; f?('fC:/.f'IL ~ 23:34). 

(E) Eschatolog/: The messianic reign- -,c;6.;.d't>.~tA (22:29-30; 23:43) ~ 
_T~u-~60U 0 22:16, 18; 23:51; messianic banquet, 22:16, 18, 30; corporate 
reign lJ<~{>~w ) , 22: 30; (J¥c-o{)\l 0 23: 43; The coming judmnJ!iUlt- <HdTo j 0 ) / l r l1-_ ( / 
23:44;-_Q..!L~_, 22:22; mournful repentance, 23:28, 48;____s.p,4"~&<_\. -,??"~<- !J 

the blessedness of barrenness, 23:29; the proverb of green and dry wood, ' / / 23:31; The
1
fulfilment of_prophecy- Tc __ fClf7

1
fo(fJoV , 22:37; r-)~_/)"w .9 

22! 16;-I~,\E-W -D 22: 37;__d'~(. D 22:37 o 

3 ( I 
(F) The Jews and the Nations: Jerusalem, 22:10; 23:7, 28;_'?J-_!ItJ_v.cf"'-<A _0 

23:5; __ T,))_Qu./cft-t<~ )PuA;;.j··· To~ rDrr~)., 22:30; l 'rauOCI'c05 o 23:3 9 37, 38; 
d M~'- 22:2; 23:5, 13, 35; E-0.""5 p 22:25o 

• 4 I / ·, I- >_ J 

(G) The Life of the R1.ghteous Man : __ c[c-_OjA-1-.L."-fB{J ~K).f.{Jol.0 1 f.1.t<r1/'t-pc.u) 
/ )J' J / 8 6 . ~?Pt)w , 11-uk.'>-'fo~ o 22:32; IL~y.:'..Zd)ktJ~ _ o 22: , 40, 4 ; precautJ.onary 

prayer, 22":40, 46; prayer of forgiv'eness, sin of ignorance,_23:~4;_1..:1oA(-IoJ 
' / J' I ' r J ; ' ) ~ -r ~~ 

XcJ:'Ld.E-_o_Y.__ J 23:40;_u..JL).r.-5HI/ To>l ~~oY _ _ 0 23:47; _UI kd-<Oj /{,1..<. "'y..zbo) 0 23: 
50;_TtfD_!T"_I(-;-,{ajl~t _, 23:51. 

(H) Jewish Religious Practice5 : Passover (cup, wine); vow of abstinence, 
·22:15-20 .. ; Sabbath, 23:56; temple Veil, the temple worship, 23:45o 

Of these over 110 occurrences of OT ideas in Luke 22-23, 63 occur in 
Jesus' words (cf. 13 in the speech of Jews; 6 in the speech of Gentiles; 
1 introduces Gentile speech, 23:47); 2 are part of the narrative descrip
tion of Jesus; 3 of the 12 disciples; 5 of supernatural forces; 25 of 
Jews; 3 of Gentiles. It appears that just as Jesus is presented as the 
source of OT quotations and allusions, so his words contain a majority of 
the OT ideas put forward in the passion narrativeo 

1~oo PP• 560; 326ft.; 111, 246ft., 472; 347; J22ff., 5J8. 

. 
2
Ibid., PP• 225ff., 172; 165, 229; 230; 560; 601; 208; 492, 615; 

495ff.; 496; 300; 165; 301; 302. 

3lbid., PP• 117, 458, 493; 439; 2J1; 438; 543; 2J1e 

4Ibid., PP• 248ffe; 219, 321; 320; 536ffe; 552; 610; 622; 625o 



The OT ideas contribute to Luke's theological themes in one olt' six 

ways. A majority of the terms have a recognized meaning in secular Greek 

in a human context but the LXX employs them in a theological context. 

Nouns, adjectives, or verbs are used to describe God's activity, his deal-

ings with men, or characteristics of man's relationship with God (e.g. 

; 11 ~ T/f ) • They also are used to describe man's 
I I . 

relationship with his fellows within a theological context (e.g. ~TtpLt5LV 

I 

a:-T=JfKJWJ. Within this general theological context OT ideas may intro-

duce into NT use the specific contexts of supernatural realities, messian-

ic eschatology, or religious practice. Category (D) contains most of 

the terms whose OT usage includes a reference to the spiritual world or 

realm of the supernatural. Category (C) and (E) contain terms whose 

special OT meaning has to do with the eschatological events of the End-

time, especially the Messiah's reign. Categories (F) through (H) con-

tain elements related to religious practice. 

In addition to these four contexts there are several cases in which 

the specific meaning of a Greek term has been altered by its OT use as 

translation Greek, e.g._kt('!w _meaning "to rule" (22:30);_/,'k<:foi05 9 

1/ 
"innocent" (23:47);_(7£)1fo) , "Gentile" (22:25). Finally, the OT influ-

ences Luke's theological themes by providing technical religious vocabul-

ary. These are usually transliterations of the Hebre~ e.g. _l:_<><T""-"d.-5---

In our discussion of Luke's 

compositional methods we will need to discuss how Luke employs these OT 

ideas in the development of his theological themes and also how he indiQ 

cates through his immediate NT context that he intends the special OT 

meaning to be understood. 

As in the case of allusions and quotations so it is with OT ideas 

which occur in material for which a non-Markan source is basic, it is 

difficult to judge whether Luke has introduced the OT ideas or simply 

taken them over from his source. In a few cases where Luke uses Mark 



as his source we may see from Luke's redaction that he has introduced 

) / / 
the OT idea (e.g. ~lloly>f-W 9 22:2/Mk. 14: 1; Tttyt-v<JA~l 9 Lk. 22:22/Mk. 14: 

2l;__il_kc!!_Q__5-~ ILk. 23: 47/Mk. 15:39; _& t~~JA~ 9 Lk. 22: 42/Mk. 14: 36;_dcj_tKfEtv 

" > ' , r/ rc'v 8foVJ Lk. 23:47/Mk. 15:39;_?y~B-d-t f<.r;~..t g_i/(o<__~_£_Jo Lk. 23:50/Mk. 15:43). 

For the rest we can conclude that where Mark is basic !Luke simply adopts 

the idea fvom Mark. Where a non-Markan source is basic we are hampered. 

Only if Luke consistently introduces the term or idea throughout his work 

may we with confidence say that he is likely to have introduced it into 

his non-Markan source. Possible examples of such editing on Luke's part 

/ / 
may be _lit! 11J2- (Lk. 23:34, 46) and_.A~~-S---(23: 13, 35). 

With regard to the relationship between OT idea and OT quotation and 

allusion, we may observe that OT ideas often form part of a matrix in 

which the allusion or quotation is set, e.g. the introductory formula of 

Lk. 22:37; the immediate context of Lk. 23:30 (23:28-29, 31). Sometimes 

their presence creates a theological or eschatological context which makes 

verbal allusions in the midst of that context more readily identifiablep 

e.g. Lk. 23:36, 47-49. OT ideas are connected with OT style many times 

in the relationship of content to form. An OT idea conveyed by a trans-

!iterated Hebrew term or an unusual construction is also evidence of LXX 

style imitation, e.g._i/..;CI'",{ot ; 2.;;j,l1o~Ja\[_; To"'~A;r""--Ti~J(f;!f'_c~v __ ; ~;\'<1"Tat<.._ 
( / 

7JA{f-rJC (22:1; 23:56; 22:61~; 23:29). The patterns of relationship between 

OT idea and OT quotation, allusion, and style we will need describe during 

our discussion of Luke's compositional method. 

Old Testament Style 

We may divide the semitic element in Luke's style into three general 

classifications: vocabulary, general grammatical structure, and individual 

grammatical constructions. We encounter in Luke vocabulary which has 

been transliterated from the Hebrew (in addition to the OT ideas having 

this form which we mentioned abovep we should note the LXX form of the 

f . h -<" / n- / ) r.., names o var~ous c aracters in the narrative, e.g.~~wv_;__d.-_£V,':!Jf-; __ 'Iav_Q_r!-5; 



We meet LXX style sometimes in the narrative's basic syn-

/ 

tactical structure (the use of the coordinating conjunction K~t ; the 

resulting parataxis; the word order of subject and predicate). Howeverp 

Luke's pattern of usage throughout the passion narrative indicates no 

conscious employment of these elements of general syntactical structure 

to manifest consistent LXX style imitation throughout. In the nineteen 

_['/ / 

perikopes of his passion narrative_g_~_ predominates over l<t1<t in seven; 

k.;..~ predominates over- !/ in seven and five perikopes have an equal 

number of the two conjunctions. When this evidence is combined with the 

fact that Luke in using Mark often replaces Mark' s_ L<!!'( with a d'C:_ and 

often removes parataxis, we may conclude that Luke did not choose to imi-
/ 

tate LXX style through paratactical syntax consistently introduced by_Kr7-t • 

He can use these elements but he does so selectively, creating clusters 

of LXX style imitation. His selective use is also controlled by his 

desire to write acceptable Greek. Luke decidedly does not use the 

semitic word order "verb-subject" to imitate LXX style for in only four 

of the nineteen perikopes does that word order predominate over the 

normal Greek order "subject-verb." 

Most of Luke's LXX style imitation is in the form of individual 

grammatical constructions. Although they are acceptable or sometimes 

redundant Greekp these grammatical constructions show by their frequency 

in Luke and the LXX that they are stylistic elements of each work and in 

the case of Luke probably examples of LXX style imitation. The follow-

ing list gives over one hundred examples of the forty-three individual 

grammatical constructions and stylistic phrases which are LXX style imita-

tion elements in luke 22-23. 

1 
See abovep PP• 251 0 634o 359o 634o 
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1 ) I / 

(A) Verbs : pleonastic participles- a!"A~~§w~\1- 9 22:4 9 13;_ r.ot~u 0~1/ TC-__)
7 

___ , 
) 7 ) / 6 / ,_ 

22:8 ~--f~~~y- 9 22: 39 ;__utI/ ,..tel' Ti?C) , 22:,4 ; 2 3: 1 ;__il!1'(.3(.</v 9 22: 19; ~~ ''-~L 9 
22:8; Ji>o_k.',Rt8~-)---P 22:51; 23:), i~O;___)._E-r-~", 22: .... 42, 57, 59, 649 2}:2, }, 
5, 18, 2t, .35, .37, 39, 47; verbs of speakj-ng-_ft-_;;;~vd'/ 9 22:.36, 52, 60, 
67, 70;___fl~~--Ii,.£--<2) ~ 22;15, 52, 70(_ ~~'f-~h 23:4, 14., 22;_To'U_plus the 
infinitive, 22:6, 15, 3l;__llf24~oiL __ plus the infiniJive, 22:2.3; 23:2, 30; 
imperatival future tense, 22:11; interjection-':r{ou ,_22:10, 21, 31, 47; 

H l - ~ ). ~ 6 _..r ~ Is ' {} / 23:14, 15, 29, 50; ~Tc <>'vlou ot)ovvToS 9 22:47, 0;_ v_g_;)_o< _f.W /o'V tc:ov 

23:47; t-~&<~ I<~( iifVGV , 22:30o 

(B) Nouns
2

: verb plus cognate dative- 22:15; 2.3:46; cfo 2.3:48; a part of 
the body (eogo hand) used to represent the whole person- 22:21, 5.3; 22:71; 

<>.1 lc I T( -, ( / )I ( / ) - ) -

-~<t_\LM.~-~o'!-)~-~)AfjPoll S _ 9 23: 7; o/!~" v To<<.. ""J)AC-j»'-(. 9 2_3: 29 ; __ f:~ T~\LE";1(~ou 
Twv o~~f:-J<~-J 22:.3~ '?' to;:ri r.;;v). ~_pwv , 2~: 1; TtJv_y~"-~JArJ,JOjT'fs-?~o:>.cu , 

22: 18; Tov _ _l.f?you Tau /< u;uou , 22: 1 o 

(C) Pronouns3: post-positive_foOCJ 9 22:19, 20, 28, 29, 30(2XL 42; 2.3:4~6; 
post-positive~Qll, 22:.32(2X); 23:42, 46;~_t<_~(o<0ra5 , 22:23, 41o 

4 ..., /\ (I 

(D) Adj~c~ives_;;-~_wv?/ )Afy_tl.-'TJ 9 2.3:2.3, 46; pre-posi tive_?iiotS , 23: l; 
pre-positlve_ll~ , 2.3:48, 49o 

5 ) ) / ) / 
(E) Prepositions :_ Et_l: , 22:.33(2X); E-ii_t~--P 2.3:28(JX);__~vwiltov • 23:14; 

) ;) ) / 

fv_, 22:20, .37, 49; 2.3:42; ot.Tio 9 22:18, 71; 2.3:4-9o 

(F) Particles
6

: interrogativS!~Z • 22:49;, c~o 23:6; 05 , declarative, 22: 
61; temporal, 22:66; 2.3:26;---"-lt: 9 2.3:5;_Q/«( 9 22:16, 18, 68o 

The 100 and more occurrences of LXX style elements are distributed 
through:.,out Luke's passion narrative with just under a majority being 
associated with Jesuso Jesus' words contain 30 (the 12 disciples' - .3; 
Jews' - 4; Gentiles' - 5)o The introduction to Jesus' speech contains 
10 LXX style elements (the 12 disciples'- 2; the Jews'- 11; the Gentiles' 
- 5)o The narrative description of Jesus has 7 (the 12 disciples- 9; 
Jews- 1.3; Gentiles- 1; the supernatural powers- 1)o 

5Ibido~ PPo 252; 502; 476; 188~ 267o 357o 548; 187fop 43.3o 617o 

6~., PPo 356; 372; 4J1o 501; 44Jfo; 188o 432o 



Although the preponderance of these elements in Jesus' speech and 

the narrative description surrounding him might point to a desire to 

show Jesus' statements as especially authoritative, 1 luke's use of the 

elements consistently throughout all parts of his narrative shows that 

this is not the only purpose which they serve for him. The fact that 

these elements are found in both the introductions to and content of 

Gentiles' direct discourse indicates that it is not Luke's historical 

interest to present his story in OT language while its environment is 

Palestine and its characters are Jewish, which governs his use of this 

2 
sty 1 e. Rather, some theological interest which would see the whole 

of the passion narrative in the same framework probably controls such a 

thoroughgoing use of this LXX style.3 

We may describe the function of these stylistic elements on two 

levels. Stylistically they serve to make the narrative read more 

clearly (e.g. 22:1, 23, 64), more smoothly (e.g. 23:3; 22:33), and with 

greater dramatic force (e.g. 22:15, 47, 60). Of special interest sty-

listically is the common translation practice which the LXX and Luke mani-

fest. They both use a pleonastic participle to break up parataxis and 

at the same time preserve in their composition all the elements from 

their source (e.g. 22:4, 13; 23:/t-7). The other level of composition 

on which Luke's LXX stylistic elements function is that of theological 

purpose. This brings us to the question of what distinctive content 

from the OT is signified by the presence of LXX style imitation. 

To answer this question we seem to be inevitably driven to general

izations concerning the theological perspective, salvation history, which 

characterizes the LXX and which is probably intended to characterize any 

~f. Case's observations, see above, p. 32o 

2contrast Plummer and Moulton, see above, p. Jlfo 

3cf. Plumacher's observations, see above, p. 90. 
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work which imitates LXX style. Luke by the use of LXX style places the 

events which he recounts firmly within this theological perspective. 

He constantly reminds the reader through this device that God was indeed 

working out his salvation in the mission and suffering of Jesus. 

Salvation history not only means that the events themselves have an in-

herent theological significance because they are part of a process by 

which God effects salvation for men. Salvation history means that his-

tory is understood to involve the action of supernatural as well as human 

beings. It is this kind of perspective, which is often expressed 

explicitly in Luke's narrative, to which the presence of LXX style imita

tion gives implicit witness.
1 

In a few instances a LXX style element conveys the significance of 

a more specific OT context (e.g. the prophetic speech of fulfilment and 
I \ >; ( I 

judgment,_tcfou l=fXoiiTtft 'iJAE-fJ..<. , 23:29). Most of the LXX stylistic 

elements do not contain any special meaning in themselves. It is only 

as they function in their immediate NT context, adding LXX coloring often 

to a context in which there is an 
/ ~ 

OT quotation ( e • g. 2 3: 46 ~r::;-~_}!.2j_a:_rt_S_ r41-",i 
) / 

(e.g. 22:31-32, !Oav ; Tov plus the 
I 

~(~~~-) or a cluster of OT ideas 

infinitive; post-positive ~ou , 2X) that their real importance manifests 

itself. We shall see as we consider Luke 1 s method of composition that 

he has bound together OT ideas and OT style in a unity together with OT 

quotation and allusion. The function of LXX style in this unity is to 

add emphasis at appropriate places and to connect various clusters of OT 

ideas through the constant recurrence of certain stylistic elements (e.g. 

I ) I 
.AE:.rw-.J, 23:2,3, 5; 35, 37, 39;_r{[or.J_, 22:1o, 21, 31, 47). 

Although the fact that mucllb of the material for Luke 22-23 has as 

its basic source non-1\tarkan sources again makes it difficult to identify 

1 
cf. again Plumacher's observations, see above, p. 90. 
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luke as the originator of a given LXX stylistic element, we still are 

able to conclude with probability that 32 (another 8 are possibilities) 

of the 102 occurrences originated with Luke. The rest (59 from non-

Markan material; 3 from Mark) come from his sources. 

We have seen that there are three basic theories 1 for explain-

ing the semitic element in Luke's style: it may be the translation Greek 

of a semitic gospel source; the idiom of a peculiar Jewish-Greek language; 

the imitation of LXX style. We may discount the translation Greek 

theory. There is no general pattern in the syntactical structure of 

Luke's passion narrative, which shows that the non-Markan sections are 

more semitic than the portions based on Mark. In fact the opposite 

seems to be the case. According to our analysis only four of the nine-

teen perikopes in Luke 22-23 have Mark as their basic source. Yet, 

/ _r_/ 
of the seven per ikopes in whi ch_li{ol-t. is predominant over _Q£_, three have 

as their basic source Mark (22: 1-14; 39-46; 23:50-56; cf. the amount of 

residual parataxis in each of these sections). Of the four sections in 

which the semitic word order "verb-subject" predominates over the word 

order "subject-verb," two have Mark as their basic source (22: 1-14; 39-

4-6). The individual grammatical constructions are so distributed through-

out the whole of the narrative that they are not limited to material 

derived from the supposed non-Markan translation Greek source. More 

importantly we have found evidence for Luke's introduction of many of 

these elements into both Mark and his non-Markan material. Thus, the 

translation Greek source theory even if it were to be accepted as basi~ 

Cally correct must be supplemented by a LXX style imitation or Jewish-

Greek idiom explanation in order to reasonably account for Luke's prac-

tice. 

To decide whether the Jewish-Greek idiom or LXX style imitation 

theory is the correct explanation of the semitic element in Lukc'o style 

1 
See above, pp. 27ffo, 53ff., 89ff. 
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we may apply as one of our tests. an evaluation of the distribution of 

the semitic elements according to the Poisson distribution for random-

neSSo If they are randomly distributed it is probable that some uncon-

scious factor such as the natural idiom of a spoken language, eog. Jewish-

Greek, is the main cause of the semitic elements. If the elements do not 

appear randomly throughout the narrative then some conscious factor such 

as selective LXX style imitation may explain their presence. Having 

divided the material of the passion narrative into 100 samples. each with 

an equal number of words, we plotted the distribution of the 102 examples 

of LXX style. The expected frequency (Fe) according to the Poisson dis-

tribution with which we would expect to find samples containing 0, 1, 2, 

3, or 4-t elements, if the elements were randomly distributed, is represent-

ed by the "Fe" bars in the grapho 

} 
30 

10 
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The number of samples in which such a number of elements actually occurred 

is represented by the "Fo" (frequency observed) bars. When we did a x2 

goodness of fit comparison on these expectations and results 9 we dis-

covered that the fit was so exact that there was a 30% probability that 

the distribution which we had observed in Luke was a Poisson distribution. 

Since any probability over 5% is considered a good fit 9 this 30% pro-

bability allows us to conclude that the distribution of LXX style elements 

in Luke 22-23 is a random distribution. When the evidence is viewed as 

a whole 9 then, there does not seem to be any identifiable conscious causal 

1 
factor such as a semitic gospel source or the selective use of OT style. 

This random distribution tends to support Turner's thesis that Luke is 

writing unconsciously in a peculiar early Christian language, Biblical or 

Jewish-Greek. 

There are two factors, however, which keep us from being totally 

confident that random distribution in this case necessarily means the 

unconscious use of a peculiar Greek language 9 Jewish-Greek. There is 9 

as we have pointed out 9 the difficulty of actually distinguishing between 

Jewish-Greek usage and LXX style imitation because the source of much 

of this proposed special language is in fact the LXX itself. Since 

there is little historical evidence that such a dialect ever existed 9 

whenever we do encounter LXX style elements in a literary work it is more 

reasonable to attribute them to the more immediate literary cause of LXX 

style imitation. The other factor which speaks against Jewish-Greek as 

the cause of the semitic element in Luke is the fact that when analyzed 

individually very few LXX style elements do occur randomly throughout the 

narrative. 
I I / 

A few elements such as_A€-yii,J'II and fliltc" yo S __ appear indis-

1
1 am indebted to Dr. G. R. J. Hockey of the Dept •. of Psychology 9 

University of Durham 9 for instruction in the correct use of the Poisson 
distribution and the x2 goodness of fit ]procedures; cf. ~'/ilcox'o (soe 
aboveg p. 93 ) use of these procedures on the semitic elements in Acts 
which achieved the opposite result. 



criminately throughout the passion narrative. As for the majority of 

the elements, Luke places them in close connection with OT quotations, 

allusions, and ideas. The pattern of usage which results indicates to 

us that their occurrence is more than the result of unconscious influences. 

What the random distribution does show us is that Luke has thoroughly 

reworked all portions of his narrative in LXX style. In our next 

section we shall seek to understand the pattern of usage. 
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CHAPTER II 

TJJKE' S USE OF THE OLD TESTAMENT 

Compositional Methods 

As we attempt to reconstruct Luke's method of composition we shall 

consider the broad patterns of OT usageo We shall seek to understand 

the interplay of the various types of OT usage. It may be advisable in 

this section to begin with the pattern of usage of OT stylistic elements 

and then move to OT ideas and the theological themes which they promote. 

Finally, the pattern of OT quotations and allusions needs to be related 

to these theological themes. Luke's work continually impresses us with 

its richness of texture. It is able to support a variety of themes and 

emphases which present themselves sometimes in the forefront and sometimes 

in the background of his narrative. We can hardly do justice even in a 

purely descriptive way to the dynamic flow of his narrative. However, as 

we describe the progression, convergence, and mutation of various threads 

of thought in this tapestry of Jesus' last hours, we shall attempt to 

convey some of the ways in which Luke creatively worked all his OT 

material together into this harmonious whole. 

The LXX style imitation elements are so evenly distributed through-

out the whole of Luke's narrative that it is not easy to identify patterns 

of usage. As we have pointed out the LXX stylistic elements such as 
I 'j / 

~£YL\I'~~~ and f(&_if.J Ty:>o)- _are not limited to the introduction of Jesus' 

words or even Jewish conversation but extend to the preface of Gentile 

speech. Thus, it is difficult to see a significant pattern in their 

occurrences. However, every so often Luke appears to create within a 

limited context a unity of action by the repetitive use of these intro-

ductory phrases. Jesus' farewell discourse; his interpretive word at 

his arrest; and his answer to the Sanhedrin at the climax to his trial are 
I I 

all prefaced bY-f_(ii~-"- Tro 5 (22:15, 52, 70). Pilate's three protesta-
) I 

tions of Jesus' innocence are also prefaced by__ fi.I•E-\f 'fu)_~- (23:4, 14, 
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22) 0

1 / 

Though~~f~~ __ is used so consistently by Luke as to lose all 

significance, its use in connection with the mockery at the cross tends 

to bind together in a uniform pattern the ridicule directed at Jesus (23: 
) I' 

35, 37, 39). Luke's use of ulou is an example of the subtlety with 

2 
which luke may repeatedly introduce a LXX style element. Not only can 

) / 

JLuke use.Jcfou in Jesus' speech as a predictive affirmation (22:10, 21 9 

31; 23:29; contrast the emphatic use in Pilate's speech, 23:14., 15), but 

he can use it in descriptive narrative to indicate the fulfilment of the 

prediction (22:47), or simply the introduction of a new character (23:50). 

We have pointed out the most obvious cases in which Luke creates a 

unified narrative through the repetitive use of LXX style imitation. 

Some other cases of repetition are so widely separated that they may be 

best explained as the repeated use of OT style to mark the beginning of 
( . 

various sections of the narrative (e.g. temporal "-')-D 22:66; 23:26). 

It is sometimes claimed that Luke uses LXX stylistic elements particularly 

at such transition points in his narrative. 3 We do find LXX stylistic 

elements at many of the transition points in our narrative (22: 15, 21 9 

These appear to serve the important func-

tion of placing the whole perikope in a theological or salvation history 

context. Yet, this setting is usually supplementary to the explicit 

theological context of the perikope. Of more impoirtance is Luke's 

employment of LXX stylistic elements at major (22:15-20, 37, 52-53; 60-62 

(the fulfilment of prophecy); 66-70; 23:46, 47) and minor climaxes (22: 

23). They add emphasis to the theological themes expressed. 

Since many OT ideas and LXX style elements are presented in the 

words of Jesus, it is natural that the greatest amount of convergence of 

1 
See above, pp. 445P 474. 

2~. 9 pp. 128, 205 9 252, 356, 475, 499f., 6}2. 

3zahn and Grobe! (see above, :p. 31)., 
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these two areas should occur in Jesus' speech (e.g. Jesus' instructions 

to the disciples, 22:8-12; the farewell discourse, 22:15-38; the words 

to the arrest party, 22:52-53; the interrogation at the Sanhedrin trial, 

22:66-71; Jesus' prayers, 22:42; 23:46; his word to the women, 23:28-31). 

The OT s•yle reinforces the theological content of Jesus' utterances. 

Jesus in his various statements adopts the role of a prophet who makes 

predictions (22:15-38; 22:69; 23:28-31)9 who interprets in theological 

terms the events leading up to his death (22:52-53); or who prays to God 

his father (22:42; 23:46). It is appropriate that such content should 

be put in the form of OT style, especially the style of the prophets. 

The significance of such style for the words of Jesus may be either to 

show Jesus' continuity with the OT prophets and his place in salvation 

history, or to emphasize his authority. Luke, however, does not limit 

the use of this style to Jesus' speech or his editorial introductions to 

it. It is simply a matter of heavier concentrations of LXXisms combined 

with OT ideas in Jesus' words. While Luke may introduce some of these 

)/ •j J/ / }f 

features himself uf&v_, 22:10, 31; __ C:!._Tifv ~ __ , 22:36;_>-~rw", Lf(~c.vv ) 

22:42; 22:8; 23:3;_T~ _ plus the infinitive, 22:31; "stretch out the hand," 

22:53; post-positive_~ou, 
r / -

22:42;~w"j-t~rr~-)..,/, 23:46; pleonastic ~<rE-v~6-~~I~J 
) I 

22:8; oCvf_o:I¢..1JTC-) , 22:4.6), most of them are taken over from the traditional 

form of Jesus' words. The features which Luke adds may have been intended 

1 as an imitation of Jesus' style of speech. Since this speech contains 

many OT stylistic elements and since Luke extends his use of these semitic 

elements beyond Jesus words to the whole of his narrative it is better to 

speak of Luke's imitation as basically LXX style imitation. It is pro-

bably true that part of the impetus for such imitation may have derived 

from the OT stylistic character of the tradition of Jesus' words. 

lcf. Ho Gchtlrrmann ("Die Sprachc des Christus: Sprachlichc Boo!t>nchtungen 
Herrenworten," Traditionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen 

~~~~~~~~~~~E~v~a~n~e~l~i~e~n (Kommentar und Beitr~ge zANT; DUsseldorf, 
a discussion pf the characteristic style of Jesus' 

an 
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Indeed, for Luke Jesus may have been a primary source of the inspiration 

to imitate LXX style throughout his narrative. 

The four other conversations in which LXX style elements reinforce 

and place in theological perspective content which contains OT ideas are 

the trial before Pilate (23:1-5; 13-25); the mockery at the cross (23:35-

39); the penitent criminal's rebuke and request (23:40-42); and the 

centurion's comment (23: 47). 
1 

The content of the trial before Pilate, 

the accusations of the Jewish leaders and Pilate's protestations of Jesus' 

innocence, could have been presented in a totally non-theological way. 

Though Luke in his account of the charges shows that the Jews present the 

issue as a political one, he does not refrain from placing the trial in 

a salvation history setting through the wording of Pilate's pr.otests and 

the way both Pilate's and the leader's portions of the dialogue are intro-

duced (23:2, 3, 4, 5, 14, 18, 21, :n, 23). Admittedly Luke is not as 

explicit as he is at Lk. 23:47 where he uses /c~~)ft\1 Tov&E-/v_ 

the centurion's remarks definitely within a theological context. 

to place 

However, we may understand that the presence of LXX style imitation through-

out Lk. 23:1-5; 13-25, serves to place this portion of the passion narra-

tive, in which a Gentile is the main character, also within the purview 

of salvation history. At the same time Luke's discriminate use of lXX 

stylistic elements allows the history of the events to be correctly 

reported. Pilate is not portrayed as a follower of Jesus. The mockery 

at the cross and the penitent criminal's conversation already contain 

theological themes which the LXX style mere'ly reinforces. 

The distribution and pattern of usage of OT ideas...in Luke 22-23 is 
I 

approximately the same as the distribution of LXX style imitation. The 

main differences are that over half the OT ideas are found in the reported 

words of Jesus and very few may be attributed to Luke's redaction. Only 

1 
See above, pp. 443ffe~ 474ff., 545f., 566f., 617o 
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in Lk. 23:44-56 does descriptive narrative use many OT ideas. 

The repetitive use of certain OT terms creates a unity of theological 

theme both in the limited and extended contexts of the narrative. Some-

times the occurrences are contained in both Jesus' words and descriptive 

23: 25) 0 Sometimes they are limited to one (e.g. li,;..T_-{? 9 22:29, 42; 23: 

34, 46) or the other (e.g. ~ """~5-LY .J) 22: 63; 23: 11, 36). Since so many 

of the terms and their repetition are limited to the tradition of Jesus' 

words, which Luke appears to have taken over from his sources, it is diffi-

cult to recognize theological significance in every repetitive pattern 

which emerges. Sometimes it is the simple reporting of the essential 

/ 
details of the tradition which causes the repetition {;.g. _'ifEf-Jo~-7o J 0 

However, there 

are instances which do seem to be theologically significant. 

The mockery directed at Jesus is consistently described by the 

l I 
verbs L~__iic>~tyw__ ( 22: 63; 23: 11, 36) and _(1~.cd"'!-/;fo~ ( 22:65; 23: 39) • Luke 

not only stylistically binds together the various mockery scenes in this 

way but he may also be making a christological statement. For, this 

1 
treatment is what was afforded to the OT prophets. Several other 

repetitive uses of terms, including christological titles, consistently 

bring to the fore the nature of the one who suffers. 
( ( 

The title o ;r~rfoJ 

and its corollary~~-o.J2g(o-r)._f~-S TCA7\J 'Ioucf.f~tvll, occur mostly in the charges 

brought against Jesus (22:67; 23:2, 3, 38) and the subsequent mockery of 

the condemned one (23:35, 37, 39). Luke's general approach to the nature 

of Jesus' messiahship emphasizes that Jesus is not the kind of Messiah 

whom the Jews expect. Rather, with the aid of OT allusion and quotation 

(22:22, 37, 69; 23:46) Luke makes clear that Jesus is a transcendent 

spiritual Messiah who must follow the pattern of suffering issuing in 

glory. 'll'he charges and the mockery serve Luke's approach in two ways. 

The current Jewish understanding is denied. In the mockery of Jesus, 

1see above, pp. 380ffo 
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the crucified political pretender, luke mocks the idea of a purely 

political Messiah. The Christian understanding is affirmed for Pilate 

and the centurion adjudge Jesus innocent of making a false claim. The 

resurrection vindicates that claim. 
, I 

The unified witness of_ c/ Xf((rT() 5 

in its various contexts is thus christologically significant for Luke. 

The corollary concept, the Messiah's kingdom, also occurs several 

1 
times in Luke 22-23 (22:29-30; 23:1~). The repetition manifests a real 

development in the theological theme of eschatological participation in 

the messianic kingdom. For, Jesus in his reply to the penitent criminal 

makes more clear the exact relationship between the immediate glorifica-

tion of the Messiah (22:69) and the nature of the believer's participa-

tion in that messianic glory if he should die before the Parousia and 

the final revelation of the Messiah's kingdom. Luke's Christology is 

also advanced by his repetitive use of Son of Man and the concept of 

Jesus' sonship. "Son of Man" is a key term in expressing both the suffer-

ing and the glory of the messianic mission (22:22, 69). 2 Its repetition 
) / 

at Lk. 22:48 may along with_~u (cf. 22:21) serve to emphasize the ful-

filment of Jesus' prediction. Thus it would not only promote the messian-

ic but also the prophetic aspect of Luke's Christology. Jesus' sonship 
( ( \ ~ -

is expressed in the title_ O_U(O) _To__y_(l_f:ou (22:70); in the reference to 

God as his father (22:29); and in the consistent use of_ r._,f.ryP_ as the 

form of address to God in prayer (22:42; 23:34, 46). 3 

The other theological themes which are advanced through the repeti-

tive use of OT ideas are the salvation history context of Jesus' suffer-

ing and death and the connection of Jesus' death with men's relationship 

to God. Luke consistently reminds his readers that Jesus' suffering is 

part of a cosmic struggle between God and Satan (22:2; v. 31 shows the 

·
1 

See· al'oovell pp. 225ff o 

2!!?l1!.; 0 PP<> 196, 412 e 

3Ibid., pp. 426, 221, )21, 608. 
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involvement of the disciples in the struggle; 22:53; 23:25, 44-L,-5). 

Jesus' being handed over to arrest, suffering, and death is understood 

within a theological context, in which Jesus' voluntary giving up of him-

self is seen as according to divine will. 
' I As in the case of'_l_<[Ou __ , 

_1iotfriJ/Jw_rL (22: 4, 6, 21, 22, 1,.8; 23: 25) has a variety of uses, yet the 

repetitive presentation of the term in contexts where its meaning is 

general gives a unified impression of the salvation history which is beiag 

played out in this event. Finally, the OT idea of mournful repentance 

shows a development from its first ooc~ce as a prophetic prediction 

(23:28), which is generally related to Jesus' death (23:31), to its clear 

connection with that death, when those who see the outcome of the cruci-

fixion return mourning (23:48). 

As far as selective use of OT ideas at various points in the narra-

tive is concerned, we find only a few occasions where OT ideas come at 

the very beginning of a perikope and contribute to its setting (e.g. 22: 

1, 2; 22:15; 23:50, 51). We have already noted the function of_f<f_tot_v;~ 

(22:2) in creating a salvation history perspective from which to view 

the plot against Jesus. The commencement of the Last Supper and farewell 

discourse is set within the framework of the theological theme of Passover 

and its soteriological and eschatological significance. Lk. 23:50, 51 

with its brief sketch of the righteous Joseph places the act of burial 

within the setting of Jewish piety. It promotes Luke's theological 

theme of the continuity between the people of God under the old order of 

the law and the new order of grace. In the old order the true people of 

God are the righteous who express love for Jesus. In the new order the 

true people of God are those who accept God's decisive salvation in Jesus. 

OT ideas figure more prominently in the passion narrative's major 

(e.g. 22:37, 53; 23:25, 46, 47) and minor (22:48; 23:43) climaxes, and 

also in its d~nouements (22:60, 61; 23:48, 49). The major climaxes 

invariably involve theological interpretations of Jesus' suffering and 

death. These are mainly from the salvation history perspective with 



emphasis on either the fulfilment of Scripture and God's plan of salva-

tion (22:37; 23:25), or the activity of spiritual realities, God~3:46) 

or the power.s of darkness (22:53). Lk. 23:47 interprets Jesus' death in 

terms of his innocence before God. The minor climaxes employ OT ideas 

to express the relationship of men to Jesus in the context of salvation 
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history~ whether it be betrayal of the Son of Man, or enjoyment of para-

dise according to his promise. The denouements also concern the rela-

tionship of men to Jesus. Peter's denial is followed by the recogni-

tion that the Lord's prediction has been fulfilled. This, in turn, leads 

to repentance. Mourning repentance is the result of viewing the cruci-

fied Jesus. 

Another important aspect of Luke's use of OT ideas is the way in 

which he relatas various elements within a given area of his theology 

to one another (e.g. Jesus' different christological titles). Also of 

importance is the way Luke relates these various theological areas to 

each other. 

Before we describe Luke 1 s method of composition with respect to 

these relationships, we need to review briefly the distribution and pattern 

of usage of the various OT quotations and allusions. for, OT quotations 

and allusions are often the core about which various OT ideas are 

1 
clustered. 

It is within the framework of a discourse at the Last Supper table 

which is both a Passover haggadah and a farewell discourse that Luke 

presents one of his three OT quotations and six of his thirteen OT allu-

sions. Some of these allusions are material allusions and might be 

better classified as OT ideas (e.g. 22:15-20/Ex. 12:1-13:16; Lk. 22:22/ 

Da. 7:13, 25; Lk. 22:31/Job 1:6-12). As Luke composes his farewell dis-

course he allows some of the allusions to stand at the beginning of their 

1 
See above (pp. 644, 648), for a listing of the contribution which 

OT ideas make to the area of OT quotations and allusionsg and the contri
bution which OT quotations and allusions make to OT ide~s. 
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perikopes and create the setting in which Jesus' statements are to be 

understood (lk. 22:15-20 is prepared for by Lk. 22:1, 7-14 which remind 

us from the beginning that it is a Passover which is being celebrated; 

Lk. 22:31, the spiritual and moral context of the testing of the right= 

eous man by Satan comes at the beginning of Jesus' word to Peter). The 

rest find their place at the climax of their 'respective perikopes (22: 

20/Jer. 38(31):31; Is. 53:11, 12; Lk. 22:30/Ps. 121(122):4-5; the OT 

quotation Lk. 22:37/Is. 53:12, which is at the climax of its perikope 

and of the whole farewell discourse; cf. Lk. 22:22/Da. 7:13, 25, which 

is more to the center of the statement than the Markan version, Mk. 

1/~: 21 ) 0 

Luke's placement of the remaining quotations and allusions is not 

as clearly connected with either the beginnings or climaxes of perikopes. 

Part of this is probably due to the fact that the placement of the quota

tions and allusions is tied more or less to a chronological progression 

in the narrative which Luke took over from his sources. Yet, even with-

in these limitations Luke still was able to so order h~·narrative that 

the placement of some of the quotations and allusions is compositionally 

significant. Through his choice of sources he is able to place the 

Sanhedrin trial with its allusions(Lk. 22:69/Ps. 109(110):1; Da. 7:13) 

at the head of a series of trials and not simply as an interruption to 

the story of Peter's denial (Mk. 14:53-54; 66-72; 55-64). Within the 

Sanhedrin trial perikope the allusion holds the middle position in an 

interrogation which builds to a climax. Yet, the climax is only achieved 

on the basis of an interpretation of Jesus' reply which contains the 

allusion. The allusion is thus pivotal to the progress of the interroga-

tion. Another choice of source material allows Luke to place his final 

quotation at the climax of the crucifixion scene (Lk. 23:46/Ps. 30(31):6). 

JeSUS 0
' last WOrds al!"e from the O'i' e It may not be insignificant 

that Luke portrays Jesus' first and last public words as scriptural 



1 
quotations (cfo lk. 4.:19). Luke has also prepared for this climax by 

choosing not to reproduce the penultimate OT quotation found in Mark 

(Mk. 15:34/Ps. 21(22):2). The other quotation (Lk. 23:30/Hos. 10:8) 
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occurs in a perikope which is a transition from the trial scences to the 

crucifixion scenes (Lk. 23:26-32). It effectively presents the theologi-

cal setting for the crucifixion and promotes several of the main theologi-

cal themes which are worked out in the Passion (e.g. the coming eschatolegi-

cal judgment on Jerusalem; the unjust suffering of the innocent one; and 

the need for the sinner to repent in the face of coming judgment which 

may be disproportionately severe in view of the fact that an innocent one 

is unjustly suffering now). The quotation is placed in the midst of 

Jesus' word to the women and is the climax to the first reason given for 

the necessity of mourning repentance. 

The remaining allusions do not show a significant placement within 

Lume's narrative. Part of the reason for this is the fact that two of 

them are detached midrash (23:35/Ps. 21(22):8, 9; Lk. 23:48-49/Ps. 30 

(31):12) which extend over a larger area of the narrative than a concen~ 

trated verbal allusione They are not as readily recognizable as compact 

allusions and thus do not serve so well as introductions or climaxes to 

perikopes. The compact allusions which are part of the descriptive 

narrative (Lk. 23:34/Ps. 21(22):19; Lk. 23:36/Ps. 68(69):22) do not 

occupy significant places in the account of the crucifixion. In fact, 

Lk. 23: 34b seems to have been roughly inserted from Mark into Luke 1 s 

source. 

The compositional reasons for Luke 1 s omission of quotations and 

allusions from Mk. are his desire to avoid repetition (Mk. 14:48-49/Lk. 

22:53; Mk. 15:34/Lk. 23:45); his practice of abbreviation (Mk. 14:1-2/ 

Lk. 22:1-6; Mk. 14:18/Lk. 22:21); his graphic presentation of climaxes 

(fllk. 15: 16-20a/tk. 23:25); and his use of another source in eleven of 

1 . ( So D. M. Smith see above 9 p. 76f-l. 
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the sixteen places where he fails to take over a Markan allusion or quota

tion. 

In addition to the comments which we have made in our results chapter 

concerning the function of Luke's quotations and allusions in their immed

iate and larger contexts, we need to emphasize again the special composi

tional method which was used in connection with Lko 22:37/Is. 53:12.
2 

It became the text on which the themes of Jesus' innocence and his unjust 

suffering,according to the will of God revealed in the Scriptures, were 

developed throughout the subsequent narrative. Several subsequent allu-

1 

sions and a quotation carry on this theme showing either that Jesus' suffer-

ing was a fulfilment of the OT (Lk. 23:34/Ps. 21(22):19; Lk. 23:35/Ps. 

21(22):8, 9; Lk. 23:36/Ps. 68(69):22; Lk. 23:48-49/Ps. 30(31):12) or that 

he was indeed innocent, righteous before God and men ( Lk. 23: 4.6/Ps. 30( 31): 

6; cf. Lk. 23:47). 

The innocence aspect of this theological theme had a controlling influ

ence over what allusions and quotations Luke took over from his sources. 

Often when a given allusion did not promote this theme, Luke did not 

include it (Lk. 22:40, 66f.; 23:6-12, 25, 35, 45/Mk. 14:34, 58; Ac. 4:24-

30; Mk. 15:16-20a, 29, 34). At other times when another source better 

advanced the theme Luke would choose to follow it and disregard Mark and 

his allusions (Lk. 22:63-65/Mk. 14:65; Lk. 23:1-5/Mk. 15:4). 

Participation in the messianic kingdom of the new covenant and the 

suffering and glorified Son of Man are two other theological themes which 

Luke expresses by a combination of allusions throughout the farewell dis

course and the Sanhedrin trial (Lk. 22:20/Jer. 38(31):31; Lk. 22:30/Ps. 

121(122):1~-5; lLk. 22:22/Da. 7:13, 25; Lk. 22:69/Ps. 109(110):1; Da. 7:13. 

With this background in the pat tern of usage of OT quotations and 

1 
See above, p. 639. 

2Ibid., p. 290., 
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allusions as well as OT ideas we may now return to our concern with Luke's 

use of diverse OT ideas to promote his theological themes. We have 

already noted how quotations and allusions and OT ideas are related to 

1 
each other. We will concentrate now on how OT ideas advance Luke 1 s 

theological themes. We need to plot out Luke's methods of composition 

in using diverse OT ideas to develop theological themes. As a result 

we will see what the OT contributes to the basic emphases of his passion 

narrative. 

The Christology of luke takes its basic content from the OT. Be-

ginning with the identification of Jesus as the promised Davidic Messiah 

as the basic content of his Christology, 2 Luke uses OT quotations, allu-

sions, and ideas to give a unique picture of this Messiah's mission. 

Three characteristics of his mission are constantly emphasized in the 

passion narrati~e. He is a Messiah who must complete his mission through 

a divinely ordained pattern of suffering, death, and glory. Luke employs 

the term Son of Man with its background of paradoxical use in the OT0 

There it describes the heavenly representation of the sainfs of the Most 

High who receive an everlasting kingdom but also are handed over for 

persecution. Luke uses this term to bring out with full force the para-

doxical pattern of Jesus' messianic mission (Lk. 22:22, 48, 69). The 

mockery at the cross of the anointed one who is unable to save himself 

juxtaposed against the protestations of Jesus' innocence is in another 

way Luke shows that the true Messiah must suffer before he may properly 

exercise his glorious power (23:35, 39; 40-41; 4-7). 

1 Ibid.~p p P• 644, 648. 

2cf. Sumner's (pp. 236ff.) view th~t though in his whole gospel luke's 
Christology does not center about one figure, he does show an interest in 
Davidic messiahship; G. W. H. IL.ampe ("The Lucan Portrait of Christ," NTS, 
II (1955-56), pp. 160ff.) contends that luke does not fasten on one 0~ 
figure to the exclusion of others and build his Christology on it. While 
making helpful suggestions concerning Luke's use of the prophet like Moses 
as a figure with which he associated the suffering Servant figure of 
Isaiah, l.iampe does not deal with the importance of the Davidic Messiah for 
luke's Christology in his gospel. 
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The OT pattern of the prophet rejected, even killed, by his people 

is a third way in which this messianic pattern of suffering is presented 

in luke. He consistently presents Jesus as a proclaimer of the will of 

God in the form of prophetic prediction and warnings of judgment. At 

the same time he describes Jesus' mockery with the same terms whicl) are 

used to describe Israel's rejection of OT prophets (Prophetic pronounce-

ments- 22:10, 15-20, 21, 28-30, 31-34, 37, 48, 60-62, 69; 23:28-31, 43; 

rejection- 22:63-65; 23:11, 23:36, 37, 39). 

Jesus' role as prophet is not just another facet of his messianic 

mission, another way of saying that he is the Davidic Messiah, as the 

titles Son of Man, Son of God, and King are. Jesus as prophet declares 

the message of God, which, when it concerns his own person, happens to 

be that he is the Messiah. Thus the rejection of Jesus as a prophet, 

which includes the rejection of his message, means effectively the rejec-

tion of him as Messiah. The christological issue comes to the fore in 

the trial of Jesus and the subsequent mistreatment and ridicule which 

he receives. The rejection of the prophet, which is only briefly pre-

sented explicitly (22:63-65), becomes the rejection of the Messiah. 

Luke, however, continues to portray Jesus as a prophet in its positive 

aspects throughout the whole narrative (cf. 23:28.,..31, 43). 

A second characteristic of Luke's Christology which OT ideas help 

to express is the exalted, transcendent, spiritual nature of messianic 

glory. This is communicated not only through the use of such christologi-

cal titles as Son of 1\lan, Son of God, Lord and the OT idea of paradise, 

but also through the employment of a combination allusion in the form of 

a prophetic affirmation with which Jesus answers the question, "Are you 

the Christ?" (22:69/Ps. 109(110):1; Da. 7:13).
1 The explicit quotation 

which interprets Jesus' death (Lk. 23:46/Ps. 30(31):6)~ 2 also bears 

1 
See above, pp. 404/f., 416. 

2
Ibid., pp. 584ff. =--
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witness to Jesus' true messianic nature. 

The third characteristic of Luke's Christology concerns the rela-

tionship of the Messiah to God. From the OT understanding of the messian-

ic title, God's son, luke is able to fashion the mysterious paradox of 

Jesus' relationship with G~d, his father. JesusJ intimacy with his father 

is expressed both in his dependent obedience (22:42; 23:46) and in the 

exalted nature he has as the divine one. Luke expresses the christologi-

cal significance of Jesus' obedient suffering with the aid of the figure 

of the suffering Servant whom God helps in the hardship which he obedient-

ly endures according to God's will (22:28; 42-44). Because of his exalted 

nature as God's son Jesus may, even before entering into his glory, be 

called "the Lord" (22:61). He is the one who will after suffering be 

properly exalted to the right hand of God. 

The OT ideas which contribute to Luke 1 s eschatology in its three 

aspects: messianic kingdom, judgment, and divine fulfilment, manifest 

themselves in concentrated form in certain sections of the narrative. 

Jesus' description of the messianic kingdom and his followers participa-

tion in it is found mainly in the words of institution at the Last Supper 

(22: 15-20) and the midrash on them in the farewell discourse (22:28-30; 

1 
cf. 23: 43L The theme of eschatological judgment on Jerusalem is 

presented in the form of prophetic prediction (23:28-31).
2 Although 

the prophecy hints in proverbial terms at the connection between Jesus' 

death and this coming judgment, Luke goes on to make the connection more 

explic.i t. ll..uke informs us that darkness over the land, the torn temple 

veil, and the mourning repentance of the crowd, accompany Jesus' death 

(23:ft4-45, 4B). 
) I 

Another OT idea which concerns judgment,_ovott _(22:22), 

comes early in the passion narrative. By way of personal application 

to Judas, it introduces the fact that the innocent Jesus' suffering, 

1
Ibid., pp. 165ff., 221ff. 
---., 

2
Ibid., pp. 492ff. 
=--
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though determined by God, leads to judgment on those sinful yet responsible 

people who have brought it about. AnotheraSp:dof that same theme is the 

reference to Jerusalem as the place in which Jesus is convicted (23:7). 

Luke does not use terms for scriptural fulfilment often enough in the 

narrative to see any patte1·n established. At the most we can say that 

fulfilment is understood within a salvation history context in which one 

event may reach its fulfilled state, its completion, in another (e.g. the 

Passover is fulfilled in the messianic banquet 22:16). Fulfilment is 

determined by God (22:22), declared in the OT (22:37), and may be actively 

achieved through the obedient completion of the will of God by Jesus (22: 

37). Each of these elements is based on an OT idea. 

The various aspects of Luke's theology concerning the life of right-

eousness before God are related to each other through the main event of 

the narrative, Jesus' suffering and death;and the response of men to ito 

In the farewell discourse and the instructions in the garden Jesus spells 

out what the approaching time of trial will demand of those who continue 

to be faithful (22:31-32, 40, "'6). He also outlines the way back to 

fellowship with God through repentance and conversion, which those who 

have sinfully abandoned Jesus in his suffering must take. Another 

interpretive word concerning unrepentant sinners, who have caused Jesus' 

death, takes the form of a prayer that God will forgive them (23:34). 

Luke completes his description of the Passion with a presentation of those 

who show all the positive virtues of a righteous life: fear of God, 

repentance, and faith (23:/~-42); praise of God and clear perception of 

Jesus 1 true nature ( 23: /~7); mour.ning repentance ( 23: 48); the courage of 

a righteous and good man who awaits the kingdom of God (23:50-51); and 

the observance of the Sabbath (23:56). 1 Aside from the last of these 

virtues each is directly related to a response to Jesus' death and a 

1xbici.~ pp. 552, 61o, 615, 622. 6,;o. -



perception of his true nature as innocent. All the virtues are grounded 

in OT ideas. 

The OT ideas1 which describe the Jews and their religious practices 

also have as their common denominator, their relationship to Jesus' death. 

While the phrase "twelve tribes of Israel" is used purely in an eschatologi-

cal context and is not immediately related to Jesus' death, "Jerusalem" 

and "the Jews" in the title "King of the Jews" are connected with Jesus' 

death in the contexts of eschatological judgment and Christologye The 

I 
~~o)_are an ever present witness to Jesus' suffering and death. Of the 

elements in Jewish religious practice the Passover and the torn temple 

veil are closely tied to Jesus' death, though the Sabbath is not. The 

OT ideas which describe features of the spiritual realm, the activities 

of God and Satan, are limited almost exclusively to Lk. 22:1-53. They 

are presented in terms of a battle in which God has ordained that Jesus 

give himself voluntarily into the hands of those who act for the power of 

darkness. Satan uses Judas and desires to sift the disciples. Jesus 

in his struggle in the garden against Satan's temptation that he not go 

through with the suffering and death, is strengthened by an angel f~om 

heaven. The references to features of the transcendent realm in the 

rest of the narrative concern mainly the heavenly glory into which Jesus 

is about to enter at death (22:69/Ps. 109(110): 1; Da. 7:13; Lk. 23:43, 46; 

cf. 23:34, 40-41). 

The death of Jesus has been the unifying factor in Luke's presenta-

tion of the different aspects of these various theological themes. In 

addition to what Christology, eschatology, and the life of righteousness 

contribute to Luke's understanding of Jesus' death, there are some OT 

ideas, allusions, and a quotation which are particularly attached to the 

presentation and interpretation of Jesus' death. The unifying factor 

here is the quotation Lk. 22:37/Is. 53:12 and its thematis development 

1~., PP• 117, 458, 493, 439, 231, 438, 543, 231, 170, 180, 6JO, 604e 
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in the rest of the passion narrative. It provides the three essential 

ingredients in Luke's interpretation of Jesus' death to which all of the 

other OT ideas are attached: Jesus is righteous; however, he is numbered 

with the transgressors and suffers as a transgressor; this is according 

to the will of God. We have already shown how the other OT allusions 

1 
and quotations are related to this theme~ We need to see how OT ideas 

fill out these various emphases. 

That Jesus' death is a fulfilment of Scripture according to the 

will of God is portrayed within the framework of salvation his tory. It 

is through this framework that the Passover events in the past provide a 

pattern in which the death of Jesus 9 his shed blood, may be recognized as 

the event which brings deliverance, just as the shed blood of the Passover 

lamb protected the Israelites from the angel of death. This framework 

also brings the eschatological features of judgment and triumph into 

close connection with Jesus' death (cf.~~Q~~f~o~ , Lk. 22:/~; 22:69; 23: 

28-31; 43). This Luke is able to do by the consistent use of time 

references which mark the progress of salvation history (e.g. 22:15, 369 

69; 23:29, 30, 43). But more than this the salvation history perspec-

tive carries with it a consciousness that certain events must necessarily 

occur, especially those which are prophesied in Scripture and are essen-

tial to the accomplishment of God's salvation. Thus the death of Jesus 

is presented as an integral and necessary part of the accomplishment of 

the soteriological plan of God. luke's introduction to his Lk. 22:37 

); his connection 

of the Last Supper with a fulfilment in the kingdom of God which will 

come after Jesus' suffers (22:16-18); his description of Jesus' death as 

that which has been determined (22: 22); and the use of_ Tiv.-;rf,_JX{w/'L 

throughout the passion narrative in its general sense to give a more or 

/' 1 s' . 66 ee above, p. 7e 
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less clear impression that the handing over of Jesus is done according 

to God's willp are the ways in which Luke shows positively that Jesus' 

death is a fulfilment event in salvation history. By working out the 

negative aspect of his theme from Is. 53:12, namely that Jesus' suffer-

ing is undeserved, Luke shows that Jesus' death does not have its cause 

in the course of human justice. Other than human forces have overridden 

even a Roman governor's sense of justice. Thus the death must ultimate-

ly have a supernatural cause. Luke explains that the death took place 

at the hands of agents of the power of darkness and according to the 

counsels of God. 

It has been objected that Luke could not have understood Jesus' 

death as a fulfilment event in a salvation history framework because he 

omits some allusions and quotations from Mark as well as some general 

statements concerning the fulfilm~hb of Scripture (Lk. 22:22, 53). 1 We 

may reply that as far as Luke's methods of composition are concerned, 

they are governed by no other recognizable framework than salvation his-

tory and no other consistently maintainable interpretation of Jesus' 

death than as an event which fulfills Scripture. The non-allusions and 

lack of general statements are due simply to Luke's desire to allow his 

reader to experience events of salvation history reaching their fulfil-

ment from the perspective of one who relives the events. His reader is 

able to by-pass the viewpoint of one who looks at the events as past 

history and is constantly reminded by editorial comment which particular 

2 historical details are the fulfilment of OT prophecy. There is also the 

historian's interest in the dynamic interplay of charactersp human, divine, 

and demonic, which turns Luke's attention away from simple statements 

about scriptural fulfilment. This lack of emphasis should not be taken 

as a lack of conviction that salvation history indeed progresses accord-

1 
See above, pp. 76ff .. 

2
Xb.fi.dop PPo 195p 338fo 
=;=<== 
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ing to the dynamic of prophetic promis~s reaching fulfi!mento The 

large influence of Lko 22:37/Iso 53:12 on the whole passion narrative 

and the OT allusions in the crucifixion scene are enough to show the 

central place of the promise and fulfilment scheme in his thinkingo 

Jesusv suffering as a transgressor is related not only by terms of 

mockery which have christological significance 1 but a!so by several ele= 

ments in the description of the crucifixion and ~rial which indicate 
/ 

that Jesus died an accursed death L~fo~"tlii,Pl , Lko 23:39; burial the same 

day 9 23:54; cfo~~~.,~f;~J~~(22:2) and (23:18), flhose OT meanings reinforce 

the injustice theme)o The innocence of Jesus is promoted not only by 
I I 

the protestations of PUate introduced with_ l<rJ.~ cddU (23: 14P 15)p by 

the rebuke and faith of the penitent criminal (23:40-42), by the repentant 

mourning of the crowd (23:48)o It is also promoted by the centurionvs 

confession that Jesus is_d//<otiOj (23:47) and the fact that he is bl.llried 

in a new rock hewn tomb (23:53)o 

There are some who maintain that Jesus' death for Luke has no 

soteriologicall significance in itself for the course of salvation historyo 

It may have been part of the plan of God, but it was only a necessary 

2 interruption of the Messiahvs triumphal progress into g!oryo luke 

intends the death of Jesus to be understood christologically but not 

soteriologicallyo3 This is, howeverp a false distinction to apply to 

Lukevs thoughto For Luke the Messiah ~as above all a savior (2:10; 19: 

10)o Luke portrays throughout Jesus 0 sufferingp even up to his death 0 

his saving activity (eogo his words ~o Judasp 22:21~22 0 48; to the 

Sanhedrin 0 22:68 0 69; to the women, 23:28=31; to the penitent criminal 0 

23:43; his prayer for the forgiveness of othersp 23:34)o In each casep 

OT ideas or allusions are the content of Jesus 0 witness to the ~ill of 

n~Op Po 540o 

2cfo the views given above, Po 179 0 no 1o 

3so Pilgrim (see above 0 Po 289 0 no 5o 
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God, which is about to be fulfilled in Jesus' arrest, death, glory, and 

the coming judgment on Jerusalem. The witness is stated in such a way 

that men are pointed to their need to repent and receive God's forgive-

ness. For each group the choice is made decisive and the alternative 

to follow God's will is made as compelling as possible. 

Though Jesus behaves as a savior throughout the crucifixion there 

is very little in the narrative which explicitly interprets his death as 

the act which brings salvation. Yet, what interpretation we do have 

quite clearly indicates that Luke viewed Jesus' death soteriologically as 

a vicarious atonement. The words of institution are our main evidence 

1 
(22:19-20). When this evidence is combined with the reasons why Luke 

does not give us further explicit references to Jesus' death as salvific 

in terms of vicarious atonement. And, when we take into account the 

fact that Luke presents the details of Jesus' suffering in such a way 

that an interpretation in terms of vicarious atonement becomes the most 

immediate theological explanation for Jesus' death. Then, we can under-

stand the nature of Luke's soteriology as it relates to the death of 

Jesus. 

Luke does not refer to Jesus' death as a vicarious atonement mainly 

because as Luke follows his gospel tradition in the passion narrative 

he encounters no further instances of such an interpretation by Jesus. 

As Luke presents the teaching ministry of Jesus he reserves the full 

soteriological interpretation of passion events until after they have 

occurred: either during the appearances of the Risen Lord (24:41t-L,B) or 

in the preaching in Acts (Ac. 2:38). This is when the full soteriologi-

cal interpretation of the passion events was probably first given. It 

is when they were first fully understood. 

If for these reasons Luke has been prevented from giving more 

1 
See above, pp. 17)ff. 
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explicit ~eferences to Jesus 0 death as vica~ious aton~ent 0 this should 

not make us blind to the ~ay in which he so a~ranges his details of the 

~assicn and brings out certain emphases that he preps~es the ~ay for a 

later in~e~pretation of the facts in terms of vicario~s atonemento ~~ 

fact it is the essential ingredients of Xso 53:12 0 quoted in lko 22:37 

and thematically developed in the rest of the passion narrative 0 ohich 

nvicarious atonement" interpretation of his deatho Just as the .D.amb 

without blemish sheds its blood to vicariously atone fo~ the sins of the 

people 0 so Jesus 0 time and again witnessed to be innocent of any ~rong 

doing 0 suffers and dieso His death creates a "new cov~enant" within 

~hich men can ~eceive forgiveness of sinso Only a "vica~ious atone-

ment" understanding of Jesus 0 death can satisfactorilly explain how the 

condemnation to death of the innocent one can mean forgiveness fo~ those 

~ho trust in his nameo It is then not simply to show that the Sc~iptures 

are fulfilled that Luke thematically works cut Iso 53:12/Lko 22:37 in the 

rest of his passion narrativeo It is also to present in objective te~ms 

the fact that Jesus' death is truly a saving deatho 

To understand Luke's composition of his passion narrative and the 

role which the OT pl~ed in it ~e need then to treat Lko 22:37/Iso 53:12 

and the thematic development from it as pivotalo 1 By stressing the 

p~ominence of this OT passage and its themes ue do not wish to ignore 

the richness p~ovided by all the other OT ideas in the varicus theclogi· 

cal themeso Yet it is the central figure of an innocent Jesus smffe~ing 

as a transgressor according to the determined will of God which often 

1 Contrast Con~elmann (see above 0 Po 1129 no 2) 0 who says that 
~temptatio~is the main themeo He 0 howeve~p fails to take into accomnt 
the fact that though ~Satan" and "temptation" figu~e prominently in 
Jesus' interpretation of his coming suffering the~e is nothing in the 
GIC~tlHal p~eoeli'\t!llUon off the ~assion U.seU ulllich -IJ~Ot76 ~h:uQ; ll.Jm~c imtc~ma:.'lo 
it to be understood prima~ily ifl!l this wayo The other theological themes 
and figures which have been suggested as basic to lu~e 0 s unde~standi~ 
and presentation of Jesus' death (see above 0 Po 1799 no ~) fail to give 
a convincing account of all the evidence i~ Luke 0 s passion narrativeo 
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gives significance to the other OT ideas, makes them relevant to the 

narrative, and binds the entire progression of thought into a harmonious 

whole. 

Interpretational Method 

We have seen how Luke uses the OT ·.in his passion narrative from 

the perspective of his compositional method. It is necessary to go a 

step further back in the process and ask how Luke first made the connec-

tion between the OT and the NT events he reports? How did he interpret 

the OT material which he used as OT quotations and allusions in such a 

way that he found .it relevant to the NT situation? To answer these 

questions we need to look at both the general scheme of interpretation 

which connects the OT with the NT events .in Luke's mind and the specific 

methods which enable Luke to understand a given OT passage within that 

scheme. 

The interpretive scheme, prophetic promi~e and NT fulfilment, domi-

nates Luke's approach to the OT. Although formally only one quotation 

of the three quotations and sixteen allusions in Luke 22-23 Aleexplicitly 

presented in a promise and fulfilment framework (22:37), eleven of the 

remaining quotations and allusions are also best understood as having 

been appropriated for the NT through the use of that scheme. In factp 

six of those eleven are the content of prophetic predictions which Jesus 

utters (22:22, 30, 69/Ps. 109(110):1; Da. 7:13; Lk. 23:(29)30; cf. the 

others, 22:20/Jer. 38(31):31; Lk. 23:34P 35P 36p 48-49; Lk. 23:46, pro-

bably has such a scheme as part of its background). This scheme under-

stands the OT as containing prophecy which NT events fulfill. 

The other interpretive scheme, recurring patterns of salvation history, 

sees the connection between the OT and NT event in the recurring pattern 

of God's dealing with men, especially in his purpose to accomplish their 

salvation. Though some might call such an approach a typological method, 1 

1 
See above, pp. 21, 37. 
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there .iJs only one instance where Luke could be described as possibly using 

typology (22:15-20/Ex. 12:1-13:16). Typology is usually understood to 

include some form of fulfilment as part of the relationship between the 

NT anti-type and its OT type. It is best 9 then 9 normally not to describe 

Luke's interpretational method as a typological method unless his presenta-

tion of an OT allusion or quotation shows both that he understands the con~ 

nection between OT and NT within a pattern of salvation history 9 and that 

he sees the OT event, which is not itself a prophecy 9 as somehow fulfilled 9 

completed in the NT event. Luke's use of some features of the Passover 

to place the last Supper, Jesus' death 9 and the Eucharist within a pattern 

of God's saving activity 9 along with Luke's declaration that the Passover 

would be fulfilled in the End-time, gives us the clearest example in Luke 

1 
22-23 or possible typological thinking. Except for Jesus' final words 

(Lk. 23:4.6/Ps. 30(31):6) 9 which employ. both a promise and fulfilment and 

a salvation history interpretive scheme, though these schemes are not re-

lated typologically, all the other allusions and quotations may be under-

stood as having been interpreted either basically within one interpretive 

scheme or the other. Typology, then,does not play a great part in Luke's 

approach to the OT. 

The two other OT allusions which Luke interprets from the stand-

point of the salvation history pattern of God's dealing with men are Lk. 

22:20/Is. 53:11, 12, and Lk. 22:31/Job 1:8-12. Luke's confidence in the 

continuity of God's revelation and of his way of dealing with men enabled 

hj.m to appropriate for NT situations patterns of divine-human encounter 

from the OT. We may also say that this same confidence is behind Luke 1 s 

use of many of the OT ideas in his narrative. 

Although formally many of the OT allusions and ~otations are pre-

sented without a promise and fulfilment framework, we can see that this 

should not lead us to conclude that luke did not approach tha GT with a 

l Ibid-, p. 168f .. 
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promise and fulfilment interpretive scheme. Rather, with a recogni-
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tion of the reasons why luke chooses not to place his allusions and quota

tions in an explicit promise and fulfilment framework,
2 

and with a know-

ledge of the questions which Luke does ask of his OT passage which indi-, · 

cate his interpretive scheme, we may understand this paradox between inter-

pretation and presentation. We may then avoid the misleading conclusion 

that because formally Luke does not present much OT material in a promise 

and fulfilment scheme, he must not have interpreted it this way. 

How, then, does Luke make the connection between OT and NT using 

these two interpretive schemes? In general we may say that Luke finds 

the point of contact or point of similarity between the two contexts in 

a similarity of characters or circumstances. Luke discovered these 

points of similarity through a comparison of the historical tradition 

about Jesus' passion with the OT. He did not create it through an 

imaginative invention of historical details for Jesus' passion which co-

incided with OT messianic prophecy. 

When we consider the way Luke made the connection between OT prophecy 

and NT event in his OT quotations and allusions, the way he interpreted 

the OT through a promise and fulfilment scheme, we need to recognize two 

important factors in this NT writer's circumstances which controlled his 

approach to the OT: the received tradition concerning Jesus' interpreta~ 

tiona! methods and the gospel tradition of the historical events. 

Luke received historical tradition which reported that Jesus had 

applied to himself various OT passages. Through such appropriations he 

claimed not only that the experiences prophesied had been fulfilled in 

him, but he identified himself as the fulfilled embodiment of the one 

who spoke the OT words. In the Lukan passion narrative there are four 

OT figures with which Jesus identified himself (the suffering Servant, 

1 
Contrast Rese (see above, pp. 78ff. 

2 
See above, p. 674. 



Lk. 22:37/Is. 53:12; the Son of Man, Lk. 22:22, 69/Da. 7:13, 25; the 

Davidic Messiah, Lk. 22:69/Ps. 109(110):1 (Lk. 23:34, 35/Ps. 21(22):19, 

8, 9, other portions of this psalm were understood messianically); and 

the Psalmist, who from the superscription is identified as David, Lk. 
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23:36/Ps. 68(69):22; Lk. 23:46, 48-49/Ps. 30(31):6, 12; the allusion 22: 

30/Ps. 121(122):4-5 presents the glories of the Davidic dynasty). Luke 

took up these identifications and used them as part of his method. His 

interpretive method became Christocentric in two ways. In a general 

sense Luke's method became Christocentric because Jesus, the Christ, 

became the center, the focus of the majority of OT prophecies which he 

cited. This focus he reports is first given by Jesus (ILk. 22:37, TovTo T~ 

-Y-t-_~f¥1/vav kl.. T~>. f-IJej \1.1--l. f
1

V ~r.~~~ ) . In a specific sense Luke's ' 

method is Christocentric in that he seems to restrict himself to the 

development of the promise and fulfilment aspects of OT passages which 

Jesus has first assigned to himself through quotation (e.g. quotation, 

Ps. 21(22):2/Mk. 15:3Lt-; the development, Lk. 23:34/Mk. 15:21/Ps. 21(22): 

19; Lk. 23:35/Ps. 21(22):8, 9; quotation, Ps. 30(31):6/Lk. 23:Lt-6; develop

ment, Ps. 30(31):12/Lk. 23:48-49). 

Luke's tradition concerning Jesus further reported that Jesus appro

priated prophecies about a future event (23:30/Hos. 10:8), or events in 

the End-time (22:20/Jer. 38(31):31) and related them to himself. These 

Luke appropriated according to the conviction that the last days were in-

augurated by Jesus' earthly messianic mission. 

Historical details of the gospel tradition affected Luke's approach 

to the OT by controlling what OT passages were seen as prophetic. The 

NT circumstances may also to some extent transform the OT material (e.g. 

23:46/Ps. 30(31):6, petition to be saved from death becomes petition to 

be saved in death; 23:35/Ps. 22:8, 9, different NT characters perform 

functions which are assigned to the same person in the 07'; the mockery 

receives a different emphasis). NT historical details may also add con-

tent to the OT material. Not only does a given figure become identified 
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as Jesus and the passage become prophetic of him~ but others in the OT 

context become identified with actors in the NT context (e.g. the twelve 

disciples occupy the thrones in Ps. 121(122):4-5/Lk. 22:30; the characters 

about the cross fulfill the roles of the enemies and friends of the psalm-

ist (23:34, 35~ 36; 48-49). The coming destruction of Jerusalem (23:28-

30) means that its first century inhabitants will fulfill Hosea's pro-

phecy) o 

What interpretational devices does Luke employ to interpret the OT 

passages so that these connections or applications to the NT context can 

be made? When he appropriates OT passages which are explicitly prophetic 

of the End-time, he has little difficulty (e.g. 22:20/Jer. 38(31):31; Lko 

221.69/Da. 7: 13) in making the application to the NT context. When Luke 

appropriates prophecy which one would expect to have already been ful

filled (23:30), or divine oracles (22:69/Ps. 109(110):1) which one might 

reasonably expect to have been fulfilled in the life of the one to whom 

they were addressed, then Luke has to use some additional interpretational 

devices in order to understand the OT text as prophetic of the Messiah and 

first century events. In the case of the Hosea passage (Hos. 10:8/Lk. 

23:30), Luke argues for its appropriateness as a prophecy of the destruc

tion of Jerusalem on the basis of the conviction that the judgment on 

Jerusalem is part of the events of the End-time when all scriptures will 

be fulfilled. Taking Hos. 10:8 literally he finds no record of these 

elements of judgment having been fulfilled in 8th century B.C. Israelo 

"Therefore," he may reason, "they are part of all the Scriptures which 

will be fulfilled in the End-Ume."
1 

Luke also employs this interpre-

tive device concerning all the Scriptures in his apologetic presentation 

of the suffering and glorified Son of Man.
2 

When encountering OT texts which primarily refer to David, the same 

1 
See above, p. 486f. 

2~.~ p. 200. 



method of literal interpretation combined with the question of the 

identity of the one who does fulfill the prophecy enables Luke to see 

these texts as messianic prophecies. Thus, David did not ascend to 

heaven to sit at God's right hand, but the Messiah does; therefore the 

passage speaks of David's greater son (Lk. 22:69/Ps. 109(110):1; cf. Ac. 

2:34=36). 

With regard to the lamentation psalms Luke may reason, "We have no 

historical evidence that the images which David uses to describe his 

suffering literally happened. But the historical tradition gives us 

evidence that these metaphors for suffering literally happened to Jesus. 

The literal fulfilment must have been intended to take place in the life 

of the Messiah. This Jesus has fulfilled (23:34, 35, 36, 46, 48-49) ." 

We have noted along the way the difficulties which such an interpreta

tion creates for the original historical intention of many of the lamenta-

tion psalms. We must hasten to note the large degree of restraint with 

which Luke employs an interpretational method that treats as messianic 

prophecies scriptural texts which were apparently not originally so 

intended. Luke depends mainly on OT texts which in his gospel tradi~ 

tion Jesus has applied to himself. It is then on the authority of Jesus 

that such supposed violation of original context is undertaken and ex-

tended. 

Another interpretive device which corresponds to current Jewish 

exegetical method was the appropriation of OT texts, in which the ident

ity of some of the actors is made clear by providing the identity of 

these actors from another source. In the case of Jewish exegetical 

method the source is another scripture. In the case of Luke it is the 

NT situation (22:30/Ps. 121(122):4-5; 
1 

cf. 23:3/u 35, 36, 48-49). 

While literal interpretation plays a large part in Luke's under

standing of OT texts within the scheme of promise and fulfilment, we 

1 See above, p. 217fo 



would be misrepresenting Luke if we did not also point out that he 

chooses not to interpret literally the fulfilment of the one fulfilment 

proof-text which he explicitly presents in his passion narrative (22:37/ 

Is. 53:12). Rather, he takes up the general ideas from the image pre-

sented and thematically develops them. Luke then is able to interpret 

OT texts literally and figuratively in a promise and fulfilment scheme. 

As I.J.Ike interprets OT texts within the salvation history scheme of 

the pattern of God's dealing with men he uses the interpretational device 

of literalism to apply Ps. 30<31):6/Lk. 23:4.6 to the new situation of 

trust in death. The Passover, which had become a model for the final 

eschatological redemption, is interpreted with the aid of this eschato

logical perspective as the pattern within which the saving death of Jesus 

should be viewed. The other allusions (22:20/Is. 53:11, 12; Lk. 22:31) 

are appropriated from the OT because of their unique content which 

expresses a truth about some aspect of man's relationship with God. 

Luke's method of interpreting OT ideas is to use this scheme of salva

tion history and appropriate for his own use terms which describe certain 

aspects of God's dealing with men. Though many ideas come from a pro-

phetic context and are applied to Luke's eschatology, the whole range of 

OT literature, especially the Psalms, the historical books, and the Law, 

its sacrificial ritual and main ethical aspects, serves as a source for 

OT ideas. In the light of the continuity of revelation and God's deal-

ing with men, Luke could confidently appropriate these ideas for the NT 

context. 

Luke's method of interpretation then is basically Christocentric 

within a framework of salvation history understood according to a pro-

phetic promise and fulfilment scheme. Controlled by the tradition of 

Jesus' own exegesis of the OT in which he declared that certain passages 

found their fulfilment in himself, Luke interprets the OT as primarily 

prophecy which predicts a suffering, dying, and glorified Messiah. His 

Christocentric interpretation sees in the events of Jesus' mission the 
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fulfilment of these prophecies. 

Luke's Audience, Purpose, and Use of the Old Testament 

Luke employs few OT quotations and allusions, especially those in 

an explicit promise and fulfilment setting. Yet, he uses many OT 

ideas and examples of LXX style imitation. This creates a confusing 

pattern of OT usage. On the one hand, Luke appears to avoid using OT 

material in the form of quotations and allusions. We have discussed 

. 1 
his non-quotations and non-allusions. Sometimes he fails to use OT 

ideas from Mark when they are in the form of transliterated foreign terms 

which describe Jewish practice. Yet, on the other hand, Luke's LXX 

style imitation, the number of OT ideas he does use, and his placement 

of OT quotations, allusions, and general statements about the fulfilment 

of Scripture at crucial places in his gospel, show that the OT plays a 

positive role in his work. A consideration of Luke's audience and his 

general purpose in writing may help to explain this pattern. 

With regard to Luke's audience the choice has often been presented 

as one between Jewish or Jewish Christian readers who would be knowledge-

able of and interested in the OT and Gentile or Gentile Christian readers 

who would be largely ignorant of and little interested in the OT. In 

comparison with Mt. and even ~lk. Luke 1 s lack of quotations and allusions, 

his avoidance or explanations of transli ter·ated OT terms, has decided 

many in favor of a Gentile audience.
2 

However, the mixed evidence in 

Luke's work does not make the choice so simple. If Luke did use OT 

quotations, allusions, ideassand style purposefully, then we may reason-

ably assume that he expected his audience to have had both the background 

and the interest in the OT necessary to catch the significance of his OT 

material. But this does not necessarily mean that his audience was 

!See above, p. 6-«.. 
2~., pp. 23, 39, 78. 



Jewish 9 

1 either uncommitted 9 interested Jews, whether Palestinian or 

Hellenistic; or Jewish Christians, whether Palestinian or Hellenistic. 

, Before we investigate further this choice between a primarily Jewish 

or Gentile audience, it might be best to settle the issue concerning the 

Christian or non-Christian character of Luke's readership. Our decision 

is determined largely by our view of the main purpose of luke's writing. 

His prefaces (Lk. 1:1-4; Ac. 1:1-2) aid us for they plainly state that he 

intends to give Theophi lus an ordered and full account of the tradition 

concerning "the things fulfilled among us," which he paraphrases in Ac. 

1:1 as "all the things which Jesus began to do and teach." This account 

should confirm to Theophilus the instruction which he has already re-

ceived. From these prefaces we learn that Luke writes with a positive 

purpose: the confirmation of Christian instruction through a historically 

informative account of the events in Jesus' life and ministry. Though 

certain apologetic motives may secondarily manifest themselves when Luke 

defends Christianity as a politically harmless religion,
2 

or when he con

tends for aspects of the faith, which may have been distorted by heresy, 3 

these motives reflect negative purposes which do not fully express the 

positive aims which Luke states at the beginning of his book. Luke's 

work is directed to one who has already received Christian instruction. 

Whether Theophilus is already a Christian is not certain, 4 but at least 

he has been receptive enough to Christian teaching that he and those in 

his company warrant a two volume work. 

Since mush of the gospel and the greater portion of Acts is taken up 

1 
Contrast Thompson (p. 12), who says that the audience consisted of 

Jews and Godfearers of the Diaspora. 

2w. Manson, p. xxi. 

3see above ( p. 80 
cf. also Talbert's summary 
Luke's purpose in writing. 

4 Arndt, p. 29. 

) for the views of Crockett and Talbert; 
(pp. 98ff.) of various recent suggestions for 
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with material which would only be of interest to those who had joined 

the Christian community (e.g. 22:24-30, 31-34., 35-38, where instructions 

concerning life in the "new covenant" community are given; cf. 22:L~O, t;.6, 

60-62), it appears that Luke addressed his work to Christians, or to 

those he expected to become Christians with the aid of his work. A 

better way of describing Luke's audience in the light of his purpose is 

to say that though Luke writes for those who are interested in Christian-

ity but are not yet Christians he does not write to them in isolation, 

but within the context of the Christian community. Since his aim is to 

bring interested ~on-Christians to faith, 1 he evidently writes a work 

which will both inform them of the facts on which the Christian proclama-

tion and interpretive instruction are based, and which will also present 

to them in a form appropriate to its original historical setting, gospel 

tradition which contains some Christian proclamation and interpretive 

instruction as well. Thus, we would not be far wrong if we also saw as 

part of Luke's target audience the whole Christian community which could 

benefit from such a historical confirmation of their faith and beliefs.
2 

The group which Theophilus represents, if it is made up of interested 

hon-believers, lives in two worlds. They have as much in common with 

the non-Christian world as they have with the Christian community. Thus 

it is possible that Luke's gospel was meant to serve in a subsidiary 

sense as an apologetic missionary tract. 3 Just as it is intended to 

bring the interested non-Christian to firm faith so it may have been 

partially directed at the disbelieving non-Christian, with the purpose of 

awakening interest in the Christian faith. Not only the apologetic ele-

1 
Hauck, p. 10. 

2 
cf. Grundmann, p. 39. 

3 cf. J. W. Doeve ("L'evangile de Luc; un moyen de predicajrion de la 
mission chretienne primitive," Ned TT, IX (1954-55), pp. 332-37), who 
describes how Luke uses the literary form of historical biography to 
appeal to cultivated non-Christian Greeks. 
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ments 9 which show Christianity without offense in the eyes of the Roman 

government 9 but the whole universal tenor of Luke's work as he presents 

Jesus, the universal Savior 9 shows that he is proclaiming Christ to un-

believers o 

We return now to the more difficult question. Were these "almost 

persuaded" non-Christians and this Christian community Gentile or Jewish? 

It is probably correct to say that both groups may have been mixed 9
1 

and 

that Gentiles formed the majority in each. Not only the characteristics 

of Luke's writing which make it an exemplary tract to non-Christians 9 

2 especially Gentile non-Christians 9 but also Luke's distinctive emphases 

make it more likely that he was writing primarily to Gentiles. 

How does Luke's use of the OT relate to the nature of his audience 

and his purposes? Both Luke 1 s Genti 1 e audience and his purpose to write 

history probably influenced his presentation of a limited number of OT 

quotations and allusions, especially those that were explicitly fulfil-

ment proof-texts. Luke's Gentile audience both Christian and non-

Christian would have been interested in the fulfilment of prophecy. 

Josephus did not hesitate to include in his Antiguities 9 which presents 

a history of the Jews to the Hellenistic world 9 OT prophecies and their 

OT fulfilment (e.g. ~o !:213). The second century Christian apologist 9 

Justin, found OT prophecy which had been fulfilled in Jesus useful in his 

argument before Gentiles. What is interesting in a compadson of Justin's 

use of OT prophecy in his apologetic with Gentiles and with Jews (his 

Dialogue with Trypho represents itself as such), is that Justin contents 

himself with more general statements about OT fulfilment when dealing with 

Gentiles, while he enters into discussion of the details of OT prophecy 

1Rengstorf, p. 7. 

2Hauck (p. 10f.) clussifies universal salvation; JcGus oG ouvior; 
love and forgiveness as characteristics of the life of the redeemed; 
Jesus' friendship with the poor; the portrayal of him as a miracle 
worker; and resurrection and eternal life, as emphases which show that 
Luke has hellenized his gospel. 

1......------------------ - -----



when disputing with Jews (Apol. I:50ff.; Trypho 13; 125). We find this 

same tendency in Luke as he portrays the use of the OT in the missionary 

witness and preaching in Acts (cf. Ac. 17:1-3 which contrasts with the 

lack of reference to the OT in Ac. 17:22-34; cf. Irenaeus (Against Heresies 

IV: 23-24) 9 who contrasts the use of Scripture in the early thurch's 

mission among Jews and God-fearers, which made the task easier~ with the 

witness among Gentiles in which the early church could not use scriptural 

prophetic proof-texts as part of its apologetic). 

It may be that Gentile Christians accepted the idea of the fulfil-

ment of OT prophecy in Jesus and studied their Old Testaments as the book 

in which they found the will of God declared for the Last Days in which 

they believed they were living. Yet, they did not feel perfectly com-

fortable with the Jewish exegetical methods which enabled Jewish Chris~-

tians to expand the repertoire of OT proof-texts which spoke of Jesus. 

Gentile Christians believed that general statements, which proclaimed 

that all the Scriptures were fulfilled in the suffering and glorified 

Messiah, were the best way of expressing their confidence that the OT 

was indeed fulfilled. The emphasis may have also shifted somewhat from 

a focus on the OT and its prophecy to the activity of God as he brings 

his will to fulfilment.
1 

This shift may also account for Luke's adjust-

ment of some general references to Scripture which he takes over from 

2 
Mark (Mk. 14:21/Lk. 22:22; Mk. 11,:1.8-49/Lk. 22:53). Yet we should not 

take this shift in emphasis to mean necessarily that Gentiles once becom-

1cf. Schulz,~' LIV, p. 105f.; Karnetzki (p. 314) thinks that this 
shift in emphasis indicates that Luke did not look upon the OT as Holy 
Scripture, as a closed canon, but simply as a record of God's promises 
which he continues to make by his Spirit through the prophets of NT times. 
Marnetzki fails to deal with Luke's references to the whole Scripture 
(24:27, 41,) which may show a consciousness of the OT as a self contained 
revelation; Lohse (EvTh, XIV, p. 264) points out that Luke's preface with 
ito ph.rrase 9 "the things fulfilled among us" shows that Luke intends the 
whole of Jesus' history to be understood within the framework of promise 
and fulfilment. 

2 
See above, pp. 194, 336f. 
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ing Christians would not be interested in the OT or its fulfilment 

aspects. We have ample evidence in Luke that they were interested and 

did want to become knowledgeable. It is just in the first missionary 

approach to Gentiles that the emphasis falls on God's fulfilment of his 

promises in ge~eral terms. Luke 9 as we have seen 9 did not hesitate to 

use the Jewish exegetical methods in understanding OT texts within a pro-

mise and fulfilment interpretive scheme. But we also have seen th~t 

the texts so interpreted are closely tied to Jesus as the originator of 

the interpretation. Either Jesus is the first to apply the text to him-

self (e.g. 22:37/Is. 53:12) 9 or the texts, which are taken as fulfilled 

in details of Jesus' life, come from the immediate context of an OT text 

which Jesus has applied to himself (e.g. Ps. 30(31):6, 12/Lk. 23:46, 1,8-

49). 

Luke out of respect for his mainly Gentile audience shows a continual 

caution in his use of OT fulfilment proof-texts. As a result he quite 

frequently fails to include quotations and allusions from his source 9 

which might be misunderstood by his audience. For instance, Luke con-

stantly desires to avoid any misunderstanding concerning Jesus' innocence, 

which is manifested in his perfect obedience to the Father even to the 

point of suffering and dying unjustly. Thus Luke omits quotations or 

allusions which describe Jesus' suffering in terms of despair (Mk. 14:31,/ 

Lk. 22: 40; Mk. 15: 3-4/X.k. 23: 45), or in terms of the mockery which he 

experiences after judicial judgment has been given (Mk. 14:65/Lk. 22:63-

65; Mk. 15:16-20a/Lk. 23:25). Thus any hint that Jesus is not truly 

innocent is removed. 

Though the lack of a Jewish exegetical tradition in their religious 

background may have made Gentile Christians more hesitant to use many 

fulfilment proof-texts, especially in the initial approaches to non

Christian Gentiles, it is Luke's purposes in writing which definitely 

limit the number of his fulfilment proof-texts. Luke intends to write 

an informative historical account of what happened. He chooses to 



write from a perspective which asks the reader to relive the events. 

Thus the fulfilment proof-texts which he may include are limited to what 

comes to him in his tradition of the words of those who experienced and 

1 
interpreted the events as they happened. To introduce editorial ful-

filment proof-texts into the gospel narrative would be to get ahead of 

the story. Historically these belong to a later time when· the church 

presented its interpretive proclamation of the Gospel. This approach to 

the gospel tradition appears to have further limited the number of Luke's 

allusions for in order to promote this approach Luke has omitted several 

allusions which he found in Mark (Mk. 14:18, 21/Lk. 22:21, 22). 

Though a gospel narrative which contains mainly a plain account of 

the events supplies one of the two main elements in any development of 

fulfilment proof-texts, namely the historical tradition, it means that 

the explicit interpretation of the OT in the light of that tradition must 

take place primarily in another literary context. 

If Luke's Gentile audience and his general purpose can explain the 

lack of OT material in his gospel, can an explanation be found for what 

OT material is present? Since the Gentile "Christian sympathizers" 

received this gospel within the context of the Christian community, they 

had available to them those who could interpret any OT material which 

might seem foreign to them. In fact Luke so presents his quotations, 

allusions, ideas, and style that they may be read on several levels 

according to the amount of knowledge one has of the OT. Aside from Lk. 

22:37 there is no explicit reference to the OT in the whole narrative. 

A non-Christian could read through and not notice the allusions, two of 

the three quotations, or some of the OT ideas. The OT style imitation 

might seem a little unusual or redundant to him in places, hut by and 

large the LXX style elements would simply serve to make for a clear and 

sometimes dramatic narrative. Yet, the OT material would not be entirely 

lost on someone who was not familiar with the LXX. The two other quota-

1 
See above, p. 639. 
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tions have content and introductory formulas which place them within a 

theological context. OT ideas also often have their special OT meaning 

communicated by their use in the immediate NT context. 

The uniqueness of Luke's use of the OT in relationship to his 

audience's capabilities is that his composition allows for an ever increas-

ing growth in one's knowledge of the OT. At the same time, at any level 

of OT understanding, the reading of Luke does not leave the individual in 

total confusion. The middle level of understanding was possessed by the 

interested non-Christian Gentiles, Luke's primary target in writing. 

They probably had a knowledge of the proclaimed gospel, which included 

certain proof-texts concerning the necessity of Jesus' messianic suffer-

ing, death, and resurrection. This audience would then probably be able 

to recognize the illustrative text allusions in the crucifixion scene. 

These presented the historical facts of the passion events in the language 

of the OT prophecies which had been proclaimed to them as fulfilled in 

these events. Possibly the Christian teaching concerning the relation-

ship of Jesus' death and salvation through the forgiveness of sins would 

become more clear to them as they read Lk. 22:37/Is. 53:12, and its 

thematic development throughout the passion narrative, Jesus is consist-

ently presented as the innocent one who suffers unjustly according to the 

will of God. This is the objective basis for the soteriological under-

standing of Jesus' death as a vicarious atonement which makes possible 

the offer of forgiveness. OT ideas are employed to make clear Chris= 

tology (Lk. 22:67e-70)P in which interested Gentiles may have also been 

instructed. This target group may have contained many "God fearers," 

G t 'l h h d h . t . J d . 1 
en 1 es w o a s own an 1nteres 1n u a1sm. Thus, they would have 

been familiar with the LXX and its style which they found imitated in 

Luke. 

As \'Je co.n see from the omot.mt of OT material present in Luke and 

1see above, p. 686, n. lo 
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the sometimes subtle complexity of relationship among OT elements, Luke's 

gospel could be profitably read by someone who had a good knowledge of 

the OTo There is room to grow in one's understanding of the OT in rela-

tion to the NT events as one reads l.ukeo 

Luke's gospel then is intended to bring one to faith and after hav-

ing entered the Christian community to help one grow in his knowledge of 

the faith which is grounded .in the will of God declared in the OTo 

luke's gospel .is also for Christians who are increasingly knowledgeable 

of the OT. We shall discover further reasons why Gentile Christians 

would have been interested in the OT and have taken the opportunity to 

learn its content when we consider next the place of the OT in Luke's 

theology. 

In our explanations of Luke 1 s pat tern of OT usage we have not found 

it necessary to resort to Luke's relative position in the historical 

development of the first century church's interpretational methods as 

the explanation for the character of his use. The fact that Luke has a 

different and more developed set of proof-texts than Mk., but does not 

have as many proof-texts as Mt. or have as explicit editorial comments 

concerning fulfilment as John, does not necessarily mean that Luke repre-

sents an intermediate stage in the historical development of the early 

church's interpretation of the OT. 
1 

Each gospel writer and especially 

Luke, when compared with his fellow-writers, may show himself to be both 

more advanced in some aspects of OT usage and more retarded in others. 

Luke's removal of some allusions and quotations from his sources and yet 

his inclusion of others in his passion narrative is not explained most 

readily in terms of either his development or regression from Mark. It 

is Luke's audience and purpose for writing, not his relative position in 

the supposed evolutionary historical development of the early church's 

use of the OT, which best explains his pattern of usageo 

1
contrast the various schemes which have been presented, see above, 

pp. 4£), 75f. 
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CHAPTER III 

THE SIGNifiCANCE OF THE OLD TESTAMENT 

fOR LUKE THE CHRISTIAN THEOLOGIAN 

The OT was significant for Luke because it was significant for 

Jesus. Since Luke accepts the lordship of Jesus over him in religious 

and spiritual matters, he adopts into his theology among other elements 

of Jesus' teaching: Jesus' high view of Scripture's inspiration (4:21, 

which may imply a view of inspiration which explains the prophetic power 

of fulfilled Scripture; Ac. 28:25-28); Jesus' Christocentric interpretive 

approach to the OT (22:37; 24:25-27, 44-/~; cf. Ac. 17:3); and Jesus' 

promise and fulfilment interpretive scheme (see the immediately preceding 

reference_s). We have noticed that Luke's compositional method is 

characterized by the predominance of OT quotations, allusions, and ideas 

in the ~radition of the words of Jesus. Not only is this fact a reflec-

tion of an attempt to be historically faithful to the gospel tradition 

and the original setting, but it is also an attempt to confirm the legit-

imacy of using the OT as authoritative Christian revelation. It is also 

an attempl to confirm the validity of the Christian method of OT interpre-

tati on. The authority of Scripture and the correctness of ear~y 

Christian interpretational methods are derived from Jesus himself. 1 The 

Scriptures may be accepted as God's word not only because Jesus handles 

them as such, but also because the suffering and glorification of the 

Messiah in Jesus' mission demonstrates conclusively that God has spoken 

by the prophets in the Scriptures and has brought the prophecy to fulfil-

1
It is sometimes maintained that Lk. 21~":25-27, 44-48 which describes 

the risen Lord's instruction of his disciples in the Christocentric 
method of interpretation is not historical (e.g. H. Grass, Ostergeschehen 
und Osterberichte, 2nd ed. (GBttingen, 1962), pp. 37ff.; Bultmann, Histo~ 
of the Synoptic Tradition, p. 286• Contrast J. Dupont, "Les Pelerins 
d 1 Emmalls (Lc 24, 13~.35) .," Miscellu.nea Bibli,ca B. Ubach 11 ed. R. M. Diaz~ 
Carbonell (Montisserrat), 1953), p. 359). There is";-'t10wever, good reason 
to take the resurrection appearances as basically historical. The 
similarity in wording between the summary of Jesus' instruction and the 
s~mmaries of the basic kerygma in Acts should not be taken as an indication 
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ment. It is not insignificant that it is after the pivotal event which 

demonstrates the accomplishment of scriptural fulfilment in Jesus' mission, 

the resurrection, that Luke records that Jesus first interprets fully to 

the disciples the OT as prophecy of a suffering and glorified Messiah. 

It is also the first time that the disciples are able to understand 

Scripture's true significance through this Christocentric interpretation 

(Lk. 24:25-27, 44-48; cf. 18:31-34; 9:1,5). 

Since the OT becomes significant to Luke for these two reasons, it 

is not surprising that one of the main areas in which the oT contributes 

to Luke's theology is prophetic promise and fulfilment. It is sometimes 

claimed, as we have seen, that the OT is only important as a collection 

of prophecies in general. Luke is not interested in _the particular content 

of fulfilment. While it is true that Luke tends to remove emphasis from 

fulfilment in terms of particular detail (e.g. the lack of a particular 

incident in the Passion which may be identified as the precise fulfilment 

1 
of 22:37/Is. 53:12), his aim is not to ignore concrete fulfilment in 

detail. Rather, his purpose is probably to focus on OT figures such as 

the Davidic Messiah, the prophet of the Lord, the Servant, and identify 

Jesus as the fulfilment of these figures. The details may be traced 

out by those who having firmly established in their minds the identity 

of Jesus as the Messiah of OT promise have at their disposal the his-

torical tradition co~cerning him. They may then go to the OT and dis-

cover what details of that tradition are really fulfilled prophecy. 

of the literary dependence of Luke 24 on some form of early church 
kerygma read back into the words of Jesus. Rather, the relationship is 
more probably one of historical dependence running the other way. When 
the early church preached the gospel and interpreted the Scriptures 
christocentrically it did so according to a pattern given to it by the 
risen Lord. There is other evidence in the gospel tradition of Jesus' 
use of such an interpretation of the OT during his earthly ministry as 
~ve have seen in Luke 22-23 (cf. J?odd, Accordling to the ~_crinb!rcs, Po !10; 
lindars (p. 30) disagrees). 

1 
See above, p. 281e 



Thus, Luke presents the OT from a Christocentric perspective and bears 

witness that all Scripture points to Christ. By consistently viewing
1 

OT prophecy as a whole, which contrasts with a perspective which might 

produce a series of atomistic proof-te*ts, Luke does not intend to deny 

the validity of concrete OT fulfilment. The number of allusions to that 

effect in the crucifixion scene are evidence enough that he believed 

Scripture prophesied details which would be fulfilled. 

The OT also provides for Luke eschatological and salvation history 

perspectives which are vital to the composition of his gospel. Just as 

the OT prophesies specifically about the Messiah so it also prophesies 

about the events of the End-time. The OT is Jesus' authority that what 

he says about judgment (23:28-30) and messianic triumph (22:30) will take 

2 
place. Again this prophecy is a prophecy within a prophecy for it is 

part of Jesus' own eschatological predictions. It is part of the con-

tinuity of revelation3 which Jesus manifests in his ministry as he seeks 

to show himself a true prophet of the Lord. The OT, then, instructs 

Luke concerning the End-time. By quotation, allusion, idea, and style, 

Luke hands on that instruction. 4 As in the case of messianic prophecy 

there is a Christocentric focus for the End-time events are closely 

related to Jesus' messianic mission. 

The OT provides the pattern of God's working in history to effect 

man 1 s salvation. Luke~ models his own work Oil the :Or as he presents Jesus' 

life from the perspective of salvation history. This is immediately 

evident in Luke's use of LXX style imitation throughout his narrative. 

As Luke seeks to write history which faithfully portrays the human 

factors, he does not hesitate to introduce the divine causation which is 

1 
Lohse, ~' XIV, p. 264. 

2 Sec obovcp pp. 482f., 218Q 

3cf. Sumner, p. 215. 

4
see above, pp. 480; 153, 217; 646, n. 2; 459, 500. 



constantly moving the drama to fulfilment according to God's plan. As 

the model for the pattern of God's dealings with men, the OT is viewed 

as a whole and patterns are extracted and applied to the NT situation 

1 
(e.g. the Passover as a model for God's salvation of his people). 

Again such a use is a witness to the continuity of revelation. 
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The OT serves another function in Luke's salvation history perspec-

tive. Not only is it the model according to which Luke's narrative is 

constructed, but it is the prophetic content of the divine design accord-

ing to which the history, which Luke reports in his narrative, is happen-

ing. As the prophetic content of salvation history the OT is extremely 

important for understanding the significance of the fulfilment which has 

taken place in Jesus' mission. 

Indeed, the OT is important for understanding the essential doc-

trines of the faith about Jesus the Messiah and the salvation he brings. 

The tradition of Jesus 1 words in Luke contain most of the OT ideas which 

he uses. Although the Christian missionaries to the Gentiles may have 

spoken of fulfilment of prophecy in general terms and described Jesus as 

a universal savior without much reference to his Davidic messiahship 

(e.g. Ac. 16:31), Luke shows that once initiated into the faith, the 

Gentiles were introduced to many OT ideas. The OT held the key for 

understanding not only much of the OT imagery and Jewish practices con-

tained in the gospel tradition of Jesus' words and work, but also the 

basic titles by which Jesus' nature is confessed: Christ, Son of Man, 

Son of God, Lord. These could not be properly understood unless the OT 

was searched and the basic figure of the Messiah was discovered. If 

the Gentiles were to grow in grace and in the knowledge of the Lord 

Jesus then they would have to turn to the OT. The same may be said for 

many of the other OT ideas which we have dealt with especially those 

which describe ~spects of man's relationship with God. DLilt it would not 

1 
!___bl' d. 165ff - pp. • 
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be simply out of necessity but from a real interest that Gentile Christians 

would avail themselves of the OT. For again because of their faith in 

Jesus the Messiah as the supreme revelation of God's salvation for menp 

which had been prophesied in the OT~ they would want to search the OT 

and discover all the implications of that salvation. 

As luke prepares all of this OT material for Gentiles he uses the 

device of the salvation history perspective to make it relevant to them. 

By taking up the idea of divine necessity and wedding it with both the 

pattern of God's saving acts in the OT and the OT eschatological or 

prophetic perspective which proclaims the decisive universal salvation of 

the End-time, 
1 

luke is able to place the OT within a universal historical 

perspective relevant for all men. Through the use of the Christocentric 

method of interpretation the early Christians had been able to appropriate 

the OT as distinctively their own source of revelation.Yet,byemphasizing 

the continuity between themselves and the Jews, as Luke does effectively 

through his sympathetic presentation of pious Jews and their practices 

(e.g. 23:56), early Christians could maintain a positive witness to the 

Jewish community claiming that the difference in approach to the OT by 

Jews and Christians was only a matter of the focus of one's interpreta

tional method.
2 

The OT for Luke then was the inspired Word of God which prophesied 

the coming of Jesus the Messiah who would suffer and be glorified, the 

supreme event in God's plan of salvation. The OT was the foundation 

for many of Luke's theological themes, especially those which concerned 

1
Karnetzki (p. 314) comments that though Josephus' and Luke's por

trayal of scriptural fulfilment are both less eschatological than the 
other Synoptic Gospels, still Luke compared with Josephus is more escha
tological. 

2 
cf. Conzelmann (Outline of NT Theology, pp. 31, 43), who makes some 

pertinent comments about the importance of the OT in the early church 
both as a force uniting Jew and Gentile and as a check against the possible 
tendency for Gentiles to turn Christianity into an unhistorical mystery 
religion. 
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Jesus' nature and the salvation available to men. luke's contribution 

as an early Christian theologian to the GentiLes is to show that the OT 

heritage is essential to the Christian faith. Gentiles who as pagans 

were neither knowledgeable of nor interested in "the book of the Jewsp" 

now as Christians are directed to it as the revelation of God 1 s dealings 

with men to bring about their salvation. luke's work shows the basis on 

which the Gentiles were interested in the OT, namely the relationship of 

the OT to their new found Lord, Jesus. He also manifests the way in 

which the OT could be used to communicate God's truth to those who did 

not have it as part of their religious heritage. The general statements 

concerning fulfilment of prophecy; the placement of OT material within 

the continuity of a salvation history perspective; and especially the 

founding of one's use of the OT on Jesus' use of the OT as reported in 

the gospel tradition,are satisfactory ways for introducing to the Gentile 

Christian the OT background to his faith. 

For Gentile Christians today whop because they have in canonical· 

form the NT witness to the Christian faith, may be tempted to dispense 

with the OT, Luke is a firm reminder that they do so only at the risk of 

losing both an understanding of who Jesus is and what the salvation in 

his name means. Their loss would include much of the content of God's 

word to men in the pastp which is carried on by Jesus and finds its ful-

f ilment in him. Luke also provides some helpful approaches to the OT. 

Through these one can begin to grow in knowledge of a portion of the 

Bible whose thought and mode of expression may be as foreign to the minds 

of twentieth century Gentile Christians as they were to Luke's audience, 

the first century Gentiles who were about to become Christians. 
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